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Abstracts 

 

This thesis examines the technical, political and spatial implications of urban air, and more specifically "air 

quality", in order to consider it from an architectural perspective. In opposition to understandings of the air 

either as a void or as a metaphor, this project proposes to inspect it from a material and technical approach, 

bringing the background to the fore and acknowledging its multiple agencies. Due to the scarce bibliography 

within the architectural field, its first aim is to construct a theoretical and analytical framework from which to 

consider urban air. For this purpose, the work attempts the construction of Aeropolis, a heuristic metaphor 

that describes the city's aero socio-material assemblage. Located at the intersection of certain currents in 

cultural philosophy, science and technology studies as well as feminist studies in technoscience, this 

framework enables a methodology and toolset to be extracted in order to approach the subject matter from 

different angles. 

 

The methodological tools stemming from this purpose-built framework were put to the test in a specific case 

study: Madrid, a highly polluted city whose air has been subject to political and social controversies, and where 

no effective policies or technologies have been successful in reducing its levels of pollution. In order to engage 

with the air, the thesis suggests a method for researching invisible agents by examining the epistemic devices 

involved. It locates and focuses on the instruments that sense, visualise and communicate urban air, claiming 

that they do not only represent it, but are also instruments that design the air and the city. The notion of 

"sensing" is then expanded by recognising different practices which enact the air in Madrid. The work claims 

that the result of this is not only the opening up of spaces for engagement but also the legitimisation of existing 

practices outside science and policymaking environments, such as embodied practices, as well as the 

redistribution of agency among more actors. So this is a thesis about toxicity, the European Union, 

collaborative production, scientific computational models, headaches, DIY kits, gases, human bodies, control 

rooms, blood, or politicians, among many others. 

 

The devices found throughout the work serve as an exceptional substrate for an investigation of digital 

infrastructures, enabling to challenge Smart City tropes. There is special attention paid to the effects of the air 

on the public space, acknowledging the silencing processes these infrastructures have been subjected to. 

Finally there is an outline of the opportunities arising for architecture and urban design when taking the air 

into account, to create new (queer) urban political ecologies between the air, urban infrastructures, the built 

environment, public and domestic spaces, and humans and more than humans. 
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Esta tesis examina las implicaciones técnicas, políticas y espaciales del aire urbano, y en concreto, de la calidad del 

aire, para tenerlo en cuenta desde una perspectiva arquitectónica. En oposición a formas de entender el aire como 

un vacío o como una metáfora, este proyecto propone abordarlo desde un acercamiento material y tecnológico, 

trayendo el entorno al primer plano y  reconociendo sus múltiples agencias. Debido a la escasa bibliografía 

detectada en el campo de la arquitectura, el objetivo es construir un marco teórico-analítico para considerar el 

aire urbano. Para ello el trabajo construye Aeropolis, una metáfora heurística que describe el ensamblaje 

sociotecnico de la ciudad. Situada en la intersección de determinadas ramas de la filosofía de la cultura, los estudios 

sobre ciencia y tecnología y estudios feministas de la ciencia este nuevo paisaje conceptual ofrece una metodología 

y herramientas para abordar el objeto de estudio desde distintos ángulos. 

 

Estas herramientas metodológicas han sido desarrolladas en el contexto específico de Madrid, ciudad muy 

contaminada cuyo aire ha sido objeto de controversias políticas y sociales, y donde las políticas y tecnologías para 

reducir sus niveles no han sido exitosas. Para encontrar una implicación alternativa con el aire esta tesis propone 

un método de investigación de agentes invisibles a partir del análisis de sus dispositivos epistémicos. Se centra, en 

concreto, en los instrumentos que miden, visualizan y comunican la calidad del aire, proponiendo que no sólo lo 

representan, sino que son también instrumentos que diseñan el aire y la ciudad. La noción de “sensing” (en 

castellano medir y sentir) es expandida, reconociendo distintas prácticas que reconstruyen el aire de Madrid. El 

resultado de esta estrategia no es sólo la ampliación de los espacios desde los que relacionarnos con el aire, sino 

también la legitimación de prácticas existentes fuera de contextos científicos  y administrativos, como por ejemplo 

prácticas relacionadas con el cuerpo, así  como la redistribución de agencias entre más actores. Así, esta tesis trata 

sobre toxicidad, la Unión Europea, producción colaborativa, modelos  de computación, dolores de cabeza, kits DIY, 

gases, cuerpos humanos, salas de control, sangre o políticos, entre otros. 

 

Los dispositivos que sirven de datos empíricos sirven como un ejemplo excepcional para investigar 

infraestructuras digitales, permitiendo desafiar nociones sobre Ciudades Inteligentes. La tesis pone especial 

atención en los efectos del aire en el espacio público, reconociendo los procesos de invisibilización que han sufrido 

sus infraestructuras de monitorización. Para terminar se exponen líneas de trabajo y oportunidades para la 

arquitectura y el diseño urbano a través de nuevas relaciones entre infraestructuras urbanas, el medio construido, 

espacios domésticos y públicos y humanos y no humanos, para crear nuevas  ecologías políticas urbanas (queer),  
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“Take a deep breath and hold it. Do you know that when you breathe in your lungs absorb billions upon 

billions of air molecules? Now breathe out. 

 

Breathe in. Along with air, each lungful you inhale contains the detritus from our indoor environments: 

fibers, vapors, tiny airborne insects and their excrement, viruses, bacteria, and fungi. Breathe out. 

 

Breathe in. Do you realize that chemical fumes from the objects around you escape into the air, are drawn 

into your lungs, dissolve across your alveoli membranes and into your blood? Breathe out. 

 

Breathe in. The air you just inhaled has already passed through ducts encrusted with a grimy, grey, 

microbe-infested fuzz of debris, hair, dust, and fiber particles released by decaying building materials. 

Breathe out.”  

 

(Classroom exercise from the Environmental Protection Agency designed to teach children about indoor 

air; paraphrase of Tchudi, “Lesson Plan on Indoor Air Quality” 1993, quoted in Emily Murphy’s 

introduction to Sick Buildings 1) 

 

 

 

 

Now put your head out of the window and repeat the previous exercise. The air that you will breathe is 

just as material as the one inside your room, simply different particles, gases, and possibly other 

bacteria. And yet, what do we know about the materiality of outdoor air?  

 

This is a story about inhabiting urban air and making it visible in order to start operating with it. It is 

also a story about opening up its epistemic frames to increase our capacities of action; not only to 

describe and understand urban air, but also to work with it and design its infrastructures and their 

effects on the urban environment. It is a story about politics and design, of redistributions and 

practices. But above all, it is a story that aims to build an atmosphere in which to think about the city 

through its air; a way to start imagining alternative relations between the built environment, 

infrastructures, nature, the air and our bodies. 

                                                                    
1 Murphy, Sick Building Syndrome and the Politics of Uncertainty: Environmental Politics, Technoscience and 

Women Workers. 
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Introduction 

 

Urban air is becoming a matter of public interest and political controversies. Cities around the world 

are becoming increasingly contaminated, transboundary pollution is creating diplomatic conflicts, and 

society is beginning to ask for responses2. What role or responsibility, if any, do we have as architects in 

this matter? 

 

Historically in urbanism, large scale interventions have been 

implemented since the 18th century to reduce pollution levels: the 

displacement of factories, the shift of domestic energy resources, the 

rupture of the urban fabric to produce ventilation or the insertion of 

parks as green lungs. Although the reduction of certain levels of 

pollutants has decreased with respect to the beginning of the early 20th 

century, the type of contaminants have changed and cities are not 

improving their air quality levels3. And yet, the same type of urban 

transformations, such as the definition of 'low emission zones' or the 

pedestrianization of the centre of cities, are being implemented in many 

European cities at a rate that does not allow for critical or scientific 

evaluation. 

 

These interventions are immersed in a conceptual framework in which 

sustainability is about protocols and efficiency, where monitoring the 

environment is about constructing the most accurate measurement, the 

perfect map or the most suitable Air Quality Index. Instead, this thesis suggests that thinking through 

air quality enables to tell a different story. It is a story which prioritises practices versus indexes, that 

challenges problem-solving in favour of redundancy and multiplicity, and which does not consider that 

the only way to engage with air quality is by trying to reduce the levels of pollutants, but instead by 

mostly multiplying the realms, practices, inscriptions, and processes that allow engagement with it. By 

doing so, humans, IT companies, art institutions, advocacy, or bodies, among others, come into play. 

 

And yet, researching, working and engaging with the air has an intrinsic challenge: dealing with its 

material properties; its instability, mutability, fluidity, mobility, inapprehensibility... but more 

importantly, its imperceptibility, invisibility, and the difficulty of tracing its effects. As feminist 

                                                                    
2  It is becoming a major political and economic issue in the South East Asia, special among China, Japan and 

South Korea. http://www.globalpost.com/dispatch/news/regions/asia-pacific/china/130516/air-pollution 

3 In October 2013 the European Environment Agency published a report that argued that 90% of European 

citizens are exposed to concentrations above safety levels proposed by the World Health Organisation. 

http://sociedad.elpais.com/sociedad/2013/10/15/actualidad/1381867422_148340.html. Last accessed 27/10/2013.  

Advertisement from Smoke Abatement 

League of Great Britain. Source: Thorsheim, 

Inventing Pollution. 
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philosopher Luce Irigaray points out, it is its invisibility that makes it forgettable4, and it is this space 

where this thesis aims to contribute to. It will try to make visible certain aerial conditions to try to 

(make) sense (of) the air. For this reason, this introduction will attempt to reveal some of its 

invisibilities, their implications and consequences.  

 

* * * 

 

The air turned public in the nineteenth century when it caught the 

attention of physicians, statisticians and city planners, becoming the 

object of technoscientific experiments, such as the work of Joseph 

Priestley or Antoine Lavoisier, among others. And yet as the German 

thinker Peter Sloterdijk proposes, it was during the First World War in 

the trenches near Ypres when the yellow clouds of poison gas made 

visible that the air is also political and that it can be designed, initiating a 

science of atmospheric manipulation5. Since then the air is no longer 

part of nature, but “it’s fragile, it’s technical, it’s public, it’s political, it 

could break down – it is breaking down – it’s being fixed”, as the 

philosopher Bruno Latour asserts6. It is precisely due to these conditions 

that both Sloterdijk and Latour claim that we cannot take the air for 

granted and that we need to take it into account. This thesis aims to respond to their challenge and take 

it into account, bringing it to our collective (political) attention. Moreover, acknowledging its political 

and public nature means it is also intrinsically urban and therefore part of architecture; this 

dissertation is an exercise in taking urban air into account from an architectural perspective.  

 

And yet, whereas in architecture the air has been mostly used as a synonym for the void or as a 

metaphor, this thesis once more intends to tell a different story; one where the air is material and 

technical, an object of design and an instrument to design the city. However, from this perspective many 

paths could have been followed: analysing the carbon footprint of urban processes, the reduction of 

building emissions, and so on. Although they are all relevant approaches, they are being researched in 

multiple institutions. This is why this research means to step back and work at another level. Instead of 

providing solutions, it aims to construct a conceptual framework from which to think about the air and 

its relation with the city from other points of view; away from hygienist or risk assessment 

frameworks. It intends to be a speculative instrument to open up alternative ways of thinking, engaging 

and interfering with urban air. A path that acknowledges that each breath connects us with the city and 

therefore must be spatialised and thought of at different scales simultaneously, from the body to the 

built environment. So, this is also a story about spatialising the air and the practices that co-construct it. 

                                                                    
4 Irigaray, The Forgetting of Air. 

5 Sloterdijk’s work in making visible the technologies of atmospheric manipulation that were already taking 

place, not only in the military but also in industrial and built environments through the use of air conditioning or the 

construction of greenhouses, has been fundamental for this thesis. Sloterdijk, Terror from the Air. 

6 Latour, “Air,” 2. 

 Joseph Priestley, Frontispiece of Experiments and 

Observations on Different Kinds of Air (1733-

180) 
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The strategy followed throughout this research to take the air into account in architectural means is 

twofold. Firstly, it will set up a space to think with/in the air (and therefore transform it) by defining 

Aerópolis. This city will be used as a heuristic metaphor to help imagine and navigate urban air as a 

complex space intertwined with material, social and natural elements. Madrid’s air will be the main 

case study of an average European city with high concentrations of pollution. And yet the political 

invisibilisation this issue has suffered (and therefore the small amount of research compared to other 

cities) and the existence of certain political events raising awareness of its controversies, provide it 

with constructive specificity. Out of the (not very long) history of Madrid’s air research, this work will 

focus mostly on the timeframe between 2006 and 2010; years which correspond to the city’s latest air 

quality monitoring network. It may be relevant to point out that the objective is not to make an 

evaluation of Madrid’s air quality, but to test the conceptual and analytical tools from which to think 

within the air. 

 

Secondly, once within Aeropolis, the space that looks at the air from within, the focus shifts to the 

devices that enable sensing it by investigating the devices that measure, visualise and communicate 

urban air (what is commonly referred to as ‘air monitoring’). These are the actual research sources; 

thus, this research is an inquiry into urban air, and more precisely, air monitoring, from a material and 

spatial perspective.  

 

The following sections will define the objectives of the thesis, the working hypothesis framing the 

research and finally, a walk through the document in order to have an overall view of the 

heterogeneous journey to be undertaken. 
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1.1. SETTING UP A CONTEXT 

                       

Architecture historian Reyner Banham in The Architecture of the Well-tempered Environment called 

for the inclusion of air, heat or humidity as architectural conditions. 

 

“However obvious it may appear, on the slightest reflection, that the history of architecture should cover 

the whole of the technological art of creating habitable environments, the fact remains that the history 

found in the books currently available still deals almost exclusively with the external forms of habitable 

volumes as revealed by the structures that enclose them”7 

 

Banham recognised that architecture is the technological process of 

creating habitable environments, and therefore the air should be a 

material taken into consideration in both practical and historical 

accounts. Since Banham there has been a lot of research in interior air 

treatment through the investigation and development of air 

conditioning or ventilation techniques, for example.  And yet there 

seems to be another question that remains unanswered: how can we 

work with the exterior air? What takes place on the other side of the 

skin of buildings? There are already many disciplines researching it, 

from the chemical industries to epidemiology or environmentalism, 

which at the moment have resulted in more questions than certainties. 

In this field under construction, where cities are the spaces of 

experimentation (where congestion charge zones, chemicals poured onto the streets or old watering 

campaigns are being tested), architecture does not seem equipped enough to deal with these 

questions8. Thus, this thesis proposes to work at the intersection of three different fields that have 

engaged with the air in material, technical and political terms: cultural philosophy, Science and 

Technology Studies (STS) and feminist studies of technoscience.  

 

Within cultural philosophy, the work of Peter Sloterdijk and feminist philosopher Luce Irigaray justify 

the need for this research. They both claim that the air cannot continue to be forgotten. In their account 

the world is 'interiority' and therefore, urban air is not something 'out there', but an inside that must be 

considered. Their work also sets the ground to acknowledge the materiality of the air (crucial to escape 

from metaphorical and existentialist accounts of space) and the role of the instruments (which will be 

here referred to as devices) that 'design' it9. Cultural philosophy thus provides this dissertation with a 

                                                                    
7 Banham, The Architecture of the Well-tempered Environment, 12. 

8  Further developed in Chapter 2, this means that a substantial body of work has not been found within the field 

of architecture that deals with urban air or air quality in particular, both in conceptual or practical terms. 

9 This is detailed in Chapter 2 through the work of Peter Sloterdijk. 

Francois Dallegret. Anatomy of a Dwelling 

(1965) 
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justification for the need to think and work with the air as an object of research, to set up a material 

analysis as its conceptual framework and to justify its structure by focusing on  aero-devices. 

 

STS has provided the tools to work within cultural philosophy’s premises: to think about the 

materiality of the air and to work empirically with devices, as well as offering specific literature on how 

air quality has been mobilised in public, institutional, scientific and political realms. Also, STS concepts 

will be used to describe and bring to life the apparatus of air monitoring, along the same lines as Latour 

did in Paris Invisible10. However, the distinction made in this thesis derives from proposals in feminist 

studies, and in particular from feminist studies of technoscience, mostly represented by the work of 

Dona Haraway. By problematising scientific and hegemonic ways of sensing the air it enables to 

identify other modes of knowing, dealing with devices and engaging with the environment. Moreover, 

these studies have not only been fundamental in expanding the epistemic frames of air sensing, but 

have also opened a new strand of materialism of the embodied, bringing to the fore and reclaiming the 

ontological dimension of the air as a fluctuating matter that merges flesh and chemicals and which is, 

by definition, inapprehensible and has its own agency. 

 

The space to think from the air is therefore inscribed at the intersection of these fields, constructing a 

specific environment to shift our gaze and begin seeing only aerial matters.  

 

                                                                    
10 In this graphic and textual exercise, Latour and Hermant make visible the institutions, places and documents 

that register or measure certain aspects of Paris, from the naming of the streets to its security centre. Latour and 

Hermant, Paris Ville Invisible. 
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1.2. DEVICES TO SENSE THE AIR  

 

The thesis proposes the investigation of instruments that render the air visible as its methodology, 

because within the broader space of air quality they are the instruments that enable dealing with the 

air’s invisibility, making it visible and knowable, and so they are a good entry point into the discussion.   

 

At the centre of the work there is the concept of 'device'. Drawing on work within STS and more 

specifically, on Actor Network Theory, this concept has challenged understandings of tools and 

instruments as “mere infrastructures” that are generic, technical and objective machines. Instead, this 

thesis traces how these devices constitute socio-technical-natural 

assemblages, and how they do not only measure, map or communicate 

the air, but also construct it. In other words, it looks at environmental 

monitoring as an outcome of the interactions between people, things, 

groups, spaces, technologies, etc, where devices make the air matter. They 

operate as aero-mediators that connect the air with humans, and 

correspond with what this dissertation has named the 'infrastructures', 

'windows', and 'mediators' of Aerópolis.  

 

'Infrastructures' will refer to the devices that allow the measuring of the 

air. They are different types of sensors, raising the issue of what counts as 

a sensor and questioning what it means to measure the air. 'Windows' 

will refer to the devices that allow the visualisation and observation of 

the air, focusing in particular on the maps that are used to inform of the 

air quality conditions. Their intrinsic spatial character will enable the 

discussion of the connection between the air and the city. 'Mediators' will 

refer to the devices that communicate the air to citizens and make it 

public, by investigating Air Quality Indexes. These are ranges that 

translate the concentrations of certain pollutants into the impact of the 

air on human health, with the intention of producing awareness and behavioural change. They are 

relevant for this research because they connect the air with the body, and will enable a connection of 

the body with the city. 

 

So, in the next chapters we will be looking at sensors, maps and Air Quality Indexes existing in Madrid. 

As digital tools they are relevant because, as Lluis Ortega states in the introduction of Digitalization 

takes Command11, they enable making the air parametric and virtual, and therefore workable and 

                                                                    
11  Ortega, ed. La Digitalización Toma El Mando.  

 

The Owens filter apparatus. Source: 

Committee for the Investigation of 

Atmospheric Pollution (1916) published in 

Whitehead. State, Science and the Skyes. 
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designable, in technical terms, for researchers, architects, designers, urbanists and citizens. And yet in 

this thesis they are relevant as objects in themselves, which can become subjects of architecture and 

urban design. However, let us stop here and clarify the thesis’ use of the term device. 

 

'Device' will be used as a heuristic instrument to organise the inquiry; something between a method, a 

technique and a way of organising and doing things. As sociologist Nina Wakeford suggests, it is “a way 

of thinking, between concepts and practice, epistemology and ontology, the virtual and the actual”12. To 

focus on the device does not imply a technological deterministic approach; on the contrary, it will be 

the means to reach the more corporeal and subjective (and therefore engaged).  

 

A material device analysis will be used as an analytical tool to search how the air is enacted through 

these devices in order to understand what matter does and what are its affordances, as a fundamental 

architectural question. This material (and device) perspective intends to bring the material conditions 

to the fore, and will make visible that they are not neutral and scientific instruments that describe 

reality, but that depending on their context they acquire agency13. Because as sociologist Michel Callon 

remarks, “devices articulate actions, act or make others act”14. 

 

However, it will be argued that these capacities are not intrinsic to matter in itself, but to the context in 

which it is inserted and on its specific material configuration. For this reason we will be looking more 

at the contexts than at the devices themselves, and observing “how the practices, techniques, 

environments and infrastructures acquire their moral and political capacities”15. Focusing on the 

performative capacity of the devices will avoid judging them as objects (whether ones are better or 

worse than others, or whether they work properly or not), but it will enable the identification of their 

properties and opportunities. Because, as mediating digital infrastructures they enable, as Lasén and 

Casado conclude in their analysis of mobile phones and couple´s relationships, have the capacity to 

“disrupt the ways of control, self-control and control of the other” 16. Or in other words, the objective of 

looking at what the devices do is to identify their potentials, to be able to redistribute some of their 

agencies or reassign value to them in other contexts.  

                                                                    
12 The understanding of a device analysis as an inventive method that enables creative ways of engaging with 

certain contexts is developed by Lury and Wakeford, Inventive Methods, 9. 

13 On the relevance and agency of everyday objects see Rheinberger, Toward a History of Epistemic Things. 

14 The agency of devices is exemplified through market devices, from calculators to indicators, in: Callon, Millo, 

and Muniesa, Market devices, 2. 

15 The assumption that the political capacities of objects are not ontological but dependant on their deployment 

will be fundamental throughout the thesis. Marres and Lezaun, “Materials and Devices of the Public: An Introduction,” 

495. 

16  Lasén and Casado. “Mobile Telephony and the Remediation of Couple Intimacy”, 557. 
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1.3. MAKING VISIBLE 

 

Although what is offered here is a study of urban air, it is not intended to be followed as the method 

proposed by Latour and Woolgar to understand life in the laboratory17 (if this were possible at all in 

the case of the air). Instead, it is an attempt to make some of its conditions visible ("sensable"). What 

this implies is that there is not a reality that needs to be discovered or a truth to be unveiled. Making it 

visible by different means will be a process of bringing the air closer to the field, of bringing the 

background to the fore. There are four facets of invisibility that this thesis aims to address and unfold 

as its main objectives: making the multiplicity of the air visible; the different sensing devices that 

enable its enactment; other modes of sensing the air; and the effects of sensing processes on the city. 

These will be the approaches of inquiry towards each object of analysis. 

 

The air (s)  

 

The first objective of the thesis is to make urban air visible. It is something we are already doing, as 

speaking about it is already a way of making it relevant as an object for study. However, what follows 

will not be a linear story, but brief scenes, short descriptions that will try 

to identify the role of devices and agents, of technologies and affects, of 

the eyes and the skin. All these assemblages will allow us to talk about 

urban air. Not about its causes or consequences, but about what it is in 

itself. This implies a movement from epistemology towards ontology 

that many thinkers and certain strands of STS have begun to reclaim18 

and with which this thesis aligns, drawing in particular on ethnographer 

and philosopher Annemariel Mol’s work on 'multiple ontology' to 

negotiate this shift 19. From this perspective the interest in devices does 

not revolve around their adequacy to represent the air, but in how the air is composed and, above all, 

how it is configured and constituted (its political ontology). So the question is not 'how to know the 

truth about the air', but 'how the air is managed in practice'. Shifting the attention from knowledge 

itself to the practices of knowing (sensing) the air.  

 

                                                                    
17 Latour and Woolgar proposed to follow objects inside the laboratory to understand ‘science in action’. Latour 

and Woolgar, Laboratory Life: The Construction of Scientific Facts. 

18 See as an example the summary within sociology that Woolgar and Lezaun provide in: Woolgar and Lezaun, 

“The Wrong Bin-bag: A Turn to Ontology in Science and Technology Studies? 

19 Although Mol’s research is about  hospitals and arteriosclerosis, her identification of scientific objects not as a 

fixed conceptual entity but as multiple assemblage of different objects created by different practices, has been crucial to 

destabilise notions of the air as an abstract and single entity, and helped to shift the attention towards the practices that 

construct it. Mol, The Body Multiple: ontology in Medical Practice (Science and Cultural Theory). 

Hehe. Nouage vert Saint-Ouen (2009) 
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And yet, in the same way as we have argued that objects and devices do not have an agency in 

themselves but it is acquired through their deployment, the ontology of objects is not a predetermined 

property, but in fact it is created through the socio-material practices of everyday life. And it is precisely 

for this reason why this is a useful position from which to talk about the air: because air quality is not 

only a gas or a particle floating in the atmosphere (waiting to be measured, visualised or eliminated). 

What this thesis proposes is that the air is made (enacted, in Mol’s terms) through its measurements, 

the news in the media or its abatement plans. As practices their scale is local, and they inform and are 

informed by our bodies, by the organisation of our transportation system, by asthma and respiratory 

affections and the type of sensors we use to measure it.  

 

By observing the different devices that are used to sense the air we will be speaking about practices in 

which an entity is measured, regulated or managed. But, which entity? Following Mol, a slightly 

different one each time. Because, if we change the focus from knowledge to enactment, what looks like 

one object is in fact many: the figure given by the sensor and which is considered 'the air' is not the 

same thing as a headache in a person suffering Multi Chemical Sensitivity syndrome, or the index 

represented in a map. Nevertheless, they are all enacting 'air quality'. Thus, this thesis interferes and 

engages with Mol’s political ontology and multiplicity program and proposes that the air (air quality) is 

a multiple object20. Attending to this multiplicity is not a recursive device, but a way of acting, of 

intervening, of proposing an alternative vision of the air. 

 

Indeed if the objective of the thesis were to reduce the levels of pollution it would be necessary to have 

a singularity to operate with. Yet its objective is to identify the realms of action from which the air can 

be engaged and interfered with; multiplicity can be inhabited. So, this is a story of multiplicities as 

strategies of inclusiveness where, instead of trying to make the air knowable by making it easy, we 

intend to make it more complex, to add more layers, as a way of incrementing the perspectives from 

which it can be looked at and the ways in which it can be enacted (and therefore re-enacted). 

 

Thus the working hypothesis is that sensing the environment does not (only) take place inside the 

devices (in the sensors, maps or Air Quality Indexes), but that it takes place in the practices that sense 

it, in their material assemblage and deployment. Along the study of the material organisation of the 

different case studies, the thesis will relocate the places where sensing Aeropolis takes place, 

suggesting that in order to sense the air not only the apparatus matters, but also how it is configured in 

space, and how attending to the locality and spatialisation of practices and devices their normative 

conditions can be redistributed. 

 

                                                                    
20  It may be worth clarifying that the objective is not to differentiate different perspectives or ways of 

understanding the air, but to see how the air is made. 
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Multiple sensing devices 

 

But not only is the air invisible; in scientific and policy-making accounts expensive sensors are 

presented as the only way of knowing the air, and devices that do not comply with their standards are 

silenced and invisibilised. Assuming that air quality is a multiple object and that practices enact 

different airs, the second objective of this thesis is to look for as many practices that sense the air in 

Madrid as possible. The working hypothesis is that increasing the amount of devices that sense the air 

enables widening the range of modes in which the air can be organised and practised. As will be 

demonstrated, in parallel to the institutional sensing devices there are also DIY sensors, crowd-

sourcing maps, collective digital infrastructures or media-art cartographies; each of them organising 

different arrangements. The question that emerges when comparing them is not about quality or 

efficiency, but about what matters in each, the types of digital infrastructures they configure and the 

types of air they enact. 

 

However, in expanding the realms of action, not only different sensing devices will become visible; also 

the different realms to which each device is connected to will be researched. For this purpose, each 

chapter is structured around concepts taken from the Actor Network Theory toolbox that enable to 

identify these connections, to see the material and social assemblage in 

which the air is measured, to spot different realms to which the 

environment is co-articulated in maps, and to test how the variability of 

the deployment of Air Quality Indexes permits to expand the modes of 

engagement and interaction with the air. 

 

This discussion is framed as a response to ubiquitous accounts of digital 

infrastructures enhanced within the spaces of The Internet of Things 

and Smart Cities21. The invisibility of the devices does not only take place 

at a symbolic level, but also at a material one. Each chapter will take a 

closer look at the materiality of these infrastructures, with the working 

hypothesis that digital infrastructures are not invisible and ubiquitous, 

but material, and their materiality matters in how the sensing process is 

configured. This research proposes to avoid the former perspective and look for their material, spatial 

and resource requirements, to reclaim them as a territory for (architectural) design. Moreover, looking 

at their spatialisation will enable to see how they interfere with the urban: in the public space, 

underground, or as smart dust floating in the air22. Because, is the data that surrounds us in code-space 

immaterial23? It is not. It requires data-centres located in strategic grounds (next to energy production 

                                                                    
21  For an overview on Smart Cities see Calvillo, “Ciudades Inteligentes: De Masdar a Songdo.”  

22 For the development of the concept of ‘smart dust’ see: Gabrys, “Telepathically Urban.” 

23 For the development of the concept of ‘code-space’ see: Kitchin and Dodge, Code/Space. Software and Everyday 

Life. 

NO2 sensor unit 
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centres), which consume massive amounts of energy and pollute (depending on the type of energy that 

they consume); they change land use and transform agricultural into industrial land (datafarms). So 

data and its infrastructures have territorial effects, reconstructing a geopolitical map of resources and 

power, shifting land use, transforming local economies and populating the landscape with ghost-

warehouses. Data is thus not only material but it also produces specific types of urbanism24. What are 

the digital infrastructures and the urbanism of Aeropolis? 

 

Other modes of sensing 

 

One of the thesis’ central contentions is that tracing the multiple ways in which the air is sensed 

highlights forms of sensing that do not fit cleanly into existing theoretical and empirical STS schema. It 

argues that, within STS, there has been a lack of attention to ‘affective’ modes of sensing the air. In 

particular, analysing the different sensing devices points to the way in which, according to the 

deployment of the devices, forms of action that are emergent and that may not have a clear-cut 

relationship to scientific and policy making understandings, can nonetheless become central to the 

pursuit of sensing the air.  

 

Thus, the working hypothesis is that what matters in air sensing is not 

only the data produced by the official monitoring stations. By analysing 

those other practices what will be seen is that there may be other aspects 

of the air that may be of interest to citizens beyond the data, such as how 

a certain street smells, how it affects visibility in the city or the bodily 

nuances that certain exposures entail. These practices produce other 

types of evidence, such as oral descriptions or legal documents, and 

which make the body or a walk along the street matter. In searching for 

the different practices of air sensing much of this thesis will focus on the 

unseen, everyday articulations and practices of managing, advocating, 

experimenting, or normalising bodies, DIY kits, and so on. In drawing 

attention to these forms of action the thesis contributes towards the field 

of STS by both enriching its vocabulary and broadening its potential 

empirical focus. However, it also aims to contribute to the field of 

architecture by legitimising alternative modes of understanding and 

engaging with the environment outside the technoscientific realm. 

 

So, the thesis opens up the epistemic frames of air sensing to less quantitative modes of sensing that 

include effects, atmospheric attunements, or syndromes. It legitimises the body as a measuring device 

                                                                    
24 As the author of this thesis has proposed in the co-authored article: Halpern et al., “Test-Bed Urbanism.” 

Environmental chamber used to 

experimentally measure the effects of carbon 

monoxide on humans at the Yale Laboratory 

of Applied Physiology (1921). Source: 

Murphy, Sick Buildings 
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and as an indicator of air quality through the nuances or physical effects on it, and attempts to 

legitimise other ways of knowing the environment and other instruments that allow sensing it that are 

not even 'technical' and therefore are not even accounted for as air sensing practices. This move does 

not intend to avoid “action” with the air, on the contrary. The objective is to open up as many fields and 

strategies for intervention as possible. And by doing so, it redistributes the spaces of air sensing, while 

expanding the notion of 'sensing' itself, bringing together measuring, feeling, perceiving, grasping, 

suspecting, etc. 

 

The effects of sensing on the city 

 

The last objective is to visualise the effects of sensing processes on the city. As already mentioned 

above, multiplicity is not only related to devices, also with its spaces. Each air is enacted in a different 

location by different means: concentration of NO2 measured by the city Council and the complaints 

provided by the environmental syndrome associations are enacted in the headquarters of the city 

Council Environment area or in an association’s venue.  Nevertheless, the 

working hypothesis is that the devices (both sensors and speech) do not 

only enact the air, but they also construct it.  But let us see what we mean 

exactly by 'construct'. Many terms have been used to describe the active 

condition of practices and objects. Mol reclaims the term 'enact' to 

describe how objects of study are made through practices. This term 

centres its interest in the activities that take place displacing the role of 

actors25. Judith Butler, drawing on British philosopher of language J.L. 

Austin, used the concept of 'performance' to reinforce its processual 

character26, and Sloterdijk coins 'air-design'27 to enhance its technical 

aspect. Despite their operability at many levels, one of the objectives of this research is to claim the 

material transformations that take place in the sensing process. Mol denies the usefulness of terms like 

'make' or 'construct', because for her they presuppose that a material can be constituted as an object 

and thrown into reality with a stable identity. This is true of her case study, because a pathologist 

cannot construct the walls of the arteries of arteriosclerosis. However, in other contexts it can be said 

that the object is constructed as an assemblage and thrown into the world, like the particles emitted 

into the air through our daily activities, at the same time as these same activities define our notions and 

imaginaries of urban air28.  

                                                                    

25 Mol, The Body Multiple, 33. 

26 However, the term is highly connoted, and it can be misunderstood that there exists a hidden reality (a 

backstage) where other realities are taking place. Butler, Bodies That Matter. 

27 Sloterdijk, Terror from the Air. 
28 In our story, the materiality of the air is what provides the response to the stability of the object: it is never 

stable because it is in constant transformation: concentrations of each component vary depending on meteorological 

conditions, the activities of the different emitters, or the chemical reactions between their components.  

The streets of Kensington, from Punch, (21 

Feb. 1880,78). Source: Thorseinm, Inventing 

Pollution. 
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The second hypothesis this thesis intends to discuss is that through the construction of the air through 

the devices that render it visible, urban space is also constructed (or transformed, intensified, 

implemented, cancelled) in material but also symbolic terms. Along the unfolding of the case studies it 

will become tangible how urban space is affected by the invasion of green black-boxes, or how 

domestic space is reconfigured by its new sensing capacities. Thus, from this perspective it could be 

argued that the air and urban space are not only constructed, but even built29.  

 

                                                                    
29 However, by saying this we are not proposing a social constructivism in which everything is constructed by 

society. On the contrary, it is presupposing that objects (air, devices) have an agency. For example: with our breath we 

transform the air adding CO2, and at the same time NO2 can affect our lungs. 
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1.4 A WALK THROUGH THE DOCUMENT  

 

This thesis traces a nonlinear and heterogeneous journey of air sensing in Madrid, in the search for the 

practices, techniques and technologies that measure, visualise or communicate its air quality. As 

mentioned above, this introduction aims to set up the problematics and challenges of taking the air into 

account from an architectural perspective, laying out the objectives of the thesis and highlighting its 

main concerns. 

 

Chapter Two constructs an intellectual landscape from which urban air sensing can be studied. It 

explores the empirical and theoretical lacunae within existing architectural work to take urban air into 

account. It also argues that, with a few exceptions, there has been a lack of attention to the relevance of 

socio-material-corporeal relations in the study of air monitoring. Thus, it generates a dialogue between 

insights from a strand of cultural philosophy, with work that has focused on the material properties of 

the air and the role of the devices in its design. With respect to the role of devices, the chapter draws 

from the work of STS and the potential offered by the particular account of actor-network theory. This 

is essential for tracing the deeply intimate modes of interaction that air sensing devices can operate 

with and through. However, the notion of the device is challenged by literature from feminist studies to 

open up the areas of knowledge and practices focusing on areas of life where air sensing takes place 

out of the will of humans or the practices that sense without technological instruments.  

 

Chapter Three builds on the previous one and constructs the conceptual framework from which to 

think in the air, by defining Aeropolis. It provides certain references where the city has been used as a 

heuristic device, and at the same time puts it to work through the definition of some of its spaces, such 

as its markets or its inhabitants. This chapter also provides an overview of how the research was 

conducted, as well as a defence of the methods employed in the thesis. In so doing, it focuses on the 

role played by a research methodology based in a simultaneous process of thinking and making, 

arguing for its performative potential as one of the most fundamental research methods of 

architectural thinking.  

 

The following three chapters centre on the devices and practices that sense urban air as the main data 

sources. Chapter Four explores the devices that measure the air. It starts with a theoretical redefinition 

of sensing the environment, as a fundamental concept to destabilise dichotomies such as 

objective/subjective, body/machine and so on, which enables the identification of other modes of 

sensing the air which are not part of the hegemonic and institutionalised modes of air sensing. By 

analysing two case studies of institutional and collective devices of air sensing, and introducing two 

other modes of bodily and affective practices of sensing the air, it argues that sensing the air does not 

take place in the data obtained by the sensors, but outside of it, in its material assemblage and its 

spatialisation. By looking at the socio-technical assemblages that they configure, the different 
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infrastructures that they constitute will be identified, questioning and opening up the understandings 

of digital infrastructures developed in Smart Cities and the Internet of Things. By expanding the frame 

of the scientific sensing devices from Katheleen Stewart and Mel Chen’s proposals on 'atmospheric 

attunements' and 'toxic animacies'30, the thesis intends to redistribute what matters in air sensing to 

include other agents, other devices and other ways of knowing. It concludes by identifying the aero 

urban and domestic landscapes that sensing devices construct. 

 

Chapter Five explores three maps or cartographies that make Madrid’s air visible and knowable. This 

chapter begins by examining what exactly is taken into account of the air and which aspects of the city 

are enacted through these maps. It focuses on the contextual aspects embedded in the device, as a way 

of understanding what is at stake in each of them. In so doing, the thesis demonstrates how knowing 

the air takes place in the spaces in which maps are deployed, not in its inscriptions. By looking at the 

co-articulation of the air with other spaces, realms and agents, more spaces for knowing the air are 

detected, which allow the redistribution of possibilities of action from the existing ones (emissions, 

traffic) to other contexts. By expanding the frame of scientific maps to other maps from Haraway’s 

situated perspective31, it also redistributes knowledge of the air to other modes of knowing that 

include the toxic or use play. To conclude, it describes the airs that these maps construct, as the airs of 

nature, resource or the toxic, with different capacities of engaging with the physical space and 

concentrations of the air. 

 

Chapter Six investigates the messy and unstable context of Air Quality Indexes, arguing that it may be 

more useful to communicate air quality by inscribing exposures not in health or the body, but in 

physical locations. Because the body matters, being less productive as a victim of pollution and more 

for its sensing capacities. Centring the analysis on the instability of the indexes, this chapter detects the 

difficulty in finding specific material correlations between exposures, effects on the body and 

information. By expanding the frame of epidemiological studies from a feminist perspective the aerial 

body is redistributed to all bodies, proposing other corporealities and subjectivities. It concludes by 

proposing an alternative ontology of the air in order to start thinking of the implications of its 

pharmakon and indeterminate conditions. 

                                                                    
30 See Stewart, “Atmospheric Attunements”; and Chen, Animacies. Biopolitics, Racial Mattering and Queer Affect. 

31 Haraway, “Situated Knowledges.” 
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Introduction 

 

This thesis explores the landscape of Madrid´s air quality, focusing on the identification of urban air in all 

its complexity. By looking at the agents and devices that construct the air, we reveal the difficulties of 

engaging with it. This chapter outlines the empirical bounds and opens up the empirical space through 

which these objects will be studied through key theoretical and methodological concerns. 

 

The study of the air is by necessity multidisciplinary; most studies of it are located at the intersection of 

several disciplines or knowledge realms. It can therefore be difficult to classify or locate this knowledge 

under a single framework. This research brings together cultural theory, Science and Technology Studies 

(STS) and feminist studies of technoscience, as useful tools to take the air into account from an 

architectural perspective. By establishing dialogues between these relevant literatures, this thesis 

engages not necessarily at their intersection, but at their variable (and negotiable) edges. 

 

First it will consider the cultural and normative discussions on air in cultural theory, which justifies the 

grounds of this proposal: why the air matters.  Then, we will turn to architecture and urban studies to 

identify the strategies used within western contemporary practices to take the air into account, that is: 

how the air is specified by architectural means. This move not only contextualises the research within 

the discipline of architecture, but also challenges its boundaries by introducing a new material: the 

urban air.  At the same time, the air becomes spatialised in relation to the urban context and public space. 

 

At the intersection of cultural theory and architecture, the thesis introduces notions and specific 

literatures from STS to re-conceptualise the air in material terms and to think and investigate the 

relevance of the ' instruments´ that make it visible. Finally, several notions from feminist studies of 

technoscience open up the conceptual frame from science and policy to include other practices and 

other modes of taking the air into account, thereby redistributing what is at stake. 

 

In sum, this chapter explores the “whats” of this research´s object: its relevance, materiality, 

relationships, frictions, problematics, etc. But at the same time it is the beginning of an exploration of its 

“hows”: how can this dynamic moving object be followed as it transforms and is transformed, while 

trying to identify how to engage with it. 
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2.1. BEING IN AIR 

Shana and Robert ParkeHarrison, Suspension (2010) 

 

“Air does not show itself. As such, it escapes appearing as (a) being. It allows itself to be forgotten even by 

the perceptual ability of the nose. Except in cases where human activity has fabricated the air to begin 

with. 

Air remains the unthought resource of Being. Unthinkable? By Heiddeger? Even though the phenomenon of 

the cosmonauts has often passed through its mediations...” (Irigaray, 1983: 14) 

 

The invisibility of the air and its cultural understanding as the “natural” context of the social and built 

environment has left it unattended. What some philosophers, historians and critical theorists like Peter 

Sloterdijk or Luce Irigaray claim is that we cannot take it for granted, that air has to be taken into 

account to understand our contemporary ways of being. At the same time we live in a carbon economy, 

CO2 is one of the main international currencies; our cities are becoming unliveable due to the 

continuous degradation of their air and the difficulty of managing or controlling it. Air has become an 

urgent matter of concern, but we are not well disposed to deal with it. This research is invested in 
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revealing this lack, but also in developing the project of turning the air into something that we pay 

attention to and engage with it, by making it visible. 

This is not to say that there is no literature, and archival resources that describe our interaction with 

the air. On the contrary. The fields of knowledge that have been exploring the urban air as an object of 

research have been exponentially growing worldwide over the last century. Drawing a cross-section of 

the current public institutions, research centres, universities, independent researchers, activists groups, 

citizen associations and amateurs involved in the study of air one would 

find that there are chemistry research groups investigating the physical 

composition of the air1; environmental researchers studying the weather 

and impact on ecosystems2. From a health perspective, epidemiological 

studies which analyse the impact of air quality in the human body and 

public health have been increasingly emerging3. In the technological realm 

there are investigations on instruments of measuring, modelling and 

predicting the air4. 

 

Also in the social sciences there has been an increasing interest in how the 

knowledge of the air is produced, what are the institutions that manage it, 

and what impacts do these have in social and political configurations 

including the reception of those materials in certain social groups5. Within 

historical research, the air has been used as an indicator to describe social 

conditions from the 18th century6, or to describe the evolution of the idea of 

pollution7. The air became a material for conceptual and formal research 

and investigation in the arts8, literature9, and from the 60´s, it also illuminated the imagination of 

popular culture, from science fiction novels10, film11  or even cooking12. 

 

In this context, the objective of this thesis is to identify the modes and instruments in which the air has 

been and can be rendered visible, and through that process, to understand how it operates, what are its 

entanglements with the social and physical environment -to reveal the complexities of working with a 

material whose properties are based in its unapprehensability, slipperiness and invisibility. Because the 

air itself is a good example of being in the air: it is suspended in itself in theoretical terms. Which air? 
                                                                    
1 Like the CIEMAT in Madrid. 
2 As the CALIOPE project in Barcelona. 
3 Some will be analysed in Chapter 6, 
4 In Madrid there is the Project SERCA, but each country in the EU is contributing with different models. 
5 Some of these references will be analysed in the following sections of this chapter. 
6 As Whitehead, Science from the Skyes. 
7  From the old reference of Douglas, Purity and Danger to Thorsheim´s Inventing Pollution. 
8 Two fundamental pieces that have been inspiring references for this research have been Duchamp´s Air de 

Paris (1919) and Gordon Matta-Clark´s Fresh Air Cart (1972) 
9 The Plague of Albert Camús (1947) constructs an atmospheric environment. 
10 Like Geoff Ryman´s novel Air (2005) 
11 Steven Soderbergh´s Contagion (2011), Sofia Coppola´s The virgin Suicides (1999), Fritz Lang´s Metropolis 
(1927), Ridley Scott´s Blade Runner (1982) or Bela Tarr´s Turin Horse (2011), as some references. 
12 With the research of foams of Ferrán Adriá at El Bulli, for example (since 1962) 

 

Marcel Duchamp, 50 cc of Paris Air (1919) 
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The immense variation under which the air is named in the above literatures reveals that it is a complex, 

variable and cultural concept that acquires different names according to the perspective from which it is 

being described. It is therefore worth clarifying the different approaches of the literature. 

 

The most frequently researched studies of air from a scientific and institutional context is air pollution13 

or air quality, as “an expression of a relation between air and the government of an urban population”14.  

Such a conception raises the dichotomy between clean/polluted. These seemingly more “objective” 

terms, refer to a specific stage of the air (when it has high density of some components considered as 

harmful). In contrast, the present research will question the stability of the concept of “air pollution” to 

locate other working concepts. Air is often interwoven within a cluster of related words such as climate 

change, transboundary air pollution, urban quality, greenhouse gases, acid rain etc.  As Lindsdog and 

Sunqvist note, these terms are “circulating in news and reports, political discussions and public debates. 

These words describe the importance of clean air for human health, a liveable society and a sustainable 

environment. But, what is clear air, or rather, what makes air polluted?”15.  At the same time, the 

interest in the environment has shifted overtime, as in the most popular contemporary term: carbon 

emissions16. 

 

Other scholars relate to questions about the air´s location or position: urban air as a global zone of 

monitoring and research17, or air milieu (the space in which enemy bodies move) or surrounding air, 

as opposed to air conditioning18, or outdoors air, which relate to concepts of openness/ enclosure. This 

links to issues of control, including technical devices or air design: air control, environmental control, 

climate control, and even as a synonym of environment, climate or weather19. Other terms relate to death 

and killing: mist of death, death dust, radioactivity20, but these can equally relate to their opposite, to 

questions related to the body or the essence of being, as the air or being in air 21, or unbreathed air22. 

 

                                                                    
13 Lidskog,and Sundqvist, Governing The Air. The Dynamics of Science, Policy, and Citizen Interaction; Bickerstaff 
and Walker, “The Place(s) of Matter: Matter Out of Place - Public Understandings of Air Pollution.” 
14 Barry, Political Machines: Governing a Technological Society, 169. 
15 Lidskog,and Sundqvist, Governing The Air. The Dynamics of Science, Policy, and Citizen Interaction, 1. 
16 Marres, “The Cost of Public Involvement Everyday Devices of Carbon Accounting and the Materialization of 
Participation.” 
17 Barry, Political Machines: Governing a Technological Society. 
18 Sloterdijk, Esferas III. 
19 Sloterdijk, Terror from the Air; Wakeford, “Beyond the Individual. Replacing the Network Society with Social 
Foam: a Revolution for Corporate Enthnography?”; Latour, “Air.” 
20 Sloterdijk, Terror from the Air; Lidskog, Rolf and Sundqvist, Göran, Governing The Air. The Dynamics of Science, 

Policy, and Citizen Interaction. 
21 Irigaray, The Forgetting of Air. 
22 Colomina, “Unbreathed Air 1956.” 
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Atmospheres 

 

Other concepts, air and atmosphere, exhibit more subtle difference and are sometimes treated as 

synonyms. This distinction is important from a conceptual point of view, insofar as the term atmosphere 

has acquired certain implications in cultural theory and sociology as will be discussed below. From a 

scientific perspective the air is the precise combination of gases in the atmosphere, suitable for 

breathing and photosynthesis, as one of the many layers of a broader atmosphere. Despite this part-to-

whole difference in many areas of science, culture, architecture and science studies they are and have 

been used indistinctly. Sloterdijk for example distinguishes between the air, being the physical element 

inside “spheres”, his unit of which the social is composed, and the atmospheres as the social ambients 

created by humans inside them. Yet air belongs to the physical world for him, and atmosphere figures as 

the primary media for life in the metaphorical sense23. Wakeford´s reading on Sloterdijk24 helps to 

differentiate these as air conditioning or climate control,  as the environmental and physical conditions 

of a space, which relate to quantifiable entities (pressure, humidity, etc.), and the atmosphere, including 

the previous air conditioning and the transmission of affects. Though Wakeford´s definition adds a layer 

of complexity to the physical air (which in fact would allow us to conclude that the urban air is an 

atmosphere), the present research will focus on the materiality of the air for methodological and 

practical reasons, sticking to its material conditions and material effects as the main point of departure. 

However, understanding the social as entangled with its environment will be crucial to redefine ideas 

about the city and how we operate in them. 

 

Within cultural geography, atmosphere has often been used to describe complex entanglements between 

physical, social and climatic conditions whose properties are indescribable in isolation. With reference 

to the urban condition, we could mention geographer Ash Amin´s description of the atmospheres of 

place, where the feelings among strangers might be shaped by “the crowded or empty street; the 

neighbourhood open or closed to variety; the condition of urban transit systems; the aesthetic of the 

built environment; the visibility of the unknown city, the sensory feel of a suburb; or the regulation of 

risk in public spaces25. Amin’s perspective does not relate exclusively on perceptions linked to a physical 

experience of the place, but also on many social and infrastructural conditions whose agency is being 

acknowledged.  

 

In architecture there are also accounts on atmospheres. However, they tend to be considered from 

phenomenological perspectives as the intangible effects generated by buildings, or as architecture 

                                                                    
23 Wakeford, “Beyond the Individual. Replacing the Network Society with Social Foam: a Revolution for Corporate 
Enthnography?”. 
24 Amin, and Thrift, Cities: Reimagining the Urban, 5. 
25 Amin, “Cities and the Ethic of Care for the Stranger,” 5. 
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historian Mark Wigley defines as “the mood of a project”26. In this line the work of Peter Zumthor or the 

architecture office Cero 9 Amid from Madrid could be highlighted27.  

 

Urban air 

 

Within these many terms and concepts this thesis does not wish to take for granted pre-judge 

connotations.  Rather, it will employ Barry´s term urban air, to help identify properties, capacities and, 

eventually, potentialities.  This selection has some advantages: first, it is already spatial, reflecting one of 

the main strategies of this thesis (as will be seen in the description of Aerópolis in chapter 3). It also 

removes temporarily connotations to pollution, to try to think about it as a temporary condition, and the 

term embeds a certain scale, the scale of the city, which coincides with Connors thin air28. However, the 

distinction this research makes to Connor´s concept is that instead of considering the air as “uniform, 

abstract, horizontal, insipid and qualityless”29, we can read it as an ever-changing and differentiated 

entity. 

 

Finally, the term urban air connects to urban environment, in the sense that it is what surrounds our 

bodies and buildings, and what comes inside. Because as architect Eberlin suggested in his early book 

Space as Membrane30, it brings the environment and the body together, but instead of being the space 

of construction it is the space of the city. A membrane that is material, and which can be studied in 

scientific terms. 

  

* * * 

 

The different uses of the word air have made it clear that even looking at its specific materiality, the air is 

deeply linked to realms of management, cultural imaginaries, spatial conditions or government. But 

even though it connects to multiple realms, it had not become a collective issue because “air was not felt, 

it was not experienced, no laboratory scientist was able to place his laboratory in between ordinary 

living creatures and air itself. Air did not count as something that had to come to our collective, political 

attention” as Latour points out31. So what are the processes that have permitted us, as a collective, “feel” 

the air? 

                                                                    
26  Wigley, “The Architecture of Atmosphere.” , 19. 
27  Zumthor, Atmospheres: Architectural Environments - Surrounding Objects,  Garcia Grinda and Diaz Moreno, 
AMID. CERO 9: Third Natures.  

28 Thin air is the space of what was once an enclosing openness and which we have colonized with our waste, 
movements or waste. Connor, The Matter of Air. Science and Art of the Ehtereal. 
29  Ibid., 281 
30  Ebeling, Space as Membrane 
31 Latour, “Air,” 1. 
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2.2. AIR MATTERS 

 

World War I, British soccer team with gas masks, 1916 

 

“In modernity’s campaign against the self-evident not only air and the atmosphere, but also culture, art 

and life have come under an explicative pressure that has radically altered the mode of being specific to 

these “givens”. What was once background and saturated latency has with the energy of thematization 

been moved over the side of the represented, the objective, the elaborated, and the producible” (Sloterdijk 

2009:107) 

 

In recent decades, the air has re-gained an ontological identity within cultural theory. At a conceptual 

level, this thesis sets up a conversation between two main advocates of this cultural production: feminist 

philosopher Luce Irigaray and the cultural theorist Peter Sloterdijk. Each  recuperates the air through 

(and because of) its materiality, avoiding other existential modes of existence in which the air was not 

taken into account, thereby establishing that the air is involved not only in a precise way of being, but 

also in a particular moral, political and epistemic sensibility. 

 

In her book, Forgetting the air (1983), Luce Irigaray focuses on the air as a metaphor allowing her to 

question the concept of 'being' proposed by Heidegger.  Through her well-known concept “being-in-the-

air”32, she claims that the air constitutes an implicit condition of existence which is present in the 

                                                                    
32 Among others: Sloterdijk, Esferas III; Wakeford, “Beyond the Individual. Replacing the Network Society with 
Social Foam: a Revolution for Corporate Enthnography?”; Latour, “Air”; Connor, The Matter of Air. Science and Art of the 

Ehtereal; Stalder,“Air, Light and Air-Conditioning.” 
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unthought and unperceived.  She points out the physical properties of the air and its relation to human 

bodies’ new forms of being become possible. For her, recovering the materiality of the air dissolves an 

idealized image of the air as a uniform element, and its intimate relationship with our basic function of 

breathing dissolves the idea of the air as being only an externality; the air gets empowered by a multi 

scalar performativity (from the lungs to transnational clouds of dust). 

 

For this dissertation, three of her arguments become entry points to conceptualise the air: first, the 

emphasis on the materiality of the air as having a presence at the same ontological level as other entities 

(like wood or stone). Second, its intimate link with living bodies (through breathing), which requires 

inclusion of them as part of the relationship between the air and the city. Third, the air not as the space 

between things, but as that which is open and relational (Irigaray uses the term”open air” in French). 

 

Sloterdijk builds up his arguments as a critique of Kant´s conception of space as 'a priori', building upon 

Nietzsche´s rejection of metaphysical idealism. He furthermore critiques the idea of superstructure both 

Marxist and positivist, identifying in Viennese psychoanalysis an operative 

shift of attention towards the marginal and incidental. Although Sloterdijk 

draws his atmospheres theory on Irigaray´s work, he does not attend to 

her concepts but precisely to the gaps that she leaves. He reclaims the role 

of technology as constituent of the air and suggests her forgetting of all the 

aero-technical practices in place. He warns about the limits of a 

phenomenological approach, which can “fade into non-technical 

contemplation”33  because of the insistence that the air is only able (and 

forced) to become explicit by conceptual philosophy.  Such an approach 

forgets that “technicians” had been working for many years to try to take possession of the unthought. 

Although this technical aspect of the air will be one of the standpoints of this research, one could turn 

his argument back, to argue that he equally forgets the work of some architects as air designers in this 

process, as will be presented shortly.   

 

Sloterdijk also reminds Irigaray that if the air allows itself to be forgotten to the extent that it cannot be 

captured by perception and knowledge, as she proposes, then it cannot be approached empirically, and 

thus, cannot be managed, governed, etc. On these lines, feminist and queer theorists will inform this 

research, providing tools to deal with this contradiction by elucidating alternative modes of engagement 

with it. 

 

Sloterdijk approaches the air as a constituent of the human, but more importantly of the social being. In 

his trilogy on sphereology, he theorizes the monads or minimum units that construct the world are 

                                                                    
33 Sloterdijk, Terror from the Air, 94. 

 

Anonimous. Aerostats.  
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“more complex socio-spatial configurations, with communal and team spirit”34. His contribution 

informs this thesis in two ways: by accounting for the air´s materiality (with Irigaray), on the one hand, 

on the other, his unfolding of the processes of acknowledgement within contemporary thought by 

researching war techniques and strategies of the two World Wars. He suggests that atmospheres have 

been imperceptible because they were considered evident.  In earlier times, we could pay attention to 

atmostpheres understood as eternal natures or consumption products, which provided the set up or 

background of our ‘being-here’. Only at the moment in which they become manipulable, either in 

constructive or destructive terms, they have become objects of specific research; only when they 

become unbreathable we have learnt not to take them for granted. 

 

`Air design´ 

 

Through his atmospheres, Sloterdijk makes some important contributions that this research follows. He 

brings climatic conditions to a new level of relevance, making them visible and therefore comprehended. 

In other words: he brings the environment to the front. He also builds up the conceptual framework of 

'air design', a technical response to the phenomenological argument that the “being in the world” of 

humans is always a modification of 'being in air'. Building upon Irigaray´s work, he proposes a 

possibility of emancipation through the manipulation and control of the air. This manipulation is highly 

proactive, because it “takes over the preoccupation of maintaining the purity of the air and brings under 

the thematized air into a positive program. It looks for the modification of the mood of the aerial space 

users”35.  

 

This provocative claim works against most science and policy making 

programs, and visibilises the highly technological aspect of the air, 

profoundly designed to perform in different ways. The possibility of 

designing the air moves it away from bucolic ways of being into a 

biopolitical object linked to our most ferocious fear of death. But it is not 

only a technical development either. It reveals new conditions of design 

which need to deal with the non-objective, with new materialities related 

to “concentration, diffusion, sedimentation, coherence characteristics, 

mass, extension and movement.”36 Furthermore, the air is difficult to 

detect through human senses. These relations of materiality, thus, become a challenge for design 

strategies in future research. It is important to notice that in the cases Sloterdijk proposes, the agents 

involved in the air-design process are identifiable: allies, enemies, targets, weapons. But, in our cities, 

                                                                    
34 Sloterdijk, Esferas III, 52. 
35 Ibid., 141. 
36 Irigaray, The forgetting of Air, 23. 
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these agents get usually dissolved. The production of these gases escapes the bounds of the scientific 

and expert realm, splitting into a large majority of citizens where responsibilities cannot be traced37. 

The concept of 'air design' makes then the air relevant for architectural practice defined by Rayner 

Banham as the ‘design of environments’38 as will be reflected upon in the next sections. 

 

Explication 

 

It can be argued that through Sloterdijk´s process of explication (of making visible), three elements 

become visibilized: first, the air itself (through the yellowish cloud of chlorine39), where the limits of 

those toxic conditions could be traced. Second, the killing capacity of the air through the accountability 

of deaths that the gas produced.  Although throughout the 19th century 

there had been attempts to connect the urban air with human health, 

historian Peter Thorseinm remarks in his chapter “Terror comes from the 

air”40 that this relation was not visible until London´s fog event in 1952. At 

that time fog was seen as a natural disaster with no effects in health. For 

two years an epidemiological study linked the results of the measuring 

stations with the deaths registered in hospitals, results that initiated a 

highly contested process leading to new ideas about air pollution being a 

catastrophe that humans helped to create. That reality was witnessed by 

secondary effects is crucial in the case of the air. In fact, it is one of the 

most fundamental ways to approach it empirically.  

 

The third element which gets visibilised is the environment of the battle as 

a space for warfare and action. In this new process of suppressing the 

prerequisites of life, war became abstract and democratized.  More 

important for us, the air became understoodas a material which could be 

manipulated and produce silent but strong effects on populations. 

 

But every process of explication or visualisation hides other processes. Sloterdijk analyses the shifts in 

the development of warfare from the visibility to the invisibility of the threats (from coloured dust 

particles, to gases, to radiation, each time smaller and imperceptible). He also points out at the effects on 

the body and the environment as the suppression of breath, to the deterioration of skin, blindness and 

nervous dysfunction, etc. and the level of toxicity of each of the threats. This process was inverted after 
                                                                    
37 See also, Lidskog, and Sundqvist, Governing The Air. The Dynamics of Science, Policy, and Citizen Interaction. 

38 Banham, The Architecture of the Well-tempered Environment. 
39 It is interesting to see how the first register of this poison cloud was done by an aerial photograph. Sloterdijk, 
Terror from the Air, 10. 
40 Thorseinm, Inventing Pollution. 

El Roto. “We get to know that the air exists 

when we cannot breathe” (2010) 
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the war, when 'designed air' had to be re-visualised (we could also say re-sensed) to be used in 

connection with animals and humans as pesticides. These processes of visibility-invisibility were related 

as well to scale and time: the scale of the events and the capacity to design the air has gotten larger in 

size (from battalions in Ivory –France- to whole cities as Chernobyl).Their effects are recognized each 

time with more “latency”.  

 

This relationship to scale and time is fundamental to analyse and work 

with urban air, which operates on multiple scales. The time lapses of the 

effects are so broad that they imply not only a methodological difficulty, 

but also a challenge to construct air as a collective matter of concern. In the 

following chapters, the institutional insistence in the air´s visibility will be 

questioned, by identifying the means through which it is constituted and 

what other things it obscures. 

 

By virtue of this analysis this thesis accepts Irigaray and Sloterdijk´s 

invitation to take the air into account, bringing the context to the front and 

trying to identify the modes and techniques of air design in Madrid. These 

are already architectural and urban strategies, but what does this shift 

imply in our understanding of the air and the city? Literature within 

contemporary history of architecture and urbanism has been selected to 

identify the ways in which the air has been taken into account, while at the 

same time, the air and the built environment have co-constituted each 

other. Some immediate answers can be outlined:  in one direction, the built environment transforms the 

air by producing emissions and altering its conditions. In the reverse direction, those chemicals 

overtime erode the built environment, dirtying and disintegrating its skins and interiors. But also other 

questions emerge: how does inclusion of the air in our understanding of architecture make a difference 

in architecture thinking and design and also in the air itself? Which concepts of architecture would be 

challenged, and which practices could be useful to engage with the air? 

 

 

World War soldier equipment. Source: Latour, 

Airs. 
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2.3. SPATIALISED AIR 

Buckminster Fuller. New York dome (1960) 

 

“Yet however obvious it may appear, on the slightest reflection, that the history of architecture should 

cover the whole of the technological art of creating habitable environments, the fact remains that the 

history found in the books currently available still deals almost exclusively with the external forms of 

habitable volumes as revealed by the structures that enclose them” (Banham, 1969: 12) 

 

With this remark in the introduction to his book The Architecture of the Well-tempered Environment 

(1969) and with an apologetic tone, architecture historian Reyner Banham makes explicit the way in 

which the history of architecture had largely focused on material, historical, tectonic, formal or 

functional aspects of built structures, leaving the air and the environment as either void or emptiness; 

or, at a larger scale, as the background of cities, as the reverse of their skyline. In his book, he aims to 

introduce into the history of architecture air movement and ventilation as among a set of mechanical 

services to provide “the basic life support that makes a viable or valuable environment to facilitate 

communication of persons, information and products”41. Although removed from a mechanical 

                                                                    
41 Banham, The Architecture of the Well-tempered Environment, 11. 
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perspective, this research engages with Banham´s attempt to bring the environment to the front and 

claim it as an intrinsic part of architectural production. 

 

By looking at a selection of strategies developed by architects and architecture historians we will see the 

airs and architectures that have been intertwined, to find the space within which this research is 

located. The strategies selected works in conjunction with the concepts proposed by Irigaray and 

Sloterdijk, to see how they can be reframed. 

 

Air as climate control 

 

Banham traces air movement as climate control back to 1840, when Florida´s doctor John Gorie tested a 

device to refrigerate not only interiors, but also exteriors42. But it was Carrier´s design of the first air-

conditioner unit in 1903 that revolutionized and democratized indoor environment control. As Sloterdijk 

argues, greenhouses and crystal palaces preceded this innovation, but, although they allowed for the 

inhabitation of new spices (and a new collective spectacle for the masses), they remained as large scale 

technical challenges on display. Instead, the air conditioning units, implemented in buildings during the 

1920s and 30s, produced what architect Laurent Stalder has described as a democratization of air 

manipulation and an idea of climate customization, through user friendly 

devices, with the objective of providing comfort43. 

 

Although there are many architecture projects from this period that 

included these devices, from the perspective of  ‘control of environment’ 

one of the most interesting examples for this research is 1960´s 

Buckminster Fuller´s New York dome, a 4km transparent transegrity 

structure whose aim was to regulate the weather and reduce air pollution 

through the isolation of this piece of the city from the “exterior climate”. 

The argument behind the project was to produce, through isolation, a 

reduction of energy production and consumption which would lead to a 

reduction of emissions. His proposal was relevant at that time because it 

had to account for the outdoor-air and related it to climate, energy and land price, understanding that 

flats inside the dome would be more expensive because they had better air quality. However, Fuller´s 

proposal reinforced the distinction between an inner clean and controlled situation and a supposedly 

uncontrolled exterior, an idea enhanced by the use of the air conditioning technologies at a domestic 

                                                                    
42 This idea that the exterior needed the same treatment as interiors was visionary at that time, and was almost 
lost until the actual exterior heaters for terraces in cities. 
43 Stalder, “Air, Light and Air-Conditioning.” 
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scale. However, it could be argued that this understanding of the air as interior climate control has been 

technically integrated within the practice of architecture. Projects like architect Paulo Tavares´ ”AIR: 

probes into the atmospheric conditions of liberal democracy”  have been developed to understand its 

political and governmental implications44. 

 

Air as construction material 

 

Other strategies of air design have been explored by using the air as a 

design material, extensively researched during the 1960s and 1970s. One 

of its most common uses was as a vertical division, as a wall, tested in 1930 

by Moholy-Nagy in Germany and developed in Alison and Peter Smithson´s 

House of the Future for demonstration purposes, thereby transforming 

ideas of continuity, transparency, and enclosure within the architecture´s 

discipline. The air was also used structurally through pneumatic 

constructions as in Warren Chalks experiments in the 1960s and 1970s, 

which varied in scale and use, leading to entire imaginaries of mobile, 

ephemeral and serialisable architectures. The work of Madrid architect J. 

Prada Pool should also be highlighted, whose Instant City in Ibiza45 became 

not only a technical achievement but also proposed new modes of 

constructing the collective through direct participation in defining spaces 

and pleasure. 

 

The present research, however, seeks to understand the ways in which the 

materiality of the air has been attended at a microscopic level. The 

researcher Javier Arbona, claims that “whatever the spur, we need to take 

seriously the materiality of air”46. In his article, Arbona selects projects 

from art and architecture which use, exploit or manipulate the air at a 

microscopic level, including Diller + Scofidio´s Blur Pavilion (2002) (which 

uses water vapour to construct a cloud), or R&Sie(n)´s Dust Building 

(capturing Bangkok´s air dust to configure the skin of the building).   

  

Other practices which have worked in this same field but within interiors 

are the artist-architect Olaffur Eliasson (whose exhibition Surroundings is 

                                                                    
44  Tavares, “AIR.” Accessed January 15, 2013. http://www.paulotavares.net/air/. 
45 Instant City, by  F. Bendito, C. Ferrater y J. Prada, in Ibiza 1971 
46 Arbona,  “Dangers in the Air: Aerosol Architecture and Invisible Landscapes.” 

 

Prada Pole. Instant City (1971) 

 

 

Diller + Scofidio, Blur Pavilion (2002) 
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used by Sloterdijk as an example of his theory of capsules, islands and greenhouses, in Spheres III), or 

the work of  the architect Philippe Rahm. Both propose “air design” amounts to the production of 

differentiated aerial situations, and architecture based on the construction of meteorology, as movement 

of air through the set-up of differentiated temperatures (as in Philippe Rahm´s project Digestible Gulf 

Stream for the Venice Biennale 2008). This strand has produced a de-materialisation of architecture, 

which although fundamental as a critique to previous modes of thinking about architecture as solid, 

formal and representational could be read, as Iñaki Abalos suggests in “La belleza termodinámica” as a 

residue of modern purist materialism, invisibilising other modes of environmental production47. 

In all these proposals and areas of architectural research there are  latent reflections of the main 

concepts for reading urban air taken from Irigaray and Sloterdijk above: the need take air into account, 

air’s capacity as being an object and a material of/for design or the research into its materiality, etc. 

However, another approach that works at a different scale and at more conceptual (but still material) 

level can be identified. 

 

Air as environment 

 

Architecture historian Kevin Lynch brings the environment to the front by recognizing the components 

that construct the image of cities and the ways in which we perceive them. His recognition of the air as 

being part of the urban assemblage and the image of the city is a door which he does not cross, but 

which this research wants to explore48.  Nevertheless, the ways in which architecture has engaged with 

the environment have varied in relation to how the environment is understood. Two main strains have 

been identified: as a shelter or as a mediator. 

 

The environment as a shelter relates to Sloterdijk´s question regarding how to inhabit within a toxic 

environment. This perspective became prominent during the 1950s and 1960s, when after World War 

II the air had been not only a space and material for mass destruction, but also the container of viruses 

that would enter both domestic space, and the body49.  This process destabilised the notions of the body 

as an independent and enclosed unity. In this context, architecture became, as Beatriz Colomina recalls in 

her article “Unbreathed air 1956”50, the space of hygiene and defence, where the air is a poisonous 

threat which public and domestic spaces needed to protect us from51. 

                                                                    
47 Abalos, “La Belleza Termodinámica.” 
48 He even proposes the environment not as part of architecture, but as architecture, by borrowing  a quote by 
Suzanne Langer: “architecture is the total environment made visible  .Lynch, The image of the city. 

49 Martin, Flexible Bodies. The Role of Inmunity in American Culture from the Days of the Polio to the Age of AIDS. 

50 Colomina, “Unbreathed Air 1956.” 
51 One of the early examples dates from 1937-39, in which the structure engineers Arup tested air-raid shelters 
(and this links to Sloterdijk´s idea that war and terror were the main visualizers of the air of the 20th century (Sloterdijk, 
2009). 
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This is the environment that she identifies as the cultural and material 

context of Alison and Peter Smithson´s Future House, built in 1956 as a 

prototype house for an exhibition. The house could be read as an air-

control system, highly enclosed from the exterior to avoid contamination. 

Multiple aerial devices integrated like air conditioning units, an air wall to 

keep dust out, air heat as a substitution of towels to dry a washed body or, 

and interestingly, a window in the ceiling to get a portion of the sky and 

unbreathed air52.  Beatriz Colomina´s proposal that the material of the 

House of the Future is air is compelling, because of the multiple ways in 

which the air was used, which shifted ideas of hygiene and the relationship 

between the built structure and the body. Nevertheless when she concludes 

with the description of the house as an empty space surrounded by walls 

she reproduces the idea of the Modern Movement in which air equalled 

emptiness, without having into account its materiality. This idea of 

architecture as the means to achieve hygienic spaces is still in operation, 

as Borasi and Zardini argue in Imperfect Health: The Medicalization of 

Architecture53. The present research problematizes this perspective, through case studies in which 

buildings become toxic themselves, as Murphy analyses in Sick Buildings Syndrome and the Politics of 

uncertainty54. 

 

A second way of understanding the environment is as a mediator, where the air is considered as an 

element of climatic conditions. This perspective can be traced to the 1980s and 1990s, when the 

exterior was no longer considered as a permanent threat but rather, as a condition towards which 

buildings needed to relate to and adapt to. One of the strategies that have been developed is what has 

been named as “bioclimatic architecture”, which understands each element of the construction as a 

climate control device and tries to reduce the impact that the construction process and its inhabitation 

produce in the environment. From this perspective architecture no longer protects us from a polluted 

environment, but pollutes the environment itself. Among this field, relevant research has been done at 

the Escuela Tecnica Superior de Arquitectura de Madrid by Margarita de Luxán55.  

 

Another adaptation strategy has been through the development of what Luciana Parici and others have 

named “responsive architectures”, which provides an agency to the building itself. This recognition of 

the interaction between the built environment and its context has strong potential to construct porous 

architectures, innovative materials or new typologies, but has been dismissed in different contexts. From 
                                                                    
52 The architects use the word “unbreathed” as if an air never touched or contaminated by humans, as a pure 
element outside existed. 
53 Borasi and Zardini, Imperfect Health: The Medicalization of Architecture. 
54 Murphy, Sick Building Syndrome and the Politics of Uncertainty: Environmental Politics, Technosience and 

Women Workers. 

55 See for example: Luxán, “Arquitectura Biclimática: Una Opción Abierta Y Positiva.” or Luxán, “Arquitectura 
Integrada En El Medio Ambiente.”  

Alison and Peter Smithson. Future House (1956) 
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a theoretical perspective this interaction has been used metaphorically to 

'humanize' buildings, as Connor´s “breathing of buildings” (2004), without 

taking into account their material preformance. From a design point of 

view it has been rapidly adopted by corporate architecture to relate to 

discourses of sustainability and efficiency being shaped by wind flows as 

Foster and Partner´s Swiss Re building exemplifies. The environment gains 

an agency, becomes relevant and capable of transforming architecture56, 

and yet as a research field it could be developed further57. 

 

Some interesting case studies are working along these lines. Theorists-

researchers such as Beesley and Kahn are trying to identify a performance 

of buildings which may move away from ideas of efficiency to explore a 

renewed engagement with instruments.  This may establish complex 

organic relationships between the environment and its inhabitants58. More 

oriented towards urban space, the research of Iñaki Abalos´ design studio 

on Thermodynamics at Harvard University, suggest that urban space is 

designed through the entanglement between buildings and the 

environment. Similarly Philippe Rahm Architects´ designed Taichung 

Gateway Park in Taiwan (2012).  

 

Taking the air into account from an architectural perspective has shifted the ways in which architecture 

is conceptualised (from climate control machines, to shelters or sensitive mediators). The idea of the air 

has shifted (as a chemical or pollutant floating in outer space, to part of the image of the city, an element 

that can be controlled, designed and taken care of, etc). Although these 

relationships between the air and architecture have been in the 

background of the discipline, they become visible under dramatic events, as 

artist and historian Susan Schuppli describes of the case of 9/11 in New 

York City59. In her account architecture, represented physically and 

symbolically in the World Trade Center, became dust, which made visible 

not only the air but its complex composition; its relationship with political, 

economic and cultural issues, and the material symbiosis that exists, at a 

molecular level, between architecture and the air. 

 

 

                                                                    
56 Although it could be argued that it was already in traditional architecture, always been co-constructed by the 
environment in different ways. 
57 What if this relationship is inverted and we would look at how buildings 'shape' the environment? 
58 Beesley and Kahn, “Responsive Architecture / Performing Instruments | Situated Technologies.” 
59 Schuppli, “Impure Matter: A Forensics on WTC Dust.” 

 

Buffalo Art Studio. Open Columns. A CO2 actuated 

responsive architecture (2010) 

 

 

Philip Rahm. Taichung Gateway Park in Taiwan 

(2012) 

 

 

9/11 World Trade Center (2001) 
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* * * 

 

The shift towards the urban air is the area to which this dissertation aims to contribute, and yet there 

are still two main questions unanswered that will be addressed in the following chapters. The first 

relates to boundaries: how does the air operate outside buildings? What do we need to know about it to 

render it visible and 'designable'? What is the level of control that design can expect? The second 

question relates to the modes in which it can be spatialised:  what are the differences within the city? 

What are the physical and symbolic relationships that these differences produce? 

 

This research identifies that architecture practice is still not well equipped in theoretical and 

methodological terms to work with these questions. There are some references within cultural 

geography which allow us to take the air into account to not only understand the city differently, but also 

the role of the agents involved in it. The work of Amin and Thrift is important, as the role of non-humans 

and objects is reclaimed and discussed.60  Similarly Thrift´s theory of non-representation re-describes 

and perceives the city61. The work of these geographers draws on concepts developed by STS and actor-

network theory (ANT). This dissertation draws on this body of literature, which will be used in to define 

its conceptual landscape, while providing the analytical tools of this research. How aerial knowledge is 

constructed and how to engage with its modes of operation will be understood through the analysis of 

aerial instruments, as Sloterdijk suggested. What follows is in part a review of what has already been 

achieved in this context, mostly in what has been named as the “second generation” of STS, while 

framing the questions and challenges that the specific case study may address. 

                                                                    
60 Amin and Thrift, Cities: Reimagining the Urban. 
61 Thrift, Non-representational Theory: Space, Politics, Affect. 
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2.4 MATERIALITY, SOCIALITY AND AGENCY (OF THE AIR) 

City Sense air quality sensor kit. 

 

 “We need to give things a more heterogeneous way and, at the limit, we can grant them their own kind of 

agency, either as part of wider human/non-human networks, as a result of the demands they make on 

their users (for example various skills of use) or even as subjects in their own right” (Amin and Thrift 

2001) 

 

The work produced within Science and Technology Studies (STS) has been key for this thesis in 

theoretical and empirical ways ,mostly drawing on the work of Bruno Latour and Michel Callon, but also 

drawing on the “second generation” of STS62.  First, STS dissolves the split between nature/society63, 

fundamental for the understanding of the air as a natural-social element. Second, by bringing 

materialism back64 to understand the agency of non-humans, we are able to talk about the relevance and 

agency of the urban air and its microscopic components as active invisible agents in our cities. Third, 

within STS, Actor Network Theory has provided the framework to analyse the ways in which humans, 

non-humans, subjects and objects are mixed, interrelated and entangled as complex networks.  This has 

                                                                    
62  The second generation of STS is considered the one that has expanded the empirical objects of research from 
science to other realms of knowledge, like urbanism, environmentalism or architecture.  
63 Latour, Politics of Nature. 
64 Latour, “Can We Get Our Materialism Back, Please?” 
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permitted the visualisation of the connections between human and non-human agents that are part of 

the air, going from social organizations, technical devices, etc. Fourth, STS has helped to visualise 

different forms of organization and governance, revealing their mobilities, complexities and 

interactions65 and the impacts in society of certain forms of participation in aerial issues66.   

 

The use of ANT as a tool to engage with the urban is not an innovation of this research. As mentioned 

above, geographers Amin or Thrift have reconceptualised cities on this basis. Other disciplines are also 

engaging with this conjunction. Sociologists Michael Guggenheim and Ola Söderström analyse 

architecture and the built environment are shaped by circulating entities and different forms of 

mobility67. Ignacio Farías and Blender propose in their edited volume Urban Assemblages68. Following 

Farías, ANT is used here not as a theory, because its goal is not to provide a theoretical construct of any 

state of the art, but as a conjunction of theories, concepts and studies in a permanent stage of re-

framing. It becomes a toolbox which “involves rather a certain sensibility towards the active role of non-

human actors in the assemblage of the world, towards the relational construction of objects, and the 

sense that all this calls for symmetrical explanations”69. Farías recognises ANT´s three central principles: 

drawing on Law 1992 he points out its radical relationality (objects, humans, the air, technology, etc, do 

not belong to different realms but constitute each other). Drawing on Callon he points out the 

generalized symmetry of these realms to be analysed with the same conceptual repertoire. Drawing on 

Latour, the concept of association, in which the social (and one could say also the air) is not a thing, but 

associations between things which may not necessarily be social in themselves. Yet there are also two 

main ontological differences that Farías proposes and which this research considers fundamental to 

read the air: The first one relates to the account of space and time as “consequences, effects, or even 

dependent variables of the relations and associations making up actor-networks, against Marxian sense 

of taking for real and ontologically autonomous what is relational”.  And second, an alternative ontology 

of the city, in which cities are a variable product of concrete practices constructed in the in-situ -in here. 

This could relate to Sloterdijk´s idea of interiority of the foam. By virtue of this mode of analysis the air 

and the city constitute each other through specific practices and relationships between different agents, 

and are enacted into being in bodies, materials and relations. 

 

 

                                                                    
65 Lidskog, and Sundqvist,, Governing The Air. The Dynamics of Science, Policy, and Citizen Interaction; Whitehead, 
State, Science & the Skyes; Asdal, “Enacting Things Through numbers:Taking Nature into Account/ing.” 
66 Lidskog, and Sundqvist,, Governing The Air. The Dynamics of Science, Policy, and Citizen Interaction; Barry, 
Political Machines: Governing a Technological Society; Marres, Material Participation: Technology, the Environment and 

Everyday Publics; Bickerstaff and Walker, “The Place(s) of Matter: Matter Out of Place - Public Understandings of Air 
Pollution.” 
67 Guggenheim, and Söderström. Re-Shaping Cities: How Global Mobility Transforms Architecture and Urban Form.  

68 Farías and Bender, Urban Assemblages. 
69 Ibid. 3. 
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Aerial relations: networks, bubbles, artefacts? 

 

The dialogues between cultural theory and STS are not bounded to geometrical metaphors for describing 

the social in this thesis. Let us unfold the deployments of each as a means of characterizing social and 

material formations. This detour gets us closer to the relationality by which the air is constructed, 

thereby locating the research in conceptual terms within the current debates on this topic. 

Although in ANT the main metaphor to describe the complex entanglements of physical and social 

interactions is the network, this metaphor has been widely discussed as being a representative tool to 

describe different aspects of the world. It may not be the best means to describe cities70  or the social71 

because it can suggest a fixed vision of nodes with clear connections between them, and even suggest 

one-to-one relationships. Although one could argue that it depends on the scale and multiplicity of the 

connections and the fluidity and transitivity of them, Amin and Thrift propose to identify the potentiality 

of networks to become something else. “Each network may diverge or fold on to others”72.  They draw 

on Deleuze´s idea of continuity and the spaces between the points. For them networks are always 

interwoven with others, multiplying the complexity of the model. But of course the model can be used to 

describe just certain properties of cities: “cities are a series of circulating networks of command and 

control, ecology of mind distributed around networks rather than being held in just one place”73. 

 

Geographer Andrew Barry draws on this relation between the natural and the artificial through the 

concept of artefact: “Air, water, grass, persons animals are all artefacts, made up of interacting and 

mutating complexes of 'natural' and 'manufactured' elements”74. The government of a technological 

society introduces a further order of artificiality. Its substance and political preoccupations (‘air quality´, 

‘genetic material´, ‘software´) are themselves artefacts of artefacts. The political demands of a 

technological society constantly put new objects into circulation. 

 

Another alternative to the use of ‘networks’ to describe the social is Sloterdijk´s theory of the 

sphereology, where he uses the metaphor of the bubbles and the social foam. However, as Latour 

reminds us, spheres and networks may not have much in common, but they have been elaborated 

against a common enemy: the division between nature and society. Both relate to the collective and both 

allow “a reclaiming of the little beings that make up the life supports”75, which is one of the enactments 

of air. They both attempt to “suck in the res extensa”, to bring it back to specific places, trades, 

instruments, and media. It is a turn in the history of rationality: from the non-local and non-situated, we 

                                                                    
70 Amin and Thrift, Cities: Reimagining the Urban 
71 Wakeford, “Beyond the Individual. Replacing the Network Society with Social Foam: a Revolution for Corporate 
Enthnography?”. 
72 Amin and Thrift, Cities: Reimagining the Urban, 29. 
73 Ibid., 93. 
74 Barry, Political Machines: Governing a Technological Society, 174. 
75 Latour, “Spheres and Networks: Two Ways to Reinterpret Globalization,” 141. 
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now move inside specific spheres and networks, including the global. 

 

Acknowledging these authors’ nuances and aligning with them, this research proposes to describe the 

urban air as an urban assemblage.76. The term provides an identifiable image of how a city is made 

present in assemblages of multiple agents (material, social, natural, technical, etc). The concept, coined 

by Deleuze and Guattari reinforces its emergent conditions through a double emphasis: on the material, 

actual and assembled, but also on the emergent, the processual and the multiple”77. We will navigate 

through the tension between these two conditions in the following chapters. 

 

Tools for empirical research 

 

Opening the ANT toolbox for urban studies is not  only a new way of positioning research questions, but 

also new ways of doing research in the city, providing a new interdisciplinary space for the interplay of 

the social sciences, science and humanities. From this perspective, it provides theoretic- analytical 

instruments to engage with empirical case studies, focusing with precision on their specific conditions 

and giving relevance to the objects and instruments that articulate them. 

 

Following ANT literatures this dissertation will analyse aerial devices as the instruments to research 

Madrid´s Aerópolis. It will also draw on different ANT literature with two purposes: first, to identify the 

specific theoretical instruments to analyse the devices selected as case studies. The three key concepts 

identified, assemblage, co-articulation and variability, will be developed at the introduction of each 

chapter. Each of the concepts will be challenged in different directions to expand their conceptual and 

research capacities. 

 

The second purpose for using ANT as a toolbox is to engage with researchers that have investigated the 

air through devices in different contexts and by different means. This will provide relevant references to 

test and problematise our case studies and will fill in the gaps where no material has been found (as in 

the impacts in citizens of air quality information). Three literatures have been selected as a reference for 

each chapter, working on three different modes of engaging with the air: through devices, information 

and knowledge production and government processes. Through a dialogue between them, the last three 

topics of discussion of this chapter will be framed. 

 

_Object-oriented research 

The work which contributes to the engagement with the air through physical devices is the sociologist 

                                                                    
76 See Farías and Bender, Urban Assemblages. 
77 Ibid., 15. 
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Noortje Marres´ piece “The costs of public involvement”78 . The purpose of exploring this paper is to 

elaborate on the relationships between objects, devices, interfaces and modes of engagement, by looking 

at the materiality of devices that render them visible and knowable. She approaches the air79  by 

analysing  everyday technologies of carbon-accounting devices to question and render visible different 

modes of public environmental participation, with the objective of demonstrating the material, social 

and technical transformations involved in taking the environment into account.  Also, she explores how 

material objects can act directly in the environment as a new mode of dealing with it. 

 

One of Marre´s most challenging contributions and which allows this research to look through another 

light our case studies is thinking about engagement with the air not in terms of awareness or public 

behaviour as institutional accounts do, but through the production of knowledge about the process of 

participation itself through “inventories of the material, the social or economic effects and implications 

of taking the environment into account”80. The capacity of these devices in producing information could, 

however, lead back to a participation based on knowledge, and bring back the informational citizen. 

Otherwise, by whom and how is this new data analysed? Can information allow us to visualize not only 

quantitative information, but how things are distributed; which realms are most affected, physical and 

socially? This concept connects with a shift in the evaluation parameters not only of participation, but 

also modes of knowledge production and infrastructural performance: from models of efficiency and 

minimization into models of cost and excess, perspective which questions the main modes of evaluation 

of the technologically based perspectives on Smart Cities. 

 

Following Marres we will also identify the normative implications that each process/device produces.  

She describes how the concept of “making things easy” during the industrial revolution had several 

consequences for women, as the definition of the domestic space as a place of pleasure, the 

invisibilization of their economy and a shift in tasks. In the case of air-related technologies this process 

was similar, when in the 18th century new gas ovens were promoted as easy to use, these were to be 

implemented by women81.  However, Thorsheim argues that, although the same effects described my 

Marres took place, they were parallel to the construction of housewives as experts, collaborating and 

working for the benefit of the community. Together with public institutions, many became activists and 

strong participants in the Smoke Abatement Societies. The public entered into the domestic through a 

process, but also the other way around. This approach connects to larger issues traditionally discussed 

within political spaces such as parliaments or other spaces of regulation into daily-life environments, 

such as the domestic or the local public space82. 

 

                                                                    
78 Marres, “The Cost of Public Involvement Everyday Devices of Carbon Accounting and the Materialization of 
Participation.” 
79 More precisely the environment -and one could argue, the environment as a matter of concern. 
80 Ibid., 19. 
81 Thorseinm, Inventing Pollution. 
82 Jaque, “Notas Sobre Lo Doméstico Como Escenario Político.” 
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_Information 

Political geographer Andrew Barry´s work Political Machines studies the role of information and 

knowledge production in environmental issues to question the politics of information and the effects it 

produces in terms of engagement and participation.  We will follow his urge to study technological 

society as a contemporary political “preoccupation on the problems technology poses, with the potential 

benefits it promises, and with the models of social and political order it seems to make available”83. We 

will engage with this problematisation of technology because of the double technical condition of the air: 

its materiality (its components are the product of technical industrial processes) and because the ways 

in which it is measured, displayed and known are technical devices. 

 

In his chapter dedicated to the air, ‘Political Chemistry’, Barry approaches the urban air as a 'mundane' 

product84 of scientific information, dealing with the relationships between science, information and 

politics. He focuses on the capacity of scientific information to produce changes, and how its production 

can be seen as political from different points of view. His case study is a small borough in London. He 

analyses the institutions involved in air quality regulation; how their decisions were sustained or not by 

scientists, and the reception this information had on certain communities. 

 

Four aspects of his politics of information are important contributions for this dissertation: The first 

relates to the idea of the air as being constructed through information. Unlike in Sloterdijk related 

concept of ‘air design’, Barry’s case study is not the product of scientific-warfare investigations.  Rather, 

the air is constructed by public institutions as a public matter of concern which not only deals with the 

air but also with its government. The air becomes a tool for governance, not exclusively an object of 

government in itself.  In the following chapters, we will look for this reciprocity, to reveal that in many 

cases the object of research, the urban air, is just an excuse or an engine for other processes to take 

place. 

 

The second aspect of the politics of information relates to the agency that information has in itself. If 

information is presented as objective from most institutional perspectives and as the device that 

transfers knowledge, Barry claims that information instead transforms (and is transformed) at multiple 

layers. Analysing the devices in relation to this capacity will reveal, for example, the type of information 

that each map is providing, how it relates to the modes and material devices in which it is presented.  

Also, which publics does it constitute and which information do the public or other agents need to know? 

 

The third aspect is linked to the fragile arrangements between public institutions, science and their 

technical devices, also rendered visible by Lidskog and Sundkvist: the multiplicity of perspectives and 

lack of agreement among scientists towards the impact on health and the definition of standards. The 

                                                                    
83 Barry, Political Machines: Governing a Technological Society, 2. 
84  This understanding of it is quite interesting, linking it to banal and daily processes, as will be seen in chapter 4. 
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variability intrinsic to the very notion of the ‘standard’85 is highly relevant in the air, because it reveals its 

slipperiness and the difficulty of governing it, as the chapter on indexes will confirm. 

 

Finally, Barry proposes that knowledge does not necessarily allow acting, because of the instability of 

both scientific and political arguments and, interestingly, because the urban space is highly 

differentiated and multi-layered. Therefore, it requires definition and specificity. But if this is the case, 

what do we, as citizens, need aerial knowledge for? Or which knowledge would allow acting? 

 

_Government and policy-making 

The analysis of the relations between science and policy is crucial because it is the primary mode in 

which the air has been taken into account. In order to discuss these relations, this thesis will draw on 

sociologists Lidskog and Sundkvist ´s edited volume “Governing the air”.  Through the case study of the 

European institution CLRTAP, which regulates transnational air pollution, they decipher the different 

modes in which the air is regulated and the processes that render air pollution governable. They analyse 

the complicated and intertwined relations between science, policy and citizenship, and to visualize the 

complex, ambivalent and plural relations that relate to the air itself and the relationships between the 

agents involved. The air is for them a matter of public concern which is unstable and constantly 

negotiated, constructed not in laboratories as Sloterdijk proposes, but in tables of negotiation.  Related to 

their object of analysis is the notion of ‘transboundaryness’, which reveals many properties of the air 

itself: its intrinsic movement, the suppression of political boundaries, the necessity of international 

cooperation in its regulation and the need to govern and regulate it86.  

 

There is another topic which will cut across the thesis, namely the role and the modes of government of 

the air. Lidskog and Sundkvist identify a shift in government, in which state-centred policy is neither 

possible nor desirable. They propose the role of the state as mediator, decision-making coordinator, and 

regulatory actor. In this shift from government to governance, which was already addressed by Foucault 

in his lectures at the Còllege de France, they highlight that policy is not only developed in the political 

sphere. Drawing on Beck87, they point to the subpolitical sphere through which transnational 

corporations, research laboratories, media agencies and interest organizations act. This shift makes the 

processes more opaque, complex and blurred88, in the same way the shift in regulation passes from 

visibility and awareness to unknown and incomprehensible complex science as an abatement strategies.  

Would the visualisation of these processes help us to understand how they operate?  This research 

evaluates the levels of transparency of the processes at stake. 

                                                                    
85 Lezaun, “The Pragmatic Sanction of Materials: Notes for an Ethnography of Legal Substances.” 
86   Although this last aspect will be questioned and worked upon in the rest of the chapters. 
87 Beck, Risk Society. 
88   Note that is not Sloterdijk´s shifts from visibility to invisibility, but to blurriness. 
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Lidskog and Sundkvist identify under researched processes which may be worth following in future 

investigations, such as the dynamics of the processes that render air quality governable, as well as how 

actors and processes influence each other. This thesis will attempt at least to grasp some of these 

processes and test if they open up spaces for political action. 

 

Thus this dissertation interferes and engages with STS and ANT literatures to identify the theoretical 

and empirical instruments to analyse our case study devices, looking at their specific material processes 

and practices.  We will move now to the last body of work, what has been named 'feminist science 

studies' or 'feminist technoscience'. As a field linked to STS, it overlaps with much of its framework.  

However, it challenges the pressuposed neutral visions of science and technology. The work that 

scholars, including Donna Haraway, Annmarie Mol and Karen Barad, have done in opening up the fields 

of what counts as knowledge, technology or the body has been crucial to expand science and policy 

making perspectives of what matters in the air. 
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2.5 AIR (S) 

Microscopic images of different types of dust 

 

“Haven´t we -(t)here-passed imperceptibly from one air to another? Fluid matter, voice, appearance. The 

possibility to breathe-live, the possibility to call-name, the possibility to appear-enter into presence. 

Heidegger does not recall this passage. He forgets the difference of air(s). (Irigaray, 1983:28) 

 

Again, the forgetting. But this time of differences of air. Irigaray is very helpful to introduce two ideas 

which, as ways of understanding the world, have already had a large trajectory from Leibniz to 

Whitehead, Latour, Sloterdijk, and Deleuze and Guattari. Yet, these perspectives are not evident in taking 

the air into account.  That is, the idea of the air as being multiple and diverse.  This whole project tries to 

reflect on the conceptual, spatial, and social differences in which the air constitutes itself and operates, 

against the tendency of flattening and homogenizing it as a result of philosophical matters or political 

interests, as happens in Madrid. 
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Hybrid nature 

 

The first body of literature which has provided a standpoint for most of these perspectives is feminist 

studies and feminist studies of science. Among them, the work of Donna Haraway has been key for this 

dissertation in two different ways. First is her proposal to not only question the idea of nature as an 

immutable ontology, but to propose a different one: a nature which is at the same time technological. 

Technology is embedded in Nature into a point in which they cannot be identified separately any more. 

Her well-known 'cyborg' 89 allows us to read the air as having technical prosthesis (sensors, datacenters 

or any other similar systems), while also reading its physical composition as natural-technological. Then 

the air is then not a natural void with some artificial pollutants floating into it, but an atomic re-

combination of different particles and gases that evolve and construct new hybrid materialities. 

 

Haraway´s metaphor of the cyborg has been used within urban studies to rethink the urban, as in 

Gandy´s piece Cyborg Urbanization90. Farías draws on Gandy to identify the nuances that Haraway´s 

perspective has added to ANT: first, its capacity for “challenging the idea of (human) nature, displacing 

the attention from the city as a socio technical system to hybrid forms of being human, shaping the 

public and experiencing the city”91 This approach emphasizes the transhuman aspects of nature92 or 

other possible natures93. And secondly, its involvement in the role of urban natures and political ecologies 

of cities. Following Farías´argument there would be a third mode of thinking about the connection 

between nature and the urban, namely De Landa´s history and philosophy of the role of geology, biology.  

It could be further argued that considering also climate in the shaping of cities94 offers a new spatio-

temporal dimension. The second way in which Haraway´s work is relevant is in her deconstruction of 

the normative gaze and instruments of envisioning, proposing what she coined as “situated knowledge” 

and the partial perspective95, which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 

 

In the same way as Haraway dismantles Nature, Annemarie Mol does so with her patient as a multiple 

object in The body Multiple, this “ongoing disruption of wholes is being done in the benefit of 

multiplicity, or rather complexity, for a multitude of practices, as well as for the subjects and objects 

which are being enacted as the outcomes of these practices96. From Asdal, this thesis takes these 

versions of “creative disruption” as its point of entry. It will try to identify the multiple processes, 

subjects and objects that relate to each of the case studies, while understandingthat different ways of 

                                                                    
89 Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto: Science, Technology and Socialist Feminism in the Late Twentieth Century.” 
90 Gandy, “Cyborg Urbanization: Complexity and Monstrosity in the Contemporary City.” 
91 Farías and Bender, Urban Assemblages. 
92 Whatmore, Hybrid Geographies: Natures Cultures Spaces. 
93 Like Carson, Silent spring or Bateson, Mind and nature., for example. 
94 De Landa, A thousand years of nonlinear history. 
95 Haraway, “Situated Knowledges.” 
96 Asdal, “Enacting Things Through numbers:Taking Nature into Account/ing,” 1. 
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enactment of an object does not mean that it is different perspectives of an object, as Mol proposes 

(drawing on Bergson and Deleuze).  

 

The object´s realities are, instead, enacted in different times and spaces. Thinking about the air and the 

city as a multiple object involves a major challenge for urban research, as it seeks to identify, describe 

and analyse these multiple enactments and understand how they are “articulated, concealed, exposed 

and made present or absent”97. This strategy will be followed in this thesis at multiple scales: to describe 

Madrid´s air as multiple enactments of the city, but also the air as being enacted by multiple practices. 

 

The idea of diversity that Irigaray introduced forces us to look at the diversity of airs, to look at their 

differences. By virtue of this mode of analysis, this dissertation distinguishes, studies and analyses the 

different components of the air independently, acknowledging their different capacities, performances 

and effects.  And yet considers and takes into account the materiality that they constitute as a 'whole'. 

This materiality is, as sociologist Nina Wakeford suggests, based on instability, expansibilty, co-fragility, 

imitation, contagion, change and mutation, with no centre, disorganized and unregulated spontaneity, 

multiplicity, co-dependency, co-presence, locality, porousness, etc. The interrelations between the 

individuals are not only modes of exchange of information or matter, but “contagious relationships” 98 

that challenge ideas of nature and the social and possible modes of interaction. 

 

Toxic 

 

This brings us to an unavoidable concept, which seems to make the difference between certain 

materialities (or conditions): the concept of the toxic, inherent to contemporary interpretations of 

urban air. Although it will be developed in more detail in Chapter 6, let us briefly frame the context: 

within feminist studies of science the work of anthropologist Emily Martin 

demonstrates the social and cultural constructions of the body and 

immunity within the scientific realm99 revealing the condition of 

exteriority of the toxic. From a post-colonial theoretical perspective  

Michelle Murphy explores the social and cultural constructions of 

contamination  and questions of multiplicity, materialization of matters of 

concern on environmental health and the shifting modes of perceptibility 

and imperceptibility of air pollutants, showing how this process, through 

                                                                    
97 Farías and Bender, Urban Assemblages,14. 
98 Wakeford, “Beyond the Individual. Replacing the Network Society with Social Foam: a Revolution for Corporate 
Enthnography?,” 246. 
99 Martin, Flexible Bodies. The Role of Inmunity in American Culture from the Days of the Polio to the Age of AIDS. 

Matta Clark, FreshAirCart (1972)  
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exposure, became a gendered process100. But in order to question the concept of the toxic itself this 

project draws upon queer theory to analyse its properties and research its capacities. This dissertation 

follows Chen´s proposal to conceptualise the toxic as a specific form of affect and being affected by non-

humans101. Looking at the interactions between humans and non-humans, we shift our interest from 

the properties of the material to its effects, dissolving the boundary between affect and engagement, 

relevant to expand the modes in which the air can be sensed (as will be developed in Chapter 4). 

 

However this research thinks about the toxicity of the air as a condition, not as an ontological property. 

Because the air, under certain conditions, is also a 'pharmakon, as Borasi and Zardini implicitly 

remark102 in their introduction to their book Imperfect Health. The properties of the urban air are not 

stable, and they may act as a poison or a remedy depending on the dose, circumstance or context.  At my 

home´s door the air can shift from  a toxic state to a 'remedy' or 'clean air' within a couple of hours, 

depending on climate conditions, the  reduction of traffic or the day of the week. However there is a time 

scale leap in the air´s pharmakon properties, because outside extreme events (as in the 1952 London 

fog) or highly sensitive bodily conditions103 the effects of this specific affect between humans and non-

humans (and among non-humans) can be only perceived overtime. This has immense consequences for 

its design evaluation, awareness and responsibility. Stengers drawing on Derrida recognizes the anxiety 

that this absence of 'reference points' produces in society104, affect which leads policy making and 

political research. 

 

Queer ecologies 

 

The last body of work used strategically is that of queer ecologies, an area that stands at the intersection 

between queer theory and urban ecology or urban political ecology. As Mathew Gandy claims, queer 

theory has not been fully engaged with urban nature, although there has been an increase of interest in 

the relationships between urban nature and the production of certain sexual practices105. In this context 

some proposals that identify the appropriation of certain public places by marginalized groups106  helps 

his project to connect to the use of public space by non-normative practices or non-normative airs. On 

the other hand, critical strands of urban ecology such as urban political ecology have not connected fully 

with posthumanism or new conceptions of complexity. At this intersection queer ecology may enrich 
                                                                    
100 Murphy, Sick Building Syndrome and the Politics of Uncertainty: Environmental Politics, Technosience and 

Women Workers. 

101 Chen, Animacies. Biopolitics, Racial Mattering and Queer Affect. 

102 Borasi and Zardini, Imperfect Health: The Medicalization of Architecture. 

103 Chen, Animacies. Biopolitics, Racial Mattering and Queer Affect. 
104 Stengers, Cosmopolitics I. 
105 Gandy, “Queer Ecologies.” 
106 Ingram, “Fragments, Edges and Practices: Retheorizing the Formation of a So-called Gay Gettho Through 
Queering Landscape Ecology.” 
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our understanding of urban materiality, but also ecological properties of it. In trying to answer Gandy´s 

question  on how far it can escape the realms of sexuality to enter the realms of complexity, this thesis 

will explore two different strategies: the use of queer theory to rethink aerial spaces which are, as seen 

in the previous paragraph, changing in time, fluid, unstable and differentiated, and on the other as a 

connection to literatures of environmental justice in which uneven distributions of power, labour and 

life chances  are linked to spatialities, knowledge and information. 

 

To conclude, this research seeks not only the physical identification of differences (in the materiality of 

the air, in its performance, in its effects in the city), but the ways in which those differences are taken 

into account, and the processes which produce them, in order to recognize that these do not have 

uniform effects: “ecosystems differ in their sensitivity to pollutant uptake, and societies  

differ in how they are affected and have different capacities for resilience”107. 

                                                                    
107 Lidskog and Sundqvist, Governing The Air. The Dynamics of Science, Policy, and Citizen Interaction, 5. 
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2.6 CONCLUSIONS 

 

The aim of this chapter has been to open up the empirical space upon which this thesis traces the air, 

by bringing into dialogue bodies of work that do not necessarily go together. In particular, the chapter 

has argued that there are significant opportunities to be had in connecting the study of urban air to 

insights from a number of key arenas of research like cultural philosophy, STS and feminist studies of 

science. These include the analysis of (a) the accountability of the air from a theoretical perspective, (b) 

the sociomaterial composition of the air, (c) the spatialisation of the air, (d) alternative modes of 

knowledge production, engagement and politics of the air. As this thesis will demonstrate, it is in the 

empirical space between these areas that the landscape of urban air may be productively traced. 

 

The objective has not been to construct a genealogy or a revision of all what has been done before, but 

instead to selectively discuss key references that permit us to construct a dialogue between them, and to 

lay out some of the key issues at stake. The common thread that connects the three bodies of literature 

and the starting point of this research is that we need to take the air (the urban air) into account and 

the disciplines of architecture and urban studies can greatly benefit from this undertaking. In addition, 

this thesis suggests that, while STS has offered a range of valuable insights and tools of analysis, there 

has been a lack of attention to the role played by material (physical and digital) devices and the 

acknowledgement of non-scientific forms of knowledge production. This thesis contributes towards 

addressing such lacunae. However in the analysis of the existing work on air quality more generally, the 

chapter has also provided some key orientation to what an empirics of this analysis might look like. 

 

The analysis presented in this chapter has also opened up some questions related to the specificity of 

the urban air as an object of analysis, attending to its diverse and changing materialities, the 

ephemerality of each of its arrangements and the fragility of its regulations. It has also tried to connect it 

with daily life and experience (a collective one), recognising an air which is not the result of a 

“spectacular event”, but the result of persistent repetitions of actions and power distributions, with 

invisible spatio-temporal scales108. 

 

 

  

                                                                    
108 This temporality relates to Laurent Berlan´s concept of “slow death”, in the sense that bodies subject of a mass 
deterioration under capitalist regimes of governance. Berlant, Cruel Optimism.  
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Introduction 

 

If the previous chapter has set up the conceptual framework to think from the air, this one is engaged in 

constructing the empirical context to do so.  This empirical context is at the same time a method, 

working at three different scales. The first is a method to construct the aerial space to be able to work in 

it, through the construction of the city of the air. The second method engages, within the city of the air, 

with the selection of sources that may be more useful to take the air into account in design processes. 

The last method engages with the ways in which the sources can be analysed by making them visible. 

 

3.1 THE CITY OF THE AIR 

 

As seen in chapter 2, this dissertation proposes to read the air as a natural-socio-technical assemblage 

from an actor network perspective (ANT). This expands the definition of the air beyond its materiality 

and includes many other agents that are part of its production process, its “users”, the locations where it 

is enacted, etc. The advantages of this proposal are multiple. The first one is ontological: by looking at the 

socio-material assemblage the object stops being a generic and abstract entity, but is read, instead, in its 

specific context and conditions. The second one is epistemic: ANT shifts the focus from what things are, 

to what they do in the world through the analysis of the practices that enact them. This is relevant 

because it allows us to learn, through the analysis of specific case studies, how the urban air is 

mobilised, constructed, and also how the air comes into being in its own instances. The third advantage 

emerges from this last condition and is purely strategic: the more we open the epistemic frame of the 

practices related to the air by the inclusion of new agents, the more possibilities of acting and 

interacting with/within this assemblage will be available. 

 

As an instrument to think Madrid's urban air as a natural-socio-technical assemblage this research uses 

the city as a heuristic metaphor1. So from now on we will tentatively call this specific aerial assemblage 

Aeropolis2. The city as a heuristic metaphor has been used in many contexts, as in literature, cinema, 

media studies, architecture, or commercial contexts. Three of these have been a reference for this 

project: 

 

                                                                    
1 To think the air as a city (polis) is here a point of departure. The intention is not to claim that the air is or 

performs as a city, against other models of territorial organisations (as ‘megalopolis’ or ‘villages’  proposed by Mumford 
or McLuhan, for example (Mumford, The culture of cities; McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy). The city is a reference of a 
complex organization that brings together spatial, material, social and political conditions. It is left to the reader to 
challenge this reference and re-imagine the air  through other metaphors. 
2 Although aware that the term Aeropolis has been already used in different contexts, to name for example the 
pavilion designed by Plastique Fantastique in 2013 or the Aerospatial Technological Park of Andalucia, the term will still 
be used for its suggestive capacity. Thank you Uriel Fogué for coming up with it. 
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The first is City of Bits, the book that William Mitchell3, professor of Architecture and Media Arts and 

Sciences at MIT, wrote to describe the virtual environments produced by informational technologies in 

1996. He used the metaphor of the city to describe the specific implications of this paradigmatic change 

in architecture and urbanism. In the same way Aeropolis will allow us to imagine aerial conditions as a 

city in itself, and as a consequence, re-imagine some notions of architecture and urbanism from a 

different angle, “understanding this imagining and projectual process as an architectural exercise4”.  This 

research, however, is also after the ways in which aerial practices relate and are made through their 

spatial and material conditions, as will be developed in chapters 4 and 5. 

 

A closer reference to the use of the city as a heuristic metaphor is Telépolis, the urban environment 

proposed by the writer Javier Echevarría5 that describes the new economies and social organisations 

produced, again, by new informational technologies. He describes the city through some of its elements: 

streets, plazas, markets, and even the bodies constituted by it. This thesis borrows Echevarria´s structure 

for two reasons. First, it helps to read the object of investigation (the air) from a spatial and urban point 

of view, which is one of the main aims of the thesis. Second, it encourages us to think about the 

relationships between things, and not necessarily about the things themselves (for example looking at a 

street as an assemblage of agents, flows and atmospheric conditions, “as a sentient space in its own 

right”6). The structure of the following chapters will be related to different components of an urban 

environment, as its infrastructures, windows and mediators.  

 

The last use of the city as a heuristic metaphor 

is as a narrative device, to be able to describe 

(and imagine) the invisible aspects of the city, 

to dissolve the limits between reality and 

fiction and stimulate imagination. Italo 

Calvino´s Invisible Cities7 provides an 

inspirational source here. As in Calvino´s 

tales, Aeropolis does not need to be imagined 

as a complete or full city, what is relevant is to 

start identifying a collection of parts, enacted 

and interrelated through the writing. 

 

In the following sections some spaces and 

agents of Aeropolis will be detected, to start 

inhabiting it. But before, it may be worth 

                                                                    
3 Mitchell, City of Bits. 
4 Itallics are not Mitchel´s. 
5 Echevarría, Javier, Telépolis. 
6 Ash Amin develops the notion of the ‘sentient space’ to embrace the complexity of the urban space 
acknowledging the agency of all the elements involved. Amin, “Animated Space,” 1. 
7 Calvino, Las Ciudades Invisibles. 

 

In the Air. Madrid with its aerial landscape (2009) 
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making a small detour to better comprehend how Madrid´s Aeropolis has been constructed, and 

through which means, processes and methodology. 

 

Madrid, 2006-2010 

 

Madrid was selected as the city in which to test the methodological tools 

proposed, for various reasons: 

− It is one of the most polluted cities in Europe, as the Air Quality 

Comparative Analysis of European Cities demonstrates8. And yet, 

it is in a way a “conventional” city in aerial matters, because it 

does not have anything very particular or dramatic (as specific 

pollutants or dangerous events). This is one of the objectives of 

the thesis: to talk about the non- event, about what is not seen 

because it is not deemed important enough. 

− The clear political use of air quality monitoring by the City Council makes visible the 

controversies, what is at stake and the normative implications of the air. 

− The City Council has prioritised a form of urban development that does not take the air into 

account (through a permanent construction of highways and the enhancement of car use 

through different policies). This makes the present research relevant as a tool to rethink the 

city in other ways, in alignment with other groups or practices that are actively engaging with 

it, as will be developed in chapter 3. 

− To produce synergies with the project In the Air9, which used Madrid as a case study, to 

capitalize the experience, visualisations and knowledge acquired. 

 

In Madrid research on air quality is being done in different institutions, mostly scientific ones.  The most 

visible is the City Council, who measures and designs the policies to abate the levels of pollution. In 

parallel, the Center of Research on Energy, Technology and the Environment (CIEMAT) deals with the 

city of Madrid, but works for the central government and is in charge of coordinating and bringing 

together data from other institutes. 

 

There are experts working on the chemical and atmospheric aspects of air quality10, represented mostly 

by the Catalan Xavier Querol11, as well as universities working on modelling and simulation software. 

The Computer Science School of the Technical University of Madrid developed in 2008 OPANA, a tool to 

                                                                    
8 Developed by the Department of Chemical Engineering at the Escuela Superior de Ingenieria de Madrid in 
2008. Even though this document is not public it has been referenced at the Estrategia Local de Calidad del Aire de la 
Ciudad de Madrid 2006-2010. 
9 See: www.intheair.es 
10 For example: Fernández García, “Contaminación Atmosférica Y Calidad Del Aire En Madrid: Análisis de Las 
Concentraciones de SO2, CO, NO2, Ozono Y PM 10 (1980-2003).” 
11  Querol, “Calidad del aire, partículas en suspensión y metales.” 

 Madrid´s pollution from Avenida de América  

(2011). Source: El País 
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know the impact of the air in citizen´s health12 , and the Chemical Department of the Technical School of 

Engineering has developed SERCA, software that will be analysed in chapter 5 although SERCA 

considers health it focus to be prediction13. 

 

Research on the impact of air pollution in human health has been 

increasing14, but little research has been found on the impact on the 

natural and built environment, with a few exceptions: a study on the 

contribution of urban trees in air quality.
15 Or, the very recent study 

produced by Fundación Mapfre “Salud Y Sostenibilidad: Efectos En La 

Calidad Del Aire Urbano”16, considers different types of urbanism (e.g. 

high density or sprawl) as a conditioner of gases and particle 

concentrations. 

 

So this thesis aims to contribute in filling in this gap, to deal with the 

relationship that exists between the air and the city, or what a 

“spatialisation” of the air would imply both in conceptual and practical 

terms. It intends also to identify the cultural, political and social 

implications of air quality, from which no research has been found. 

 

Thus because of the scarce bibliography specific to Madrid, studies of other cities have been used as a 

comparative framework. And yet, the objective of this thesis is not so much to make an evaluation of 

Madrid´s air quality in particular, but to use Madrid as a reference to think about urban air in the 

context of European urban environments. As many of the devices, problematics and policies are shared 

by many cities, the methodology used could be applied to all of them in principle. 

 

The selection of the time frame 2006-2010 corresponds to Madrid´s Local Strategy of Air Quality of the 

City Council, in which the current monitoring network adapted to EU regulations was defined and 

installed. 2010 is also the deadline that the EU gave cities to comply with their limits, which put the air 

into the public debate and produced useful documentation for this research, mainly in the media. 

 

                                                                    
12  The model was tested in a case study in the North of Spain: San José, R., J.L. Pérez, and R.M. González. “The 
Evaluation of the Air Quality Impact of an Incinerator by Using MM5-CMAQ-EMIMO Modeling System: North of Spain 
Case Study.”  
13  For an earlier prediction model of Madrid see: José, R. San, Javier F. Cortés, Rosa María González, and J. F. 
Prieto. “Modelo de Pronóstico de La Calidad Del Aire: Estudio Del Área de Madrid.” 
14  Díaz Jiménez. Alberdi Odriozola, Montero Rubio, Mirón Pérez. “Asociación Entre La Contaminación Atmosférica 
Por Dióxido de Azufre Y Partículas Totales En Suspensión Y La Mortalidad Diaria En La Ciudad de Madrid” 
15  Vilela Lozano, Juan. “Distribución de Arbolado Urbano En La Ciudad de Fuenlabrada Y Su Contribución a La 
Calidad Del Aire.” 
16  Jimenez Herrero et al., “Salud Y Sostenibilidad: Efectos En La Calidad Del Aire Urbano.” Fundacion Mapfre, 2014. 

Impact of an industrial emission. Source: 
OPANA 
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3.2 SENSING DEVICES AS EMPIRICAL OBJECTS 

 

As mentioned above, the second method proposed by this dissertation is that, to enquire the air, one of 

the most useful points of entry is by enquiring not the air itself, but by enquiring the devices that make 

it senseable and knowable:  the devices that permit to measure theair, make it visible and make it public. 

Thus, sensors, maps and air quality indexes will be the sources for this research, which correspond with 

the infrastructures, windows and mediators of Aeropolis. 

 

Of each category, case studies have been selected to illustrate different 

modes of measuring, visualising and communicating. They are not the 

only ones existing in the city (after 2010 there has been an increase of 

practices and attention towards air quality). However, they can be seen 

as representatives, either because they are the best known (as the 

institutional ones), or because they have generated more debate within 

certain communities (like the DIY ones) or in more legitimised ones (as 

the scientific). The objective is to bring things that seem to be different 

together, a compilation of references that, in principle, would not necessarily relate to each other, to see 

how they relate, interfere or what they have in common. Still, it does not intend to be an exhaustive 

compilation of data from these sources, but more an essay, a test to see if the method to analyse them 

(and eventually other architecture objects or infrastructures) is useful. Nevertheless as in any 

experiment, many other essays will have to be done, in order to verify the usefulness of the tools 

provided.   

 

Madrid´s public air 

 

In the absence of a prominent amount of scholarly research of Madrid´s air to build up a doctoral thesis, 

nor archives to build up a historical perspective, this research has had to construct its own field of 

research. 

 

The data that has been used to analyse the different case studies has primarily been public material 

available online: official web pages, news in digital media, institutional reports or blogs. The decision to 

use public information is in part because the places in which the air is constructed and managed are 

difficult access, as in the Air Quality department of City Council. Also the archive of this institution has 

‘disappeared’17, so there is hardly any historical documentation besides the one that is published by 

                                                                    
17  Cristobal, Angeles (2012, March 6). Jefa de Servicio de Protección de la Atmósfera. Personal interview. 

Libelium Sensor base board.  
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them on their webpage. However, this disadvantage has been taken as an opportunity, to understand not 

only what of the air is known, but also what of that knowledge is made public, which is the knowledge 

that could become useful and usable for citizens and architects.  So what follows can be considered the 

public construction of the air of Madrid.  

 

Through these sources the following data has been collected: 

 

- The material related to the different case studies existing in Madrid has been acquired at their 

official web pages, digital press, the Archivo de la Villa de Madrid (for the historical regulations 

prior to 2006), and the Hemeroteca Municipal de Madrid (for the research on the reception of 

air quality monitoring in the media) 

- The theoretical and methodological references have been obtained in books, journals, articles, 

catalogues and other publications18. 

- In the Air archive, with graphic material from its different stages. 

- Interviews conducted with relevant agents in Madrid´s aerial ecosystem, which have helped to 

get to know, first-hand, the updates of certain projects and everyday details in the practices that 

enact the air. 

 

To analyse the sources a qualitative method has been used, structured around a loose comparative 

method in tune with Choy´s 'ecology of comparison'19. It will be a way of having all the elements levelled 

and at view at once, creating a “mode of attention”20 and acknowledging that, even though they may 

seem disparate and contradictory, they create an ecology of sensing among themselves. It will be as well 

a tool to fight against generalities, dichotomies and scales, and against single points of comparison. 

Three main transversal questions have been used to run through the case studies to structure the 

material analysis of the devices. What is at stake in the construction and deployment of each device? 

What are the material and social configurations of its assemblage? And, what are the effects that these 

have in the urban environment and the airs that each device constructs?  

 

But before moving to the case studies a brief description of some of Aeropolis' features will be 

presented, as a way of putting to work the heuristic metaphor of the city. 

 

 

                                                                    
18  A large proportion of these references are Anglo-Saxon. This is due to the high development of air quality 
research in this context. However, Madrid or Spanish references have always been searched and  prioritized. 
19 Choy, Ecologies of comparison. 
20  Ibid., 11. 
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Brief introduction to some of Aeropolis agents. 

 

Out of the infinite features that could be proposed or imagined to describe Aeropolis, a few have been 

selected according to the following criteria: first, to introduce some of the agents that will take part of 

the narrative of the dissertation, such as Aeropolis´ inhabitants, government or agencies. Second, to test 

the efficiency of the metaphor to establish new relations between the air and the city (as when looking 

at its markets or representations). The aim of these brief descriptions is at the same time to train our 

imagination in thinking from/within an aerial perspective, and to open up research paths for future 

investigations. 

 

_Limits and territorial configuration 

“Air disrespects borders, yet at the same time is constituted through difference. Neighbourhoods have 

different atmospheres; nations generate and apply different pollution standards; leaders worry about the 

state of their air compared to others. The winds themselves derive from differences in air pressure between 

regions, and similar relativities allow our lungs to inhale and exhale. Gradients, whose foundations are the 

contact and bleeding of difference, move air through the spaces we live and through our bodies”. (Choy, 

Ecologies of comparison, 165) 

 

As Choy beautifully describes, the limits of the air (and therefore of Aeropolis) are multiple, overlapping 

and have different scales. If there is already a difficulty in defining the limits of a fluid urban 

environment, as Sassen claimed as a condition of the global city21, this difficulty is even more 

accentuated in the air because everything is fluid and mutable, un-apprehensible22. So despite (or 

because of) the air's material fluctuation, multiple limits can be identified according to the perspective 

from which they are defined. 

 

Madrid's legal and political aerial limits are regulated by multiple national and international institutions, 

as will be seen in detail when describing Aeropolis government. The main regulatory body is the EU23 , 

which determines the regulated components, its limit values and monitoring requirements. The 

responsibility to monitor and comply with the limit values is transferred to local administrations, so 

Madrid reports back directly to the EU without passing through the central government. However, the 

legal and political limits expand beyond the EU, because the limit values are referenced in proposals of 

the World Health Organisation (WHO)24. So Aeropolis´ legal limits are, in principle, the ones of the city, 

                                                                    
21 Sassen, “Reading the City in a Global Digital Age.” 
22 Let us remember here that, as developed in chapter 2, this is the condition that defines the air and the 
 reason why it tends to be forgotten. Irigaray, Luce, The Forgetting of Air. 
23 Through the directive  2008/50/EC, approved by the European Parliament on the first of May of  2008 “for a 
cleaner air in Europe”, which entered into force on June the 11th of 2008 and it remains  active. In “Air quality-existing 
legislation”, accessed December 26, 2013, 
 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/air/quality/legislation/existing_leg.htm 
24 The guidelines of the WHO, revised in 2005, are available at “Air quality guidelines-Update 2005”, accessed 
 December 25, 2013, http://www.who.int/phe/health_topics/outdoorair/outdoorair_aqg/en/index.html 
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expanded to the EU and USA. However, the discovery of transnational pollution dissolved the geospatial 

limits of the air, transgressing the previous demarcations between local, 

national and international contexts. This dissolution also had normative 

effects, determining importers and exporters of pollution and therefore 

constituting a new political geography of winners and losers25. 

Its physical limits are difficult to determine because of the fluctuation of 

the air. And yet one of the proposals of this thesis is that the spatial 

configuration of the air at a specific location matters (and that is why the 

communication and regulation through averages is not useful). For this 

reason it is important to find ways to describe and manage those 

differences. If we had to think about Aeropolis´ neighbourhoods, which 

ones would they be? The Ministry of the Environment defined a 

zonification of the Spanish state according to the aerial conditions of each region. However, this 

description maintains geopolitical limits and does not go in further detail within each region. The 

question that raises here is how differences in concentrations could be described only from the material 

conditions of the air.  

 

The project In the Air made an attempt to 

respond to this question. By mapping the areas 

that exceeded the limit values of PM10 in 2008, 

eventually some boundaries between the areas 

could be traced.  

 

However, accepting that Aeropolis has changing 

limits, what could they be in graphic terms? The 

limits of air navigation, like maritime ones, have 

been traced as lines on a map. They are lines 

that determine territories of action (which types 

of boats can circulate, which fish can be fished, 

which waters can be sewed, etc), but also the 

lines of exclusion (which nationalities do not 

have the right to navigate them).  

 

Although the map that could configure 

Aeropolis´ limits would require further development, on might suggest it could emerge out of the 

interactions between the agents and not by the trace of lines, as in the Borderline Project developed by 

Sensable City Lab, in which a “fine resolution”, based in individual transactions is proposed26.  The map 

                                                                    
25 On the effects of the definition of transboundary pollution see Lidskog, and Sundqvist, Governing The Air. The 

Dynamics of Science, Policy, and Citizen Interaction. 

26 Although the project Borderline redraws the map of Great Britain from a network of human interactions, it can 
be used as a graphical reference. “Borderline”, accessed December 24, 2013, 

 Ministry of the Environment. Distribution of 

areas for air quality management. (2010)  

 

In the Air. Madrid´s Aeropolis map of the areas which exceeded the legal 

limits of PM10 in 2008. 2011 
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also deals in gradients, as Choi suggests and the author of this research has argued elsewhere27. 

Nevertheless the main question that could be addressed in future research is how to deal, map and 

regulate with variable conditions.  

 

_Inhabitants 

Within all possible inhabitants of Aeropolis (birds, airplanes, balloons, satellites, etc) this research is 

focused on its microscopic components. The major populations correspond with gases and particles, 

although there are also members of flora and fauna, viruses like SARS, as well as chemicals, drugs and in 

general traces of our daily lives. These inhabitants form a complex ecology in permanent transformation, 

where they react to each other, mutate into new members, move to different locations and heights. Thus 

the way in which this project relates to this ecology is in tune to Reiner Banham´s 'urban ecologies', as a 

combination between geographical, landscape, urban activities and conditions28, as was developed in 

chapter 2. 

 

Having recognised this ecosystem, one of the objectives of this research is to open up what is generally 

considered a single entity (the air or air quality), and look for the differences between its components. 

Because they are made differently, perform and 

react in different modes, have different effects29, 

the strategies to abate them could be different. 

So, as they will be the companions of our 

journey, let us start by identifying them: 

 

Some of Aeropolis´ inhabitants are the 

components that constitute the atmosphere, in 

variable proportions. In average there is 

nitrogen (N, 78%), oxygen (O2, 21%), water 

vapour (0-7%), ozone (O3), carbon dioxide 

(CO₂), hydrogen (H2) and noble gases (like 

krypton and argon), which conform the 1% of 

other substances30. Within this 1% there are 

many of  the so-called ‘pollutants’, although in 

order to reinforce the pharmacological condition 

of the air (see chapter 6) the condition of 

pollutants of these elements is attributed in this 

                                                                                                                                                                                                             
http://senseable.mit.edu/network/network&society2.html. 
27 The author of this thesis has also suggested in “Manchas” to construct maps with stains or blurred limit, until 
proper research can be made, to understand the normative implications of defining lines in a map for regulatory 
purposes. “Manchas”, accessed October 17, 2013 http://www.archipills.com/nereavol2.html. 
28 Banham, Los Angeles: The Architecture of Four Ecologies. 
29  O3 for example is mostly the effect of aerosoles, is pretty stable and is located in the higher layers of the 
atmosphere. Instead, PM is the result of traffic and natural dust, is variable and concentrates at ground level. 
30 Orozco, Carmen. Contaminación Ambiental. Una Visión Desde La Química. 

In the Air. Description and properties of SO2 (2010) 
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research to their relationship with other agents31. So pollution is considered here a relational condition, 

not an ontological one. 

 

There are other inhabitants that have a different nature. Some of them are living organisms, like pollen 

or viruses. But not only, also traces of amphetamines, opiates, cannabis, lisergic acid and cocaine have 

been found32.  A study made in New York City revealed that fungi and bacteria, pollen, dead human skin 

cells, hair, cotton fibre, silica glass, blue jeans or nail polish were spread in different areas33, as a very 

precise mirror of the activity that takes place 'below'. 

 

Within this ecosystem there are some inhabitants which have been given a voice by being measured, 

and which could be understood as 'representatives' of the air34. These are: ozone (O₃) as part of the 

atmosphere, pollen35,  and the rest are produced by anthropogenic conditions: sulphur dioxide (SO₂), 

nitrogen dioxide (NO₂), carbon monoxide (CO), particles (PM), nitrogen oxides (NO), and in some 

stations benzene and toluene. So the measurement of these inhabitants could be read as a census of the 

representatives of the air, which in Madrid is structured as follows: 

 

MEASURED COMPONENTS36:  

Munimadrid: 

S006. YEAR 

   S007. MONTH 

   S008. DAY 

   S009. HOUR 

   M001. SULPHUR DIOXIDE (µg/m3) 

   M006. CARBON MONOXIDE (mg/m3) 

   M008. NITROGEN DIOXIDE (µg/m3) 

   M010. PARTICLES <10µm (µg/m3) 

   M012. TOTAL NITROGEN OXIDES (µg/m3) 

   M014. OZONE (µg/m3) 

   M020. TOLUEN (µg/m3) 

   M030. BENZEN (µg/m3) 

   M083. AVERAGE TEMPERATURE (ºC) 

 

 

By looking at the history of air quality regulations in Madrid what becomes visible is that only certain 

components are regulated, which vary and have increased in time. So the census is not constant in 

history, but has been changing and including more representatives. 

 

                                                                    
31 However, there are proposals within environmental justice which claim that, taking into account the difficulty 
in attributing the effects of some concentrations in the human body or other organisms it is worth shifting the question 
of the limit values and assume that some components are (potentially) toxic, and therefore the challenge is not to emit 
them. 
32 Cocaine has been found in two measuring stations in Madrid http://elblogverde.com/se-hallo-cocaina-en-el-
aire-de-madrid-y-de-barcelona/ 
33 Logan, “Air, the Restless Shaper of the World.” 
34 The notion of ‘representatives’ is developed by Latour when looking at how the world is put into words. In  his 
case study of the Boanova forest he is interested in the materials selected in each phase to represent the totality of the 
forest, being the leaves of certain plants, pieces of earth or researchers from different fields. Latour, Pandora´s Hope. 
35 Measured by the Red Palinológica de la Comunidad de Madridwww.madrid.org/polen/  
36  From these, only NO2, PM10, PM2.5  are measured hourly (the implications of this fact will be  analysed in 
the following chapters). Www.munimadrid.es 
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Cronogram of the components, regulations, interests, abatement strategies, of Madrid´s Air quality regulations. 1968-2003. 

(what is relevant in this diagram are the patterns of behaviour, as the increase of regulations and components that are 

visible. For a more detailed version see: http://intheairmad.blogspot.co.uk/). Own production. 

 

 

Another relevant condition of the air is that its inhabitants are relational (as will be developed in chapter 

6), and their concentrations depend on, among other things, geographical aspects or meteorological 

conditions, such as wind, humidity or temperature, which are also measured in the network37. One of 

the most relevant questions when dealing with the air arises: how to take into account, deal and regulate 

inhabitants (a material, from an architecture perspective) that mutate, change and are in permanent 

flow?  

 

Reading gases and particles as inhabitants is one way to give them a voice. The recognition of the need 

to let non-humans speak in order to find new relationships with our environments has been one of the 

tasks of Latour, Stengers and the philosophy of science38, and certain feminist studies of technoscience39. 

However their approaches are quite different. Latour´s notion of agency is inclusive, in the attempt to 

build a collective and democratic parliament of humans and non-humans. Although his proposal has 

been fundamental to account for non-humans´ agency, this dissertation aligns with Haraway´s 

proposal40 in which the relationship between humans and non-humans is not that of equality and 

inclusion, but one of messiness, in which care and enthusiasm are needed in order to start engaging 

with each other. The objective and what is suggested for future research is finding new ways of building 

symmetrical relationships between humans and other species, from which one of these could be the air. 

 

_Agencies 

The term 'agency' has been given to the agents that participate in the construction of the air. Because 

the definition of all the Madrid agents that construct the urban air would be a long process and it is not 

the scope of this project, a few will be enumerated, to continue expanding the spaces from which the air 

is being considered. 

 

According to Madrid's Inventory of Emissions, the "potentially polluting activities" are combustion in 

the production and transformation of energy, non-industrial combustion plants, extraction and 

distribution of fossil fuels and geothermal energy, solvent use, road transport, other modes of transport 

and mobile machinery, treatment and disposal of residues, agriculture and nature41.  It is interesting to 

                                                                    
37 Stations measure hourly: pressure (bar), rain (mm), relative humidity (%), temperature  (ºC), solar radiation 
(W/m2), wind speed (oN), wind direction (m/s).  Area de Gobierno de Medio Ambiente Madrid.  “Adaptación De La Red 
De Vigilancia De La Calidad Del Aire Del Ayuntamiento De Madrid.” Accessed June 26, 2013,www.munimadrid.es 
38  As in Stengers, The invention of modern science or Latour, Bruno. Politics of Nature.  
39  See for example Haraway, Modest_Witness@Second_Millennium: Femaleman_Meets:Oncomouse or Braidotti, 
Metamorphoses: Towards a Materialist Theory of Becoming.  
40 Haraway, The Companion Species Manifesto. Dogs, People and Significant Otherness. 
41 “The Inventory of Emissions of 2013 of Madrid”, accessed June 23, 2013, 
http://www.madrid.es/portales/munimadrid/es/Inicio/Ayuntamiento/Medio-Ambiente/Educacion-
ambiental/Energia-y-cambio-climatico/Cambio-climatico-/Inventario-
deemisiones?vgnextfmt=detNavegacion&vgnextoid=a66982d62ba9e210VgnVCM1000000b205a0aRCRD&vgnextchanne
l=c80060230ae17210VgnVCM2000000c205a0aRCRD) 
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note that the Inventory of emissions, which follows the methodology proposed by the EU, measures 

emissions in relation to  greenhouse gasses (CO₂), and the rest of the components are weighted in 

relation to their effects on global warming. So all components are flattened into one dimension and the 

inventory´s goal is to participate in the impact of CO₂ in global warming. 

 

Nevertheless there are other processes which also pollute but have 

another temporal scale, including urban development and infrastructural 

works (and which are generally not taken into account in inventories or 

evaluation studies)42. To engage with this research it would be 

interesting to calculate the effects of the burial of the highway ring-belt 

M-30, the construction of the housing developments (PAUS) that took 

place in the early 80s, or the 6.000km of highways that the Strategic Plan 

of Infrastructures and Transport 2005-2020 proposed to build before 

2012 (at the same time as it claimed it wanted to reduce emissions of 

CO₂). 

 

On the other side of the spectrum there are agents which reduce the concentrations of components, such 

as green areas which are referred to as CO₂ “sinks”, since vegetation captures CO₂ through its 

photosynthesis. A detailed analysis of the absorption capacities of each species could allow evaluation of 

the absorption potential of Madrid´s green areas. There are also abatement strategies produced by the 

City Council, such as watering the streets in summer, whose efficiency is still to be determined from an 

ecosystemic perspective due to the amounts of water required in the process. What would be an 

ecosystemic approach to the agencies of the air be in which the scale of the stability between emissions 

(both direct and indirect) and the reduction activities were considered? 

 

_Government.  

The government of Aeropolis is produced by the agents and the protocols that manage the air. The point 

of departure that this dissertation proposes to think about the distributed government of the air is what 

Ulrick Beck named a ´sub-political´ environment. According to Beck´s theory of the risk society43 policy 

(and politics) is not developed only in the formal political sphere, but takes place in a distributed way 

along spaces and environments which were not previously considered political. In the case of 

transboundary pollution “policy develops through the actions of transnational corporations, research 

laboratories, media agencies and interest organisations” 44 and the state rules at a distance. 

 

 

                                                                    
42 The relationship between urban development and air quality became a matter of concern and a public 
controversy when Madrid presented its bid for the Olympic games. A  citizen response to this issue is the article from 
Karla von Ulme and Alan Fernández. Accessed February 11, 2012, 
http://www.ladinamo.org/ldnm/articulo.php?numero=16&id=395 
43 Beck, Risk Society. 
44 Ibid., 335. 

PAU Las Tablas and San Chinarro view. 
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Madrid´s Aeropolis government is also distributed between the subpolitical and the political sphere. 

There is a large group of institutional and non-institutional associations which actively participate in the 

management of the air. However compared to transboundary pollution, the political realm still plays a 

main role, as will be unfolded through the following chapters. This ‘political’ actions take place at the City 

Council, in the Area de Gobierno de Medioambiente. It is the institution responsible for measuring, 

planning and abating pollution, as well as informing citizens, the Central Government and the EU of 

results. In principle its actions have to be coordinated with the ones of the Comunidad de Madrid. 

 

Emergency information within the City Council when there is an air pollution event (what is relevant in this diagram are the 

patterns of behaviour, as the amount of departments that are activated and diverse hierarchies. For a more detailed version 

see: http://intheairmad.blogspot.co.uk/). Own production. 

 

 To empirically detect other agents involved in the management of Madrid's air we have analysed news 

published during 2007-2001 on the web page of the association Afectados Nudo Sur.45 identifies the 

actions that have taken place, who have been the agents, their relationships and which ways they are, in 

practice, involved in aerial matters. 

                                                                    
45 It is one of the most active citizen associations in relation to Madrid's air quality because of the bad levels of 
their neighbourhood, Arganzuela. www.afectadosnudosur.com/   
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Agents implied it the management of Madrid´s air quality by analysing the news published in afectadosnudosur.net. . (what 

is relevant in this diagram are the patterns of behaviour, as the increase of regulations and components that are visible. For 

a more detailed version see: http://intheairmad.blogspot.co.uk/). Own production. 

 

Two initial observations can be made. First, the implicated agents are of a very different nature and 

their relationships are complex. Second, the management of air quality takes place mainly in three 

different realms: monitoring, information and regulation, but also in creating public debate. 
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At an institutional level the National Government, from the Ministry of the Environment, Rural and Sea46  

coordination tasks are produced. What is regulated is who has to present abatement plans (through the 

Law of Air Quality of 2007, for example), but it also admonishes regional governments for not complying 

either with the levels or the abatement measures proposed. It also coordinates calibration and 

normalisation processes. At a national scale, other institutions are involved, as the legal Prosecution, and 

in particular the Coordinator of the Environment Prosecutor47. The EU has a more relevant role, and 

determines the limit levels accepted by law and regulates the monitoring systems to guarantee the 

comparability and trust-ability of the data. It also forces regional governments to publish their data, as 

well as sanctioning them, as it did with Madrid in 2009 and 201148. 

 

Yet not all the agents that govern Aerópolis are institutional. Civic associations, non-profit organisations 

(NGO's) and the media are also involved. One of the most active NGO´s platforms is Ecologistas en 

Accion49. They monitor the city council by evaluating, contrasting and 

denouncing the data published as well as their measuring protocols and 

the compliance with abatement policies. For this purpose they publish an 

annual report on Madrid´s air quality50, denounce in the media air quality 

'events' (moments in which concentrations exceed the limit levels) or the 

bad practices of the city council. This NGO serves as a reference for the 

press when independent data is needed. Yet their actions have not only 

been informative, but also legal, as in the demands they put to the Mayor 

Alberto Ruiz Gallardon for offences against the environment51. 

 

There are neighbourhood associations as well that emerge due to the bad air quality in their local 

contexts, as in the previously mentioned Afectados Nudo Sur. The work of Afectados Nudo Sur is a good 

example to discuss in relation to citizen associations implicated in the environment. They disseminate 

air quality issues and raise it publicly as a matter of concern. They also inform their members on the 

state of air quality (in substitution to the City Council´s information) and monitor the datasets provided 

by the City Council. They even designed an application for mobile devices (that wanted to trade with the 

City Council as an exchange of reducing their air quality). So they have an intense and engaged 

participation in Madrid´s air matters52. There are also more general associations such as the Regional 

Federation of Neighbourhood Associations of Madrid (AAVV), which convene protests to denounce the 

City Council´s practices.  There are associations from other contexts too, which may have a less visible 

                                                                    
46 In 2008 it became the Ministerio de Medioambiente y Medio Rural y Marino. 
47 His role is to monitor the compliance of the regulations of the regional governments. He reproached Madrid for 
hiding data in 2009, and reprimanded the city for its bad air quality, opening informational proceedings. “Fiscalía 
noticias”, accessed June 03, 2012, http://www.fiscal.es/Fiscal-especialista/Medio-
Ambiente/Actividades/Detalle.html?c=FG_Actualidad_FA&cid=1247140044210&pageid=1242052738158&pagename=P
Fiscal%2FFG_Actualidad_FA%2FFGE_pintarActualidad&site=PFiscal 
48 Madrid was included in 2009 in the list of regions that did not comply with the levels of PM between 2005 and 
2007, and that is the reason why a sanctioning process was initiated. Www.madridiario.es 31/01/09 
49 http://www.ecologistasenaccion.org 
50 Available since 2005 at http://www.ecologistasenaccion.org/rubrique356.html 
51 http://www.ecologistasenaccion.org/article19742.html 
52 Www.afectadosnudosur.com 

Ecologistas En Accion presenting their 2011 

report on Air Quality in Madird 
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presence, but which provide other types of knowledge and manage it from a different perspective. One 

is the scientific blog Troposfera53, which informs about air quality news from scientific and policy 

making contexts. A more research-activist oriented one is the Foro por la Movilidad Sostenible, which 

integrates the air in a sustainable way of understanding the city and whose intention is to generate 

debate around air quality54. 

 

All these institutions or organisations have the air as an object of research and are involved in the 

coordination of its management, the visibilisation of datasets, the release of scientific information or 

legal actions against the City Council.  However, there are other associations whose immediate interest 

is not the air itself, but other objects that have effects on it. For example, there are the growing bike 

associations that fight for this alternative mode of transportation55, or car-sharing or car-pooling 

companies who are making business by proposing alternative car ownership models, which as side 

effects reduce the number of cars in circulation and therefore the emission of air pollutants56. How many 

other practices can we imagine to manage and govern the air? 

 

_Markets 

Part of Aeropolis inhabitants have become, according to United Nations, “a new commodity”57. These 

inhabitants are the greenhouse gases, from which carbon dioxide (CO₂) is taken as the reference. It is 

the most actively responsible of climate change, and the reason international administrations have set 

up international treaties to construct markets to try to reduce them. What is interesting for Aerópolis is, 

on the one hand, the conceptual turn that converts pollution into a productive system, and links the 

invisible components of the air with international markets through brokers, juridical bureaus, banks 

and financial entities, projects developers, Stock Exchanges, the World Bank, investment funds58, etc. 

From an STS perspective and drawing on the work of Callon et al on  market devices59 this thesis 

interest lies on the material effects of this trading system, on how they do (or have the potential to) 

transform landscapes to “change” the air. As will be seen in chapter 4, `air design´ is produced through 

'city design’, but also, by trading, through `landscape design´, as will be seen shortly. 

The carbon market was designed and approved during the Kyoto Protocol in 1997 (and ratified in 

2004), launching the first bonus to reach the first compromise for the period 2008-2012 in which the 

member countries needed to reduce the levels more than in a 5% over their state in 1990. For this the 

market of Emission Bonus established the emission limits to the most polluting companies. It functions 

through a “cap and trade” system: limits are established and exchanged, and there are fines for 

                                                                    
53 “Soluciones sostenibles para el medioambiente”. Www.blog.troposfera.org 
54 http://www.foromovilidadsostenible.org/ 
55 Some can be highlighted: “Bici Crítica” (http://bicicritica.ourproject.org/web), “En bici por Madrid” 
 (http://www.enbicipormadrid.es/2010/11/quiero-ir-en-bici-por-madrid.html) or “Pedalibre” 
 (http://www.pedalibre.org/enlaces.htm) 
56  Gil Fournier, Mauro (2013, June 25).  Director of Vivero de Iniciativas Ciudadanas. Personal interview. 
57 http://unfccc.int/kyoto_protocol/mechanisms/emissions_trading/items/2731.php 
58 http://www.ingenieriaquimica.org/system/files/bonos_carbono.pdf 
59 Callon, Millo, and Muniesa, Market devices. 
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companies that do not comply with them60. In Spain, the agreement with the EU was that the 

production of CO₂ could be reduced in a 1% increment, although we reached a 48% increment. The 

European Directive on Emissions Trade estimated that the annual cost that Spanish citizens would have 

to pay by implementing the Kyoto Protocol was 20.000 million Euros for the period 2008-201261.  

 

This market can be said to be different to others because of the specific 

material properties of the air. First, instead of being a scarce commodity 

(like oil or gold), there is surplus of it62. Second, what is bought and sold 

are the rights to emit it, not the material itself, focusing on the ´practices 

of CO₂´ instead to CO₂ itself. And last, the market, the actions and its 

regulations need to be international because of the way in which CO₂ is 

produced: it emerges in the high layers of the atmosphere and spreads 

through it, so its indirect social effects are sensed over the whole planet. 

Thus, emissions have global impacts, their reductions can be only 

managed at an international level. The CO₂ market then becomes an 

economical-environmental regulation of polluting activities where many of them, specifically in the case 

of Spain, are related to the construction sector: steel, cement, glass, tiles, and from 2011, airlines. The 

market is then established as a strategy to reduce emissions, and is designed as a (regulatory) incentive 

to stimulate and force emissions reductions. 

 

What is traded in this market are carbon bonuses: the rights of air property (whose currency is a ton of 

CO₂ named CER)63. There are several types of transactions of carbon bonus: the immediate transference 

of CERs, contracts for future CERs and agreements of reductions of emissions trade. The whole market is 

based in a supposed equilibrium: where there is excess of CO₂ in one place, there is a lack in another. 

This dependant relationship is established by the sale-purchase of bonuses, but also by the development 

of projects called ‘removal unit’ (RMU), on the basis of land use, land-use change and forestry. This is the 

aspect that is most interesting for this dissertation, because the carbon market has direct material 

effects in very specific lands and areas in what we have called air design through ‘landscape design’. As a 

trading unit there are reforestation projects, cleaning of polluted areas etc, which tend to take place in 

developing countries. This market then connects Madrid´s air with the airs of the world, with serious 

normative implications that would be interesting to unpack in future research. 

In Madrid´s Aerópolis, the main market is the city´s Stock Exchange. There is also a secondary market 

that emerged in 2004 where emission rights from the EU (ET ETS) are traded, as well as carbon bonus 

(CER)64. They are markets with different rules than the other markets, which is one of the reasons why 

there are uncertainties about their transparency and controversies on the efficiency of the CO₂ market 

                                                                    
60 http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/ets/index_en.htm 
61 Embiempresa Mazagine, Revista de Responsabilidad ambiental 
 http://insix.files.wordpress.com/2009/02/ambiempresa-02-sept-oct08.pdf 
62 On the extension about this excess, see Parikka, “Dust and Exhaustion.” 
63 Sold at 0,6eu, price on 04/08/2013 according to the Spanish market webpage Sendeco2 
 (http://www.sendeco2.com/index.asp) 
64 Sendeco2 http://www.sendeco2.com/ 

 Aeropolis´ Market: Madrid´s Stock market 
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in actually reducing CO₂ emissions, because it is mostly used as a speculative market with no reference 

to the material itself 65.     

 

For future research it would be interesting to investigate a specific case study that connects Madrid´s air 

with the air of another part of the world, to evaluate the aerial implications and /or collaborations 

between distant Aeropolis. Are removal units projects that, in practice, have the capacity to transform 

the material conditions of the air? What are their protocols and procedures? 

 

_Representations.  

For centuries, Madrid´s air has been one of the city´s most representative 

elements. When Diego Velazquez arrived for his second time to Madrid´s 

court he painted a series of portraits of Felipe III, Felipe IV, the queens 

and the prince, and took them out of the palace to the open air as the 

best context to exalt the Spanish monarchy. The same representative 

capacity has remained until today, where contemporary painters still 

depict the air as what distinguishes the city and is worth taking into 

account, as in Antonio Lopez paintings66   

 

The interest in Madrid´s skies can be also detected in less 

institutionalised artistic contexts, as in the pictures tourists, residents or 

photographers take of the city, as the first Flickr webpage on Madrid 

demonstrates67. 

 

However all these pictures have been taken on days with low pollution. A 

picture of the city on a random day would reveal a brown-grey cloud 

covering buildings that blurs the coloured sky called by Madrid locals “la 

boina”68. A question then emerges: is it important to find another icon to 

represent Madrid, or should its aerial conditions be included in it? An 

attempt to deal with this issue was tested in the project In the Air. 

 

 

As a proposal for future research, it would be interesting to look at the 

connection that is produced between the air and architecture in terms of 

representation. Architecture shifts from being the icon that makes the 

city recognisable, like the Real Madrid towers in Plaza de Castilla and 

                                                                    
65 http://elpais.com/diario/2011/05/29/negocio/1306674209_850215.html 
66 As can be seen for example in his paintings “Madrid desde Vallecas” (1997-2006) or “Madrid visto desde 
 Torres Blancas” (1976-1982). 
67 This can be tested by looking at the pictures sharing platform Flickr, where under the tag “Madrid” what 
 emerges are pictures of its skies.  
68 A “boina” is a type of hat, flat and black. 

 Diego de Velazquez. Retrato ecuestre Felipe 

IV (1634) 

 Antonio Lopez. Madrid desde Vallecas (1997-

2006) 

 

First page in Flickr under the entry “Madrid” 
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becomes “measurers” of the air. The towers allow us to distinguish, in 

relation to the proportion of air submerged in the “boina”, air quality in 

comparative terms according to the amount of tower that gets blurred, 

as an analysis of the images used by the press to “visualise” pollution 

demonstrate69. What if the relationship between figure/ground shifts 

and architecture becomes the representational background for the 

environment? 

 

 

 

 

   

                                                                    
69  A comparative analysis of the news published in digital newspapers in 2008-2011, and it has been found that 
around 80% of them use the Real Madrid towers as a reference.  

 Marcel Li Sáenz, “Madrid´s landscape” 

(110306) Source: El Pais_ 

”Cloud of pollution, yesterday Over Madrid”  
(110209) Source: ABC_EFE 
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3.3 MAKING VISIBLE AS A METHOD  

 

As seen in the introduction, this thesis engages with the project of making visible not only the urban air 

as the object of study, but also making visible as a research method, to unfold some of the relations of 

Madrid´s air with its material, social and political context, and as a way of inquiring sensing devices. 

 

One approach has been, as ANT suggests, to follow the actors and search for the practices, spaces and 

materials that constitute their relations. But not only in discursive terms of what is said in the 

documentation about them. There has also been an attempt to engage with the sources directly, with no 

mediation, as material objects, in the way that anthropologist Clifford Geertz proposed for an 

ethnographic method70. Looking at them and questioning what they do, why are they there, in which 

ways does their materiality matter, etc 

 

And yet, this process of making visible has been simultaneously developed through another path, that of 

making visualisations of the air. This combined research process was not planned but has emerged 

along the way, with the intuition that either the analytical research or the production of visualisations 

were not enough to fully understand what is at stake, and therefore needed each other.  It has also been 

a way to not only investigate but also engage with the urban air, connecting to Nina Wakeford and Celia 

Lury´s notion of  'inventive methods'71. Inventive, not because its newness, but “to seek to realize the 

potential of this engagement, whether this is an intervention, interference or refraction”72. Moreover, 

inventive also because the thesis is organised 

not only as a description of the state the art but 

more as a matter of configuring what comes 

next.  

 

This overall research emerged from a simple 

question: how can we as architects deal and 

engage with an invisible urban element like the 

air? This question set up the ground for the 

project ‘In the Air’73. It was proposed by the 

author of this dissertation in 2008 to a 

workshop at Medialab Prado74, and has been 

developed collaboratively along these years 

                                                                    
70  Geertz, Clifford. The Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Essays.  
71 Lury and Wakeford, Inventive Methods. 
72 Ibid., 6. 
73  Most of the material of the project can be accessed in the main webpage of the project, accessed March 24, 
2013, http://www.intheair.es. 
74 Visualizar 08, curated by Jose Luis de Vicente. In “Visualizar: Database City”, Medialab Prado, accessed 
December 23, 2013, http://medialab-prado.es/article/visualizar08_database_city_-_lista_de_proyectos_seleccionados_. 

 
In the Air. Visualisation tests. (2008) 
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through workshops, exhibitions and independent research75. It has become the space in which to 

enquire of the processes, devices and implications of visualising the air, by making. The project engaged 

with Madrid as a case study, and through the visualisation process it was acknowledged that the 

challenge of engaging with the air is not only about the analysis of visualisations, but about the process 

of visualising itself. So, by making visualisations in different formats, we started unfolding the questions 

that the mapping process was opening up, like the political use of air quality information (recognising 

the double side of the transparency of public data, for example) or the technical and normative 

implications of what it means to sense the air 

(the difficulty in calibrating the sensors, in 

deciding what to measure and where, etc). Since 

then, the project In the Air has been a 

companion that has enabled us to test, challenge 

and advance both in the development of 

visualisations and on the present empirical 

research, which aims to, through speech, to 

continue making Madrid´s urban air visible.  

 

 

 

                                                                    
75  For the full list of collaborators see the different developments of the project in its webpage. 

Sao Paulo In the Air. Visualisation tests. (2014) 
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3.4 CONCLUSIONS 

 

This thesis aims to contribute to the architecture discipline through three methodologies that work at 

different scales. First, to create the space to think about an invisible environmental agent by recognising 

the air’s socio-technical assemblage. To think from the air we have constructed the space of Aeropolis. 

The second one defines the empirical structure of the thesis: to inquire the air we have to analyse the 

devices that make it senseable. And last, that devices can be studied through thick description and 

making things, through a cumulative process with feedback. 

 

In the attempt to introduce the actors that will play a role in the next chapters we have seen how the air 

is an ecosystem where multiple inhabitants are in permanent interaction, governed by institutional and 

non-institutional collectives within many different organisations, in a fluctuating territory defined by 

gradients. We have also seen how the air is not only constructed through direct emissions, but also 

through planning processes which have the capacity to reduce concentrations through removal units of 

carbon markets, with the potential of constituting new images of the city. In the following chapters the 

research will focus on the infrastructures (chapter 4), windows (chapter 5) and mediators (chapter 6) 

of Aeropolis, to understand how the city is sensed and therefore known, and in which instances the air 

also manifests itself with its own agency. 
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Introduction 

 

When Robert Boyle managed to construct his sophisticated instrument to reproduce atmospheric 

conditions -the renowned air pump1- he arrived at a methodological problem: what was the objective of 

reproducing a natural process in the laboratory? Were there other means to know the atmosphere? 

What aspects of the atmosphere could be seen?2 Since Boyle, two conditions have remained the same in 

regards to the urban air: first, we still need instruments to “see” the air and produce knowledge about it. 

Second, these instruments are linked to scientific realms. But, is science the mode of seeing the air, and 

visual displays the instruments to engage with it? Is it there a way, as Haraway asks, to reconnect 

science to culture and politics through certain instruments3? 

 

If this research has taken Sloterdijk and Irigaray´s proposal to take the air into account, the role of this 

chapter is to see which are the instruments (what we have been calling devices) that allow us to 

explicate the urban air, that is: what are the instruments that allow us to take the urban air into account 

by rendering it visible and decipherable. These constitute the windows of Madrid´s Aerópolis, which 

enable us to see/know/feel with the invisible urban air. Their investigation is relevant because they are 

'not only' representations of the air, but as will be unfolded, tools for air-design and designing the city. 

 

In environmental data analysis there is a strong emphasis on maps and mapping, and that is what we 

are going to be looking at in this chapter4. In what follows different instruments for making the urban 

air visible will be discussed. And more specifically, maps of air quality. These are layered and dense 

assemblages, heterogeneous in what they configure. However, three main questions will be considered. 

The first deals with the modes in which the air is taken into account in different aerial maps of Madrid, 

trying to recognize which other agents of Aeropolis are enacted and what is being accounted. In this 

way, we will better understand which kind of tools they constitute. The second question looks at the 

practices of mapping environmental data, with the attempt to claim, counter intuitively, that the air is 

not known through the inscriptions or maps, but in their deployment, in the relationships they establish 

with other realms, in what we will call co-articulation.  As in the previous chapter, this move will expand 

the locations in which the air is designed, engaged and enacted, thereby increasing the spaces for action 

with/in the air. Finally, the present inquiry unfolds the aerial territories that each map constructs, and 

which activities it enables. Which kinds of environment are proposed and which opportunities are 

                                                                    
1 The air pump was paradoxically the necessary component for the construction of the engine, the seed of the 

industrial revolution that ended up transforming the atmosphere. 

2 For the epistemic and methodological problems that Boyle encountered during his Air Pump research see: 

Shapin,“The Invisible Technician.” 

3 Haraway acknowledges the capacity of certain objects in bringing together different realms such as politics and 

science and make visible their interactions.  Haraway, Modest_Witness@ Second_Millennium: Femaleman_ 

Meets:Oncomouse. 

4  Satellite images are also useful tools, but they are mostly restricted to scientific environments, and as this 

thesis is focused on the public construction of the urban air their inquiry is kept aside for future research. 
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revealed by looking at their co-articulations? If navigation maps not only represent political 

demarcations of sea property but enable the spaces of commerce or war5, which spaces do these maps 

open up? 

 

Inscription devices and co-articulation. 

 

As an analytical tool, the chapter will be structured around ANT´s ideas of knowledge assemblages and 

circulation. More precisely, Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar´s concept of inscription device 6 will be used 

as a point of departure. However, if the literature on inscription devices creates stable apparatuses, a 

detailed device analysis of the case studies reveals that, as sensors, air quality maps are unstable and 

experimental.  Therefore, they can become architectural devices if deployed according to an architectural 

protocol.  

 

And yet this dissertation proposes a non-representational approach to 

maps, to appreciate the politics of knowledge and technology. It will 

consider maps as inscriptions, as cartographies that produce -and not 

mirror- the air. This approach focuses on the production of knowledge 

through mapping and questions maps as stable, fixed representations by 

breaking the dichotomies between user/maker, representation/space, etc.  

Maps should be understood less as a product and more as a practice, and 

as processual entities7. 

 

By analysing three case studies in this light, the specificities of these 

instruments will be identified, pointing to how they do allow us to 

know/engage/act about the urban air and the city. Also through their 

specificities, the chapter aims to challenge or expand the concept of the 

inscription device itself, eventually moving to non-representational 

devices such as enactment devices 8 or sensiting devices 9, as will be 

developed in the next sections. 

 

                                                                    
5 Latour describes how maps do not only describe, but also transform the world and in this sense, that is why 

maps and world co-construct each other. Latour, Science in Action. 

6 The concept ‘inscription device’ was coined by Latour and Woolgar and has been widely used and developed in 

STS literature. This thesis aims to contribute in expanding some of its notions. Latour and Woolgar, Laboratory Life. The 

Construction of Scientific Facts. 

7 As proposed by Del Casino and Hanna, “Beyond The ‘Binaries’: A Methodological Intervention for  Interrogating 

Maps as Representational Practices”; and Kitchin, “Post-representational Cartography.” 

8 Law, “Enacting Naturecultures: a View from STS,” 8. 

9 Hinchliffe et al., “Urban Wild Things: A Cosmopolitical Experiment,” 648. 

 Spanish Aerospace 

 

 The People's Atlas. Air-routes in 1920 from 

the London Geographical Institute. 
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The instability of the devices and the multiple and diverse uses that they enhance requires an analytical 

tool that does not try to homogenize them. On the contrary, we should expand their capacities and 

scopes. The thesis borrows the concept of co-articulation from Noortje Marres10  to identify the multiple 

ways in which the devices are used, and the ways they are configured and deployed. Co-articulation 

produces equivalence between the air and other realms such as economy or innovation. By creating 

symmetry among these realms, action can become multidimensional. To act in/on/upon the air becomes 

a way of acting economically or politically, opening up realms into which the air can be taken into 

account, designed and imagined. Through this process it will also be clear how maps and territories are 

co-constructed11. 

 

Specific types of engagement that co-articulations produce will be identified to expand the possible 

modes of engagement with the urban air and environmental issues. We begin with Marre´s distinction 

between modes of engagement that align with two different modes of understanding democracy: the 

first, related to ideas of “engagement made easy”, belongs to liberal patterns. Here change may be 

necessary, but to resonate amongst citizens, it needs to be easy12. Marres finds, however, that through 

the deployment of an object-oriented analysis, an alternative mode of engaging is engendered by 

producing, accounting and making public the effort that environmental engagement requires. The 

objective of this distinction is double: it allows questioning of public participation strategies and political 

implications, urgent these days in all realms of architecture and urbanism (from the internal 

organization of architecture offices to participatory procedures for architecture and urban design to 

urban consultancy processes). And second, from a political perspective, it locates the spaces and 

strategies in which the re-distribution of work, labour, effort or even life chances can begin to be 

produced. 

 

This thesis intends also to recognise the political implications of who, how and when the inscriptions 

are produced. For that purpose it follows Donna Haraway´s recognition of the role of vision in getting to 

know the world and the implications of point of vision in determining power relations.13 It follows her 

call for a partial perspective as the only way of gaining objectivity in describing the world 14.  

 

 

                                                                    
10 Marres following Callon uses the concept of co-articulation to reveal that objects do not have singular or 

preconceived uses, but through their deployment they gain new alliances and properties. Marres, “The Cost of Public 

Involvement Everyday Devices of Carbon Accounting and the Materialization of Participation.” 

11 The notion of co-construction is fundamental to think about maps as instruments that have the capacity of 

constructing territory. Corner, “The Agency of Mapping: Speculation, Critique and Invention’.” 

12 This is one of the general arguments that are displayed mostly in institutional contexts, as Barry and Lodskog´s 

research reveal. Barry, Political Machines: Governing a Technological Society; Lidskog, Rolf and Sundqvist, Göran, 

Governing The Air. The Dynamics of Science, Policy, and Citizen Interaction. 

13 Haraway, Donna, Primate Visions: Gender, Race and Nature in the World of Modern Science. 

14 For Haraway, objectivity is not an abstract concept laying “out there”, but can be only achieved by 

acknowledging the process, agents and power relations that are part of it. So instead of requiring a general perspective, 

she suggests a partial one as the only one that enables understanding of what is at stake. Haraway, Donna, “Situated 

Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial Perspective.” 
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Aerial maps 

Since the 16th century there have been representations of the urban air 

as an object or material with a certain agency, as Athanasius Kirchner´s 

Mundus Subterraneus map (1664-65) shows15. However, until the end of 

the 19th century in which industrialisation was at its peak, the air did not 

become a public issue (in London and Paris, for example, but not in 

Madrid). According to historian Peter Thorsheim, the concept of air 

quality had not been used until this moment.16 Although drawings and 

cartoons were made and published in public media, and the air was used 

as an indicator of other issues, such as Cholera in the famous John 

Snow´s Cholera map of 185417, the need to map air quality in a 

systematic way did not emerge until the air started to be managed on a 

governmental scale18. 

 

In Madrid, the history of air quality maps is surprisingly recent and 

scarce.  The first example that has been found corresponds to the First 

Pollution´s Surveillance and Control Automated Network (1978-1989) 

and describes the position of the measuring stations19. It was used as an 

internal instrument within the city council, and no usability or 

communication strategies were displayed.  

 

But not until 2006, was the Integral System of Air Quality of the city 

council set up.  Only then can the air quality mapping activity be said to 

have been activated.  Within this history, three case studies have been 

selected, which correspond to different moments in time, technological 

development and ways of taking the air into account: the City Council Data Query web page and map, as 

an example of institutional maps of air quality, the SERCA, a scientific project developed by three 

research institutes as a reference for a scientific approach to air mapping, and the independent 

collaborative project ‘In the Air’. 

 

                                                                    
15 Knechtel, Air. 

16 Thorseinm, Inventing Pollution. 

17 There are examples of maps which take the air into account but as an index, such as John Snow´s cholera map  

(1854), where  by measuring deaths he accounted the impact of the air  (cholera was presumed to be infected through 

the air -miasmas-) in health and opened up the space of epidemiology. What he discovered through the map, though, was 

that Cholera travelled through water and not through air.  

18 This is the thesis developed by: Whitehead, State, Science & the Skyes. 

19  The same type of map is from London and dates from 1914. Considering that at that time the processing and 

comparison of data could take over a year, the measuring instruments were the first things to be mapped out for the 

institution’s organizing purposes. A later map, from 1930, describes the institutions involved in the fight against 

pollution in the United Kingdom. This institutional map is ground breaking in the sense that it identifies the close relation 

between humans and non-humans, as well as the relevance of the institutions involved in abatement campaigns.  

Athanasius Kirchner. Mundus Subterraneus 

map (1664-65) 

 

 John Snow. Cholera map (1854) 
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The chapter will look at the three case-studies by searching what of the air is being mapped. It will also 

look at the articulations that are producing with other contexts and the types of engagement and 

normative implications that they are enabling, as well the idea of the environment that is at stake. 

 

Some conclusions can be anticipated: First, urban air windows are very 

different assemblages that configure radically different aerial spaces, 

related to multiple realms of knowledge, opening up spaces for action at 

many different scales.  Second, urban air windows reveal the material, 

social and political effort that is involved in taking the air into account.  

And finally, they open up opportunities for “air-design” and the design of 

the city. 

 

 
Madrid´s first Automatic Network. Source:  

History of Madrid´s Air Quality Network 
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5.1 INSTITUTIONAL MAPS 

City Council web page Air Quality Map.  Source: www.munimadrid.es 

 

The City Council´s Data Query web-page20 is one of many institutional web pages responsible for 

making public their environmental management processes, as a consequence of the Aarhus Convention. 

In 1989 the UN's Commission for Europe, sought to “grant the citizen’s rights to access environmental 

information and guaranty a broader public participation in the sustainable development of cities21. 

                                                                    
20 City Council´s Data Query Map. Accessed March 23, 2009, 

http://www.mambiente.munimadrid.es/svca/index.php?lang=es 

21 United Nations Economic Comission for Europe. Accessed  March 25, 2012. 

http://www.unece.org/env/pp/introduction.html.    
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Information was suggested as a tool to achieve behavioural changes and political implications, both 

from local authorities and citizens.  This proposal became a European directive in 1992, which forced 

public administrations to measure and make air quality data public22.  In Spain, the competences of 

informing about air quality were transferred to the Autonomous Regions.  Additionally, some 

municipalities report about it, as well as the Ministry of the Environment. In Madrid, information on air 

quality became public in real time through the internet in 2008, although only the concentrations of 

pollutants from the measuring stations and some information about the monitoring network could be 

found. The first map was published on the same webpage in 2010, and since then, interactivity, 

scientific information regarding pollutants, the network and the abatement strategies proposed have 

been communicated online.  

 

The following device takes the air into account by building the space of aerial management. It does so by 

accounting for the concentrations of the different aerial microscopic components. This accounting 

process is made in relation to measuring technologies, management and human health.  

 

Taking Concentrations into account 

 

This map presents the data that comes out of the measuring stations described in the previous chapter. 

It only displays the measurement obtained in each station, in order to avoid one of the most 

controversial issues within air quality experts: the interpolation algorithm that describes not only the 

points where data has been gathered, but also the space in between them23.  This type of inscription 

could be an example of what Kitchin, Perkins and Dodge have named 'maps as truth' 24 presented as 

objective documents that represent the world as it is, with scientific veracity.   

 

To communicate concentrations to citizens, another realm has been brought in: human health. It 

becomes a new site of operation, with two advantages: first, it is of social interest, and it is not easily 

contested due to its medical and scientific elements. It is a process of formation of interests to enhance 

authority and seek to produce what Latour has called 'action at a distance’25. Relating environmental 

issues with human health, although producing a stronger impact in citizens26, is a contested process27. 

                                                                    
22 This process of citizen information-education had not appeared previously with other urban infrastructures 

such as water and energy supply (although there have been campaigns to make the resources more efficient) and can be 

said to be specific to air quality management.  

23 For a detailed description of the controversies around interpolation functions of air quality see: Lindley and 

Crabbe, “What Lies Beneath? Issues in the Representation of Air Qualiity Management Data for Public  Consumption.” 

24 Kitchin, Perkins and Dodge, “Thinking About Maps.” 

25 Latour and Woolgar, Laboratory Life. The Construction of Scientific Facts. 

26 Sociological research on how air quality information impacts citizens reveals that health enables people to 

relate abstract or invisible issues to their daily practices and mostly to an important concern for them. Bickerstaff and 

Walker, “The Place(s) of Matter: Matter Out of Place - Public Understandings of Air Pollution.” 

27 Lindley and Crabbe, “What Lies Beneath? Issues in the Representation of Air Quality Management Data for 
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_Automated machine as the space of surveillance and translating device 

In order to measure aerial concentrations, the map enacts, puts together and interrelates the following 

elements: 

 

-Some microscopic components of the air, together with meteorological data.  However, only the average 

of all of them is mapped, as a unified description of the air. 

 

-Enactments of the City Council´s air monitoring infrastructure. The location, name and pictures of the 

stations are provided on the webpage, giving them a relevant and visible role. This may have the 

ambition of displaying publicly the scientific methods to produce institutional transparency28. 

 

-Through Air Quality Indexes a whole apparatus of medical, scientific and decision making processes 

come into place. Due to the lack of engagement that the concentrations in themselves were producing - 

in other words, the lack of engagement produced by single numbers29  - a space of equivalence has been 

consciously opened by the OMS and the EU.  By translating micrograms per m3 into the Air Quality 

Index, which measures the impacts in public health, a realm emerges which produces, according to 

different authors awareness30, fear 31 or engagement32.   

 

-It also enacts time, at three different scales: real time, months and years. The map updates its 

information in real time, in the attempt to produce a certain condition of prediction.  

 

_The measurement space of environmental governance 

The space that these maps define is a collection of geolocalised points. This produces a scalar ambiguity 

that goes from the definition of aerial concentrations in these points to total lack of definition. But, what 

is an Aeropolis defined by points? It could be argued that it is not so much about the air in these maps, 

but the management of air quality monitoring. Therefore, this map opens up a space of measurement 

and the realm of environmental governance. 

 

The time that these inscription devices generate is a continuous accounting of hours. If cartographies 

                                                                                                                                                                                                             
Public Consumption.” 

28 One of the strategies that some institutions are developing for providing institutional transparency is not only 

to publish public data, but also the processes and methodologies that have been used to acquire it. However, it depends 

on how and what is displayed whether more or less use can be drawn by citizens, as occurs in the case of Madrid. Ibid. 

29 Asdal describes how in her case study what she calls ‘single numbers’ such as 7microgram/m3 have small 

capacity in generating public interest, because they are too abstract figures that do not relate to anything else. Asdal, 

“The Office.” 

30 Bickerstaff and Walker, “Clearing the Smog? Public Responses to Air-quality Information.” 

31 Beck, Risk Society. 

32  Lindley and Crabbe, “What Lies Beneath? Issues in the Representation of Air Quality Management Data for 

Public Consumption.” 
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were traditionally physical objects that could be archived, saved, consulted but also circulated, in this 

device one inscription lasts 59 seconds, until the next refreshment of data takes place. Each inscription is 

not saved, only the data is archived. It is an instantaneous and ephemeral map which does not have 

memory, disappears, and the only thing remaining is the inscription device itself. The constructed 

spatio-temporal territory is thus a performative space in which the points of air are not fixed or stable, 

but in permanent mutation. 

 

And yet these types of maps are hardly reconfiguring the territory: its 

limits are still geopolitical, they do not configure new images of the air or 

the city, nor they provide information about the possible sources (like 

factories, industry, etc, as the US. EPA does) or information about the 

network itself by distinguishing the typologies of the stations (as the 

London Air Quality Network does). Nevertheless, what they do is transform 

the urban landscape through its population of measuring stations, as we 

have seen in chapter 4.  

 

In this space of governance, the type of engagement that the device produces is related to the need and 

the right to know about environmental information. For this purpose, information is divided into 

“simple information for citizens and complex for technicians and institutions”33, making a split between 

citizens and experts. Communication with citizens occurs as a process of minimum effort and 

engagement made easy, within a liberal mode of understanding democracy34,(with the assumption that 

citizens can only cope with “simple” information). But despite the lack of effort involved, this 

engagement seems to fail: even though no studies of the reception of this information have been found 

in Madrid, studies in other cities reveal that these information systems are hardly used35: in general, air 

pollution notification systems produce a moderate increase in the level of public awareness36.  There are 

also normative implications of this type of engagement, which relate to the access to information: the 

digital component of the device segregates population according to digital literacy and access to 

internet37. 

 

However, taking prediction seriously relocates aerial engagement to the space of the everyday, of the 

domestic, not linked to our everyday material practices, but rather to our everyday actions such as using 

different transportation systems, playing sports outdoors, etc. In Santiago de Chile for example, these 

predictions regulate the cars that can drive the following day or the attendance to schools, so it affects 

                                                                    
33 That is how the City Council defines the concept of the Information system. Accessed January 2, 2014. 

http://www.mambiente.munimadrid.es/opencms/opencms/calaire/SistIntegral/SistInformacion/concepto.html 

34 Marres, Material Participation: Technology, the Environment and Everyday Publics. 

35 In their case study of Birmingham in 1996, the use of internet air quality government systems was never used 

by the 97,9% of the respondents.  

36 Bickerstaff and Walker, “Clearing the Smog? Public Responses to Air-quality Information.” 

37 Crang,  Crosbie, and Graham, “Variable Geometries of Connection: Urban Digital Divides and the Uses of 

Information Technology.” 

Location of chemical manufacturing, oil and 

gas production cement factories, etc. Source:  

US. EPA 
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the mobility of the city or education. It establishes a theoretical engagement through immediate 

reaction to information and does not materialise long- term engagements with the environment. But the 

fact that citizens can only know the concentration levels at specific points does not permit us to navigate 

the city differently, because the concentrations of certain components change within one street. 

Therefore, self-management cannot be produced.  

 

Co-articulating the legitimacy of the EU, advocacy and digital 

economy  

 

As we have seen, the main (or most visible) space that the map of Madrid´s City Council opens up is the 

space of environmental governance. However, depending on its deployment, construction process or 

type of use, the device co-articulates environmental governance within other realms too, such as the 

legitimacy of the EU, advocacy and IT research development. 

 

_Environmental governance and the legitimacy of the EU 

Just by the existence of the device, a co-articulation is produced. Through a process activated by the City 

Council, which requires the law and EU administrative bureaus, air quality monitoring becomes one of 

the areas in which the EU uses its capacity and regulatory power over 

regional or national governments. The EU has used environmental issues 

as a means of giving visibility and coherence to its political project. This 

occurs by requesting the state members and local authorities monitoring 

processes to share their data, by legally mandating the compliance of 

certain concentration limits, and also by setting the standards of what 

components to measure or the Air Quality Indexes, etc. This visibility is 

enacted by the construction of these devices, which constructs the 

European space of air monitoring.  

 

These devices permit the City Council to prove both to citizens and the EU that it is complying with the 

air quality management process. From this perspective, it can be argued that the 'audience' of this 

information is double. From a legal perspective, the audience is the EU, because it is the body to which it 

has to comply with. From a political perspective, it is citizenship, as a strategy to brand the City Council 

as an open and transparent organ. But the inscription device is not all that is at stake in enhancing the 

legitimacy of the EU. The data produced also has a certain agency, and this is, again, double. From the EU 

side, the numbers, the figures of the concentrations obtained by the measuring process, are the objects 

 NO2 measurements in Europe. Source:  

Enviroware.org 
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of dispute and become the matters of concern. The numbers are that which the EU has fined Madrid for 

not complying with the agreed maximums in 2010, and because they are exchanged as political 

weapons in the media between political parties. In this case, numbers do matter. For this reason there 

have been ways of designing those numbers, as in 2009 when the City Council moved the location of the 

measuring stations to produce a better “average” result. What is clear in this process is that the average 

ends up being almost a random figure38, which can be “affected” in many different ways. 

 

In this case what we can see is that the figure, the micrograms/m3, becomes a device in itself. It opens 

up possibilities for action and is what sets up the relations between the agents. The numbers regulate 

and establish the connections between local governments, the EU and citizens. 

 

The efforts of transparency and public availability of information is not a goal in itself. Rather, 

transparency is a vehicle to construct an interactive citizen, or what Whitehead has named a digital 

atmospheric self39. The digital atmospheric self conditions his/her life according to the fluctuations of the 

urban air, deciding where to walk or where to buy a house. More importantly, people are expected to act 

in two different ways: to take action and contribute to reduce the levels of pollutants and to self manage 

their own health, as will be discussed in further detail in the next chapter. A certain deployment of 

citizenship is thus deployed: the EU, in making the case for environmental democracy, necessitates 

citizens participation and awareness.  

 

_Environmental governance and advocacy 

Co-articulation between environmental governance and advocacy is produced by the process of 

constructing the device and the use of the information provided by it. It opens up the space for advocacy 

and political contestation. This process is done by the City Council and citizens and is a ubiquitous 

process, an effect of the device. The articulation takes place in at least two directions: on the one hand 

local governments use data to deal with the EU. On the other, citizens use the data to deal with local 

governments. But it is not only about data: also the use of web-based mapping platforms enhances a 

specific type of advocacy. 

 

 

_Local government advocacy or the visibility of cities. 

Through the production, sharing and visibilization of their data, city councils demonstrate their 

engagement with air quality management, and get into direct conversations with the EU. Madrid´s City 

                                                                    
38 Asdal, “Enacting Things Through numbers:Taking Nature into Account/ing.” 

39 Whitehead, State, Science & the Skies adapts what Castells defined as the 'informational citizen' in which the 

new citizen has to be connected in order to live within the digital city. Castells, The Rise of The Network Society. 
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Council and all other cities which are proceeding in the same manner then become accountable within 

the EU in their own right, bridging their main Governments. This process, as Saskia Saasen points out, 

reveals the relevance that cities and locality are gaining as representatives of territory40. The 

implications of this participation became visible when in 2013 the EU postponed Madrid´s date of 

compliance of NO2 emissions because they are engaged with the monitoring process. 

 

_Citizen´s advocacy. 

Citizen's advocacy is produced by monitoring the City Council and the production of data. As we have 

seen there, the information that is published in the City Councils´s webpage is not information in 

regards to the engagement that the map produces. However, we can account for the use that is made by 

the data published (in fact, of the databases that are sent through e-mail). Data is used for political 

purposes:  citizens, some political parties in the opposition and activist organisations use the data 

provided to monitor the City Council´s compliance with EU regulations, the transparency of the 

monitoring process and to evaluate and contest the abatement strategies proposed. In these cases, 

NGOs including Ecologistas en Acción use this data to produce the scientific information that acts as a 

counter-reference to the information published by the City Council. We could say that, with the air 

concentration data, citizen groups can become political ‘counterlaboratories’41 whose goal is not to 

produce scientific truth to dismantle the contribution of the City Council, but rather to put pressure on 

governments to be more effective and transparent in environmental practices. 

 

Again, in a double articulation, this data has the capacity of producing 

new data: because citizens need to fill in forms with personal 

information to obtain the datasets, the City Council collects a database of 

the people interested in the air, enabling a questioning of the limits and 

modes of institutional and informational transparency. But citizenship 

advocacy that takes concentrations into account is also produced 

through mapping. One strategy is the construction of alternative maps, 

such as Worstpolluted.org or Cleanair Asia, which deploy different 

strategies for engagement including irony or humour. 

 

Another strategy is inscribing collectively, by being able to produce and add information. More than 

anything, this brings that information into account. We are going to name this practice crowdmapping 42  

which, in relation to the urban air, is developed in two ways:  

                                                                    
40 Sassen, “Reading the City in a Global Digital Age.” 

41  Latour and Woolgar, Science in the laboratory. 

42 “Crowdmapping” as a format of collaborative mapping in which any person with access to digital  technologies 

can add information. Although there were modes of collective mapping before, this format has been developed mainly 

through the development of digital technologies.  The concept is an  adaptation of “crowdsurcing”, and the user passes 

from consumer to producer of the process at stake. 

 Worst polluted.org 
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On the one hand there are platforms which facilitate the uploading of data 

coming from different kinds of sensors such as former Pachube43, which 

allows users to upload in real time data from any hardware to the API of 

their web. This platform enables the sharing of the same type of 

information in very different places, and qualifies each citizen to 

contribute without needing to be involved in a specific project. However 

these platforms, which work very well for stable and cheap measuring 

devices (such as radiation or energy consumption devices) are not as 

helpful for air quality, because sensors are still expensive and difficult to 

calibrate. Therefore, the measurements uploaded are not easily 

comparable and analysable44.   However, there is a lack of trust of the 

scientific and management community about the “veracity” of the data 

provided by non-standardised sensors45. This platform enables the 

validation of data from different sources. The challenge becomes how to 

analyse and use these.  However, it could be argued that it is not the data 

produced that encourages more engagement, but rather the engagement 

of the people with environmental issues in the process of producing the 

data and sharing it. On the other hand, other types of crowdmapping 

platforms appear spontaneously under extreme conditions, such as 

disasters or war conflicts. They become advocacy instruments for 

citizenship, as has recently happened in Fukushima46. 

 

In all these cases the public availability of the map is critical in how the device is deployed. There is an 

imagined interactive citizen which accounts for the advocacy of the device. 

 

 

_Environmental governance and IT development 

The fact that Madrid´s City Council uses Google Maps to spatialise urban air data connects it with a wider 

use of these platforms in environmental issues and also with international digital research and 

multinational IT development. Air quality becomes an occasion for demonstrating the relevance of IT 

companies in environmental management.  

                                                                    
43 Now the platform is called Xively (after being Cosm) and cannot be accessed without registration and payment. 

Xively. Accessed July 23, 2013. https://xively.com 

44 Even though the figures that these sensors produce have strong variations, what has been detected is that the 

tendency of the variation is reliable. A map that combines both non-standardised and standardised data has yet to be 

made. How could these be represented? And, if so, how could these be distinguished? 

45 Cristobal, Angeles (2012, March 6). Jefa de Servicio de Protección de la Atmósfera. Personal interview. 

46 An independent group of designers set up the Japan Radiation Map, which permitted citizens to share their 

own radiation measurements to be able to evaluate the danger of their daily life environment, as a result of the lack of 

action from the main government. Japan radiation Map, accessed May 12, 2012. http://jciv.iidj.net/map 

 Pachube.org 

 

 RTDN. Org 
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After Google Maps released its Google Maps API in 2005 and its Mapping Tools together with the 

refinement of Google Earth, the platform has been used as a base for all sorts of maps because of its 

capacity of being embedded in external webpages. Microsoft did not want to lag behind and launched 

Bing in 2009, with the same applications and functions. This competition is not only about the visibility 

of the brand, but about the symbolic positioning of it. They have both identified the existing marketing 

potential to be connected with environmental issues, presenting their platforms as environmental 

research tools in different Environment Conferences47.  

 

This link between urban air and large corporations is enacted at 

different levels. Not only the base maps, but the entire platforms can be 

produced and managed by global environment consulting companies, 

such as UK-AIR or the company AEA. This corporations, like CISCO and 

IBM, provide, not only technologies, but also services related to the 

environment and Smart Cities48.  There are wide commercial potentials 

here not only in the production of IT oriented towards data production, analysis and evaluation, but also 

in provision of consultants for public administrations. This shift is linked throughout different levels of 

governance in which corporations collaborate with science and policy making in the making of 

environmental management49. But beyond their business models, these corporations have identified the 

potential of inscriptions and inscription devices as instruments of environmental fight50. There is also 

potential as a branding instrument within the green companies or with social sensibility. The facilitation 

of environmental governance becomes an excuse to push the IT agenda forward as devices to inscribe 

and analyse environmental issues, thereby making them public, in keeping with the modus operandi of  

IT companies within smart cities. 

 

These devices require a specific mode of engagement: an active role requiring effort. The citizen/user 

has to inscribe, to produce maps, to become a cartographer, increasing the level of involvement from 

previous examples. But the device, at the same time, allows the possibility of making research or 

experiments public, fundamental to reach advocacy power. Because of its capacity to democratise the 

mapping production process and its circulation, IT is being incorporated within environmental justice 

research and activisms. 

                                                                    
47 Google, which is used by all American institutions related to air quality (AIR NOW, EPA, and all the local ones 

searched until now) presented at the 2009 United Nations Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen some applications 

of Google Earth as tools to fight climate change, under the slogan “climate change in Google Earth” . At the same 

conference, Microsoft presented Eye on Earth for Europe, a “citizen observatory of air and sea water quality”, as their 

proposal for Europe and  “Microsoft helps �Europeans to keep an Eye on Earth”  as claimed in their press release. With 

this paternalist tone, Microsoft teams up with the European Environmental Agency (EEA) and opens up a market of 

spatialised environmental government which is still under development. 

48 Mitchell, Shane (2012, February 28). Director of Connected Urban Development at CISCO. Personal interview. 

49 This situation is amplified in the design and development of smart cities, in which corporations such as CISCO 

or IBM are engaging at the same level and sometimes in conjunction with governments. 

50  As was first staged in the 60s through the impact that  “Blue Marble”, the earth picture taken from the Apollo 

13 had in the shaping of the earth as a fragile object which needed care and attention and which helped to reinforce the 

idea of the environment, or the Whole Earth Catalogue.  

 Eye on earth. org 
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As we have seen, this device co-articulates environmental governance with different modes of advocacy: 

the visibility of local governments in front of the EU and their empowerment in front of their main 

governments. Citizen´s monitoring of the City Council´s aerial management and citizen´s mapping 

produces a means of challenging administrative and technological information and knowledge 

production. 

 

Air as nature, environmental justice, collective governance, aerial 

politics. 

 

Madrid´s City Council air quality map can be considered as an inscription device that takes pollutant 

concentrations into account. By doing so, it co-articulates and therefore opens spaces for action and air 

and city design in environmental governance, political legitimacy, advocacy and IT development. It has 

also revealed opportunities for challenging or expanding the capabilities of concentration maps: 

collective mapping can permit the redistribution of knowledge production between policy makers, 

citizen experts and the general public in the production of measurement and research, increasing the 

levels of engagement through the inscription of data, the production of maps, and advocacy, thereby 

enhancing environmental justice. They might also become tools to construct the basis for mobilisation 

and design of new politics of the air, as a space of action which may allow sharing collectively in its 

governance. 

 

The image of the air that is enacted by this device is the air as a natural space in which pollution is 

emitted51. This enactment of an abstract Nature may be another reason why engagement is not 

produced, as Asdal suggests, because nature is not as engaging of a topic as it may look52. 

 

Air was, during the 19th century, considered as a natural element. The process of industrialisation had 

added some pollutants, but smogs or fogs were considered as natural conditions, until probably the 

middle of the twentieth century, as will be seen shortly. But the idea of the air as part of nature has also 

been brought back by some authors, such as Irigaray53. She brings the air as a permanent -although 

unstable- being intimately linked to our bodies, to the extent that she proposeds women and nature as 

being the same. The risk of this argument, as Ann V. Murphy argues, is the problematics when the 

understanding of the idea of nature is applied in prescriptive and applied political theory, as will be seen 

                                                                    
51 They use in fact the word “spill” to define “emissions”. City Council Air Quality Query Page, accessed January 4, 

2012. http://www.munimadrid.es 

52 Asdal, “Enacting Things Through numbers:Taking Nature into Account/ing.” 

53 Irigaray, The Forgetting of Air. 
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in chapter 6. However, even if this research would not want to bring back Nature as a stable entity, it is 

relevant for the argument to recognize that some components of the air are gases and other materials - 

part of an “equilibrium” of the air – have always been part of its composition.  The idea of pollution is 

sometimes an “excessive” amount of those same materialities, not only an insertion of external 

pollutants.   
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5.2 SCIENTIFIC MAPS 

Reduction of PM2.5 emissions between 2004-2011. Source: SERCA 

 

The second case study is the “Risk assessment system for air pollution in the Iberian peninsula” 

(SERCA). It is an I+D+i project financed by the Ministry for the Environment (2008-2011), developed by 

a team of three major research institutes in Madrid.54 The Risk assessment system’s aim is to “develop, 

evaluate and apply a last generation modelling system designed to determine the concentration levels 

and deposit of atmospheric pollutants attending to the particularities of Spanish conditions, as well as 

developing the modules and evaluating the impacts of the main pollutants on human health and 

ecosystems”55. This project is an example of one of the two types of climate models defined by 

Edwards56: models focused on management and models focused on prediction.  Madrid´s air is predicted 

in real time by the CALIOPE57 project and by the models of the “Environmental software and modelling 

                                                                    
54   Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (UPM), Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas (CSIC)  and the  

Instituto de Salud Carlos III (ISCIII). 

55 SERCA, accessed April 21, 2012. http://tarindustrial.etsii.upm.es/SERCA. 

56 During the 60s, modelling the atmosphere was related to weather modelling, which has since been 

fundamental as a way to combat climate change. For a history on these models see: Edwards, “Representing the Global 

Atmosphere: Computer Models, Data and Knowledge About Climate  Change.” 

57 CALIOPE is a forecast system of air quality developed by the Department of Earth Sciences at the  Barcelona 

Supercomputing Center - National Supercomputing Center (BSC-CNS), funded by the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and 

Environment. The system provides operational forecasting of air quality for Europe and Spain in high spatial resolution 

and executed in MareNostrum, accessed March 5, 2010. http://www.bsc.es/caliope. 
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Group”58 in Madrid. These models link the air to meteorological conditions with the aim of prediction. 

They are both a consequence of the 2008 EU recommendation to model 

contaminants and produce models to include the local conditions of each 

territory. As the name of the study suggests, these simulation models are 

based in taking risk into account. 

 

In order to take the air into account this device constructs a parallel space, 

the space of air political management. It does so by accounting for risk, 

putting nature and political management into relations with 

epidemiological research, environmental research and economy. The air 

that is enacted through it is the air as a resource. 

 

Risk inscribed in relation to health and economy 

 

What is being accounted for in order to take risk into account are primarily emissions and the effects of 

the air in health and the environment.  Accounting for emissions is done by measuring the amount of 

pollutants emitted from industries and our productive system.  To account for the effects of the air two 

main strategies are used:  

 

To measure the effects in health, the whole context of epidemiological research becomes activated, and 

the effects are accounted for through human deaths. Here the relation to human health is not an 

engagement strategy as we have seen in the institutional map, but, rather, is an indicator of the cost of 

aerial conditions for governments. To measure the effects in the environment, the realm of 

environmental research comes into place. The environment is not considered as a Nature out-there, but 

as the space of confrontation of two ways of production: agriculture and industry. This follows the 

pattern described in Asdal´s account of occurrences in Norway during the 50s between natural 

resources such as crops and fishing against the factory59. 

 

So the process of inscribing risk occurs fundamentally through the encounter with economy. 

Paraphrasing Asdal, it could be said that in this example “taking the air into account also inevitably 

implied taking the air into accounting”60.  This opens up two main spaces, the space of convergence and 

the space of discounting. The space of convergence is where deaths, effects in nature and air 

concentrations are transferred into Euros, because the unit of analysis in which the measures are 

                                                                    
58 At the Computer Science School of the Technical University of Madrid, accessed March 5, 2010. 

 http://artico.lma.fi.upm.es/Members/members.html 

59 Asdal, “The Office.” 

60 ‘ Nature’ has been substituted by ‘air’ from the original phrase. Asdal, “The Office.”p.8 

 NO2 prediction March 18th 2012. Source: 

CALIOPE. 
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evaluated is money61 in a cost/benefit approach. The space of discounting has implications at other 

levels.  One of the project´s main task is to split natural rather than anthropogenic concentrations, to 

refine the knowledge about the local conditions of the urban air and then better justify the compliance 

of regulations. It is a way of designing numbers, the numbers of the limits of the concentrations 

requested by the EU. For example: in the SERCA one module is dedicated to segregate the transboundary 

PM10, to prove the amount of PM10 that can be discounted (in a basic accounting process of sum and 

subtraction) from the concentrations measured by the monitoring stations. This is a way of accounting a 

new type of risk: the risk of being fined by the EU.  

 

In terms of the process of accounting, it is done through a combination of statistics and physical 

experiments within the urban space62, in what has been considered to be an innovation of SERCA. 

Statistics are themselves accounts, large datasets which construct the land of operation of the inscription 

device. They are, so to say, what feeds the system. Instead, the physical experiment is a completely 

different way of accounting, by testing and evaluating the effects of  

abatement strategies such as watering the streets in Velazquez street. 

Sensing the existing conditions gets amplified by the experiment of acting 

in the air, instead of through inscription devices. Sensing is here just the 

means by which the experiment can be registered, and the inscription 

device gets expanded into the watering trucks, the street, the lamp poles, 

and also the particles that it is trying to reduce. This experiment can be 

connected with Hitchliff and Whatmore´s cosmopolitan experiments 63 in 

which the invisible elements that they want to “see” (the water voles in 

their case) and the inscription devices, inscriptions and researchers co-

evolve and co-construct each other. In the case of Velazquez Street, the dust, machines, the new sensors 

integrated in the traffic signs, the inhabitants (humans and non-humans), the researchers and the street 

itself are part of the experiment. All need to get to know each other. The result of the experiment, which 

is to “see” how the “street canyon effect”64 works and how particles are re-suspended by traffic is not as 

important as the new methodology opened up:  In order to take the air into account the air has to be 

modified and the city has to be affected. The inscription device is expanded into the city, and the city (a 

tiny piece of it) is the laboratory. 

 

 

                                                                    
61 Although not seen in the SERCA report it was confirmed by the coordinator of the project. Lumbreras, Julio 
(2013, February 13). Director of SERCA. Personal interview. 

62 This combination of “specific experimental information and relevant official information” about  emissions, 

sanitary data, et are considered the main innovation of the project” (SERCA, 2), being shared by other European projects 

Like the SATURN project. Accessed March 4, 2010. http://aix.meng.auth.gr/saturn/ 

63 Hinchliffe et al., “Urban Wild Things: A Cosmopolitical Experiment.” 

64 Street canyon effect is the difference in distribution of air pollution within one street due to the air flow across 

it. SERCA.  

Watering a park in Madrid in the 30s. Source: 

Ambientum.com 
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_Inscription Devices: Simulation machine as nature-whole and discounting 

device. 

The assemblage of this inscription device  is composed by a whole set of maps, 50 computers in line, a 

group of 29 scientists from three different research institutes, pixels,  the Velazquez street, algorithms, 

the city council, open source code, satellites, engineers and engineering... This assemblage is taking risk 

into account by accounting human health and the environment and is activated by testing the effects of 

certain abatement policies. For that purpose it builds a space of calculation of political management that 

merges statistics and experimental data in the attempt to move from global models to local risk.  

 

If ecology was replaced in the previous case study by a combination of technologies where the grid map 

of sensors “came to replace ecology in performing a nature-whole”65, this thesis proposes that the 

simulation model not only substitutes the nature-whole, but has the real ambition of performing it.  It is 

a model that includes nature, climate, humans, but also the city and the built environment. The device is 

highly multi scalar, because it includes everything from the microscopic movement of an invisible 

particle to global meteorological conditions, bridging global algorithms to local data. It is, at the same 

time, an attempt to grasp infinity, to map the whole surface (of Spain, in this case) through pixels, 

becoming an epidermal condition which is completely relational; where  things only exist in relation to 

the ones next to them, as gradients within a field.  

 

However the technical research oriented towards a better understanding 

of how the air “works” is not an objective in itself, but a need in order to 

get better precision to test abatement policies and comply with 

regulations. So, what is enacted in the model that permits to discount? 

 

-The analysis of the more hazardous and “risky” components of Madrid´s 

air (NO2, PM, O3)66, discounting the less relevant ones. The study reveals 

how they operate, vary and affect differently, and includes not only their 

concentrations but also their performances such as deposition, re-

supension, flow, etc, providing an idea of the different dynamics that take 

place within the air. 

 

-Enactments of the climate through meteorological data (wind, humidity, et), not only to see how it 

conditions the concentration levels, but to detect transboundary pollution and being able to discount it. 

 

                                                                    
65 Asdal, “Enacting Things Through numbers: Taking Nature into Account/ing,” 6. 

66 NO2, which is the most variable one but does not travel much, PM, which is   the one more directly linked to 

health problem and operates at low heights (the ones emitted in Madrid for examples can travel from 200Km to 400Km, 

reaching the cost of Levante) and O3, related to the impact in ecosystems and is the one which distributes more, 

operating at higher heights of the atmosphere.  

Particles blowing from Sahara Desert. 

Source: Eco Center 
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-Enactments of the built environment (erodible rooftops and streets, floor humidity, etc) through the 

calculation of its emissions, to refine their accountability and refine the numbers. 

 

-Enactments of the non-built environment (crops, woods, et) through the inclusion and study of erodible 

areas such as the North African desert or the Monegros desert in the north of Spain, crops, etc, in order 

to discount their transboudary effects within Madrid. 

 

Although the output of the model pretends to be a clear and unified output, the selection of models is the 

effect of negotiations and calculations between scientists, as well as administrations. However, these 

discussions have not reached the public level and have not permitted public debate. The study itself 

recognises that the models are conditioned by the “uncertainty intrinsic to the models”, but also by the 

entry data67. What Edwards and Lidskog propose is to include this uncertainty within the explication and 

communication process, as a way of opening science to the public. 

 

_The calculation space of political management. 

In principle, the territory that these inscription devices construct is a space of aerial simulation. In the 

same way flight simulators allow us to navigate the skies without leaving the ground, these devices allow 

us to navigate the urban air through time. But there is a relevant difference: Madrid´s air cannot be 

navigated in real time because the device needs time to calculate (it takes 1 month to run a one year test 

of the city of Madrid). So the space that it opens up is not the space of embodied simulation but a space 

for calculation. However, this space is not activated for the purpose of knowing risk effects, but of 

calculating the effects that urban policies have in aerial risk, opening up the aerial space of urban 

political management. 

 

This space of possibilities is configured by pixels, where all parameters are translated into a 1Km2 

mesh. Everything below 1Km2 is equal, defining a politics of the pixel, in which this distance constitutes 

what can be seen (and therefore accounted)68. However, this resolution can be changed if wanted or 

needed, and this shift does not need to be consistent along the model. This simultaneity of different 

resolutions within one single image has been described as the politics of resolution, where different 

resolutions in the map inform on the interests of the inscribers, constructing a map of interests based in 

political needs and funding processes. 

 

 

                                                                    
67 Lumbreras, Julio (2013, February 13). Director of SERCA. Personal interview. 
68  As in satellite images the maximum resolution allowed is 1m2 with the intent of not being able to recognise 

people (notice that there are no humans in satellite images), what of the city is excluded within 1Km2? 
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The temporal condition of this territory, drawing on Deleuze, can be said to be the time of the future 

built upon the past69. Time is flexible, goes forward and backwards in an instant, it is manipulable, it is 

all at once. Its fantasy of prediction is only that, a fantasy, because the future is an estimation based upon 

what has already happened. The future has been previously designed within an algorithm, so there is no 

possibility of un-wanted emergencies. There is no space for the unpredicted or unthought. Is this not all 

but Irigaray´s air?  

 

Co-articulating urban design with scientific research and innovation 

 

As we have seen the SERCA simulation machine opens up the space of political management. But, again, 

it is a highly-layered device that is used in many different ways, co-articulating other realms, such as 

economy, city design, accounting and research and innovation. 

 

_Air political management and urban design 

Air political management is co-articulated with urban design through the 

capacity to act enabled by the deployment of the device, which transforms 

the city. This process is done by the City Council and requires the physical 

city and the city council´s offices to be made. 

 

 The inscriptions which come out of the device (maps) are intended to 

function as support documents for governmental action. The maps 

therefore have the capacity to act while on top of the City Council´s table.  

This action operates at different levels, such as de design of abatement 

plans (Estrategia Local De Calidad Del Aire De La Ciudad De Madrid 2006-

201070, for example) or the physical and managerial transformation of 

the city, by the demarcation in this case of “low emission areas”71 . By this 

definition the city is transformed to change the air, which is not a new 

strategy:  in the 19th century in London parks were designed as green 

lungs for the city72, or Hausman´s cuts of Paris to allow the air circulate. 

But in this case it does not imply the transformation of the built 

environment. 

 

                                                                    
69  Deleuze, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia. 

70  Area de Gobierno de Medio Ambiente Madrid. Estrategia Local De Calidad Del Aire De La Ciudad De Madrid 

2006-2010, 2006. 

71 The main reference is London´s 'congestion charging zone', operating since 2003. 

72 Thorseinm, Inventing Pollution. 

 Madrid´s Low Emissions Zone 2010. Source: 

Plan de Calidad del aire 2006-2010 
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Even if the policy of low 'emission zones' is being adopted by many cities, this thesis proposes to look at 

the normative implications that the definition of their limits has, using as a reference protected areas for 

conservation. As Harris and Hazen demonstrate in their case study of natural-preserved areas in the 

USA73, the power of the map to define the line that divides one protected area from the “rest” has 

political implications (giving priority to an environment towards another), ideological (the decision is 

based on what needs to be preserved according to national identities, for example), kills other species 

(the boundaries are for some species, but other elements of the ecosystem may suffer or die, so the 

protection of some eliminates others), etc.  This aspect is important to consider within modelling, for 

example, because an easy measure like eliminating road traffic on one street or making it pedestrian has 

side effects in need of investigation.  These include the gentrification processes that these streets suffer, 

as well as the increase of pollution in the adjacent streets. These secondary effects have not been 

included or evaluated in the SERCA models74. And yet this dissertation proposes that we take these 

“secondary effects” into account, to study how these limits, the lines drawn in a map out of the SERCA 

inscriptions, redistribute life chances.  We will thus better understand the impact of policies and be able 

to tune, using modelling vocabulary75, policies with more data in hand. 

 

Another step which deserves attention is the process of transferring from the pixel to the built 

environment. As a response to this question, Lindley and Crabbe76 suggest that maps can be used to 

mark zones of potential concern or priority, but not necessarily as the tools to define the limits. In 

Madrid´s case, what is surprising is the lack of resolution by which the definition of the “low emission 

area” by the city council77 has been defined. The term corresponds with the entire center of the city (and 

the stations with worse concentrations are outside of it). It could be questioned if all the modelling effort 

was needed to come up with this demarcation and whether the differences in the components or the 

differences of their distribution in space have been considered. Research into this process would enable 

evaluation of the capacity and strategies of co-construction between the map and the territory. 

 

These devices, through their capacity of testing, have embedded the possibility to act, but can be 

activated only by a reduced number of people from the City Council. Its capacity to simulate episodes 

makes it an instrument not to design only the air, but to design the city. Or better, to design the air 

through the design of the city. It can be said, to expand Sloterdijk´s concept of air-design 78, that it 

enables city-design. And yet the effort that this engagement requires is massive, because resources need 

to be activated in order to establish large urban transformation teams.  

                                                                    
73  Harris and Hazen. “Rethinking Maps from a More-than-human Perspective: Nature-society, Mapping 

Conservation Territories.” 

74 Lumbreras, Julio (2013, February 13). Director of SERCA. Personal interview. 
75 Edwards, “Representing the Global Atmosphere: Computer Models, Data and Knowledge About Climate 

Change.” 

76 Lindley and Crabbe, “What Lies Beneath? Issues in the Representation of Air Qualiity Management Data for 

Public Consumption.” 

77 The City Council has drawn the limit without the support of the SERCA´s team. The transfer from the map to the 

city is done only at a political level. Lumbreras, Julio (2013, February 13). Director of SERCA. Personal interview. 

78 Sloterdijk, Esferas III. 
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_Environmental management and scientific research and innovation.  

The team configuration and working process of the construction of the device co-articulates 

environmental management with scientific research and innovation, opening up the space of collective 

coding, done by computing engineers and deployed in computing rooms. One logic of this co-articulation 

is the production of a specific type of engagement linked to the social 

organisation of the research. Another is the co-production of open source 

models, which involve large amounts of effort. At the scale of the city, it is 

enhancing the collaboration between different research groups that belong 

to different disciplines such as Industrial Design, Epidemiology and 

Environmental Diagnosis, and different institutes79.  At a national scale, 

they have collaborated with other institutes in the attempt to split the 

research and develop different tools, although it is not a formal or 

organised division of topics or labour80. At an international level the 

scientific community is collaborating in air quality modelling through the 

development of open source modules81.  

 

In terms of the engagement that this device enhances, it configures alternative modes of scientific 

research organisation and alternative scientific tools, such as collaborative production and the use of 

open source models.  By following Marre´s distinction on effort required through the process of taking 

risk into account, it could be said that it takes a lot of effort, both from large collaborative groups and 

computing power.  

 

The normative implications of these models, however, are multiple. One is related to the type of models 

selected for the research. In terms of the origin of the models, they come from USA82 the data and the 

algorithms are based on US social and environmental configurations. This can be problematic when 

applied to environments with very different conditions. In terms of the decision on which models to use, 

because their results may end up being contradictory, the decision has to be made from a political 

perspective83. Therefore the selection of models can be a tool for city-design. There is another normative 

implication related to the use and access of the models.  They are built with open code but, who benefits 

from it84? Should they be accessed by citizens? 

                                                                    
79 Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (UPM), Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas (CSIC)  and the 

Instituto de Salud Carlos III (ISCIII) 

80 Lumbreras, Julio (2013, February 13). Director of SERCA. Personal interview. 
81 The fact that the international community relies more in these models says many things about the scale and 

complexity of the issue at stake.  

82  They are obtained from the NCAR (National Center for Atmos-pheric Research) in collaboration with other 

American institutes, such as NOAA(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) and NCEP  (National Centers for 

EnvironmentalPrediction).  
83  SERCA for example acknowledges this possibility and makes an explicit recommendation of using a certain 

type of model for the impact of O3 in ecosystems in Portugal, which is the one whose results require the protection of 

certain natural areas. SERCA. 

84 The circulation of the code is not an issue for the researchers because it is embedded in the 50 computers. 

 Different results applying different modules. 

Source: SERCA 
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As Martin and Douglas remind us, there are also normative effects in 

understanding pollution and the toxic as an exteriority85. For example, as 

transboundary pollution is taken as an exteriority (to be discounted), it is 

built as an enemy towards which national identity has to fight against86. In 

the case of Madrid it co-articulated also to issues of race and identity 

because transboundary particles come mostly from the Sahara, which 

used to be one of the most intense sources of immigrants of the 

peninsula. One last normative implication is related to what is left out of 

the map, as Haraway reminds us87. In SERCA, risk is taken into account in 

relation to humans and the environment, but leaves aside the built 

environment, a relevant inquiry for future research. 

 

Air as a resource, urban futures, negotiating tools and care for the 

city. 

 

The air that is at stake is considered a resource, a productive realm that needs to be managed by the 

government, and which is analysed in economic terms. It involves not only a certain materiality but also 

management and infrastructure. The idea of resource acknowledges a certain infinitude or limit, which, 

while widely acknowledged in other natural elements (such as water) through the construction concepts 

such as ‘critical loads’88 is not common in the air. In any case, as Asdal´s work reveals, its debate is 

enacted through the same devices: number series or figures which should not be exceeded. This has an 

impact in how our actions are interpreted: “no human action could count on an outside environment 

any more: there is no reserve outside which the unwanted consequences of our collective actions could 

be allowed to linger and disappear from view”89. Which brings us to the point where, as a natural 

resource which we need to “reconstitute (it) artificially”90. But, is its restoration a feasible objective? Do 

we have the tools to achieve it? 

Pushing against the argument of the air as a resource, this thesis suggests we think of the air as a 

common. In Hyde´s book Common as air91 provides a useful way of looking at a resource as a set of use 

rights   between interrelated members with interrelated needs, although Hyde uses the air only as a 

                                                                    
85 Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts of Pollution and Taboo; Martin, Flexible Bodies. The Role of 

Inmunity in American Culture from the Days of the Polio to the Age of AIDS. 

86  This relationship is developed in: Asdal, “Enacting Things Through numbers:Taking Nature into Account/ing.” 

and Lidskog and Sundqvist,  Governing The Air. The Dynamics of Science, Policy, and Citizen Interaction. 

87 Haraway, “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial Perspective.” 

88 Asdal, “Enacting Things Through numbers:Taking Nature into Account/ing.” 

89 Latour, “Spheres and Networks: Two Ways to Reinterpret Globalization,” 144. 

90 Sloterdijk, Esferas III, 57. 

91 Hyde, Common as Air. 

Sahara dust event in London April 2014 
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reference. It is more than the land (or air) in question, it is about the social relations and traditional 

institutions that organize its use, the identification of its critical loads, and imagine the rules that permit 

existence in it and operation of it. Although there is no time to develop this concept here, the notion is 

certainly an interesting path for future investigations.The model itself opens several spaces for action. 

First, it can allow testing other realities, to intervene in the aerial entanglement, to imagine other 

futures of the city.  For this to happen, other actors  should be included in the process, like urbanists, 

sociologists, citizens, to refine, question and frame not only the perspectives which are taking place now, 

but  to think other collective and future scenarios.  

 

Second, the model can become a mediator, a tool to integrate difference as “the receptacle of knowledge 

created and adapted through groups interaction with a common goal”, what anthropologist Penny 

Harvey has called conscription device92, “flexible enough to respond to diverse opinions, and credible 

enough to work for diverse professional and public viewers”93, and the tool to redistribute 

responsibilities and capacities for urban knowledge and action. As 

architecture 3D models, it can operate as a device that allows integration of 

“diverse interests, specialisms and disciplinary approaches involved”94, but 

also of negotiating conflict, as the Norwegians achieved for international 

negotiations on transboundary pollution, in Asdal´s account. 

 

The device also proposes a more environmental way of approaching and 

getting to know the city: by taking care of it. This is achieved by switching 

from caring about the emissions and trying to reduce them to taking care 

of the city itself by processes of maintenance, such as watering95. There is a 

new mode of care to the city, of a domestic affect. 

 

To conclude, there may be the need to account for other things, as Lidly 

and Grobbe propose: instead of regular emissions, end-user emission 

inventories could be used to help develop a people-centered view of the 

problem, as in, for example, estimating citizen´s transport demand, which 

could be used to represent personal emissions budgets in terms of the residential locations of the 

polluters, configures a specific type of citizen: that responsible for polluting. 

                                                                    
92 Harvey, “Between Narrative and Number: The Case of ARUP´s ·3D Digital City Model.” 

93 Ibid., 260. 

94 Ibid., 259. 

95   Although it only reduces a 7% of the emissions of PM2.5 in one day. 

 CO emissions estimate accounting CO 

sources. Source: North West Emissions 

Inventory, UK 
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5.3 CITIZEN MAPS 

In the Air digital aplication 

 

The third and last case study of this chapter is the independent project In the Air. Around 2006 

companies, research groups, and artistic projects, started proliferating in Madrid whose common aim 

was to measure, represent, and communicate air independent of public institutions. There have been 

private companies that have forecasted air quality in real time 96 with the aim of gaining visibility to sell 

their models to private companies to test their emissions and prove their pollution performance to the 

administrations97. From a non-profit perspective, the project In the Air was initiated to represent air 

quality through a more engaging perspective, and to accomplish this it took the variations in the air into 

account. 

 

In the Air allows us to take the air into account by accounting for the fluctuation in time and space of the 

concentrations of the main components.  The device builds up a relational territory in which there is no 

measuring unit, and the comparison element, the element of translation, is the air itself.  It provides 

complex information without the need for decodification, allowing multiple types of non-expert users to 

                                                                    
96 The name of the page was Mi Aire, operating from 2012-2012. 

97 As the model providers Stuff, accessed March 12, 2012. http://www.Stuffintheair.com/airqualitymodeling.html  
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engage with the information.  By taking air fluctuations in relation to the city into account a new image 

of pollution and the environment opens up: the space of the toxic and the air as a pharmakon. 

 

_Inscribing difference in relation to space and time 

Difference in air concentrations is taken into account by putting into relation the air with the city, by 

considering its distribution in space and time. Space is accounted for by geolocalising the points of 

measurement in a plane, and by interpolating them in order to describe the whole territory of the city. 

This strategy, as has been mentioned above, is highly contested within environmental analysis, because 

there are many possible interpolation functions which provide different spatial distributions (each of 

them including or leaving aside different important aspects). Yet, from a communicative perspective, the 

capacity of engagement of the description of the whole territory has been recognized98. The account of 

time is produced through the hourly refreshment of the data and by storing and visualising historical 

data.   

 

Nevertheless, in the interface, neither time nor space can be measured. It builds a space without units, 

purely relational, where spatialisation becomes more than an accounting process of what takes, opening 

up a space of comparison. Differences matter in relation to each other, not by themselves. 

 

In terms of the inscription process, the data is scraped in real time from the City Council´s web page. It 

is the raw data, the one that comes out of the measuring stations (not “processed”). So by this 

automatized process the instrument is, in Hintchliff et al.´s terms99  allowing the air to write, as a 

different way of representing non-humans: it is not us (humans) who have the right or the means to 

represent the air, but we allow the air to represent itself. And what the device enables us to see are the 

traces of the air. 

 

_Interpolating machine as the landscape of toxicity and relational device 

The assemblage of In the Air is composed by a digital application, a three-dimensional mesh, internet, a 

collaborative production team, Medialab-Prado, open code, etc.  The device is an application built in Java 

and Processing trough the compilation and assemblage of different open source libraries and borrowing 

pieces of script from different researchers working on the open source field100. Its aim is to construct 

the topological space of the air, the landscape of Madrid´s toxicity. For this purpose, the strategies of 

differentiation are the following: 

 

                                                                    
98 Lindley and Crabbe, “What Lies Beneath? Issues in the Representation of Air Qualiity Management Data for 

Public Consumption.” 

99 Hinchliffe et al., “Urban Wild Things: A Cosmopolitical Experiment.” 

100 Toxic, Santiago Ortiz, Aaron Meyers, among others. 
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-differentiating components, to reveal the different performances of each of the components in their 

densities, spatial distribution and time101. (Each component has a different mesh) 

 

-interpolating between components to be able to compare them in relation to limit levels. This implies 

that, although we can know the exact concentrations in each station, what the viewer sees is their 

relative concentration in relation to the limit, allowing comparing which components are having better 

or worse concentrations. Concentrations are then translated into an interpolated sequence. As in any 

translation, as Latour reminds us, there is a transformation102.  So the air is not only speaking but its 

voice is amplified to be able to better communicate with humans. 

 

-visualizing the difference that the viewer´s 

actions can produce, by connecting everyday 

actions with the performance of the air. In order to 

boost the potential of affections between the map 

and the individual, another strategy related to 

games is tested: the ability of the spectator to see 

the effect of his or her actions in the “real world” 

within the virtual one; or to put it differently, to 

visualize the variations in the information that the 

observer can produce by the manipulation of the 

data or of generating new virtual environments, 

through his or her interface103. In addition to 

stimulating participation, the aim of this device is 

to help visualize the scale of the actions that needs 

to be taken in order to reduce the concentration levels, since the impossibility of finding a direct cause-

effect relation between citizen actions and their effects on the levels of pollution complicate citizen 

engagement104. 

 

The visualisation device designed to merge these strategies together is a topographic geo-referenced 

mesh. It provides an interpolation of data through an algorithm that takes into account the distribution 

of gases. This topography is distanced from the appearance of a gas and does not behave as a fluid, since 

its intention is that people take part (mentally or physically) in the model. This strategy can be termed, 

according to Claudia Gianetti´s definition of artificial life research105, ‘simulation’, in contrast with the 

                                                                    
101 The five standard ones are described: NO2, SO2, CO, O3, PM10. 

102 Latour and Hermant, Paris Ville Invisible. 

103 By means of a simple simulation based on the estimated ecological footprint of a citizen, it is possible to 

visualize the alteration of the mesh in a certain point following a hypothetical action that has been perpetrated by 

100.000 people, or in the entire mesh in the case that the hypothetical action has been done by an entire city.  

104 Barry, Political Machines: Governing a Technological Society. 

105 Gianetti, Estética Digital. Sintopía Del Arte, La Ciencia y La Tecnología. 

 

In the Air , Relational data topography (2008)  
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notion of ‘mimesis. Whereas mimesis is focused on the appearance, simulation is about identification. In 

mimesis there is a conscious emphasis on fiction, whereas simulation searches for the transformation of 

the fiction into a possible reality. 

 

Three-dimensional models have been also used in other projects. In 2008, 

London Air.org.uk was the first initiative to make this type of three-

dimensional images of pollution, as a compliment to station´s location 

maps. 

 

Another reference is Denmark National Environmental Research 

Institute’s web page shows an animated gif with the evolution in time of 

contaminants related to meteorological conditions, essentially to winds, 

mixing up a representation of components, and prediction modelling. 

 

But the visualisation device of the components plays not only a role in 

considering the spatial relations of the air, but also the way in which the 

city is described. In this case, it is a line drawing of the city of Madrid, what 

Perkins describes as a “functional navigation map”106. In Perkin´s words in 

contrast to a “fantasy world map”, which aims at offering a sensation of 

place and intensifying the sense of realism, the “functional navigation 

map” allows the user to place him or herself, and the territory emerges as 

he or she explores it. The user (or player), is simultaneously in the virtual 

environment and in the map, multiplying his or her spatial references107. 

 

In terms of the “inscriptionness” of this device it may be more relevant 

here to read it as a 'sensiting device', Following Hintchliff  et al´s case 

study, this device, like their field books, is a way of “talking around” (and “walking around”) rather than 

“talking about”, as a way of knowing and making visible not by showing the object of analysis in itself 

(the air here, the water vole for them), but by producing multiple inscriptions that may allow us to get 

close, learning to be affected on the way. The devices therefore produce a more symmetrical relationship 

between the object of analysis, the non-human air, and the humans that research it (producing a 

different political ontology). In this case the format of visualizing is multiplied, but also the mapping 

process and the concept of mapping itself, as a diagrammatic process which takes time and effort than 

an automatized way. What we see of the air is not the air itself, but instead some of its performances 

changed in scale and proportion. As Hintchliff  et al. demonstrate, this functions as a Deleuzian diagram 

                                                                    
106 On the use of play within maps: Perkins, Chris, “Playing with Maps.” 

107  In the Air intensifies this self-locating capacity in the map by means of a cursor, which helps to locate with 

precision a point in space, offering the interpolated data of the air components in that point, as unique and “customized” 

information. 

 London 3D mode.  Source: London Air.org.uk 

Denmark real time model of air quality 

including wind.  Source: 

www.aqicn.org/map/denmark/ 
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making “water vole (or the air) more rather than less real”108 and helps to spatialise the landscape and 

navigate it, as will be seen son.  

 

The relational space of aero-urban research  

 

As we have seen, the space that the device opens up is a relational territory in which data is not 

important, but what is taken into account are the relations between things. There are no measuring 

units, and all acquire their position only in relation with the rest, with the intention of becoming a 

landscape, a space to be inhabited from within. This, together with the possibility of the viewer of 

navigating the space, opens up a space of observation, in which the air can be looked at from many 

perspectives. This observational space constructs the territory of aero-urban research. 

 

By looking at the landscapes of toxicity from a 

relational perspective the air becomes an 

indicator of the functioning of the city, and the 

relationships between both can be sought out. It 

is an instrument to re-read urban history using 

the air as its indicator, enabling the detection of 

holidays, sale days, football matches, weather 

information, etc109. 

 

This space of aero-urban research is trans-

located and multi-temporal, since simulated 

space and time lack direct references in the real 

world, producing a hybrid space-time in between 

that of the machine, the contamination data and the subject. It is in this territory where we find the 

measuring stations, the mountains of contaminants, the user and his navigation of this space, and they 

cannot be segregated. Also, the physical body, the computer’s mouse, the Madrid Council and other 

agents are linked, inhabiting a navigable air in permanent transformation. It is a performative space for 

the invisible agents of our air, a territory for embodied experience.  

 

This territory enables several types of engagement. As the project´s goal states: “The project proposes a 

platform for individual and collective awareness and decision making, where the interpretation of results 

can be used for real time navigation through the city, opportunistic selection of locations according to 

                                                                    
108 Hinchliffe et al., “Urban Wild Things: A Cosmopolitical Experiment,” 648. 

109 This data reading took place at Visualizar 09 at Medialab-Prado, Madrid, where In the Air was invited to 

continue its development. 

In the Air. CNC model. Readings of events, geology and urban fabric 

from aerial conditions in Madrid.  (2010) 
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their air conditions and a base for political action110”. The underlying assumption is that which we have 

found in the two previous case studies which rely on literacy as the vehicle to produce action. However, 

the project is equally proposing another way of getting to know non-human invisible agents by moving 

around them. 

 

This moving around increases engagement by 

generating more differences and more 

references. Through the research process, the 

goal is to make visible differences in the 

relationships between the air and the air in the 

city. So engaging with the air from a 

cosmopolitical perspective not only implies that 

the action needs to be enacted in the field. As 

Hintchliff et.al  propose the field “is just one 

moment in a circulation of activities punctuated 

by representations that we prefer to see as 

diagrams, or what Latour has called “circulating 

references”111. So for In the Air, the engagement 

with Madrid´s air is produced by generating 

more references, more inscriptions, more 

inscription devices (visualisations for the public 

space, domestic sensors, installations, etc), with 

the hope that unexpected insights about the air 

will emerge. The objective is not to describe or tell but to make a difference through the production of 

different inscriptions, which may allow inclusion of other images of the environment, engagement and 

knowledge. 

 

In terms of effort, it can be measured at three different scales: first, it requires effort to access the 

application, by needing to download a Java applet. Then, due to the immediacy of the topographic mesh, 

the access to information is easy, but in a different way compared to the “engagement made easy”, as 

statistician Eduard Tufte recomends112. The information has not been simplified; on the contrary, it has 

been made more complex, but the visualisation device is that which makes communication easy. The 

benefit is that many speeds of engagement are possible: from a one second grasp of the main 

differences to (and here is the political aspect) to be able to train the eye and see small differences, 

requiring learning how to read them and to have the eyes open for singularity and difference.  

 

                                                                    
110 Objectives of the project. Accessed December 23, 2012. http://www.intheair.es 

111 Latour, Pandora´s Hope, 310. 

112  Tufte, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information.  

LABO _In the Air .Overlap of the areas that passed the limits of PM10 

accepted by the regulation in 2008 with price of land in Madrid. (2010) 
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By looking at how the air performs locally at a very specific point the local relationship of the air can 

start being identifiable. Then, only by looking at this scale it is possible to identify the type of segregation 

that the air may be producing in terms of gender or economic position. In so doing, the possibility of 

acting may become more precise, and therefore a redistribution of life chances may emerge. This 

strategy of looking close at the city may redistribute also the type of engagement: the impact and 

credibility of air quality information may be greater if it is also locally focused.  

 

Co-articulating digital art and collaborative production   

 

What has been made visible is that this map unites everyday actions (such as surfing on the web or 

walking on the street) in a loose way and environmental research, together with politics and advocacy , 

as mentioned on its web description.   

_Environmental research and media art 

This co-articulation is defined primarily by 

the context in which the device was 

constructed. The project was initiated in 

Medialab-Prado, a public art institution 

that belongs to the City Council focused on 

the interrelations between art, science and 

technology.  In this context the project was 

intended as a media art project as well as 

an environmental research project. 

 

Its attempt was to respond to current 

visualisation techniques that reinforced 

networked schemes (as the selection of 

Visualcomplexity shows113), while 

attempting to produce an affective 

engagement with data through an 

embodied experience. So the objective 

became to build a virtual space, where 

games would regulate the relations 

between the user, the interface, the data 

and the context. For Chris Perkins the 

                                                                    
113  www.Visualcomplexity.com 

LABO_In the Air. Interactive installation at LABoral, Gijón (2010) 
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game in/on/with maps is an “open ended process of investigation in which new worlds are constructed 

in overlapping worlds of the imagination, cyberspace and reality”114. In other words, the game is a 

connection vehicle that activates the virtual space of the map with the user’s body and his or her 

subjectivity through the imagination.  Using videogames as a reference, the user’s immersion in the 

virtual space was explored also by the possibility of navigating the map’s space, taking into account that 

“cartographic practice inherently is learning to make projections that shape worlds in particular ways 

for various purposes.  Each projection produces and implies specific sorts of perspective”115.  It also 

allows the control of many of the visualization parameters so that each user might construct his or her 

own map, his or her own version of reality. Therefore, it is not offering only one unique representation, 

but a device that facilitates multiple interpretations. 

 

This co-articulation is activated through an affective engagement.  The capability of navigating the 

virtual data space and of positioning the spectator in an extra-linguistic scale within the virtual milieu 

intensifies the physical experience of data communication in a materially perceptive format, on the one 

hand. According to Peter Hansen116, this format merges human and non-human bodies on a micro scale 

governed by the unconscious, resulting in a perception that is not a cerebral rationalization of the 

impulses of our sensory organs, but a direct communication between these and the environment. 

 

However, on the other hand, this capacity of 

navigation also allows the spectator to acquire 

different points of view and, thus, obtain a 

partial perspective, for “only a partial 

perspective promises an objective vision”117.  

The possibility of shifting the point of view is 

crucial in avoiding a singular unique and 

hegemonic vision of the structure of the city. 

The zoom allows the approximation to any 

point to observe details or offers a global vision, 

but does not pretend to build a seeming-less 

relation between the part and the whole, as 

Latour warns118. Rather the user has the scope 

of finding different points of view within the data119. It enables the transformation of the relative scale of 

the user while introducing him or her in the city, “feeling” the mesh from above, as if it were a mountain 

                                                                    
114 Perkins, “Playing with Maps.” 

115 Haraway, Modest_Witness@Second_Millennium: Femaleman_Meets:Oncomouse. 

116  Hansen, Mark B.N. Bodies in Code: Interfaces with Digital Media.  

117 Haraway, Simians, Cyborgs and Women: The reinvention of Nature,190. 

118 Latour and Hermant, Paris Ville Invisible. 

119  The variation of the axis Z allows both to read the information from an aerial point of view and to establish the 

relation of the data with entire city, as well to visualize the topography from an axonometric point of view, to measure 

through frontal perspectives or even situating oneself under the mesh.  

 

In the Air. Santiago de Chile´s PM10´s mesh (2009) 
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of data in the air. It has the capacity of redistributing perspectives. 

 

So the co-articulation between environmental research and media art produces an engagement with the 

air which is not by seeing, but by getting inside the data and navigating this new image of Madrid.  This 

engagement is again individual, requiring a certain effort by getting to know the application. On the 

contrary, a collective engagement takes place when environmental research co-articulates collaborative 

production. 

 

_Enviromnental research and citizen collaborative production 

This co-articulation is opened in relation to the type of cartographers or the team who built the device.  

The project was built collaboratively and not for profit by temporary associations of international and 

multidisciplinary groups in workshops120, with no other purpose than developing the project and 

participating in the event. Mostly freelancers and students, they had no environmental background or 

knowledge on air quality.   

 

The engagement that this relation produces is based on the production process of the project.  As in the 

cosmopolitics experiment, each of the members had to learn how to be affected by each other, the air 

and Madrid, changing their own careers (some architects are now experts in programming, a former 

teacher became a  “technoteacher”,etc), affecting also the visibility of Madrid´s air (in the media, in 

different public forums). Within this process the 

mode of engagement by effort was present, 

because within the short period of time of the 

workshop the prototype wanted to be done, so 

many hours were spent on it. The level of 

investment, although not recorded or accounted 

in a physical way, became a means of gaining 

capacity of decision and action within the 

project. So the more involvement, the more 

engaged. 

 

At the same time, within this production process, the air was enacted through the discussions, tests, 

researches, and exchanges within the team and with other agents, well before the map was there. This 

process could we be called, following John Law, as a “practice of enacted materiality” or “enactment 

                                                                    
120 The first and fundamental one was composed by a group of ten people, from which there were artists, 

anthropologists, interactive designers and architects, who got together through the open call of Visualizar 08 at Medialab 

Prado, Madrid 

In the Air. Workshop at Kitchen Budapest (2010) 
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device”: as a mode of enacting as a patterned set of practices of producing nanocultures121. Like Law’s 

description of Rebecca Ellis and Clair Waterton´s work on fishing describes, amateur experts may locate 

and name species (and inscribe them, eventually), but they may be interested primarily in other 

practices, such as the embodied and aesthetics of fishing. In the same way, the collaborators of the 

workshop were more interested in learning coding, digital interaction or have fun than in getting to 

know the air and inscribing it.  

 

But even with this amount of investment, there are normative implications which include the favourable 

position in which, by being the map a digital instrument, coders had above the rest of the team. This 

constructs a different type of expert, not one who knows about the air or the environment, but the 

expert in building the inscription device. But, is this bringing us to the technical as the point of passage 

to know the air again? How can that be redistributed? There was a redistribution of effort through 

engagement, through the redistribution of responsibility of environmental engagement among different 

type of citizens. 

 

As we have seen in this co-articulation, engagement is produced by producing code or having fun. It 

builds a different type of social configuration, because it requires collaboration between agents involved 

(even if they are self organized), as happened with the Air Quality Egg. And last, it requires a physical 

space and preferably a medialab in which experimentation can take place. 

 

Toxic air, seduction, experimental design, citizen knowledge 

 

By taking fluctuations into account, not only a territory, but also an image of the environment emerges, 

that of the toxic122. The device in operation reveals the intense fluctuation of the components 

concentrations at any specific point. The aerial condition of most places is variable, and the air becomes 

a pharmakon in certain areas which can be good or bad for its environment depending on its 

concentrations. But it also allows identification of the points in which these concentrations are stable, 

gaining more definition in the knowledge of the spatialisation of the aerial conditions of the city and 

permitting to think on specific strategies for each specific point. 

 

As Sloterdijk suggests, this toxicity is the product of human actions, “the detritus of their123 own techno-

chemical-industrial, military, locomotive and tourist activities”124. This recognition brings humans from 

                                                                    
121 Law, “Enacting Naturecultures: a View from STS,” 7. 

122 Sloterdijk,Terror from the Air; Connor, The Matter of Air. Science and Art of the Ehtereal. 

123  Notice the enactment of Martin´s definition of the toxic as an exteriority through Sloterdijk´s use of the third 

person of the plural. 

124 Sloterdijk, Terror from the Air. 
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owners of nature to atmosphere designers and climate guardians, radically transforming human’s 

agency and responsibility. But toxicity relates not only to emissions, but also to exposure: “exposures 

are made to matter”, in Murphy´s, words125. This is one of the main arguments of this thesis and one of 

the reasons why the air needs to be spatialised: to identify who, what and when are being exposed. 

These are eventually linked to gendered or raced practices126, as will be developed in the next chapter. 

Murphy also reveals how toxicology, although efficient as a proof in courtrooms, is bounded to scientific 

approaches which “held bodies to be predictable and universalizable”, while popular epidemiology 

allowed bodies to be diverse in their reaction to a common environment”127  visibilising the connection 

between types of knowledge production, the objects they construct and the spaces in which they are set 

in place. 

 

In this specific co-articulation, some opportunities and spaces of action have emerged which deal with 

the digital realm and modes of production, such as the possibilities of technical innovation through the 

development of environmental projects, enhancement and collective and open source coding and 

collaborative production. 

 

In terms of the architectural opportunities to 

deal with the air relating with environmental 

research and media art, three could be 

highlighted.  First, the possibility of constructing 

tools which may allow us to deal (better) with 

the complexity of unstable objects like the air. But 

also we have learnt that they may not only 

permit us to understand better how they operate 

and eventually how to design the air, but also 

learning from media art  they can become 

instruments for seduction, participation and 

making the projects public128. 

 

Although, in this case, no “air design” has been produced (in terms of the material transformation of the 

concentrations), what has definitely been produced are images of the city. These images are part of the 

realm of architects, and have the capacity of reconfiguring ideas about the environment, the city, the 

                                                                    
125 Murphy, Sick Building Syndrome and the Politics of Uncertainty: Environmental Politics, Technosience and 

Women Workers, 18. 

126 Murphy, Sick Building Syndrome and the Politics of Uncertainty: Environmental Politics, Technosience and 

Women Workers; Chen, Animacies. Biopolitics, Racial Mattering and Queer Affect; Barry, Political  Machines: Governing a 

Technological Society; Marres, Material Participation: Technology, the Environment and Everyday Publics. 

127 Murphy, Sick Building Syndrome and the Politics of Uncertainty: Environmental Politics, Technosience and 

Women Workers, 96. 

128  The Project has gained attention in many different contexts, from scientific, educational, media art, 

architecture, environmentalism, journalism, etc. 

 

In the Air. Gran Via´s air (2009) 
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built environment and our ways of living.  This ability to produce references is among the capacities of 

architects. 

 

There is also an opportunity in the citizen collaboration process and in exploiting the experimental way 

of understanding design. Even if design is in itself an experimental practice and producing objects of all 

sorts is our ground practice129, what this project, like many others in the field, enhances is not only the 

production of architectural documents, but of prototypes that may have the capacity to “make a 

difference”, as Haraway asks 130, in the field. 

 

Within urban research, getting to know the relations with the urban fabric 

is fundamental to get to know the real specificities, as we have seen before.  

Then we can think of ways of acting according to the specific conditions, 

outside the box of standardised “solutions”. 

 

Finally, there is the opportunity of giving value to alternative modes of 

producing knowledge other than the official ones from science and 

technology, namely, citizen knowledge as well as that which is produced by 

a combination of different kinds of experts. And the same process holds for 

the devices. We believe, with Pickles,131 that counter mappings have the 

same ontological statuses as scientific ones. They just deconstruct and 

permit reading differently.  

                                                                    
129  Yaneva, The Making of a Building: A Pragmatist Approach to Architecture. 

130 Haraway, “A Game of Cat´s Cradle: Science Studies, Feminist Theory, Cultural Studies.” 

131  Pickles,  A History of Spaces: Cartographic Reason, Mapping and the Geo-Coded World. 

David Gissen. Reconstruction Smoke (2006–

2010) 
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5.4 CONCLUSIONS 

 

In Aeropolis, the air is mostly represented through maps, which are, as the chapter has unfolded, the 

tools not only to 'represent' the air but also to operate in it. We have seen the differences in the modes 

in which different devices allow us to take the air into account.  

 

By looking at what is being accounted for by each map, concentrations, risk or fluctuations, we have 

seen how different agents of Aeropolis are enacted; how there is not one single air, but many which are 

enacted through different devices and practices. As maps, we have seen how they also construct 

territories, those of aerial governance, aero-urban research and political management. By so doing, they 

regulate the politics of the body, the politics of nature and the politics of difference. 

 

However, it may appear as though air quality monitoring is neutral, yet performing a device analysis 

shows that taking the air into account takes place not only in its inscriptions, but mostly in the spaces in 

which it is deployed. So measuring the air is also about public health, monitoring management, media 

art, epidemiology, citizen collaboration, scientific innovation and so on. The unfolding of the variability 

and instability of all these arrangements has enabled us to identify the devices, strategies and realms that 

engender knowing and/or designing the air, as well as its relationship with the urban space. These co-

articulations enhance multiple forms of engagement which vary in contexts, scales and effort.  They 

propose citizens can be receivers of information or producers of it, as producers of projects or 

producers of pollution, but also as victims. With the attempt to imagine possible redistributions of effort, 

responsibilities or life chances the normative implications of those spaces 

have been sought out.  

 

Finally, these maps also construct aerial landscapes which understand the 

air as nature, a resource or toxic, and by looking at the opportunities that 

this enables new spaces for representing, mapping, and designing the air 

and the city have been suggested. And yet, since none have been efficient 

in producing social engagement with air quality, it remains to be seen in 

future research whether the devices, territories and modes of engagement 

of an air will be as a common or as a wasteland. 

 

Through this process we have questioned the advantage of reading these 

devices as inscription devices, to confirm the capacity of maps and 

representations, but at the same time to look for other modes of 

knowledge production and engagement with the air. Through concepts 
 Stoop. Statlab. (2008) 
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including conscription, sensitive or enactment devices, other aerial non-representational devices have 

emerged. These offer other possibilities of taking the air into account, while implying different 

understandings of both the environment (and Nature), our means of knowing (or not knowing) non-

humans like the air as well as how to engage and take action. This research follows the political and 

methodological project of Latour, Stengers and Hinchkliff et.al. about cosmopolitics, (which can be linked 

to Haraway´s proposal on technoscience research). They propose moving away from epistemological 

research and interest in the ways of knowing the world towards a more critical and ontological 

approach in which research seeks to act and “make a difference” in the world132. With this distinction, 

this dissertation does not want to build additional binary distinctions between description/action, 

inside/outside, material/virtual, etc. On the contrary, what the research makes visible is the ambiguity 

and interrelationships between these categories, in the attempt to provide opportunities of action 

within their relationships. 

 

However, expansion of the inscription devices with additional non-representational properties into a 

more complex single device is tempting, and it could indeed produce (or at least attempt) stronger, more 

engaging relations with the air. Instead, from a researcher, practitioner and citizen perspective the 

proposal of this dissertation is the opposite: to multiply the inscriptions and the inscription devices, the 

critical perspectives and the inscription process, while at the same time, multiplying other types of nor-

representational devices like enacting, writing, or sensing. All this amounts to a strategy for “air-design”; 

not taking the air as something out there that has to be represented, but which allows the air to “come 

into being”. 

 

To conclude, we follow Latour in Paris Ville Invisible by proposing that the image of the invisible air (like 

the image of Invisible Paris),  cannot rely on one image only, but on an accumulation of images and 

transfer from one to another. The way of seeing is by moving through them, changing the points of view, 

as Haraway keeps reminding us. And this is precisely the goal of this chapter, to try to produce and 

enhance the accumulation of inscriptions and inscription devices which may allow us to compose, 

depending on the path that each reader may follow, one’s own partial perspective of Madrid´s air. This 

transfer space is the place of the plasma, which paraphrasing Latour is “the invisible air, the political air, 

the air to be composed”133.  

 

But, what of the air have we seen in all these cases? We have seen territorial maps that are not showing 

the air, but the land where the air is erased even in the act of making it visible. Then, recalling on 

Irigaray again; what has been forgotten?  

                                                                    
132 Haraway, “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial Perspective.” 

133 “The original sentence is : C'est le Paris Invisible, c'est le Paris politique, c'est le Paris à composer” . Latour, Ville 

invisible catalogue , 7. 
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Introduction 

 

 

 

Do you remember having seen any of these boxes before? Do you know what they are? 

 

We have, without knowing it, accepted new inhabitants in our cities. These newcomers are boxes with 

no signs, populating residual spaces in both the public and private spheres. Located in squares, side-

walks and public institutions, we have hardly noticed their presence. But they are in fact one of the 

most popular urban digital infrastructures: institutional air quality measuring stations. Their invisibility 

is not a coincidence. This project suggests that they have been the subject of a designed silencing 

process, and that as a consequence, they have received little attention. This chapter proposes to fill this 

gap and, by unfolding their invisibility, aims to understand what and how the air is being sensed, what 

are the material and social assemblages required and how are they, in fact, transforming our urban 

environment. 

 

But, why do these boxes matter? Institutional and scientific accounts of air sensing make the air matter 

in hegemonic and legal ways, where what counts is the validity and objectivity of the data. As a 

consequence, the sensing material infrastructure is disregarded as a mere tool that has to be 

invisibilised. This chapter intends to expand this narrow epistemic space to propose that what matters 

and enables air sensing is not (only) what happens in the data, but mostly outside of it: in the sensing 

apparatus. So counter-intuitively, we will suggest that the material infrastructures and their spatial 

configurations do matter in sensing the air.  But not only: extending this logic further, the spatial 

configuration of the sensors are the spaces in which sensing the air takes place. 

 

Although we will need to run through the case studies to unfold this argument, let us start with an event 

that illustrates this conceptual turn: 
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In 2010, Madrid´s City Council changed the location of some monitoring 

stations from one day to another, These were the ones registering the worst 

concentrations, which ended up in parks or dissapearing. It took some 

months for the political parties in the opposition and Ecologistas en Acción 

to denounce that change publicly, which was identified through the lack of 

coherence in the datasets1. This event put the measuring stations for the 

first time as a political matter of concern, activating on the one hand legal 

procedures, and on the other a public debate through the press. As the 

Attorney of the Environment claimed: “the elimination of the stations in the 

locations of worst pollution does not mean that the affection does not exist; 

only that has not been measured”2. The movement of these stations was a political way of what will be 

called designing aerial numbers
3. As a consequence it broke the datasets, making previous work of data 

collection not valuable for scientific purposes. Breaking the datasets implied stopping our knowledge of 

the air at that specific location, interrupting the traceability of its history. 

 

Relocation of the stations in 2009. Own production. 

                                                                    
1  The name of some monitoring stations disappeared from the datafeeds and new names appeared  instead. It 
was by trying to make sense of that disruption inside the dataset that the communities monitoring the air discovered the 
movement of the stations. 
2   http://elpais.com/diario/2011/01/29/madrid/1296303860_850215.html 
3  This 'design by numbers' was produced by manipulating the general averages to comply with the EU. 
Ecologistas en Acción NGO denounced that many other cities have maked-up pollution shifting the location of measuring 
stations, such as Ávila, Burgos, Córdoba, Granada, León, Madrid, Oviedo, Palencia, Ponferrada, Salamanca, Valencia, 
Valladolid y Zaragoza. http://www.elmundo.es/elmundo/2011/02/04/ciencia/1296820221.html 

Locatoin of monitoring stations in 2008. 

Source:Munimadrid. es 
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This event exemplifies how disruption of the network of the sensing devices (when infrastructures 

break) are the moments in which their implications become visible4. Air sensing becomes 

problematised in political and scientific terms. But more importantly for our argument it shows how 

there is a political investment in the distribution in space of the 

monitoring stations. We cannot separate the content (the measurements) 

from its material context (the location of the stations). 

 

Thus, we will not only be interested in what happens inside the sensors 

and what happens outside them. We will be looking at the material 

infrastructures of sensing and how their apparatus is configured spatially, 

to identify the different ways in which the air can be sensed and the 

material organisations that these devices construct. 

 

Sensing devices. 

 

Sensing devices perform as the physical infrastructures of Aerópolis, which produce a sort of census of 

its inhabitants (aerial concentrations, humans, engagement, institutions, and so on)5. They are then the 

instruments that allow to measure the air or, said differently, aerial concentrations are taken into 

account. 

 

These sensing devices can be considered experimental and demonstrational inscription devices 

configured through very different assemblages, whose capacities are acquired by their deployment. 

They are unstable, mostly digital (but not solely), and produce physical changes in the urban landscape. 

The objective is to prove that the air is not out there to be sensed, but is, rather, constructed through its 

multiple sensing processes. There are three main literatures that look at aerial sensing devices, which 

focus on the shifts in the governamentality of the air, as Whitehead does in State, Science and the Skies, 

Connor´s social understandings of it in The matter of air: Science and Art of the Ethereal or the political 

implications of their deployment that Barry describes in Political Machines: Governing a Technological 

Society. However, as Bickerstaff and Walker have argued the materiality of those processes and their 

implications in the urban space have hardly been accounted for6, which is one of the areas where this 

chapter aims to contribute. 

 

 

                                                                    
4  On the definition of infrastructures see: Leigh and Bowker, “How to Infrastructure.” 
5  This research proposes an analogy between the composition of the air and the composition of a  society, to 
give a more ecological understanding of air measuring in which the air´s agency is distributed among many actors, as will 
be seen along the chapter. 
6 Bickerstaff and Walker, “The Place(s) of Matter: Matter Out of Place - Public Understandings of Air Pollution.” 

Ecologistas en Acción. The space left by an 

eliminated changing station. 
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To unfold the different material scales and implications of the devices we will look at how hardware and 

content are co-produced. We will also analyse the material and spatial assemblages required for these 

modes of sensing, and recognize the type of infrastructure they constitute. These sensing devices are 

digital infrastructures that are commonly named within Computer Science (CS) and Human Computer 

Interaction (HCI) “ubiquitous infrastructures” together with surveillance cameras, traffic sensors or 

other meteorological sensors. These literatures focus mainly on the technical aspect of these devices, 

but due to the collective desire to miniaturise and invisibilise them, their materiality is often dismissed 

as in scientific accounts. This thesis also challenges this invisibility by acknowledging their current 

materiality, and by identifying the specificity of their assemblages to understand which infrastructures 

they are configuring, how they are operating and which are the opportunities that they present in 

terms of their design.  

 

We will also look for the ways in which these devices affect the urban landscape, both in physical and 

conceptual terms; and how (if so) these distributed sensor technologies contribute to generating 

different sensing practices and modes of citizenship.  Within urban studies and more precisely within 

cultural geography, there is literature that has focused on the implications of these technologies in the 

construction of an urban ‘technological unconscious’7; how wireless infrastructures have constructed an 

environment in which code and space are entangled8; and the ways this sensing technologies transform 

our modes of sensing the environment but also the ontological status of the city into a Sentient City9 . 

However, even if these proposals coincide in recognising the virtuality of the city and are suggestive in 

terms of how the urban can be conceptually redefined, the physical impacts of these sensors are often 

disregarded. This dissertation proposes to look for these transformations within the case studies, to 

evaluate in which realm they are operating and to start imagining opportunities for urban and 

architecture designs which take the air and its infrastructures into account. 

 

The chapter is structured as follows:  starting with a brief description of how “sense” has been 

approached conceptually, it proposes an expanded and multiple perspective. Next, two case studies of 

sensing devices operating in Madrid working in very different spheres will be discussed, to acknowledge 

what is at stake when, by altering one of the agents, the whole sensing process is transformed. Both case 

studies have been selected for two reasons: first, because they are the most visible or active sensing 

processes that are taking place in Madrid, and second because they are examples of two generic modes 

of sensing the environment: the institutional-scientific mode and the citizen-sensing one. Drawing on 

Latour and Stewart, the discussion turns to other modes of sensing that legitimise and instrumentalise 

existing practices which have other material and urban implications.  

 

 

                                                                    
7 Thrift, “Remembering the Technological Unconscious by Foregrounding Knowledges of Position.” 
8 Kitchin and Dodge, Code/Space. Software and Everyday Life. 
9 This concept has been developed in different instances by: Crang and Graham, “SENTIENT CITIES  Ambient 
Intelligence and the Politics of Urban Space”; Shepard, Sentient City. Ubiquitous Computing, Architecture and the Future of 

Urban Space. 
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Three main conclusions may be initially proposed: First, different modes 

of sensing the air can be seen as different modes of a same continuum. 

Second, these are infrastructures with a strong material component, and 

what takes place is a redistribution of matter from traditional 

infrastructure locations into other realms.  Finally, the urban space is 

transformed by the appearance of new urban inhabitants, challenging 

ideas of the built environment, buildings, the domestic, public space, 

sense and our bodies in the city. Sensors not only sense the air, but also make airs socio-material 

assemblages transforming the urban space and configuring sense in the city. By knowing how they 

operate we will understand how devices, the air and the urban co-construct each other. This will locate 

their political implications and open up spaces for action.  

Ringelmann scale La Station d'Essais de 

Machines in Paris in 1888 
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4.1 SENSING (THE AIR) 

Odorimeter. Electronic  nose. 

 

As a response to the conceptual trope of the Smart City that is slowly sedimenting in the collective 

imaginary (not only of citizens but also for policy makers and clearly within IT companies), in which 

technology is presented as “the” way to measure, know and manage the environment in alignment with 

scientific and public institutions, other modes of sensing the air that are running in Madrid will be 

identified. They propose alternative ways of engaging with the environment to produce different 

material assemblages. By bringing together notions of sensing from ANT, posthuman and affect theory 

this research proposes a definition of sensing that permits us to expand, include and legitimise non-

technical modes of sensing, as the only way to take the air (fully) into account, and as another way to re-

distribute what matters in air sensing. 

 

To define “sense” in relation to environmental sensing Jennifer Gabrys´ approach in Sensing the 

Experimental Forest will be taken as a point of departure10. From a post-human perspective and drawing 

on A.N. Whitehead, she proposes three definitions that allow us to distinguish (or better, to unite) 

apparently different forms of sensing (feeling, affect, sensing, measuring, etc) and to broaden the 

concept of the sensing process itself. 

 

                                                                    
10 As we do not have the time here to develop theoretically the intersection between these fields we will draw on 
Jennifer Gabrys´work, especially on her paper “Sensing an Experimental Forest: Processing Environments and 
Distributing Relations.” where she does this assembly work. 
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Measuring can be read through Garbys as an “excitation of environments”, where “taking account of 

environments is a way of capturing what is relevant, and through being affected also transforming 

environments as relations”11. The first important distinction here is that measuring steps away from a 

standardized description of something out-there that can be measured, and instead involves an active 

transformation among two entities that are each affected in the process. This affect12 implies a co-

transformation between the air, machines, humans, environments, buildings, and many others, and 

requires the capacity of learning to be affected
13. A transformative capacity is embedded in worlds and 

matter itself. 

 

The second definition is sensing as a process of “´tuning’ the subjects and conditions to new registers of 

becoming”14. The use of the word tuning is crucial for this project´s argument because it focuses the 

attention not necessarily in the quantitative aspects of measuring, but on the interaction that is 

produced (or not) between the entities. These may not be easily measurable in quantitative terms, 

which implies also a certain temporality. This temporality in the case of the air is even more useful 

because of its fluctuability. 

 

In this context and again quoting Gabrys, “sensors are part of a generative process of making 

interpretative acts of sensation possible, and for articulating emerging matters of concern”15. Another 

two important implications are raised here: the first is the processuality of sensing, which helps us to 

read it not as one single measuring event, but as a sequence of different processes.The second is its 

capacity of raising matters of concern. This is relevant because it involves not only physical processes, 

but also sensing as a way of problematising the environment by its ‘issufication’16, or by making things 

come to matter in material terms, through a series of transformations of references or 

transformations
17. 

 

To sum up, this project´s reading of Gabrys is that sensing is a process in which attunements between 

subjects (humans and non-humans18), machines and the environment takes place, which produce a 

certain transformation or affect. Measurement would be one mode of sensation in which the 

transformation is produced through the excitation of environments which intends certain accountability. 

According to what is tuned, the direction and intensity of the process and the instruments mediating 

                                                                    
11 Gabrys, “Sensing an Experimental Forest: Processing Environments and Distributing Relations.” 
12 Although acknowledging the broad literature and debates around affect, we are going to use Chen´s proposal, 
because it engages directly from a toxic perspective, where affect is not necessarily corporeal and it can engage with 
many bodies at once, and includes personal and “subjective” notions as “emotion” or “feeling”. Chen, Mel Y. Animacies. 

Biopolitics, Racial Mattering and Queer Affect. 
13 The notion of learning to be affected is relevant because it implies that affect is not an inherent  condition of 
bodies, but something that can be worked on and developed. Latour, “How to Talk About the Body”. 
14 Gabrys, “Sensing an Experimental Forest: Processing Environments and Distributing Relations,” 5. 
15 Ibid., 4. 
16 Noortje Marres argues that a possible methodology to analyse controversies is by inquiring how  concepts 
become issues of discussion, engagement or awareness. Marres, “The Issues Deserve More Credit Pragmatist 
Contributions to the Study of Public Involvement in Controversy.” 
17 Latour, Pandora´s Hope, 58. 
18 We are sticking here with the notion of the non-human for the coherence with previous chapters,  but from a 
posthuman perspective should be named ‘more-than-human’. 
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sensation can be called feeling, perception, attunement, etc. This position permits us to sidestep the 

dichotomies between machine/body, objective/subjective and material/social, because all of them are 

involved in the sensing process of excitations of environments in which they all get affected. 

 

However, sensing the air is not a singular process but multiple, and produced as a chain of micro-

sensing practices. For this purpose Bruno Latour´s concept of “circulating reference”, as unfolded in his 

case study of the Boa nova forest in the Amazon 19 has been employed. This thesis proposes that  

sensing the air is a process of circulating  references, of transformations of the traces of an object (the 

air in our case, the forest in theirs).Each circulation is a process of tuning (of “alignment” in Latour´s 

words) between the agents. There is a process of transformation, and sometimes that transformation 

involves an inscription.  In some of the transformations standardization or experimental protocols are 

involved, or multiple disciplines (for example, maths or physics), or signs that codify location, material 

properties, or categories. But something that characterises this process is that they are mediated by 

devices. When these devices are inscription devices they transfer matter into signs (and into words), but 

there are also other types of devices which either transform matter into matter and produce bodily 

interactions in which the traceability from one trace to the other is less visible, nonlinear and 

distributed. Even if Rheinberger reminds us that the distinction between devices and inscription devices 

is not necessary20, we will keep it as an analytical instrument to sharpen the differences between the 

different modes of sensing. 

 

The use of the concept of circulating references permits us to follow the traces from object (gas or 

particle) to electric signal, to wave, to binary numbers, to database, to paper or digital visualisation, to 

regulation, to a legal sentence or to an institutional transformation, where there is never a visual 

resemblance between the stages. This methodology of following the traces will enable us to unfold the 

multiple sensing processes, the spaces in which they occur and their material properties and agents. 

Such an attempt seeks to understand the complexity of the sensing processes, but also to identify the role 

of devices in those operations and to open up spaces for action in the transformation of any of its 

properties or agents. 

 

However, two main differences from sensing the air to Latour´s Boanova experiment are worth pointing 

out:  in the air the circulation of references it is not a linear process, but starts branching in many 

different ways very early in each process; involving large changes of scale. And more importantly, it is 

multiple 
21

, not necessarily in an ordered way, but through messiness, simultaneity and overlap.  

 

In order to better describe some of the specificities of sensing the air, two of its properties can be 

reinforced by introducing two more concepts: that of mattering and of atmospheric attunements. 

                                                                    
19 Latour, Pandora´s Hope. 
20 Rheinberger, Toward a History of Epistemic Things. 
21 Gabrys also acknowledges this multiplicity, defining the process as multi directional and with multiple subjects. 
Gabrys, “Sensing an Experimental Forest: Processing Environments and Distributing Relations.” 
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Materialisation or ‘mattering’ coined by Latour22 and developed in the case of the Sick Building 

Syndrome by historian Michelle Murphy23 is useful to emphasize the generative capacity of sensing, 

focusing on the construction process and the social and technical arrangements that permit sensors to 

be enacted. This research suggests that sensing as a process of materialisation of the air, is produced by 

very specific types of assemblages. 

 

The second concept may seem to be at the other side of the range, 

namely feminist anthropologist Kathleen Stewart´s ‘atmospheric 

attunement’24. It permits us to describe attunements with the 

atmospheres of the everyday, with what takes place in routines, while 

engaging with everyday sensibilities25. The concept of atmospheric 

attunements will be useful to describe the processes that take place 

spontaneously, with no apparent order or prior arrangement, and which 

connect subjects and bodies to existing conditions. 

 

With this in mind, this dissertation aims to propose that the sensing 

processes we will see in this chapter are not different in ontological 

terms, but are part of a continuum in which certain roles, agents or 

intensities change: as what the air gives voice to, the reasons, the 

objectives, the types of knowledge involved, the relevance of scientific 

standards, the role of devices and technology in the process, etc. 

 

 These differences configure different modes of sensing, as we will  unpack in the discussion of the case 

studies. This continuum breaks the binaries between objective/subjective sensing, or body/mind 

because all are present in different gradients in each sensing process. We can  therefore bring to the 

front other ways of sensing outside the scientific realm which sense other aerial properties, activate 

different spaces and agents, etc. The target is not to privilege one mode or another, but to produce as 

many and diverse sensing processes as possible, to distribute the agencies and normativities and enhance 

more sustainable relations between humans and non-humans. From this perspective we will look at how 

the air is sensed, but also how it produces acts of sensation and how the air resists to be measured. 

 

                                                                    
22 Latour, “Why Has Critique Run Out of Steam? From Matters of Fact to Matters of Concern.” It has been further 
expanded by: Law, “Matter-ing: Or How Might STS Contribute?” 
23 Murphy, Sick Building Syndrome and the Politics of Uncertainty: Environmental Politics, Technosience and 

Women Workers. 
24 Stewart, “Atmospheric Attunements.” 
25 Which could resonate with what Latour has called ‘peripheral modes of sensation’:  Latour, “Networks, 
Societies, Spheres: Reflections of an Actor-Network Theorist.” 

Sick building syndrome. Source: Murphy, Sick 

Building Syndrome 
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4.2 INSTITUTIONAL SENSING DEVICES 

 

Air quality measuring station of the Integral Air Quality System  of Madrid´s City Council 

 

The Air Quality Surveillance System is part of the Integral Air Quality System of Madrid´s City Council. “It 

is formed by 24 automated remote stations that collect the basic information for atmospheric 

surveillance. They contain the necessary analysers for the correct measurement of gases and 

particles”26.  

 

Deployed in 1987 and modified in 2009, this is the development of Madrid´s first automated network 

approved in 1978. However, the origins of the air quality network go further in time, dating from 1968. 

High levels of pollution in the city (mostly product of fossil fuels) resulted from “the expansion of the city, 

the rise of comforts and quality of life expectations and the improvement of its industry”27. In response, 

the First Regulatory Ordinance of Municipal Action to Combat Atmospheric Pollution in Madrid was 

signed, whose aim was mostly to record and describe the atmospheric conditions of the city. However 

not until 1972 did the first national regulation on air quality appeared, as the Law for the Protection of 
                                                                    
26 It is interesting to notice the vocabulary used to reinforce a scientific and normative approach: surveillance, 
necessary, correct, surveillance, etc. Accessed June 29, 2010 
http://www.mambiente.munimadrid.es/opencms/opencms/calaire/SistIntegral/SistVigilancia/mapa.html 
27 For a full description of the history of the network see: Dirección General de Calidad, Control y Evaluación 
Ambiental n.d., Historia de la Red and Estrategia Local de Calidad del Aire de la Ciudad de Madrid. 
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the Atmospheric Environment, still the legal base upon which directives are implemented. It is 

important to notice that, having analysed all the regulations  of air quality from 1968-2012 this is the 

only moment in which the air itself  is considered to be protected, not as a polluted space which needs to 

be surveilled but as something that has to be protected in its own right. This law established the 

admissible levels of each of the pollutants to regulate it, as a fundamental move in the governance of any 

environmental system. This law gave birth to a new department within the City Council with the 

beautiful name: Fighting Department against Atmospheric Pollution, which set up the first monitoring 

network. This first network used manual devices whose data was collected every day and taken to the 

laboratory through a central organisation. The cheapness of the sensors allowed 48 fixed stations, with 

almost twice the amount of the actual one. 

 

The analysis of these devices is relevant to understand the institutional modes of air sensing, which focus 

mostly on the measuring process to construct data and datasets. However, as has been anticipated, it is 

not a linear but a complex process that includes other modes of sensing where, even if invisibilised, its 

materiality matters. But let us start by looking at what happens inside the measuring stations, within the 

sensing technology, to see how we cannot separate hardware from content.  

 

Air measuring: Exciting the air for datasets 

 

The device has been set up to provide the “official” measurements of air pollution according to EU 

regulations. However, which particles of the air is this device taking as representatives? The components 

that it measures are the basic components requested from the EU28, together with meteorological data 

needed to predict how the air is going to perform (such as wind speed and direction, atmospheric 

pressure, rain detector, radiation detector, and so on). Nevertheless the decision regarding which 

components have to be the representatives of the air is a highly controversial issue29. 

 

The devices that measure these particles and gases are called ‘sensors’, because they measure and 

convert aerial properties into signals, decodable by other machines or humans30. We could say that they 

perform as inscription devices, following the traces of the air, translating from physical reactions to 

electrical outputs, and then to numbers, and then to other types of numbers, in a continuous process of 

circulating references.  

                                                                    
28 They are SO2, NO2, CO, PM10, O3 and hydrocarbons, as a result of the Real Decreto 717/1987. Estrategia Local 
de Calidad del Aire de la Ciudad de Madrid 
29 Bickerstaff and Walker in many of their case studies reveal this fact. Barry in Political Machines: Governing a 

Technological Society does also explain that  for example the components measured are  not the most dangerous for 
human health, which is  the case with particles PM2.5, which as of the  writing of this thesis is starting to be implemented 
in some stations. 
30 A sensor is a “device which detects or measures a physical property and records, indicates, or otherwise 
responds to it”. Oxford Dictionary. 
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In order to look at this circulation let us start following the traces of the air 

in the interior of the sensors. The process of measuring is not produced 

by comparing a standardised unit of measurement (as when using a 

meter to measure a distance), but by producing physical and chemical 

transformations to the air.  It is literally what we have used previously as 

the definition of measurement drawing on Gabrys: an excitation of 

environments where the air is stimulated (SO2), burned (hydrocarbons), 

broken (O3) or percolated (PM)31. They can be seen as experimental 

processes of affecting matter, similar to the first experimental tests with 

the air in the 18th century32. 

 

But the sensing process does not end up here. This excitation of some aerial molecules is only the first 

phase in this transformation of traces. The next process is double and takes place because of the 

instability of the sensors: the calibration of the data and the calibration of the sensors themselves. Data 

calibration is a tuning process, an attunement of the machines both to the environment and to EU 

regulations through calculation. This “correction” process of the data obtained is based on the concept of 

traceability, a chain of comparisons that include uncertainties33, and it is split between the sensing 

device, the routinely external calibrations and the Centre of Operations at the City council. This process 

of calibration is then a process of micro translations of traces that are split in space and time, where the 

objective is to move from traces to traces in order to stabilise them when they “behave” as previous 

datasets did34.  It is a process of comparison and attunement to its previous history to self-calibrate the 

figures as a form of prediction (or a means of anticipating the future). 

 

This calculation process enacts the debate that took place in Paris and London in the transition from the 

“old” practices of chemistry to what was named the “new chemistry” around 1750. From experimental 

processes a whole set of standards and measurements were implemented to give “transferability” and 

“objectivity” to the experiments, introducing  mathematics, statistics and datasets to “correct” the failures 

of the complex measurement instruments which were starting to be produced; a way of objectifying 

knowledge to participate in the construction of the State35. Sensing is, thus, a physical and chemical 

reaction, but also a process of stabilisation of a figure that activates also other disciplines such as 

mathematics and statistics, incorporating EU standards, the history of the air at that location, 

environmental conditions, and other factors. 

                                                                    
31 The technical description of the sensors is provided by the City council in their web page in a document 
produced by them: Analizadores y Tecnicas de Analisis. 
32 Roberts, “The Death of the Sensuous Chemist: The ‘new’chemistry and the Transformation of Sensuous 
Technology.” 
33  From a “primary or national realization of an SI unit to the final measurement result, which may be itself the 
result of many steps of the chain”. National Air Quality Reference Laboratories and the  European Network  AQUILA, 12. 
34  The goal of this process is to eliminate uncertainty of the measuring process, of the device itself,  although the 
definition of the standards does precisely the opposite, it is a process that includes uncertainties and makes them 
explicit, so that the method is present in each of the trace circulations. National Air Quality Reference Laboratories and 
the European Network-AQUILA. 
35 Roberts, “The Death of the Sensuous Chemist: The ‘new’chemistry and the Transformation of Sensuous 
Technology.” 

Horiba NO2 sensor. 
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The production of data is presented publicly as a scientific procedure 

facilitated by a technical device, but two apparently technical 

“improvements” have had important normative implications: automated 

and real time monitoring. Automation implies that there are no humans 

involved in the sensing process (previously there were the technicians of 

the City Council that needed to go every day to collect the samples and take 

them to the laboratory). But if in the Boanova forest the forest became the 

lab, in this case sensors became their own laboratories, when the sensing 

labs were displaced to the public space. Their primary operation is to 

speak from machine to machine, detecting, computing and 

communicating.  But this automation happens also in real time, a shift 

(from previous daily measurements) that changed the way in which we 

think about the atmosphere, from the description of past performances of 

the air to understand how it operates, into the aim of predicting and informing the population. As an 

event can be anticipated Mark Whitehead defines sensors as classical objects of governmentality36. 

However, this thesis aims to argue that their governmentality is not so much linked in practice to their 

prediction capacities, but instead with their capacity to build up datasets (as inscription devices). These 

datasets construct the archive of the air at specific locations, and they become the real governmental 

instruments37. 

 

Within the sensor, measurements do not capture an air “out there”, but a process in which machines, the 

air (at a very precise location) and the EU (through regulation) are attuned. They perform as 

'transparency devices'38, whose aim is to make publicly transparent the City Council´s aerial 

management. But as Harvey et al. point out, they also have collateral effects and affects which may not 

be the desired responsibility and action towards air pollution, but suspicion and hyper-vigilance39, 

scepticism on the motivations of governments and industry 40 or passivity41. So instead of eliminating 

uncertainty, they in some cases increase it. 

 

As we have seen so far, the sensing process which focuses on the data is already spatial and material and 

it cannot be separated from its hardware. The measuring process is “outside the box” and connected to 

its material environment.  The devices are unstable and messy instruments of governamentality. 

                                                                    
36 Whitehead, State, Science & the Skyes. 
37 Objects of governmentality have been developed by: Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge. 
38 Harvey, et. al, “Anticipating Failure: Transparency Devices and Their Effects.” 
39 Ibid. 
40 Bush, Moffatt, and Dunn, “Keeping the Public Informed?”; Bickerstaff and Walker, “The Place(s) of  Matter: 
Matter Out of Place - Public Understandings of Air Pollution”; Bickerstaff and Walker, “Clearing the Smog? Public 
Responses to Air-quality Information.” 
41 Barry, Political Machines: Governing a Technological Society. 

Boyle, Air Pump (1659) 
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Tuning a socio-technical assemblage: High-tech sensitive buildings 

for machines.  

 

The assemblage and deployment of the sensors produce more sensing processes, and keep, in a less 

linear manner, traces in circulation and transformation, multiplying them and distributing them to many 

different realms. By looking at these assemblages we will recognise the spaces and agents that are 

involved, their relationships and agencies, to identify the spaces for intervention, the types of 

engagement that they are producing and the digital infrastructures that are being assembled.  

 

_Top down deployment: City Council, international technological 

companies, national standardisation institutions.  

The Air Quality Surveillance System is deployed by the City Council´s Area of the Environment. However 

if there is an event in the prediction there are protocols that activate almost the whole City Council, 

producing a collective attunement between diverse institutional areas42.  

 

But not only is the City Council engaged in the deployment of the sensors. For them to work, a whole set 

of international companies, local and national institutions and artificial materials need to be operating. 

This operation in turn depends on the manufacturers of the sensors, on who does the calibration, and 

how standards are determined. They produce new types of attunement to Madrid´s air sensing by 

economic interests, scientific research ambitions or managerial interests. 

 

The fabrication of the sensors requires the attunement of the air and the City Council with international 

technological companies43, while the calibration processes require the attunement with a broad set of 

national and local scientific institutions44, who are set into play  in order to “properly” sense (or 

“correctly measure”, as they claim)45. But what are the standards that serve as references for this 

calibration process46? They can be multiple47. But as for measuring distance, the steel bar was produced 

as the reference of the meter, in the case of gases, synthetic airs are produced (after the directive  

                                                                    
42 This fact reveals how deeply related the air is with other areas of management out of “the environment”. 
43 Sensors come from very different countries: gases sensors are from Japan (Horiba), particles are  american 
(TEON), hydrocarbons are French, and there is only one Catalan piece of equipment (benzo pireno, MCV).There used to 
be a company in Tres Cantos (SIRSA, Madrid) but they do not produce anymore and they only provide maintenance. This 
reveals how the city does not produce any of the devices and relies on international technological production. 
44 The department has its internal Quality Laboratory, but for example for the calibration of O3, they are 
contrasted with the National Laboratory of Reference (Instituto de Salud Carlos III), and the interpolation exercises are 
led by the Ministry of Economy and Innovation (I+D), coordinated by the Ministry of the Environment.  
45 The regulation which deals with calibration is the RT 102, an adaptation of the Directiva 96/62/CE. 
46 A standard is an object, system, or experiment that bears a defined relationship to a unit of measurement of a 
physical quantity. 
47 In this case the EU proposes that  it can be multiple: can be a reference unit part of the International SI System 
of Units, such as mass measurement, or a reference material, or an internationally recognised scale, a method defined in a 
widely recognised international standard, a realization of an established measurement method or the traceability to a 
recognised laboratory.  In the case of gases, for example, the official laboratories, organised in a European network called 
Aquila project  produce “gas standards”, producing “synthetic air” (in high concentrations). AQUILA.  
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2008/50/CE). However, these are unstable materials in themselves48, increasing the instability and the 

uncertainty of the standardization process49. 

 

_Displacement of matter: from urban space to scattered interior 

institutional spaces. 

By looking at how this hardware is distributed in space we can see that part of the ubiquitousness of 

this digital infrastructure lays in the invisibility of the monitoring stations in the public space, but not 

because they are immaterial. The argument proposed here is that the 

heavy materiality that had been a property of urban infrastructures, such 

as roads or bridges, has shifted to other materials and places but it does 

still exist. Following the traces of the data will enable us to identify their 

location and properties. 

 

The deployment of the monitoring stations produces colonising public 

spaces, either municipal property as “Juntas de Distrito” or in the street, 

where their position is regulated by the EU50. Location is fundamental for 

these digital infrastructures because it cannot measure at a distance, as 

CCTV cameras can for example. Sensors need to be located where the 

measurements want to be taken, in their environments51. 

 

But they do not only colonise public spaces but also hack public services 

as electricity and telephone (RDSI, voice and data)52. This requirement 

makes them parasites of the existing supply network. Nonetheless the 

miniaturisation process of the sensors taking place in other cities 

(Santander, Songdo) makes them parasite also on other infrastructures, 

such as light poles or traffic signs, producing hybrid infrastructures, which 

are, nonetheless, still blackboxed. 

 

The other physical spaces that are part of the infrastructure belong to 

different contexts and have different sizes and technical requirements, 

locations, and symbolic properties. They are common attributes of other 

digital infrastructures (as traffic monitoring) that are invading public 

                                                                    
48  When synthetic air it is diluted to become “ambient air” and then used as a comparison material, its 
components get less stable and become therefore less standards. AQUILA. 
49 Lezaun, “The Pragmatic Sanction of Materials: Notes for an Ethnography of Legal Substances.” 
50 They have to keep a certain distance to sidewalks, to buildings and emission sources, and they need to be in a 
clear location, without trees which obstruct measurements and deposit leaves. Cristobal, Angeles (2012, March 6). Jefa 
de Servicio de Protección de la Atmósfera. Personal interview. 
51 This locality is already embedded in its units: concentrations are measured in volume (accounted in 
micrograms per cubic meter), a fundamental shift in the description of the air that took into account its spatiality . 
Whitehead, State, Science & the Skies. 
52 Analizadores y Técnicas de Análisis. Area de Gobierno de Medio Ambiente Madrid, Analizadores y Técnicas de 
Análisis.  

Integrated sensors to lightpole in Media City, 

South Korea 

City Council´s air monitoring computer room. 
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institutions. In order to find them let us continue following the traces from 

the sensors. 

 

In the Air Quality Surveillance System, data arrives in real time through 

telephone lines53 to a small room in the “technical floor” of the Area of the 

Environment54 of the City Council, where ten computers process the data 

and store it. The small scale of the room reveals the lack of connectivity 

with other networks, which in other contexts might require large 

datacenters the size of large buildings or warehouses, colonising the limits 

between the urban and the rural and utilising military security 

strategies55.  As we have seen before, this space is crucial because it is 

where aerial datasets are constructed, where the traces with more political 

capacity of this whole sensing process are stored. They can then be read 

as some sort of ‘heterotopias’, where knowledge and time are stored but 

are not accessible56. 

 

From the computer room only real time data is translated into lights in the 

control panel. This is the space in which the control of the monitoring 

process takes place, and where humans can visualize the sensed air. In 

general, they have become the spaces of representation of the network, 

perhaps because they are in fact the only identifiable physical spaces, as is 

demonstrated in its historical report57. They enact control and power 

through the enhancement of technological displays such as computer and 

TV monitors or control panels, in tune with the imaginary of the Smart 

City58. However, it is also interesting to notice how they have moved back 

to the 60s and 70s post war icons of the secret and hyper technological 

control rooms. A research of this iconicity would be an interesting path of 

future research, in the attempt to construct new imaginaries. 

 

Interestingly enough the control room does not exist anymore and has 

been substituted by an “auditorium”, which is used for educational and 

communication purposes. A new kind of attunement is meant to emerge 

(or not) occasionally, that of a public attunement with the air (or the City 

Council Management of it) through communication and education. 

 

                                                                    
53 Not complying with the Ubicomp myth of wireless data transfer. 
54 It is the Area of the Environment and Mobility since 2011. 
55 Graham, “Data Archipielagos.” 
56 Foucault, “Of Other Spaces.” 
57 Dirección General de Calidad, Control y Evaluación Ambiental, Historia de la Red de Vigilancia.   
58 As can be seen in the images of the digital infrastructures of London or Sao Paulo. 

City Council´s first control room 

 

Songdo´s control room (2012) 

City Council´s auditorium 

Doctor Who´s control room (1972) 
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All these spaces are invisible because they are, with the exception of the auditorium, exclusively 

accessible by the City Council. However, almost as an intrinsic property of infrastructures the network 

became visible when it “broke”, as we have seen in the introduction. This was an event that did not take 

place in the air (it was not a tornado that blew the monitoring stations away). Rather, the event took 

place in its political context, the monitoring stations were relocated by the 

City Council. This event can be considered as part of the sensing process, 

producing a public political attunement which not only raised matters of 

concern and problematised the environment but also activated and 

deployed other agents and other inscription devices and inscriptions such 

as legal complaints, articles in the press, the local police, criminal 

laboratories or diffusion tubes. These activations constructed an 

atmosphere of public awareness of the political implications of the 

devices. It could be said that through this collective attunement sensors 

became visible. 

 

_Aerial sensing digital infrastructure: unmovable, wired buildings for 

machines. 

A new sensing process emerges out of the materiality of the devices 

themselves. As we have seen, sensors are fragile technical objects which 

are not only affected by the process of sensing and de-calibration (as if 

they got tired of sensing), but are also very sensitive to external 

conditions: to temperature (which implies that they need air conditioning 

devices to keep them stable), direct sun, but also paradoxically to dust. But 

they are not only fragile to the environment, but also to humans, as they 

are very sensitive to vandalism and mishandling. This is why they are 

racked and protected within steel boxes, which are cheap, easy to build 

anti-vandalism containers. It is difficult to know whether to call these 

cages boxes, sheds, infrastructures, urban furniture or even buildings. It 

could be fruitful to think them as buildings for machines, aligned to other 

spaces that are part of digital infrastructures, such as datacenters or 

electric infrastructures59. Looking at them in this light may permit us to 

think them in architectural terms, and therefore provide them with more 

complexity as we think of how to eventually increase their infrastructural capacities60.  

 

 
                                                                    
59 There is no space here to develop this path, but for further researches it would be interesting to connect these 
boxes with the architectural history of buildings for machines. Some related opportunities will be outlined in the 
conclusion of this thesis. 
60 The mathematician Günter developed the notion of policontexturality as a condition of the systems that have, 
by their structure, more capacities of growth, change and resilience. Those conditions have been  proposed as 
infrastructural condition, because enable more things to happen. Günther, “Life as Poly- Contexturality.”Thank you Jordi 
Claramonte for the reference. 

Madrid´s Mayor and the Attorney of the 

Environment 

City Council´s air monitoring station interior 
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The assemblage that the sensors are configuring is an infrastructure of “unmovable” distributed boxes 

which are parasitic upon energy networks, hack public spaces, and are wired to control rooms and 

auditoriums.  Specific types of attunements emerge when there are aerial or political events, which 

connect to law, police, the media, or the council. These are occasions in which aspects of the air are 

explicated through different channels and inscriptions. So ubiquitous digital infrastructures are not 

immaterial but occupy a whole set of distributed spaces between urban space, interior spaces of public 

institutions and the empty lands at the limits of the city, allowing us to rethink the properties of urban 

infrastructures as unstable, sensitive hackers of space and deeply energy related to specific locations.  

 

Urban affects: landscape of camouflaged prosthesis of the city 

 

One of the hypotheses of this thesis is that institutional sensing devices do not only measure the air to 

obtain data, but also transform the urban landscape. However even if they are already in the public 

space, they have suffered various processes of invisibilisation because 

they are considered “just” the hardware that produces the data and 

therefore do not matter. This invisibilisation process has been designed as 

a result of different decisions that respond to a whole set of technical, 

spatial and economic reasons. 

 

The first invisibilisation relates to their location within the urban space. 

Even though their position is regulated, they tend to be located in residual 

spaces, which give them less visibility. The second relates to their design: 

as blank steel boxes they can be related to electric racks or other 

infrastructural boxes that emerge in our sidewalks, which usually have no signs of their content, no 

windows, nothing that reveals or informs of what it is inside. The third invisibilisation relates to its 

content: moving data, instant sensing and inscribing processes that are coded for citizen´s 

understanding. So even if the black box could be opened, only blinking machines could be found. The last 

invisibilisation relates to the language in which they are described, referring to metaphors of virtuality 

that they are producing: ubiquitous, the cloud... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ecologistas en Acción protest suggesting how 

air quality should be informed to citizens 
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All the stations in Madrid pictured by the City Council for their webpage. Some of them are not even visible in the pictures. 

Source: www.munimadrid.es 
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Madrid´s Head of Air Quality Area of the City Council claims that “nobody designs them”61. However the 

opposite could be argued, that they have been very carefully designed. In her own words:  “they are 

made of cheap and resistant materials to protect the sensitive technology, 

the jalousies were added to avoid the hanging of advertisements and 

posters and the green colour was decided to camouflage them"62. So their 

design is the result of a testing process, where no professional designers 

have been involved but which responds to material, contextual and 

environmental conditions of their deployment. 

 

And yet these buildings for machines are starting to be considered as 

something that needs to be integrated in the urban space, being decorated 

to match their contexts, with nature, urban or scientific 'styles'63. Thus all 

these strategies are to camouflage, design “make up” that does not 

transform the way in which we could relate to the sensing process, the air 

or public digital infrastructures. 

 

This designed invisibility, which is assumed to be part of the “integration” 

of ubiquitous technologies in their environment, can be a problem. When 

the object is not visible, neither are its normative and power relations, as 

Ann Galloway suggests64. This thesis claims that making them visible could 

multiply their infrastructural capacities and provide them with more 

political power. Making them visible could exploit their potential to move 

towards a more symmetrical relationship between humans, the urban and 

the environment, as will be explored in the conclusions. 

 

However, no matter what the designed invisibility of the steel boxes is, 

their presence in public spaces is representing an institutional network of 

control and surveillance. They mark the spaces that matter to be sensed. 

For example, within green areas they divide what belongs to the urban and 

what does not, domesticizing them with an image of institutional control of 

the environment. And yet, this control cannot be hidden once and for all 

because the antennas and sensors need to get out of the box and into the 

air, reminding us that the landscape is eternally surveilled.   

                                                                    
61 Cristobal, Angeles (2012, March 6). Jefa de Servicio de Protección de la Atmósfera. Personal interview. 
62 Ibid.. 
63 Apparently there was in Madrid a “futuristic” one as a result of an architecture competition, but it  opened from 
above and it was dangerous for the maintenance stuff so it was eliminated in a month. Cristobal, Angeles (2012, March 
6). Jefa de Servicio de Protección de la Atmósfera. Personal interview. 
 In other networks there have also been attempts to “design” them.  In Bilbao they have produced a transparent one, as a 
demonstration device. In the Belver park in Mallorca it looks like a hut, and in Zaragoza graffiti were commissioned by 
the city council. 
64 Galloway, “Intimations of Everyday Life. Ubiquitous Computing and the City.” 

Measuring station in Donosti 

 

Camouflaged electric rack 

 

Toledo´s measuring station 
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Sensing beyond sense  

 

The air that is designed through this sensing process does not manage aerial concentrations in real time 

as other responsive ubiquitous infrastructures do (such as traffic monitoring devices that regulate traffic 

in real time). It is a sensing process which does not have an immediate effect, but rather is produced 

through accumulation and memory constructing aerial datasets and regulations. 

 

As an assemblage, the institutional monitoring network is building a new sensorium of a small network 

of interconnected and centralised sensing devices where machines “sense beyond sense” 65 out of our 

human range of sensation. It is a machine-to machine sensing process, which locates humans “in a new 

field of sensation-automatic, but also collective, and “out there””66and extends the body to an ‘urban 

sensorium’. However, the circulation of these traces does not reach a broad public, and neither is it 

visible in the public space. So in this case it could be argued that they are not prosthesis to our bodies 

that expand our senses as Shepard suggests in his Sentient City67. They are prosthesis to the city, which 

become a sensing technology as much as a field of sensation68, as a process of combined political-

ecological and socio-cultural transformations 
69. 

                                                                    
65 Gabrys, “Automatic Sensation: Environmental Sensors in the Digital City,” 4. 
66  Ibid. 
67 Shepard, Sentient City. Ubiquitous Computing, Architecture and the Future of Urban Space. 
68 Gabrys, “Automatic Sensation: Environmental Sensors in the Digital City.” 
69 Swyngedouw, “Metabolic Urbanization. The Making of Cyborg Cities.” 
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4.3 CITIZEN SENSING DEVICES 

Air Quality Egg 

 

This device is “a community-led air quality sensing network that gives people a way to participate in the 

conversation about air quality”70. The project was born in 2011, by participants of the Internet of 

Things Meetups in New York City and Amsterdam, together with members of the already existing 

Patchube71, the most popular open web based device to upload sensor´s data. It was initiated at a 

workshop on November 18th at De Waag, a centre for digital media in Amsterdam, where hardware and 

software people, scientists and concerned citizens attended. Events soon followed with incredible 

velocity: another workshop was held at Eyebeam (NYC) on December 2nd, and Medialab-Prado (Madrid) 

joined on 2012 incorporating the project as a “case study” for their recently inaugurated Sentient City 

Lab72. 

 

The goal of the project was to build a cheap and independent air quality sensing device to allow citizens 

to “understand or change the local dynamics of pollution that affect you”73. So it can be argued that two 

main features are proposed in this device: an emphasis on locality and a direct relationship between the 

                                                                    
70 This is the presentation that they make of themselves in their webpage. www.airqualityegg.com 
71 During the project Pachube got rebranded into Cosmo and in May 2013 has been sold and rebranded again into 
Xively. 
72 This group emerged in October 2011 from the self-organised collective group of Fridays Open Lab, in which 
people from different contexts, mostly programmers and tech people gather to play around and engage with different 
projects. Sentient City Lab expanded the group of participants to people interested in architecture and smart cities.  
73 Www.airqualityegg.com 
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environment and the self, as part of an individualised society in which the relationship with the 

environment is less about global concerns such as climate change or the Amazon forest, but which 

becomes significant only when it confronts the individual and its everyday practices 74.  

 

It is clarified from the beginning of their webpage that the objective is not to collect data, but to allow 

participation in the conversation through the action of measuring, in conscious opposition to the 

institutional mode of sensing. Although it is equally technologically driven, with the fantasy of the 

Internet of Things as the driver for social cohesion, a renovation of the social contract and the 

construction of a more sustainable and democratic city75. What is at stake is the possibility of citizens to 

sense their own environment and to produce independent data.  

 

But not only: the device also challenges some of the presuppositions of the scientific-policy making 

sensing process,  showing how the fact that the object can be touched (and built) makes air sensing 

relevant for a community of practice. It also proves that content and hardware cannot be separated (as 

the previous device did) and demonstrates that the material conditions of the apparatus matter. By 

shifting a few conditions such as the price of the sensors or who deploys the network, a whole sensing 

process is reconfigured, transforming the type of infrastructure that it constitutes as well its affects in 

the city.  

 

Air mattering: Sensing as constructing matters of concern. 

 

If in the institutional mode of sensing the focus was measuring for the construction of a figure (the data), 

in this independent sensing process what is intensified is its capacity of “making interpretative acts of 

sensation possible and articulating emerging matters of concern”76. To reinforce this generative capacity 

we have referred to the concept of 'mattering'  and named this process a mattering way of sensing, to 

look at how the device makes things matter in different ways.  

 

The Air Quality Egg senses aerial concentrations of NO2 and CO77. It provides a figure, but it is stated 

from the beginning that, because of a conscious decision to use cheap sensors (balancing budget, 

resolution and accessibility) the data obtained is not scientifically valid, it is relevant only if compared 

with others in time and space78. So what the device permits us to know are the trends of the air. 

                                                                    
74 Macnaghten, “Embodying the Environment in Everyday Life Practices.” 
75 Goals description of the Sentientcitylab. Medialab Prado, accessed January 22, 2013. http://wiki.medialab-
prado.es/index.php/Sentient_City_Lab_2011 
76 Gabrys, “Sensing an Experimental Forest: Processing Environments and Distributing Relations,” 4. 
77 “These two gases are the most indicative elements related to urban air pollution that are sense-able by 
inexpensive, DIY sensors!” So what can be sensed depends on the technology selected, not so much on the specificities of 
the components of the air or the locations in which it wants to be measured. Air Quality Egg, accessed April 12, 2013. 
http://airqualityegg.com. 
78 So the sensor may be able to tell if the air at one precise moment is better or worse than yesterday, or better or 
worse than in your friend´s place. It becomes a relational figure, not an absolute one. 
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It is precisely the value of the data one of the key points of discussion around this device, because its 

validity depends on the context79. What counts as “valid data” is one of the biggest controversies in any 

sensing process of the air, which states the limits between science and citizen science and what is the 

value of each. As a frequent debate that the project raises, one post commenter claims: “Don´t look like 

idiots by jumping without understanding the science”80. Here 'science' stands mostly for the knowledge 

about sensors technology, more than the knowledge on air quality. The same commenter continues: “I 

am all over the idea of more spatial resolution in monitoring, but not at the cost of adding more ‘noise’ 

into it and potentially destroying a system that took decades to build up”.  

 

What is confronted in this controversy is a supposedly costly, clean and 

valid process of scientific monitoring, against a noisy amateur way of 

getting to know the air. This is precisely the contradiction we are trying to 

dissolve by levelling all modes of air sensing in this chapter. 

 

AQE participants respond to “scientific accounts” that they are precisely 

“deconstructing“ that process81, proposing other ways of framing the 

discussion by asking: “better data, for WHO?”82. Through this question they 

make visible some dichotomies that arise between institutional and citizen 

sensing modes: 

 

-Quantity versus quality. For the AQE the more data the better, independently of its quality, and for this 

reason sensors need to be cheap83. So each of the devices provides not only one measurement of the air, 

but gives a voice to citizens to speak (about the air?), as “a collective voice which can´t be ignored”84. 

 

-Access versus precision and calibration. Because of the cost of accurate sensors and calibrating 

processes, what they claim is that the “PRIMARY purpose of this project is accessibility”85. Accessibility 

is intended in terms of open source hardware (arduino, 3D printing and the like) and software, and the 

selection of sensor components based on affordability and availability. So versus a precise figure of what 

the air is in a precise moment what is being proposed is a whole set of economic and legal reasons that 

give the “citizen” the capacity to own and interact with the physical device. Against their understanding 

of the normative implications of having to delegate the calibration process to high technological systems, 

companies and institutional laboratories they propose to distribute the calibration process across the 

network, as a way of redistributing sense to a whole community of devices that self-regulate among 

                                                                    
79 It is valued within makers, journalists, citizens, but des-legitimised in scientific contexts. 
80  http://blog.cosm.com/2011/12/you-can-help-build-open-air-quality.html. 
81 “Leif in a video” http://blog.cosm.com/2012/04/airqualityegg-why-sensor-calibration.html#more 
82 Emphasis in the original. Cosm, accessed April 2, 2012. http://blog.cosm.com/2012/04/airqualityegg-why-
sensor-calibration.html#more. 
83 They claim in their webpage: “It's true, we do not have access to the technology that builds $50,000 air quality 
sensor systems, but we do have the ability to put 50,000 $100 sensors systems into a city Air quality Egg, Accessed  April 
2, 2012. www.airqualityegg.com. 
84 www.airqualityegg.com 
85 Emphasis in the original. Cosm, accessed April 2, 2012. http://blog.cosm.com/2012/04/airqualityegg-why-
sensor-calibration.html#more 

Air Quality Egg prototype 
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themselves. Instead of using the institutional network as the calibration reference, as is being done in 

most DIY projects, their proposal is to have their own devices as the reference, by interpolating among 

them. In this process, devices do not only need to tune with the environment, but also among 

themselves86.  

 

-measuring versus data. In the documentation of the project it is made 

clear that they do not know what to do with the data: “smart people 

among us will find savvy ways to interpret this data”. So in this chain of 

circulating references the use of the inscription is not what validates the 

knowledge, because “the act of measuring is more important than the 

actual numbers that you get”87. So in these devices  the act of sensing is 

what counts, what has political value as opposed to the dependency on 

the data of the institutional sensing devices. 

 

By focusing the sensing process on mattering and its capacity of raising matters of concern the device 

operates as a problematisation device of the institutional mode of sensing. It does so by opening up the 

deployment of the device, revealing doubts and uncertainties as a way of opening up science to produce 

engagement88. As a result, what matters are the normative implications of the device and the practices 

that it enables, as the spaces for political action. 

 

Mattering a socio-technical assemblage: collective aerial 

electrodomestics 

 

If mattering as a sensing process can be a way of problematising the environment, as we have seen 

analysing what happens inside the sensor, when looking at how the device is built and deployed this 

thesis would like to expand the  notion of mattering, emphasizing its construction capacity into the 

construction of socio-material worlds. The Air Quality Egg activates a range of different social 

organisations or different forms of infrastructural funding. Or to say it differently:  whole new 

assemblages are required to make the air matter as an issue of common interest 89 and ends up 

configuring a different way of understanding urban infrastructures. 

 

                                                                    
86  In Madrid it was suggested to use O3, NO2 and NOx to auto calibrate sensors, comparing each gas against the 
other. In this case the tuning process goes further and does not only require the atunement between devices or with the 
air, but the air becomes the calibrator itself. Air Quality Egg, Accessed June 13,2013. 
http://airqualityegg.wikispaces.com/Data+Quality 
87 Comment of one of the participants of a workshop in Madrid. Excites, Accessed June 13, 2013. 
http://uclexcites.wordpress.com/2012/04/03/diy-techniques-in-practice-building-an-air-quality-egg/ 
88 Lidskog, and Sundqvist, Governing The Air. The Dynamics of Science, Policy, and Citizen  Interaction. 
89 Law, “Matter-ing: Or How Might STS Contribute?”; Murphy, Sick Building Syndrome and the Politics of 

Uncertainty: Environmental Politics, Technosience and Women Workers. 

Air Quality Egg Shield for Nanode. Source: 

solderpad 
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_Bottom up deployment:  DIY, Tech-community, art- technology institutions, 

and crowd-funding. 

The Air Quality Egg proposes alternative ways of producing, funding, and constructing digital 

infrastructures, introducing new agents and spaces in the material assemblage of air sensing. First, it 

displaces the production of the devices from a techno-scientific environment to a citizen one.  It also 

expands the amount of people involved in those processes, as well as redefining the social organisations 

that link them: from companies and institutions to unregulated groups of citizens who engage in 

different ways. 

 

The project emerged from a spontaneous coordination between international groups dispersed in cities 

from EU and USA, to produce a prototype built collectively through Do It Yourself (DIY) methodology. 

This groups were constituted by “a fantastic mix between hardware engineers, software developers, and 

"philosophers" (i.e. non-technical participants who wanted to contribute in whatever ways they 

could)”90.  This reveals how technically the group is invested, and how in a different way the distribution 

of knowledge capacities is again split between experts (makers) and non-experts (citizens), even though 

participants share an ideological-political context. But besides the questionable multidisciplinareity of 

the team, what is relevant is the participation of non-experts, the international collaboration deployed 

and the multiplicity of ways of engaging with this sensing process91. 

 

The spaces for the fabrication of the prototype have been displaced from 

high- tech international companies to international medialabs and art and 

technology institutions (generally the most visible and institutional ones 

of each city), such as Eyebeam, de Waag, or Medialab Prado. However, after 

its main launch, other institutions and groups are engaging with it92 

enabling a chain of attunements with different aspects of the project that 

are then developed independently, and having the device tuned itself, in 

material terms. The financing of the project was produced collectively by 

crowdfunding93, reaching 39 thousand dollars in four days94, an amount 

and speed that allows to sense the interest in the project as an international and distributed economical 

attunement with the air and DIY production. It could be said then that the device ‘mattered’ collective 

and citizen construction and funding of digital infrastructures, distributing its production in art-related 

contexts. 

                                                                    
90 Which emerges as a citizen alternative in how to measure and take the air into account. In this multiplicity, it is 
a story also constructed by the assemblage of multiple independent voices which sometimes overlap and contradict. Air 
Quality Egg, Accessed June 13, 2012.Www.Airqualityegg.com 
91 Even though the design and the production of the prototype was led by one person and 5 other people 
participated, showing how participatory design requires different stages and intensities of participation. 
92  Such as Excite (UCL London) or Citizense (Barcelona), among others. 
93 Four months after the beginning of the project they went to Kickstarter, the most popular platform that 
promotes projects to be collectively funded by personal donations. This new mode of funding, also integrated in the 
Internet of Things protocols, has produced  radical changes in the production  of some environments such as in music or 
cinema. The possibility of using these funding strategies for larger and more complex projects, such as infrastructures or 
urbanism is under debate for political reasons.  
94 Air Quality Egg, Accessed June 13, 2012, Www.airqualityegg.com 

Prototyping the Air Quality Egg in Medialab 

Prado, Madrid 
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_‘Aerial urban electrodomestics’ as urban infrastructures  

Sensors are meant to be located outside a (domestic) space, transmitting wirelessly to an interior “egg 

base station” which inscribes the data in the web based platform Pachube95. In terms of their materiality 

and design, “sensors have been removed to a cheap, nondescript box and the Egg has been re-

positioned inside and given a button and an LED. This gives a way for the user to actually create and 

receive feedback from the community. What that actually is has not yet 

been defined”96. So sensors are again outside and literally steel-blackboxed, 

whereas the egg´s shape and the “interactive” button have the aim of 

producing “user engagement with the purposes of building community”. 

There is the aspiration of a future engagement that is not being defined, as 

a way of designing without knowing the purpose, as some sort of “open 

design” proposal. 

 

The project has the aim of building a micro-network of ubiquitous sensors 

with the fantasy of covering the whole territory. It could be argued that 

they are not in the realm of public infrastructures, but more in the realm of 

what could be named aerial urban-electrodomestics, as temporary, self-

managed instruments to deal with our daily life and interests, which are 

mobile and quite invisible. However, if compared with other instruments which could be also read as 

aerial urban-electrodomestics, such as ecometers, by creating a network they bridge the private and the 

collective, requiring to use the domestic space but only making sense as a collective device.   

 

Nevertheless, like ecometers, they do also have components of publicity97: on the one hand they are 

demonstrational objects, in the sense that the community has tested the possibility of building cheap 

sensors in a collaborative way and a different framing of what citizen engagement can or should be. 

They are also devices that can only exist if made public, because in order to produce engagement they 

need to be visible, as the effort in publicity made by the main agitators of the project continuously 

mention in their reports. This leads to an overproduction of informational platforms alternative to the 

coordination ones, such as social networks, presence in workshops, seminars and working groups etc. 

However, references also circulate in this attunement, as the documentation of the process through 

different means, mediated by inscription devices that are set up to manage and enhance that 

attunement (such as an air quality egg web page, wiki and google groups page). But they are not only 

demonstrational; they are also very unstable devices that require a lot of human surveillance, 

maintenance and care, from people with knowledge on electronics98. To monitor the air, the sensors 

need to be monitored themselves as infrastructures that require attention. 

                                                                    
95 See diagram published by the team. Notice how it shows the brand of Pachube platform.  Air Quality Egg, 
Accessed June 13, 2012, Www.airqualityegg.com   
96 Cosm. Accessed April 2, 2012, http://blog.cosm.com 
97 Marres, “The Cost of Public Involvement Everyday Devices of Carbon Accounting and the Materialization of 
Participation.” 
98 Alvarellos, Sara (2013, July 25). Developer of Internet of Things Madrid. Personal interview. 

Air Quality Egg components. Source: 

www.airqualityegg.com 
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_Redistribution of matter to the private. 

In terms of the physical spaces that they require, there is a big shift from the previous case study. 

Smaller and more ubiquitous, their deployment is transferred from the public space to the domestic, and 

instead of requiring very specific locations, they can be implemented in windows, balconies and 

terraces. Here the computing room has muted into an egg-like object, and the control room into the 

web page located in Pachube in which all the other measurements are 

uploaded, as a distributed form of control (although still virtually 

centralised). Their ubiquitousness is also limited by their dependency on 

electrical and telephone networks. 

 

Environmental matters of concern had already been transferred to the 

domestic, and public infrastructures have extensions of their networks in 

the private realm, such as water pipes. The difference with the AQE is that 

it requires the domestic to hold its most relevant devices.  The interior 

space is not the arena where environmental issues are discussed or problematised by humans receiving 

the information. The problematisation happens just by the existence of the device in the home. And yet 

compared to the ecometer it does not relate to personal everyday practices (one cannot reduce their 

energy consumption or pollutants emissions by having the device), but enhances other types of 

interaction. 

 

_Airs constructed: mattering of (temporary) atmospheres. 

The air that is constructed or mattered by this process and assemblage is a political air that creates an 

atmosphere of engagement (with the air, with the environment, with other people, with society and 

politics), an attunement by which people got and are getting together to think, build, fund and deploy an 

aerial sensing device99. This energy was recognised by Air Quality Egg participants, which six months 

after the configuration of the project were calling themselves #sensemakers. As Eric Burden, one of the 

coordinators and sponsors of the project observed: “people give meaning to experience. I love that. 

'Sensemaking' seems more appropriate for what we are doing than terms like citizen science, 

crowdsourcing, and Smart Cities. Those terms were born out of a top-down motivation to deploy 

technology en masse on the cheap by "harnessing the crowd””100. 

But this engagement is not produced permanently, and it seems to be fading now101. This could be read 

as a failure of the device, but could also allow us to question whether the deployment of these devices 

and the type of engagement they generate would not need to be permanent but could be temporary. In 

one of the comments it is proposed that they are the starting point of the framing of an issue, which 
                                                                    
99 The speed and engagement of the various teams was part of the atmosphere constructed: in December it was 
agreeded that in 6 days they would build a prototpe. “LESS TALK, MORE DOING. Let´s own that. Com. Accessed April 2, 
2012, http://blog.cosm.com/2012/04/sensemakers-citizens-are-more-than-just.html 
100 Ed Burden in  Cosm. Accessed April 2, 2012. http://blog.cosm.com/2012/04/sensemakers-citizens-are-more-
than-just.html 
101 By June 2013 the team in Medialab is meeting sporadically, and the intensity of the posts in the blog and wiki 
have visibly diminished. 

Air Quality Egg domestic deployment 
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may need to be researched and addressed from different perspectives. This coincides with experiences 

of some citizen science groups in the UK, for example, which sense the air with non-technical devices. 

Their goal is to prove the pollution of a certain area in detail, and then to be able to discuss it with local 

administrations102. In this context, measuring is only one part of the process of engaging with the air, 

where sensing is the means of producing “material witness”103. 

 

What is being sensed of the air is not a figure but its fluctuations and 

therefore its instability, as well as the instability of self-organised groups 

to engage with environmental issues. But it could be added that what the 

device is also doing is sensing the collective engagement with citizen air 

monitoring and inscribing it, as we can know how many people are 

interested in funding the project (932), how much they are willing to 

spend on it (133.000$) or where the eggs have been bought in the world. 

There is, as Marres points out again in the case of the ecometers, a 

“proliferation of measures”, producing inventories of the implications of 

constructing these devices104. 

 

Urban effects: 3D inscribing city. 

 

Sensing devices not only construct airs but also transform the physical landscape of the city with their 

presence. The AQE is producing an ambiguous condition of visibility. Even though it is acknowledged 

that the material conditions of the device matter, the device makes a distinction between what can or 

has to matter, by leaving sensors outside in cheap steel boxes. The Egg, in contrast, is “designed”, 

inside105. Some implications emerge from this distinction: first, they are differentiating between the 

inside and outside of  domestic space: the inside is where “design” takes place, and the outside is where 

the cheap steel box is located, belonging to the realm of other electrodomestics such as air-conditioning 

devices. The inside (domestic, private) is what “deserves” design, and the outside (urban, public), does 

not. Second, they are making the distinction between human and non-human: the sensing process 

between machine and the air remains in a (smaller) steel box. The sensing between machine and 

human is intended to provide a certain interaction through a soft, rounded, translucent plexi enclosure 

that pretends to be an object of desire. 

                                                                    
102 An example is the East End Quality of Life initiative in Sheffield (www.sheffieldeastend.org.uk). 
103 The notion of ‘material witness’ has been developed by Schuppli to reinforce the agency that some objects 
acquire when involved in legal or political frameworks. Schuppli, “Of Mice Moths and Men Machines.” 
104 Marres, “The Cost of Public Involvement Everyday Devices of Carbon Accounting and the Materialization of 
Participation,” 20. 
105 This was the case in 2012. Now both parts, the sensor and the base-station are enclosed by the egg shaped case. 
However, it is still relevant that for some time this split between the inside and the outside was performed. 

Air Quality Egg domestic deployment map in 
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To propose alternatives to the invisibility of the 

exterior device In the Air suggested integration  

of a small visualiser in the “outdoors” device to 

make the measured data visible in the public 

space, constructing a map of collective interests 

and transforming the domestic space into an 

informational space.  

 

Because of their size and invisibility the AQE 

may not be transforming much the physical 

space, but it is providing a new reading of the 

relationship between sensing and the urban, 

shifting the understanding of where the air can be measured or sensed. It is not next to traffic sources 

anymore and sensing the air of the public space. Instead, this network does not depend on specific 

locations, because it functions through quantity. It then measures a random air (not where its 

representatives are supposed to be), but as deployed in domestic spaces it measures the three-

dimensional air of the city, at different heights, distances to the street, relationships with the wind and 

rain, scattered not only in 2D but also in 3D. 

 

The AQE is also providing to rooftops and balconies a different ontology. 

They are not any more residual spaces, but become monitoring territories, 

a political space of collective measurement. Sensors then queer the leftover 

spaces of invisibility, turning them into what Gandy has named “queer 

ecologies”106. Their location reconfigures their normative capacity, and also 

provides a map of accessibility of their deployment. Social matters such as 

economic capacity of buying the Air Quality Kit or knowledge in electronics 

become relevant (could it be deployed by children or elderly people? Who is 

excluded from the network?). And, of course personal engagement with the 

air (or environmental issues, or political transparency, or collective 

empowerment, etc) is encouraged. However, this “queering” process of re-

signifying leftover spaces by locating sensors can have other implications 

that may produce other types of engagement. By looking not at the spaces 

but at the locating processes, the selection of the space can be a political 

discourse, by making visible where, when and by whom some spaces want 

to be sensed. It can be seen as a way of “authorising, engaging and 

provoking” a wide range of public spaces by the people who occupy them107. So from this account the 

publicness of the urban space emerges out of the process of measuring, not by a physical condition of it. 

                                                                    
106 Gandy, as developed in Chapters 2 and 6, brings together by the concept of ‘queer ecologies’ discussions from 
queer theory applied to an ecological thinking through the analysis of sexuated spaces, normalised definitions of nature, 
etc. Gandy, “Queer Ecologies.” 
107 Kuznetsov and Paulos, “Participatory Sensing in Public Spaces,” 21. 

Diffused net of sensors and collective interests.  Source: In the Air 

Air Quality Egg in balcony.  
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In this new condition the envelopes of buildings gain the possibility of 

communicating with the air at a different level through this prosthesical 

aerial electro-domestics. There is already a sensing process of intimate 

bodily interaction among them in the processes of corrosion, erosion or 

deposition, mainly of PM and SO2. But envelopes now also inscribe the 

air. Taking this inscribing capacity to the limit, not far from the Internet 

of Thinks trope, the city of Madrid could become not only a city that 

senses by itself 108 but an inscription city, shifting the space where 

sensing takes place: from the air (in the accounts of the sensible city) to a surface or skin. This condition 

shifts the interest from the connectivity of the devices to the material properties of the spaces. 

 

Sensing Animacies. 

 

Sensors, as well as constructing airs, urban landscapes and socio-technical assemblages, also organise 

sense. The AQE does it in two particular ways: it expands the process of sensing to the air and to 

humans. 

 

If deployed (because the Air Quality Egg has not been deployed in Madrid yet), this network of devices is 

closer than the City Council Sensors in participating in the construction of the Sentient City imaginary of 

ubiquitous networks of digital infrastructures. The Air Quality Egg has the 

capacity of constructing a wireless network of micro distributed machines 

that distribute sense and change the way the city feels. However, they 

have some particularities that differentiate them from other wireless 

networks. First, in the actual conditions their calibration differences do 

not allow them to “talk” among themselves, being far from the 'telepathic' 

machines that Gabrys describes as having invisible communication, 

imperfect exchange and interferences109. They behave, for now, as what 

could be named as autistic machines, that measure but do not 

communicate with each other. However, if the aim of sharing the 

calibration among the sensors is achieved, as participants propose, 

sensors may start tuning among each other. Nevertheless in this wireless sensing process the air is not 

only the object of measurement, but also the container and transmitter of its own measurements, where 

particles transport data waves becoming 'smart dust' 110. 

 

                                                                    
108 Crang and Graham, “SENTIENT CITIES Ambient Intelligence and the Politics of Urban Space”; Shepard, Sentient 

City. Ubiquitous Computing, Architecture and the Future of Urban Space; Gabrys, “Automatic Sensation: Environmental 
Sensors in the Digital City.” 
109 Gabrys, “Telepathically Urban,” 59. 
110 Gabrys, “Telepathically Urban.” 

AIR mobile measuring device (2006) 

“egg looks at the city”. Source: 

portrichmondAIR 
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But these sensors do also expand the institutional machine-environment attunements. The Air Quality 

Egg requires the participation of humans in its sensing process, so the device builds up a machine-

human-environment interconnectivity that involves human-human111 and human-machine 

communication in the process of making and deploying, in a kind of “animacy process”112. This process 

enhances the interaction between the object and the human, an affect in which there is not only a 

material care, but also bodily interaction enhanced by the shape and materiality of the object. The 

shape, material and lighting of the egg asks to be touched, to be watched, to be interacted with (and is 

even provided an agency, as a capacity to look out of a window, as the caption of an image of one of its 

deployments reveals). But in the same way as Barry describes interactive technologies, this devices, as 

opposed to the objects of discipline in which their function is coupled with the body (as Foucault´s 

famous example of the gun), here they are coupled with a liberal sense in which a degree of play and 

flexibility are designed between the interactive device and the user´s body to “channel and excite the 

curiosity of the body and its senses”113. So sense in the urban space is produced by this autistic aerial-

electrodomestics that involve the sense of humans in multiple affective ways.  

 

This human-machine environment then populates the residual spaces of the domestic, making the 

envelope of buildings inscribe their affects, transforming the territory that connects the interior with the 

exterior and the public and the private. The device also constructs matters of concern, and other social 

and material organisations, producing other modes of engagement with the environment: by making 

and caring for its material infrastructures. What is at stake is the problematisation of the institutional 

infrastructures, but also who can sense, construct and own a collective infrastructure. 

                                                                    
111  “A billion connected people communicating directly with each other and with sensors”, where Air Quality Egg 
is “right in the middle of this” (www.airqualityegg.com).The sensing device becomes a mediator of human interaction. 
112 Chen, Animacies. Biopolitics, Racial Mattering and Queer Affect. 
113 Barry, Political Machines: Governing a Technological Society, 149. 
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4.4 OTHER MODES OF SENSING: TUNING  

Odometric project (2008) 

 

Even though sensing processes are complex and multiple it could be said that the City Council device is 

oriented towards the standardization and the definition of data and datasets by intensifying the 

measuring aspect of the sensing process, and the Air Quality egg is oriented towards the act of sensing 

itself as an intensification of mattering. 

 

Two other modes of sensing the air will be briefly brought into the discussion which do not use 

technical devices to measure, to continue demonstrating how other agents come into play. They do so by 

changing or transforming some of the agents of the socio-technical device, thereby producing other 

distributions of agency and modes of attention to the air. These other ways of sensing are focused on the 

effects of the air in the human body, by processes of tuning. Even if they have been invisibilised by 

science as subjective and non-accurate measuring processes, within the social sciences and humanities, 

many studies have demonstrated how citizens’ complex knowledge about the air is achieved through 

perception 114, cultural and social practices 115 and everyday experiences 116 which are not necessarily 

individual, but also collective, altering public perceptions of the air 117. 

 

 

                                                                    
114 Barry, Political Machines: Governing a Technological Society; Bickerstaff and Walker, “The Place(s) of Matter: 
Matter Out of Place - Public Understandings of Air Pollution”, 50. 
115 Bickerstaff and Walker, “The Place(s) of Matter: Matter Out of Place - Public Understandings of Air Pollution”; 
Bickerstaff and Walker, “Public Understandings of Air Pollution: The ‘Localisation’ of the Environmental Risk.” 
116 Macnaghten, “Embodying the Environment in Everyday Life Practices.” 
117 Bickerstaff and Walker, “Public Understandings of Air Pollution: The ‘Localisation’ of the Environmental Risk.” 
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What this thesis proposes is to think about all these practices, which Bickerstaff and Walker call “ways 

of knowing”118, as sensing processes, where the main sensing device is the human body, our 

combination of flesh and bones. The body is not understood as the recipient of the senses or of 

subjective sensation, but from a Whiteheadian perspective, as a mediator of experience through a 

process of excitation of matter119
 between the air and the bodies that it penetrates, as ways of being 

affected. This affect is produced by a process of sensing which, as defined at the beginning of this 

chapter, can be seen as a process of tuning among different agents. Let us look shortly at two references 

to detect what is at stake in them and how they are configuring sense. 

 

Tuning the body to learn to be affected: The Air Watch 

 

Madrid bodies´ sense is inscribed in the Air Watch project120, a visualisation platform that shows air and 

sea water quality in Europe. Although the objective of this platform is to condense European data into 

one single space with the aim of “increasing participation”, it enhances citizens to inform how they 

“feel” the air and upload the information by SMS. This platform enables us to compare what has been 

called “hard data” with “soft data” (or “subjective” data), while at the same time legitimising other air 

quality measurement organs: the nose and the eyes.  

 

Sight has always been a popular way of engaging and measuring the 

air121, as anthropologist Tim Choy beautifully describes of Hong Kong 

citizens, who sense pollution by the colour and visibility of the air122
. 

Nevertheless in the case of Air Watch the concept at stake is not seeing, 

but finding the human physical attunements with the urban air. The eye 

is not an instrument to see, but an organ with its own needs, which irritates or desecates. What takes 

place is a toxic bodily interaction, an affect   activated by toxic substances between the urban air and the 

human body, where both are being affected. This affection becomes an epistemological tool, a way of 

knowing through a physical experience in which each individual counts. Yet it is not about he/r 

subjectivity, but the collective affect towards the air.  A different type of knowledge and a different type of 

engagement is proposed, putting citizens and scientific data at the same level.  

 

This mode of sensing redefines the body as a sensing technology, as a kind of bioindicator (such as 

moss123 ) that becomes an essential part of the experimental apparatus, as in the body of the eighteenth 

                                                                    
118 Bickerstaff and Walker, “The Place(s) of Matter: Matter Out of Place - Public Understandings of Air Pollution.” 
119 Halewood and Michael, “Being a Sociologist and Becoming a Whiteheadian Toward a Concrescent 
Methodology.”, or Stengers, Cosmopolitics I. 
120 www.eyeonearth.org 
121 Bickerstaff and Walker, “Clearing the Smog? Public Responses to Air-quality Information.” 
122 Choy, “Air’s Substantiations.” 
123 For the use of moss as bioindicator see: Palmieri, F. et al. “Lichens and moss as bioindicators and 
bioaccumulators in air pollution monitoring”.  

Microsoft.. Eye on Earth (2010) 
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and nineteenth century’s natural philosophers, 124.. However, the body as a “sensuous technology”125 

was questioned in the middle of the 17th century by the “new chemists” (with the British John Priestly 

and the French Lavoisier as the main representatives) in an international debate with the air as the 

object of analysis .  This was precisely due the problem that the air was invisible and inaprehensible by 

human senses, and therefore required the development of other instruments to be sensed. This debate 

was finally stabilised by Boyle´s construction of the air pump, where technology, mathematics and 

statistics left the body aside of chemical knowledge in favour of a supposed objectivity and 

transportability126. 

 

However, what Roberts insists in accord with our interest is that body and the senses of the chemists 

had to be trained and tuned to the object of research, what Latour calls “learning to be affected” 127. One 

of the most common senses that has been trained is smell, which was in fact the first sensing device that 

we have account of. Inspectors in London trained their noses to qualify air quality by walking through 

the streets and visiting factories, assigning through smell the toxicity of certain smokes128. Now smell 

has been legitimised again in some contexts129, to the extent that it has been regulated by the EU as a 

way of measuring in places where there are no official sensors. This mode of sensing has several 

implications. First, it permits us to sense other components of the air, such as chocolate, waste or pollen 

particles, for example, and measure qualitative data (in the previous case 

studies only quantitative data is sensed), introducing cultural values that 

relate to histories of colonialism, class or gender130. Second, it requires 

other strategies of sensing, which require movement, sensing the city by 

navigating it131.  By doing this it does not only redistributes the places of 

sensation in the city as a process, but also who is able to sense (as the Air 

Quality Egg) and the capacity of knowledge production to engaged 

citizens. It permits a redefinition of the body and even the environment: 

“what we call environment can reside partially in the skin of the 

biological organism”132. 

                                                                    
124 Schaffer, “States of Mind: Enlightenment and Natural Philosophy.” 
125 Dade-Robertson, “Architectural User Interfaces.” 
126 Shapin, “The Invisible Technician.” 
127 Latour, “How to Talk About the Body?”. 
128  Whitehead, Science, Government and the Skies. 

129  There are current projects which are developing olfatory techniques of sensing the air, such as the Belgium 
project Odometric. Www.odometric.be. No references in Madrid have been found. 
130 Schaffer, “A Science Whose Business Is Bursting: Soap Bubbles as Commodities in Classical Physics.” 
131 There are other modes of sensing which require navigating the city, as the ones which use mobile  devices, 
which unfortunately we do not have space to develop. 
132 Hansen,  Bodies in Code: Interfaces with Digital Media, 67. 
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Collective Atmospheric attunements  

 
There is another process which this dissertation proposes as modes of air sensing: air-related 

syndromes. They also have the body as a sensing device, but where the sensing process is an effect of 

the impact of some chemicals in a wide range of bodies, as a direct agency of the air. We face here a 

process which is not trying to let the air speak133 or manifest itself134, but 

where the air is speaking by itself through human bodies. This process 

has been identified by the definition of different types of syndromes, like 

the Sick Building Syndrome (related to interior spaces), the 

Environmental Syndrome (for outdoors spaces) and the Multiple Chemical 

Sensitivity Syndrome (MCS, for all). This last one is represented in Madrid 

by the Association of MCS Affected135. 

 

These syndromes have constituted a different way of sensing the air. They are not the senses of the 

empirical that are referenced to the technological as in the previous example, but other modes that 

connect to empathies of sensation, crisis or anxieties. They take place in the everyday, in relation to the 

daily practices of each of the individuals affected. It is a sensing process that takes place over time, 

without events, and which could be described as an “atmospheric attunement”, 136, as a way in which 

people attune through a wide range of intensities and fashions to a certain atmosphere constructed, as a 

mode of inhabiting or world making.  

 

Knowledge is produced by a collective process of materialising chemical exposures (emitted by the 

chemical components of the built environment, scents and perfumes, but also car engines, among 

others), manifested through their multiple and not easily identifiable effects in their bodies, as 

perceptible and real.  These are  “simply unreliable by our contemporary standards of scientific truth”137, 

but nonetheless are contested by other communities of experts or lay people. The sensing process does 

not arise from the definition of a common interest that activates the sensing process (as in the Air 

Quality Egg), but is a process constituted by a multiple process of attunements between bodies with the 

air and between people with the same affections. But also with the atmosphere generated as a collective 

, spontaneous, in time, through small talk138, which circulated  (collective) nuances until they managed 

to get the power to expand the sensing process and activate the development of practices and devices 

(scientific research, laboratory trials, labour rights) to produce evidence of these exposures (affects). The 
                                                                    
133 Hinchliffe et al., “Urban Wild Things: A Cosmopolitical Experiment.” 
134 Stengers, Cosmopolitics I. 
135 This association is called Asociacion Afectados Comunidad de Madrid (http://www.sfcsqm.com/).There is also 
a foundation based at the Universidad Complutense de Madrid: Fundacion Alborada (www.fundacion-alborada.org) that 
treats MCS. 
136 Stewart, “Atmospheric Attunements.” 
137 Murphy, Sick Building Syndrome and the Politics of Uncertainty: Environmental Politics, Technosience and 

Women Workers, 9. 
138 This “informal experience”, through personal interaction and conversation, is one of the modes in  which lay 
people know the air. Bickerstaff and Walker, “The Place(s) of Matter: Matter Out of Place - Public Understandings of Air 
Pollution”, 137. 
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deployment of objects, references and inscriptions took place, but in a much more distributed, 

overlapping way. But as Murphy reminds us: “the struggles to render chemical exposures perceptible 

was not only to observe errant molecules, but also who legitimately observed and who experienced 

exposures”139. So the capacity of transformation of this sensing process is not only in terms of 

legitimising exposures, but also redistributing who can measure and how.  This breaks the body/mind 

dichotomy: the nuances that people were experiencing could not be segregated from a supposedly 

physical realm: they were in the case of the environmental syndrome part of the same nuance 140, and 

constituted MCS.  They were affected, as Carlos de Prada, a medical expert in MCS in Madrid, has named 

“living detectors”141. 

 

But, how can such a non-linear process of sensing the air through/with bodies and attunements (and 

therefore apparently immaterial) affect sensing, the air and the city? The air is activated by its 

problematization, and the air that is constructed is the air of exposures in which sensing as a process 

involves sharing and managing of affect.The body as a sensing technology redistributes the senses and 

transfers the sensing capacity to the collective, constructing an atmosphere of exposures. 

 

It can also affect the physical space, by changing regulations of the public 

space to construct for example  ‘smell free zones 142. This regulatory process 

is more invisible but according to Sheila Jasanoff the only way of putting thin 

air in “proper places”143 while surely affect the materiality of the city. Aerial 

conditions organise the distribution of smell in these “smell free zones”, 

opening up the access of some bodies that could not enter those spaces, and 

changing the materiality of the air by eliminating some of its inhabitants 

(scent, toxic emissions of certain construction materials, etc). This mode of 

sensing proposes then new ways of thinking about the materiality of the 

urban space not in relation to aesthetics, function, economy or safety, but in 

how they relate to the air. “Air-design” is produced then through the material 

configuration of the public space, and our relation with the city is no longer 

as a container of our social interactions, but as a physical relation to it. We 

are affected through a bodily experience which is not necessarily 

phenomenological, but as a way of engaging. 

 

 

                                                                    
139 Murphy, “Sick Building Syndrome and the Politics of Uncertainty: Environmental Politics,  Technosience and 

Women Workers”. 
140 Fletcher, “Dystoposthesia: Emplicing Environmental Sensitivities”; Chen, Animacies. Biopolitics, Racial 

Mattering and Queer Affect. 

141 This is how one of the doctors involved in the MCS in Madrid defines affected people. Accessed June 23, 
2013,http://carlosdeprada.wordpress.com/toxicos-y-salud/enfermedades-y-toxicos/la-sensibilidad-quimica-multiple-
multiple-chemical-sensitivity. 
142 Fletcher, “Dystoposthesia: Emplicing Environmental Sensitivities.” 
143 Jasanoff claims that regulation and laws are the only possible strategy to deal with air quality. Jasanoff, “Thin 
Air.” 

 

Fundación Alborada´s poster for a smell free 

zone. 
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The body as a sensing device does also have normative implications. Smell, for example, at the same time 

as disciplining the air has disciplined the body, as in the deodorization processes that took place in 

Europe in the 19th century through hygiene projects. 144  Smell has also disciplined institutions, such as 

Paris´Railway Network RATP, which had to define the smell of the line 14145;  and even the city, as the 

enlightenment planers opened up slums to circulate “fresh air” at the same time as controlling 

population 146. 

                                                                    
144 Jones, Sensorium. Embodied Experience, Technology and Contemporary Art. 

145 Thiery, “Atmósfera: La Fabricación De La Armósfera De La Ciudad y El Metro.” 
146 Corbin Foule cited in Jones, Sensorium. Embodied Experience, Technology and Contemporary Art. 
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4.5 CONCLUSIONS  

 

Sense in Madrid´s Aerópolis is not only configured by data, but mostly by material means. However, its 

infrastructures have been invisibilised and in-materialised in physical and conceptual terms. By looking 

at them in detail and searching for their materiality it has been demonstrated that, in fact, they open up 

a whole range of possibilities of how we can understand sensing, sensing techniques, participation in 

the construction and use of public infrastructures and public spaces and in engaging with the air. 

 

The configuration of those apparatuses is what enables different modes of sensing. The identification of 

these different modes is relevant to broaden the epistemic frame from which to understand air sensing. 

In order to do that it has been proposed that, from a Whitehead-influenced perspective, sensing can be 

seen as a process of attunements between the environment, machines and humans. This happens not 

once and for all but through a chain of circulating references that occur 

through transformations of traces and, in some cases, through the 

excitation of the environment. These micro processes of sensation, are 

multiple, messy and simultaneous, and always involve inscription devices 

in one phase or another.  However, the role of these devices shift from 

being individual or collective, and changes who inscribes them and in 

which part of the sensing process, whether the process of inscription 

(being all together matter and words, that include the use of signs) is 

more or less relevant. Also depending on the situations in which the air is 

enacted to inscribe other processes (DIY production, human 

collaboration, etc) 

 

Therefore, sensing is an affective process in which all agents affect and are affected, activating a co-

transformation of matter not only between the object of measurement and its device, but also of 

environments and relations, involving our bodies as flesh and bones, technological instruments, gases,  

fears, particles, institutions, groups of affected, collectives, illness, and many other agents. Each mode of 

sensing, which intensifies measuring, mattering or tuning, has different political implications and 

redistributes different things: the automated network of official sensors regulates and manages the 

monitorisation of the environment; the DIY sensors network shifts and distributes not only the sensing 

process but also the interest in the environment and the production of infrastructures. Eye on earth 

recuperates and validates the body as an instrument to produce knowledge and MCS legitimates other 

bodies, other sciences and other forms of knowledge production. The chapter proposes that in order to 

take the air into account from a political and architectural perspective we need to acknowledge them all, 

to construct a more symmetrical and ecological relationship between all agents. 

 

 

Weather St.Louis Visual Air Pollution 

Camera. Clifton Heights 
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The assemblages of Aerópolis’ sense are quite diverse, and depend on the specific conditions of their 

deployment. By looking at the materiality of those assemblages, we have been able to see how one of the 

elements that changes is the inhabitants of Aerópolis that are given voice, being NO2, micro-particles of 

dust, people with aerial sensitivity, or DIY enthusiasts (and who does each leave out?). We also observe 

the reasons, objectives and types of knowledge that are given credibility, as well as the issues raised and 

the matters of concern change: from the compliance with EU regulations to the effects on the body to 

exposures, just to name a few. 

 

These assemblages configure different types of infrastructures:  from expensive high-tech sensitive 

energy parasites to autistic electrodomestics that populate the domestic leftover spaces, to 

technobodies147, to a collective and distributed body. By looking for their materiality we have also seen 

that even if the fantasy is that all these technologies are invisible and ubiquitous, and as Weisser put it 

in 1991, “indistinguishable from everyday life”148, This project has tried to demonstrate that they are 

not, and what is taking place is a redistribution of matter, effort and visibility from the traditional spaces 

of infrastructures into other spaces and realms, such as institutional spaces or the domestic. 

 

The spatialisation of these infrastructures also configures sense. The urban space of Aerópolis is 

populated with new hybrid black-boxes, control rooms and auditoriums, and some collective 

infrastructures penetrating domestic spaces. There is energy consumption involved, telephone lines, and 

the hacking of other infrastructures and public spaces, questioning how we should build for machines 

and which imaginaries we can develop for these digital infrastructures, dissolving the distinction 

between human and technological, objective or subjective, natural and social. 

 

But, what happens with the air? The air is sometimes the object of the sensing process, but sometimes 

presents itself through human bodies and senses on its own. It is also the medium in which some of the 

sensing modes operate, cohabiting with waves and other agents, activating attunements with events in 

the air and in aerial management.  These tune with the whole City Council, the Attorney of the 

Environment, the media, different types of publics; attunements through education and communication;  

attunements between machines and between machines and citizens, and activating atmospheric 

attunements to collective nuances, the everyday micro-toxic routines of certain bodies with their 

environment. 

 

By making these infrastructures visible or performable, they have the capacity of constructing a new 

type of queered urban political ecology, with the aim to construct a different type of assemblage between 

nature, humans and the air in which all gain different agencies and redistribute chances in new ways. 

 

 

                                                                    
147 Pickering, The Cybernetic Brain. 
148 Weiser, Mark, “The Computer for the 21st Century.” 
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Introduction 

 

A colour range from red to green regulates population's health and divides society on what Mark 

Whitehead has called “sensitive bodies”1. This range is the 'language' used in institutional information 

on air quality, and is called the Air Quality Index (AQI). It is the device that communicates air quality to 

citizens translating gas and particle concentrations into their effects in human health, mobilising the 

body through a taxonomy of aerial sensitivities.  We find them  as the 'key” of air quality maps, in mobile 

applications, in air quality  webpages, in urban screens.... ubiquitous pieces of information that are 

meant to let us know  in real time the state of quality of air so that we can act.  

 

In the previous chapters we have seen how maps make the air visible, and how sensors allow us to 

sense it. This last chapter will focus on AQIs as the devices that make the air publicly understandable and 

engageable, as a tool used to mobilise citizenship.  They could be read as Aeropolis' mediators, 

communication devices that connect public and scientific institutions, the air and citizens, and which 

have urban implications. 

 

The underlying assumption of this research is that AQI are much more than “raw” scientific data2. They 

are, as Andrew Barry proposes in his book Political Machines, informational devices with regulatory 

effects, which have unexpected implications in their producers and entangle transformations in the 

objects they are describing3. Expanding Barry´s proposal this thesis will claim, drawing on Foucault, that 

they perform as bio(thanato)political tools that govern our perceptions of life and death.  

 

At the same time and, following the conceptual apparatus developed in the previous chapters, this 

research suggests that these devices not only translate quantities into words and colours, but also have 

what we named reading Law 4 as “mattering” capacities: they construct airs (clean or polluted), and 

simultaneously bodies (normal or sensitive) and identities (race or gender in relation to sensitive 

bodies). 

 

In this context this project aims to question under what conditions the body can be mobilized in such a 

way that it does not produce segregation or exclusion in the city. This question will be approached by 

proposing an alternative definition of the aerial body which will permit us to move the discussion 

outside of it. It will be suggested that it may be more productive in political terms and for us as 

                                                                    
1 Whitehead names ´sensitive bodies´to the bodies which are sensitive by high pollutants concentrations, as a 
property of bodies themselves and as a social construction. Whitehead, State, Science & the Skies. 
2  Following Bowker this thesis acknowledges that the distinction between ‘raw’ and ‘cooked’ data cannot be 
made. However, as will be discussed in the following sections, within policy making contexts AQI are presented as such. 
Bowker, “Biodiversity Datadiversity.”  
3 Barry, Political Machines: Governing a Technological Society. 
4 Just as a reminder this concept was developed in Chapter 4 when speaking about the mattering capacity of the 
sensing process. Law, “Matter‐ing: Or How Might STS Contribute?”  
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architects to inscribe the effects of air quality in time (exposures) than in the body. This is not to dismiss 

the impact that the air has on human health, but instead, to try to find alternative and, eventually, more 

productive strategies to engage with citizens and to think about the aerial urban environment. 

 

To understand what AQI´s are communicating and the process that transforms colours to action will 

require us to move through two other objects of study: the limit values that define AQIs and the 

epidemiological studies that support those (legal) limits.  The three different objects can be understood, 

following Annemarie Mol, as three enactments of the impact of air quality in human health5.  One of 

them is through the colour schema devised by the World Health Organisation, the other is through 

micrograms/m3 scale used by the EU, and the third is constructed around accounting for deaths in 

epidemiological research. The purpose of exploring these objects is not to describe them but to find the 

connections between them.  

 

To take a closer look at these connections, instead of comparing different case studies, as in the previous 

chapters, a comparative analysis will be done between different deployments of the same device in 

different locations. In this case the question shifts from the how to the what of air is communicated. The 

constant outcome of the three comparative studies (AQI, limit values, and epidemiological studies) is the 

variability in the deployment of each of these devices6. This variability could be predicted from an ANT 

(by which objects differ in their deployment). However, the interest of this project is in the political and 

normative implications that this variability can imply. Who decides, and with which criteria, the 

concentrations that define if an episode is 'normal' or 'dangerous'? Why are these concentrations 

different between two close cities? How are the limits defined? Variability then will be used as the 

analytical tool through the case studies will be parsed (in the same way that co‐articulation and 

assemblage were articulating the previous chapters).   

 

The variability of the indexes and the limit values inform how the multiple perspectives from which the 

communication of the air to citizens can be framed, which opens the space for alternative AQIs. The 

variability of the epidemiological studies reveals how, in science, variability is turned into uncertainty. 

This will open the space for thinking about how to act in an uncertain world. Thus, through an analysis 

of some epidemiological studies, we will question two of their assumptions. First, the idea that there 

exists something we can call an “aerial normal body” (as the opposite to the ‘sensitive body’ proposed 

by AQI and Whitehead), immune to high concentrations of the so‐called 'pollutants' will be questioned. 

In the USA or the UK this normal (or healthy) body becomes the reference for the indexes. But analysing 

the physical impact of air pollution in human health from a feminist perspective (distinguishing gender 

from biological sex) reveals that that the normal body does not exist, and that aerial sensitivities are 

physical variations that happen at microscopic levels in all our bodies. So it could be said that we are all, 

at particular moments in our lives, aero sensitive bodies, a condition that increases through exposures.  
                                                                    
5 Following Mol, instead of looking at this impact as a single epistemic object we look at the practices that make 
it, to see that it is a multiple object enacted in different ways. Annemarie Mol, The Body Multiple: Ontology in Medical 

Practice.  
6  Do not confuse with Mol's multiplicity. 
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This statement permits us to make two conceptual redistributions of the effects of air quality: the first 

one redirects the effect of aerial concentrations from certain bodies to all bodies. This leads to the 

second redistribution: it may be more useful to locate the effects of the air outside from the body to the 

time that the human body is exposed to (bad) air quality. The advantage of this shift is that it opens up 

possibilities of intervention. Instead of having to deal with the body as the space of action, when looking 

at time and exposures the attention is shifted to practices:  how we inhabit the urban and public space 

and the city in general. This way, what comes to matter is the air quality at specific locations. The second 

advantage of focusing on time is that it proposes we think about other scales of intervention that are not 

linked to real time: large‐term scales that relate to the accumulation of daily activities as well as urban 

plans. 

 

The second assumption made in science and policymaking contexts is that there may be some identities, 

such as gender, class or race that increase aerial sensitivity (so‐called 'modifiers', in epidemiological 

studies). Yet again, this thesis proposes that we shift away from this idea and focus our attention 

towards how urban space is inhabited by certain social groups or others, as environmental justice groups 

demand. The question then becomes not what is the maximum quantity that can be inhaled at a specific 

place and time (what current AQIs do), but rather why, and how, certain groups are inhabiting certain 

aerial conditions, and how those conditions can be transformed. 

 

From this new perspective we can revisit the regulatory capacity of the AQI to detect the normative 

implications that they enact depending on the scientific perspective they are drawing from, We can then 

see if there is a shift from being bio(thanato)political instruments that regulate our bodies to 

environmental justice devices that may enable citizens to reassemble their urban conditions. Also, by 

focusing on exposures, we could begin to rethink how to communicate information on the air and 

design other AQI's that talk about practices and specific locations. 

 

To conclude, the chapter suggests some strategies to work with(in) the variability of Aeropolis. 

Following sociologist Astrid Schrader7, it proposes a shift of attention from scientific uncertainty to 

ontological indeterminacy, in order to introduce the material and performative indeterminacy of the air 

as a responsible way of dealing with it. This research also reformulates Schrader's notion of 'phantom 

ontology' into a pharmacological ontology, to highlight the shifting toxicological condition of the air. 

                                                                    
7 For a discussion on the responsibility of scientific practice and indeterminate materialities see Schrader, 
“Responding to Pfiesteria Piscicida (the Fish Killer): Phantomatic Ontologies, Indeterminacy, and Responsibility in Toxic 
Microbiology. 
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6.1 AIR QUALITY INDEXES AS COMMUNICATION DEVICES 

Madrid´s AQI. Source: www.munimadrid.es 

 

The Air Quality Index (AQI) has been defined as a single term (numeric or qualitative) that describes the 

level of pollution in the ambient air8. It is used to communicate the state of air quality to citizens 

through a colour (within a range that generally goes from red to green) and an adjective (which ranges 

from “good” to “bad”).  

 

There are three main types of AQIs, which vary according to the frequency of information: hourly, daily, 

and annual, although the first two are the most used to inform society in real time. In some cases 

indexes have adjacent recommendations on what to do in open air (avoid doing sports, stay indoors, etc). 

The first AQI was established in 1999 by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), in substitution 

of the former Pollution Standard Index, to inform citizens and the media about air quality in relation to 

the concentration of the five basic pollutants9, grouped in six categories depending on their health 

impact.   

 

AQIs are based on 'limit values'10 , a concept used by European directives 

that defines “the level, determined by scientific knowledge that tries to 

eliminate, predict or reduce the unhealthy effects in the body and/or the 

environment”11. These limit values are the development of former 

'standard values', which appeared for the first time in the US in 1970 after 

the Clean Air Act, the first  governmental regulation on air quality in the 

world. From this standard values the World Health Organisation (WHO) 

developed a guide (elaborated through epidemiological, toxicological studies 

and clinical experiments), from which the admissible levels for “sensitive 

groups”12 were determined. 

   

                                                                    
8 Sanderson, “Observations on Local and National Air Quality Indices” 
9 These are: Particulate matter (PM10), Nitrogen dioxide (NO2), Sulphur Dioxide (SO2), Carbon Monoxide (CO) 
and Ozone (O3). There are specific analysis on Benzene, micro particulate (PM2.5) and other nitrogen oxides (NOx), but the 
first five are the ones which have been standardised worldwide as the mandatory measured pollutants. 
10  Madrid's city council describes limit values as “the levels fixed in consonance with scientific knowledge to 
avoid, prevent or reduce the harmful effects for human health and the environment, that have to be reached within a 
specific period of time and that cannot be surpassed once they have been reached”, “ Valores Límite”. Munimadrid, 
Accessed August 23, 2011, 
http://www.mambiente.munimadrid.es/opencms/opencms/calaire/ContaAtmosferica/LosContami 
nantes/valoreslimite.ht 
11  Citeair II. “Common Information to European Air: CAQI Air Quality Index.” European Union, 2012. 
http://www.airqualitynow.eu/download/CITEAIR‐Comparing_Urban_Air_Quality_across_Borders.pdf. 
12  Mostly children, elderly and people with respiratory diseases are considered. However, the concept of 
'sensitive bodies' will be expanded in the next sections. 

 
USA´s AQI for Ozone. Source: www.airnow.gov 
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In Europe the responsibility of defining and making public the AQI has been transferred, together with 

all air quality matters, from the European Union (EU) to governmental or local agencies. However, the 

EU provides some Air Quality Standards based on WHO values. In 2006 the European Common Air 

Quality Index (CAQUI) was designed, to compare data between cities and regulate according to them13. 

 

As has been previously mentioned, in 2005 the Aarhus Convention (ratified by the EU in 2007) made it 

mandatory for all countries to inform the public about air quality, determining this as a right of 

citizenship. In 2008 the EU approved the directive that regulates the limits for human health protection, 

which is still in effect14. The Airquality in Europe project and the CAQUI were revised by the CITEAIR15 

project, which considered the adoption of a certain index an identity issue. For that reason CITEAIR 

proposed the use of two indexes, the local and the European, in order to avoid “forcing the use of 

somebody else´s indexes”16. This identitarian use of the AQI is recognisable in the Spanish context, 

where only the Autonomous Communities with nationalist governments have designed their own 

AQIs17.  

 

So the variability of AQIs is a point of departure for the institutions that design and manage them. In 

order to understand what these variations imply let us look at how the AQIs are defined, and why they 

are considered ‘standards’.  

 

Variable Standards?  

 

The claims of AQI producers (a series of scientific disciplines, techniques and political agents) diverge 

and present a large number of uncertainties. But, how do these uncertainties end up in variable 

standards? The first variability derives from the mathematical definition of AQIs. They are not a single 

and linear function, and the 'pragmatic process' of simplification from complex data to ‘understandable’ 

data (under the assumption that the public requires involvement be made easy18) is conceived by 

scientists as “a big generalization and loss of information, but for communicative reasons this reduction 

is considered essential. The process of simplification can lead to many different indexes, which can also 

be targeted from different points of view, such as human health or environmental sustainability. 

However, the device is presented by institutions and local authorities as fixed and objective data, without 

                                                                    
13  Available at Airqualitynow, financed by the European Union (European Regional Development Fund) 
www.airqualitynow.eu 
14  Directive 2008/50/CE (related to air quality and a cleaner atmosphere in Europe) for O3, NO2, SO2, CO y 
PM10. 
15  citeair.rec.org 
16  Citeair I. “Comparing Urban Air Quality Across Borders,” 2007. P. 7, http://www.citeair.eu/fileadmin 
Results_from_CITEAIR_I/Comparing_Urban_Air_Quality_across_Borders2007_fin.pdf 
17  Examples are Catalonia and the Basque Country. Further studies would be required to analyse in which sense 
they can  be considered an identity tool and what they  imply and represent. Generalitat de Catalunya and  Departamento 
de Medio Ambiente y Politica Territorial del Gobierno Vasco. Accessed December 24, 2013. http://www20.gencat.cat, 
http://www.ingurumena.ejgv.euskadi.net 
18 Marres, “The Cost of Public Involvement Everyday Devices of Carbon Accounting and the Materialization of 
Participation”. 
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making explicit the uncertainties that are embedded or the assumptions  

that are made in their design. The graphic component of the AQIs also plays 

an important role in the communicative aspect of the indexes, where 

ideological assumptions of the built environment (the historical 

architecture is equivalent to “good” and contemporary architecture is the 

equivalent to “bad” air quality) or cultural means of representation (like 

the humanization of objects in Korea) are mobilised. 

 

Within the scientific community there are uncertainties about the 

representativity of “limit values”19, which makes visible the lack of 

consensus within scientific practice in determining the maximum levels 

admissible to humans.  As regulatory objects, they are not stable entities, and their values vary in time 

according to scientific findings, political considerations, and social concerns20. They also respond to 

changes in how the problem is framed21. One of the reasons for the difficulty of their stabilisation could 

be that, as complex assemblages of measurements, statistics and policies, they don´t have a reference, a 

physical object with agreed‐upon qualities to refer to. Nevertheless as standards, “they are performative, 

in the sense that they establish the value as an 'official' reference”22, enacting one of the dilemmas of 

acting within uncertainty. 

 

From a different perspective, we also find variability in the objectives of the institutions that design 

AQIs. For the EU the objectives are multiple. The first one is to inform the citizenry and offer possible 

solutions to reduce pollution (action), the second is to collect information to be able to develop policies 

(regulation), and the third is to use them as a public awareness strategy (education). To achieve these 

objectives they consciously link indexes to health effects, “which is a very powerful communication tool, 

because personal concerns on health are very persuasive”23. This claim reveals that the relation with 

health is used as an instrument of citizen mobilization, where bodies are “put to work” collectively to 

reduce the levels and become productive machines for the state.  

 

For some researchers, such as Shooter and Brimblecombe24, the objective of indexes is to alert 

populations when there are “bad” concentrations of particulates. With this goal, they propose to inform 

selectively sensitive groups through SMS messages (a service active in Madrid) or mobile applications, 

in order to avoid social alarm. Nevertheless this implies the necessity to define a range of “healthy” (or 

“normal”) population, concept which can be problematic for its capacity to reinforce certain categories 

and eventually produce situations of exclusion in the urban space, as it will be demonstrated soon.  

                                                                    
19 Garcia and Colosio, Air-quality Indices: Elaboration, Uses and International Comparisons. 
20 In part it is because it is identified with the methodological problem that indexes linked to health present: 
many of the most toxic pollutants are not being measured, the health effects are more acute in higher levels of exposure, 
etc.  
21 For the relevance of “framing” in environmental debates see Lidskog, Sundqvist, Governing The Air. The 

Dynamics of Science, Policy, and Citizen Interaction. 
22 Lezaun, “The Pragmatic Sanction of Materials: Notes for an Ethnography of Legal Substances”,25. 
23 Citeair, Last accessed August 13, 2011, http: Citeair.rec.org. 
24 Shooter and Brimblecombe. “Air Quality Indexing”. 

 Manchester's AQI. Source: 

www.greatairmanchester.org.uk 

 

South Korea´s AQI. Source: www.aqicn.org 
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For the EU and CAQUI the objective is to compare cities, leaving public health to local administrations, 

arguing that “they know better the territory”25. They are regulating cities and their performance in 

regards to air quality at a large scale. This process is relevant for the construction of social awareness, 

due to their coverage in the media as a competition between cities26. 

 

Given all these variations in the objectives of policy makers and scientists it could be stated that what is 

being regulated is citizen´s health, cities and the environment, and, subliminally, our education, our 

actions to reduce pollution, and eventually the construction of body taxonomies. Therefore an 

opportunity arises: this variability offers an opportunity to act by deciding which ones to choose, or 

designing new ones. 

 

To find out about the regulatory capacity of AQIs, let us look at their deployment through a specific case 

study, Madrid's AQI. 

 

Madrid´s AQUI and a comparative analysis of the AQI in Spain 

 

Madrid was declared a Polluted Atmospheric Zone in 1977, at which time the first Automated Network 

for the Control and Surveillance of Atmospheric Pollution was created. As a result of the EU regulations 

mentioned above, in the 1990s the system was renewed and two new features were included: prediction 

and information. These features imply a shift in the objectives of air management, in which the citizen 

starts to become the target of scientific studies and data collection. Since 1992 it is mandatory in Spain to 

inform citizens regarding air quality, although formats and strategies have changed over time. At that 

time there was a lack of public and expert knowledge on air quality issues, and that is why the Ministry 

of Environmental Affairs launched national seminars, didactic material, informational campaigns, and 

other activities with the intent of constructing a collective knowledge on the subject, and to create a new 

culture of the environment among locals27. 

 

It is not clear when this information was first available online, but in 2008 air quality data could be 

consulted in the environment area of Madrid´s City Council´s web page. This AQI was the result of a 

working group that produced the first national and standardized indexes as part of a request made by a 

group of air quality technicians28 . After the 5th CONAMA meeting in 2000 they requested from the 

Ministry of Environmental Affairs a National Plan on Atmospheric Pollution, as well as highlighting the 

need to supply citizens with comprehensive and adequate information about air quality. In 2010 

                                                                    
25 Elshout and Léger, “Comparing Air Quality across borders”. Accessed November 23, 
2013,http://citeair.rec.org/downloads/Products/ComparingUrbanAirQualityAcrossBorders.pdf 
26 Comparing cities is a way of measuring and making citizens interested in the issue, as can be deduced by the 
amount of times that the media use this strategy to talk about air quality issues in a local context. 
27 Cristobal, Angeles (2012, March 6). Jefa de Servicio de Protección de la Atmósfera. Personal interview. 
28 Document from the Working Group “Information to population on atmospheric pollution. Air quality”, 
presented at the 4th Seminar on Air Quality in Spain (Sitges, 2000). 
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Madrid's City Council adopted the new indexes proposed by project CALIOPE29, based on the AQI 

suggested by the EU. This AQI is then forging the connection between Madrid´s City Council, the EU, the 

United States of America, the WHO and the city´s residents.  

 

A comparative analysis of the AQI of all Autonomous Regions in Spain has been performed to test the 

theoretical variability of the indexes through their deployment.  

 

                       

Comparative chart of Spanish Autonomous Regions´ AQIs. Own production.  

 

The first observation is that there is not a communicative homogeneity in colours or in adjectives 

assigned to the indexes: the stage previous to  the limit established by the EU can be yellow, green or 

orange, and can be named  'acceptable', 'good' or 'improvable', with the confusion that this can generate 

in citizens in  how to react to them. There are also variations when limits are exceeded. Even though 

most Communities use internationally shared alert codes, such as reddish colours or negative adjectives, 

the Valencia Community uses the terms 'improvable', and Extremadura 'admissible' for the same 

concentration. These variations could lead readers to think that it is not only a representational 

ambiguity, but that it makes manifest different criteria. This may not be a problem in itself, but it can 

have political implications: if AQUIs are based on quantitative data from standards proposed by the WHO 

and the EU, why are they different depending on geopolitical boundaries if the air does not move and act 

following them?  

 

                                                                    
29 The CALIOPE project was financed by the Agriculture and the Environment Ministry to develop an air quality 
modeling system for Spain (developed at Barcelona´s Supercomputing Center), which standardizes again the definition 
and the AQI with indexes of 4, 5 and 10 steps. 
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6.2 LIMIT VALUES AND GEOPOLITICAL VARIATIONS 

 

To identify what could be the implications of these differences, we will proceed to analyse a second 

enactment of the impact of air quality on human health: the limit values upon which AQIs are 

constructed. And again, our interest will be in their variations. When comparing the limit values used by 

the different Autonomous Regions, we can see that there are variations in the concentration of each 

component considered acceptable or bad.  

Comparative chart with the air components concentrations regulated by AQI in different Autonomous Regions. Own 

production. 

 

This is visible, for example, in the case of Madrid, which considers “admissible” concentrations of PM10 

(the ones which reach higher limits in the city and for which the EU has fined the City Council) that in 

the standard AQI are “bad” because they have exceeded the limits. 

 

What do variations of the limit values imply? Are these differences a space for resistance, because they 

suggest that different ones can be proposed? Or are indexes and colour differences governing and 

putting in danger the life of certain bodies in relation to their geographic location? How can AQIs be 

rendered politically effective to mobilize some environmental and social change in these circumstances? 
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6.3. AEROSENSITIVE BODIES OR THE EFFECTS OF THE AIR 

IN HUMAN HEALTH 

 

To understand if AQIs are governing certain bodies we need to elucidate the relationship between the air 

and human health through epidemiological studies, the basis upon which limit values (and therefore 

AQIs) are defined. By trying to question the relevance of the definition of 'sensitive bodies' the objective 

of this task is not building a taxonomy of bodies, or to identify their physical differences, but to identify 

the processes by which the norm (the “healthy” body) is constructed. 

 

This research has not found information about the impact of air quality in different types of bodies in 

Madrid. There is only a recent study within the SERCA that relates the mortality between 2004 and 2010 

by increments of PM2.530. However, this study does not distinguish between different kinds of bodies or 

afflictions, nor has it taken into account what epidemiologists call “effect modifiers” on health impact, 

which question the impact not on generic bodies, but on bodies that belong to a certain social group. 

According to the director of the SERCA the reasons for this omission are several. First, there is an 

absence of medical information because the City Council's Health Department does not release health 

data because of privacy protections. Second, because it is not considered an urgent issue31.  

 

However, in the international field of epidemiological research there have been studies since the 2000s 

that investigate the existence of air 'sensitive groups'. The first studies tested the impact on health in 

bodies with previous diseases, such as heart or lung diseases. Since the mid‐2000s there have been an 

increasing number of studies in Canada, the United States and Europe that try to detect other elements 

that modify or intensify the possibility of death, such as seasons, or socio‐economic factors (like age, 

sex, income or race). 

 

The reasons that have led to these researchers to make these studies differs from the need to provide 

environmental justice, which is interpreted by Zanobetti and Schwartz as “the distribution of 

environmental disasters according to class and race”32. For others, the objective of their study has, in 

foucauldian terms, a more disciplinary perspective, in order to serve as the basis for policymaking, risk 

evaluation and the establishment of norms and standards33. They also frequently support the idea that 

they can help to improve a population´s health as a biopolitical strategy34. Although the objectives are 

variable, their political aims are often presented as part of the research. However, the selection of the 

                                                                    
30 This study states that, in Madrid, for every increment of 10microgr/m3 of PM2.5 mortality increases  6%.  “Risk 
Evaluation System for Atmospheric Pollution (SERCA), financed by the Environment Ministry at the Plan Nacional de 
I+D+i (2008‐2011),  and developed by the Polytechnic University of Madrid (UPM); the Superior Center for Scienfic 
Research (CSIC) and the Carlos III Health Institute (ISCIII). 
31 Lumbreras, Julio (2013, February 13). Director of SERCA. Personal interview. 
32 Zanobetti and Schwartz, “Race, gender, and social status as modifiers of the effects of PM10 on  mortality”. 
33 Kan et al., “Season, sex, age, and education as modifiers of the effects of outdoor air pollution on daily mortality 
in Shanghai, China: The Public Health and Air Pollution in Asia (PAPA) Study,”   
34 Clougherty, “A Growing Role for Gender Analysis in Air Pollution Epidemiology”. 
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variables in the case studies are in general not justified further, which is precisely what constructs the 

results obtained35. 

 

According to Callon et.al36, objective experiments resolve the indeterminacy of a problem by defining the 

relationship between cause and effect, but sometimes those relationships cannot be established, leading 

to the  construction of 'uncertain worlds'. They use two case studies to support their contention:  the 

impact of nuclear waste, and the impact of high tension electric lines, which cannot be definitively 

evaluated and defined. Nevertheless, action and regulation need to be taken, and strategies for acting 

within this uncertainty need to be found. In this line this research proposes is how to think about the 

impact of the air in human health, with Callon et.al, as an uncertain world: as a causality that cannot be 

proved in scientific terms and that yet requires action to be taken.  

 

There are two strategies we can use to try to elucidate possible ways of dealing with this uncertainty. The 

first one is to think about a different ontology of the air itself, which will be developed in section 6.5.  

The second is to move outside of epistemic uncertainties (meaning uncertainty in the knowledge, not in 

the system itself), and to shift the focus to the materiality of the scientific research itself, to look at the 

variables and parameters that are set into place in  epidemiological studies. It is through those variables 

that what counts as evidence is defined, and as a consequence what matters for scientific studies and 

environmental decision making. For this reason what is enacted within scientific epidemiological 

studies, and how, will be analysed, in order to identify what is at stake and what airs (and worlds) are 

being constructed, as well as to highlight the intricate connection between epistemic and ontological 

aspects and their political and ecological implications. 

 

Sensitive bodies, and (body) identities  

 

Comparing some international epidemiological studies referenced in policy making literature permits us 

to identify the variables that are being dealt with, and therefore the types of air, bodies, identities, and 

relationships with the urban that are being proposed. They can be summarised as follows: 

 

‐Medical data: number of deaths, access to hospitals or access to urgencies are measured. 

‐Air data: The commonly measured components (PM10, NO2, SO2, O3 and CO), independently or 

altogether. 

‐Statistical data:  

 ‐geographical: samples vary in scale and distance: some relate to one neighbourhood37 or one 

                                                                    
35  It would be interesting to analyse the identity of the researchers, to  understand from where they are speaking 
and to contextualize their hypotheses and choices. 
36  Callon, et al, Acting in an Uncertain World. An Essay on Technical Democracy. 
37 Bateson and Schwartz, “Who Is Sensitive to the Effects of Particulate Air Pollution on Mortality? A Case‐
crossover Analysis of the Effect Modifiers”. 
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city (Sunyer  ), while others measure several38, trying to get samples with enough differences so that 

results are visible. 

 ‐time: from one to ten years. 

 ‐socio‐demographic data: birth, sex, postal code, as data to get close to the individual (Bateson 

and Schwartz, 2004). 

‐Bodily data: 

 ‐illnesses: heart, lung, diabetes, etc. (Bateson and Schwartz, 2004) 

 ‐physical conditions: sex, age, (Kan et al, 2008), life stage, hormonal levels (Clougherty, 2010) 

 ‐socio‐economic data: race, social class (Zanobetti and Schartz, 2000), education, income 

(Cakmak et al, 2006). 

 

The studies are difficult to compare because the combinations of the variables among them are hardly 

repeated39. To intensify geographical differences, Zanobetti and Schwarz, in their widely cited study 

“Race, Gender and social Status as Modifiers of the effects of PM10 in mortality”40 , selected four 

American cities and analysed the impact of PM10 in medium concentrations for all types of bodies. 

Although some findings seem clear in their study (the effect is larger in women that in men; people with 

primary education face a  25% increase in mortality compared to people with university studies; the 

effects are higher in white people that in black), they conclude that the findings are the result of chance, 

and that no significant differences can be identified according to sex, race or social class, but that they 

depend more in the previous medical status, although  “more work is needed to evaluate the question”41. 

Despite a certain difficulty in assuming some results, they recognize that sensitivity to air is not linked to 

physical conditions or to characteristics of “minority groups”, but that they are linked to precise types of 

practices. So they interpret the results of their study as an effect of chance and uncertainty, and 

prescribe more research. 

 

For the moment, the impact of these modifiers is contradictory and non‐definitive in most of the studies.  

According to researchers the problem resides in study methodology (lack of statistical data, difficulty to 

evaluate results, etc.), or as a question of location. As Kan et al. remind us, there is a need to carry out 

more of these studies in developing countries, where the characteristics of the air, meteorological 

conditions, socio demographic patterns (and we could add, urban structures and geographical 

conditions) are different from North America or Europe42. 

 

                                                                    
38 Zanobetti, and Schwartz, “Race, gender, and social status as modifiers of the effects of PM10 on mortality.” 
39  To get a grasp of the complexity of the issue let us develop the example of the health effects of PM10: In an 
Illinois neighbourhood, Bateson and Schwarz detected that among people over 65 years old mortality increased in 
persons with heart or lung diseases 1.14% per each increment of 10microgr/m3, and they reached the conclusion that 
impact decreases with age among women but increases among men. No revealing socio‐economic differences are 
detected, although the authors suspect that it is for methodological reasons, because they would need more resolution in 
the geographic data, as they compare to other studies in relation to educational level, in which they detect that with less 
educational level mortality increases. From another perspective, Sunyer affirms that the increment of PM10 increases 
mortality in people in Intensive Care, whatever their previous diagnosis, with more incidence in women than in men. 
40 Zanobetti, and Schwartz, “Race, gender, and social status as modifiers of the effects of PM10 on mortality.” 
41  Ibid. 470 
42  Kan et al., “Season, sex, age, and education as modifiers of the effects of outdoor air pollution on daily mortality 
in Shanghai, China: The Public Health and Air Pollution in Asia (PAPA) Study.” 
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Variability in the results is being read as an uncertainty, under the assumption that there is a horizon 

that can be reached “with more work”. By virtue of this mode of analysis, uncertainties will become 

certainties and will therefore disappear, as if a consensus about the cause and effect relation between 

the air and the body were an objective fact that could be determined, rather than a consensus that is 

built. While the majority of scientist and public officials (besides the chief of the Department of the 

Environment – and now Mayor–, Ana Botella43) have accepted that air quality plays an active role in 

provoking death in already‐ill bodies, major disagreements  remain about the proper identification of 

the location of this toxicity in the body, and on the side‐effects that it produces.  The gaps in the cause‐

effect chain are bridged by the concept of “sufficient certainty”, a bridge needed in order to activate 

policies to protect bodies and the environment44. However, part of what drives the controversy is not 

how the air affects the body, but rather what counts as evidence in scientific research, and what would 

settle or refute that entanglement. At stake in these studies is the connection of causality and what 

counts as scientific practice in air quality research.  

 

_Worlds constructed. The landscape of the domestic 

These epidemiological studies are not only constructing matters and figures, but also discourses that 

relate to methodologies in scientific practice, certain ontologies of the urban air, the human body, and the 

toxic.  

 

By locating the effects of the air in the body and analysing deaths, the air that they are constructing is 

characterized as a toxic material, a stable entity whose variability is not mentioned or questioned. The 

body is also framed as a single entity, enclosed, as the recipient of a toxic coming from outside45 Although 

there is an incapacity (for now) of locating exactly the effects of air toxicity in the body, and because 

regulation needs (politically) to be enacted,  the identity of the 'sensitive body' is constructed and 

defined, assigning the effects of the air to physical conditions of the body (age, previous illnesses, etc) 

and to 'historical'  identities (such as race, class or sex). 

 

The link between air pollution and social identities is not a new feature of these studies. At the end of 

the 18th century in London the debate around the impact of air quality on the “poor or low races” was 

framed within eugenics debates. Eugenicists and Darwinists argued that the impact of pollution on the 

poor did not exist because their inferiority was hereditary. Their opponents claimed that they were 

more resistant to pollution because of their capacity for adaptation to bad living conditions46. Polluted 

air became then a bio‐political tool: eugenicists wanted to keep it as a way of exterminating the weak, 

                                                                    
43 As many of her public speeches demonstrate. See for example: http://www.publico.es/360558/ana‐botella‐
sobre‐la‐contaminacion‐el‐paro‐asfixia‐mas or 
http://elpais.com/elpais/2011/07/20/actualidad/1311149832_850215.html. 
44 Stated by Ian Mudway, epidemiologist at the King's College of London at the conference 'Effective Local Action 
on Air Pollution in London'. 17/04/2013. 
45 Martin, Flexible Bodies. The Role of Inmunity in American Culture from the Days of the Polio to the Age of AIDS. 
46 Thorseinm, Inventing Pollution. 
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and their opponents to eliminate it to produce social equity.   

 

Nevertheless, the presence in epidemiological studies of identities like race or sex produces, as legal 

activist Spade proposes, “an invisible work for the naturalization of the classificatory categories”47 They 

are building new objects of scientific investigation that may marginalize some parts of the population, 

because the products of science embody beliefs not only about what the world is, but also about how it 

ought to be. This is why it is relevant to question the variables used in scientific studies and propose 

alternative research that may allow for dismantling a possible regulatory classifications of our bodies. 

 

Through the AQI, epidemiological studies have implications in the use of 

the city.  The recommendations that appear next to English and American 

AQIs suggest to “stay indoors” as a way of avoiding exposure to the open 

air.  The domestic becomes the disciplinary territory, again48, where bodies 

are controlled and managed. But, what implications do these 

recommendations have? How do homeless bodies protect themselves? 

What happens with homes in which air penetrates? A discursive analysis 

could also account for the ¨life style¨ that the AQIs imply, as a for example 

the commodification of the public space that recommendations such as 

“enjoy outdoors” or “avoid sports” suggest.  

 

Distributed micro-aerosensitivities. Disarticulation of identities and 

the “normal” body. 

 

As mentioned earlier, by focusing on the variables of scientific practices other worlds can be made. 

Opening up the frame of epidemiological research from a feminist perspective, as Clougherty does in her 

study “Increasing role of gender analysis in air quality epidemiology”49, will provide this thesis with the 

instruments to relocate the effects of the air on the body. 

 

Her study compares various studies that analyse the impact by sex for deaths in relation to PM10. 

Cloughertys proposal is to distinguish between sex (biological differences for chromosomes 

complements, including reproductive organs, and hormonal composition) and gender (self‐

representation, activities and roles socially constructed) to understand the difference between exposure 

and sensitivity, difference which is very blurred in most analysis. Yet, are there strictly physical 

conditions that determine “sensitive bodies”? Clougherty claims that features linked to sex, such as 
                                                                    
47  Spade, Normal life ,758. 
48 During the 19th century there was a segregation of population according to their productive capacity: men 
were called to working labour and women were confined to their homes to become the reproductive task‐force of the 
state.  At the same time, institutions were constructed to discipline bodies, such as the prison or the school. Foucault, 
Vigilar y Castigar: Nacimiento De La Prisión. 
49 Clougherty, “A Growing Role for Gender Analysis in Air Pollution Epidemiology.” 

Domestic effects. 
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hormonal status and body size, influence the biological transportation of ambient chemicals; the size and 

growing stage of lungs influences the sedimentation of fine particles 

(PM2.5), gas absorption, and blood permeability to gases. She also points 

out that the skin metabolises some xenobiotics and the accumulation of 

gastrointestinal cadmium increases during pregnancy, and that estradiol 

and testosterone influence the transportation of environmental chemicals 

to the brain, liver, kidney and intestines. This implies that the effects of the 

air are even more distributed and have a smaller scale than in organs such 

as the heart or lungs. They are located in hormones, skin, blood, etc. and 

importantly, they vary according to body size, during a life span, and 

fluctuate with different intensities. Accepting this analysis permits us to 

not talk anymore about ´sensitive bodies´ but about ´sensitive organs’ and their activators. Accordingly, 

the following hypothesis could be made: there are not specific, sensitive bodies, but rather we are all 

aerosensitive bodies in some moments of our lives and with different intensities.  

 

This hypothesis permits us to redistribute the effects of the air on health in two ways: 

 

1. It expands the effects of the air to the whole population, without establishing differences neither 

medical nor identitarian. This implies that the healthy body (=normal body) does not exist, we are all 

potentially aerosensitive bodies. The air can affect everybody, regardless of social class, income, etc., 

blurring the distance that exists between rich and poor, democratising the impact on health from a 

physical perspective. This already took place in Victorian England, when most of the population believed 

that polluted air intensified the conflict between classes and promoted social disintegration, economical 

decline, and contact with nature. Clougherty's study reveals that, as Guzmán and Platero suggest, 

“normality is incompatible with bodies, experiences and agencies for most people. Because, seen closely, 

nobody is normal”50. Therefore the concept of 'sensitive groups' needs to be redefined. But then, could 

this micro‐aerosensitivities be regulated? Should they? Is it necessary to measure sensitivity levels to 

manage the air? 

 

2. It permits to relocate the effects of the air outside the body. Most studies 

agree that, under average conditions of air quality, there is little affection, 

but that it increases in long exposures. So sensitivity varies according to 

the time , and therefore accumulation of bodies exposed to polluted air.  

 

Clougherty, by making a distinction between exposure and sensitivity, 

permits us to make two important moves: to redistribute the effects of the 

air within the body, and outside it, onto time (exposures).  This double shift 

makes possible other ontologies of the air, the human body, and the toxic, 

                                                                    
50 Platero, “Introducción: La Interseccionalidad Como Herramienta De Estudio De La Sexualidad”. 

“Bici critica”  in Madrid. Source: 

blogantoniosanchez 

 
Impact of pollution on the heart. 
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deconstructing old identities as part of its political project. What this implies is that other aerial 

identities can be imagined, which would imply other ways of understanding (and not only navigating) 

the urban.  

 

The body becomes a multiplicity of organs and fluids that interact with the air at a microlevel. It is also 

asexual (levels of hormones cannot be permanently linked to a biological sex), unstable and fluctuating. 

Identities such as class, gender or race are disarticulated as related to the body, and if emerging, they 

may be variable and related to practices, as levels of exposure are intimately related to segregated and 

distributed practices in the city because of sociocultural circumstances. In London, for example, non‐

white British communities have a 30% higher rate of affection by air pollution51. But this is no longer a 

question of the physical condition of communities, but rather about their conditions of exposure: their 

closeness to emission sources; the time of exposure in non‐protected environments; the conditions of 

insulation of housing and working spaces, etc.  

 

The distribution of the effects of the air on the whole body and on all bodies can produce ‐ as a variation 

of the term “functional diversty”52 ‐ aerosensitive diversities. Distributed micro‐aerosensitivities produce 

various effects and alter the performance of our bodies. They could be imagined as functional diversities 

because, in fact, they can require the use of technical prostheses such as masks or veils, and can cause a 

diminution of the standards of productivity and autonomy required by our society53. In most cases it 

would be an invisible functional diversity, which occurs in the interior of the body, without indetifiable 

signs. What would be the visibilisation of this diversity, as activist movements ask for54? 

                                                                    
51 Stated by Simon Birkett, promoter of Clean Air London at the conference 'Effective Local Action on Air Pollution 
in London. 
52 ‘Functional diversity ‘ is the term intended to replace disability or others  with pejorative semantics. It 
proposes a shift towards non‐negative, non‐disparaging, and non‐patronizing terms. The formal justification of the term 
can be found in Cabrero, Palacios, El Modelo de la Diversidad.  
53 Platero, Intersecciones: Cuerpos Y Sexualidades En La Encrucijada. 
54 The work of Israel Rodriguez‐Giralt on disability studies and activisms reveals how critical positions in 
disability movements are challenging notions of visibility through language. Rodriguez, “Issue‐Oriented Activism? 
Comparative notes on social care activism”.  
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6.4  AQIs AS BIO(THANATO)POLITICAL OR 

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE TOOLS. 

 

When merging the results obtained in the comparative analysis of Spanish AQIs and those  of  

comparative analysie of epidemiological studies, we obtain more details to evaluate what exactly AQIs 

are regulating through ´sensitive bodies´, and from which perspective they can be considered, following 

Foucault, biopolitical tools55. 

 

Given this merging, it could be stated that the City Council's AQI  warns older bodies with high levels of 

feminine hormones of the raise of particles PM10 later in Madrid than in Cataluña, for example, causing 

a rise in Madrid the possibility of death during these events. In Extremadura, on the other hand, NO2 

levels are considered “admissible” when in Madrid they are considered “deficient”, increasing the death 

risk to bodies with chronic heart disease in Extremadura as opposed to Madrid.  

 

This reveals that what is at stake in AQIs is in fact life expectancy, or more specifically, the possibility of 

dying, as a thanatopolitical condition inserted in the post‐capitalist state in which indexes serve to better 

predict death. In this context, our bodies (their deaths) become in themselves air quality indicators, 

which are used to adjust the limit values, and then the AQIs, in an infinite feedback loop. In this way, 

epidemiological studies and population co‐construct each other56. 

 

In order to effectively regulate, AQIs need to circulate, they need to be seen. The more they circulate, the 

more power they acquire57 (Latour). For this purpose governments and local administrations have been 

implementing different devices to make visible the AQI.  These devices are mostly digital, located in web 

pages and mobile applications, and most recently emerging in the urban space through urban screens 

(located in Madrid in Plaza Colón or in tunnels and highways)58.  

 

AQIs are then transferring air management and responsibility to citizens, who are responsible for 

knowing about the state of the air and act accordingly. Indexes which inform hourly produce a self‐

government in real time, an instantaneous surveillance that forces citizens to be connected and linked 

to the informational network59 and to embed digital prostheses to manage their lives60. The question 

                                                                    
55 Although his notion of biopolitics was developed throughout his career, this chapter draws on the one 
developed in: Foucault, The Birth of Biopolitics: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1978‐1979. 
56 Mol remarks how epidemiological studies co‐construct not only the body of populations, but also the individual 
body through certain practices. For example, some diagnoses may be conditioned by the doctor's knowledge about a 
certain statistic on the possibility of death for a certain type of individual.  
57 The notion that references need to circulate in order to gain power is developed by Latour in: Latour, Pandora´s 

Hope. 
58 All these devices, implemented in 2010, have been a model for the rest of Spain. CONAMA 10th Congress, 
Report. 
59 Castells, The Rise of The Network Society. 
60 Barry, Political Machines: Governing a Technological Society. 
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that emerges is whether information on air quality produces subjects capable of calculating the risks of 

wandering through the city. 

 

Atmospheric management appears then as a form of government that 

takes care of “all and each”, which Foucault identifies as a fundamental 

aspect of governmentality. However this displacement of aerial 

responsibility from government to citizens had already taken place in other 

European cities by the mid‐1800s. In England, through awareness 

campaigns and national Air Abatement exhibitions, the population (and 

fundamentally women) was instructed   to use other types of fuels and, 

therefore, other types of kitchens, converting women in expert technicians 

working for the government61. This normative situation produced changes 

in the practices inside the domestic space, like a new distribution of labour 

and of public life, and also outside, in the public space. In the Paris of 

Haussman, women, supposedly more sensitive to dust originated from 

infrastructural works, were urged to wear a veil, with all the implications that this raises in regards to 

the independence and freedom of the gaze behind it62. This rule not only constructed a “weak body” (the 

female, sensitive, body) but also transformed their physical appearance and the way of relating their 

bodies to their environment. 

 

This new aerial governance is produced through our most basic physical needs, such as breathing, 

producing an intimate contact between government and citizens where the body becomes the recipient 

of the AQI issued by the government and transformed over the internet by our digital interfaces. In this 

context we share with Mark Whitehead the need to position “governmentally inscribed atmospheric 

subjectivities” at the intersection between personal freedom and subjugation, which is crucial to 

comprehend the relations between governmental powers and the individual”63. Their use and 

management can become an oppressive social force, as was demonstrated in Victorian England, where 

air quality was linked to a deterioration of the moral and economic values of society64. 

 

Science constructs and dissolves regulatory objects, creating opportunities for certain political actions 

and, at the same time, silencing others. The huge effort of administrations, with the help of the scientists 

co‐producing AQIs and air‐quality‐related knowledge, can be seen as tools for citizen empowerment, but 

they also can dissipate the energy needed to produce action, and can even result in fatalism or 

indifference in citizens65. In Madrid there is no research on the impact of these indexes on residents' 

choices, but it would be interesting for future research. This line of enquiry is suggested because, as 

                                                                    
61 The role of these exhibitions is extensively developed in Whitehead, State, Science & the Skies. 
62 Kessler, “The Bourgeoisie, the Veil and  Haussman's Paris”. 
63 Whitehead, State, Science & the Skyes. 
64 Thorseinm, Inventing Pollution. 
65 Barry describes through his field research how scientific information, instead of awareness and engagement, 
produces the opposite as a consequence of how information is displayed and deployed. Barry, Political Machines: 

Governing a Technological Society, 168. 

The St Mungos fireplace exhibit at the 1960 

Glasgow Clean Air exhibition. Source: Whitehead 

State, science and the skyes.,  
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mentioned earlier, our interest in AQIs is to see which types of action they are enabling or disabling, and 

how they can be invested with political capacities to produce other types of engagement that may 

produce social and environmental change.   

 

When locating the effects of the air on the body, as the actual indexes do, the objective of the AQIs is to 

navigate the city in real time, and to define the types of activities and bodies that can access the public 

space. To which extent this recommendation helps or permits people to act is unclear. Even though there 

are many accounts from geographers and sociologists about the constitution of public space by the flow 

of people66 or materials and economy67, there are some inhabitants (elderly people with reduced 

mobility, people with functional diversity, people who work outdoors, the homeless, etc.) or more‐than‐

humans that cannot choose. What if a body is forced to be in that space, independently of the 

recommendation? Where does the limit of the area end? If the indexes refresh hourly, how can a person 

know what to do in two hours’ time? 

 

Alternatively, if we locate the effects of the air in time and exposures, which 

involves the practices that we perform in the city, we remove the 

responsibility from individuals and return it to the collective and the 

government. In this schema, AQIs are no longer useful to navigate in real 

time. What becomes important is the detailed analysis of the local 

relationships between the air, the urban space, and bodies, so as to 

evaluate what are the problematic areas and the social groups or 

individuals impacted, and to change those conditions in a much wider 

timeframe. 

 

Nevertheless, the relocation of communication devices does not solve one of the main questions of this 

chapter, which is: how do we deal with variability and uncertainty in a productive manner?  This 

research proposes to manage variability at different levels and scales, from the methodologies of 

scientific studies to a different ontology of air. 

 

 

                                                                    
66  As Richard Sennet defines public space. Sennet, Carne y piedra: el cuerpo y la ciudad en la civilización 

occidentlal. 
67  As Saskia Sassen describes contemporary global cities. Sassen, The Global City: New York, London, Toky. 

Jewellery catwalk in Beijing. December 2013 

Source:www.chinanews.com 
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6.5 HOW TO ACT IN AN UNCERTAIN WORLD. FROM 

EPISTEMIC UNCERTAINTY TO ONTOLOGICAL 

INDETERMINACY. 

 

As we have seen, in scientific studies a variability of results is often considered as evidence of 

uncertainty: there are multiple and conflicting responses that do not manage to create a consensus on 

what a certain relationship is. However, as Callon et.al. propose in 'Acting in an Uncertain World', “despite 

these uncertainties, indeed because of them, decisions nevertheless have to be made, or, as we say, 

something must be done” 68. What is known and agreed upon is that air pollution damages health, but 

there is no scientific proof (beyond merely “sufficient proofs”). What is disputed is the reliability of 

information, the methodology, the data collected, or the actions that need to be taken (what Callon et al. 

classify as an uncertainty that moves from suspicion to presumption69). The strategy that the authors 

propose in order to act in an uncertain world is to convert uncertainties into controversies, to learn and 

experiment in the world by constructing hybrid forums (spaces to debate and unpack the 

controversies). This programme of opening up science to society permits other agents to participate in 

the conversation regarding air quality70, and may be useful, for example, to determine which kind of 

AQIs citizens are interested in. 

From a methodological perspective it would be interesting to test Karen Pinkus' proposal, developed as 

an approach to operate within the uncertainty of climate change, to introduce fuzziness into scientific 

research itself. She proposes not to reduce ambivalence, but to produce an excess of information, 

“which, like excess of emotion, does not merely speed up processing, it could lead to productive, new 

ways of thinking”71. 

 

Accepting the incapacity of agreeing on a way of knowing‐and‐ communicating‐the air, this research 

follows Astrid Schrader's72 proposal to move from epistemic uncertainty and focus on ontological 

indeterminacy. This shift is made by reading variability not as uncertainty or opposing views, nor as 

different versions or objects of research (as Mol's multiplicity), but as an intrinsic condition of the agent 

itself because of its dependence on its environment. 

 

In her study on scientific practices that investigate whether Pfiesteria Piscicida algae kill fish or not, by 

analysing the material and complex behaviour of the algae she claims that the toxic condition that 

seems to kill fish cannot be located in the body as an object, but instead needs to be located in their 

                                                                    
68 Callon, et al, Acting in an Uncertain World. An Essay on Technical Democracy, 18. 
69 Ibid., 24. 
70 Lidskog,  and Sundqvist, ed., Governing The Air. The Dynamics of Science, Policy, and Citizen Interaction. 
71 Pinkus, “Ambiguity, Ambience, Ambivalence, and the Environment”, 95. 
72 Schrader, “Responding to Pfiesteria Piscicida (the Fish Killer): Phantomatic Ontologies, Indeterminacy, and   in 
Toxic Microbiology.” 
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relationship, at the interaction between the algae and fish. This shift is made taking into account the 

ontological indeterminacy of the algae themselves as organisms that exist only in dependent relation 

with the environment, space, and time. In these lines, this research proposes to read the air as 

ontologically indeterminate, too. 

 

Because aerial concentrations depend on the environment, they change with meteorological conditions 

(it varies according to temperature, wind, rain, pressure, etc.). There are no pre‐existing conditions 

outside of their environments. However, this is not to say that gases or particles are situated or located in 

particular environments but, as Schrader proposes through Karen Barad´s notion of 'intra‐activity’73, 

“environments and bodies are intra‐actively co‐constituted”74. To say it in other words: the limits 

between the air and the environment cannot be distinguished, and co‐constitute each other; to the 

extent that the air is the environment, they are all at once. The air is also different according to the local 

conditions of its surroundings (the geography, the physical barriers ‐to wind‐, etc). And, of course, time 

(it is in permanent transformation, acting and reacting within itself and its environment). It also depends 

on our human and non‐human practices (the pollutants we emit and the ones we eliminate). So, taking 

into account the indeterminacy of the air may enable to re‐locate toxicity neither in the body nor in the 

air, but in their relationship (which includes the environment, time, space, and practices). In sum, it can 

be located in exposures. This is the same conclusion we arrived at earlier by expanding the epistemic 

frame and distinguishing between sex and gender (which is to say, the body and exposures), which was 

in itself possible by focusing on the practices of scientific studies.  

 

The advantage of this last move is double. First, it permits us to relocate toxicity not as a condition of the 

air or of the body, but of their relationship. This relationship is an affective toxic bodily interaction75  

and varies in relation to the agents involved: it is different  depending on whether the interaction is 

between the air and humans, more‐than‐humans, or the built environment. And second, it allows us to 

reformulate the ontology of air. 

 

Acknowledging the similarities between the properties of the algae in Schrader's case study and urban 

air, this project borrows her last conceptual move, that of the definition of the ‘phantasmagoric 

ontology’. Through this concept she highlights how “[the algae's] embodiment are their traces”76 and 

how the relationships that they establish with their context are indeterminate and in permanent 

mutation. The distinction that is relevant to make here between Pfiesteria Piscicida and urban air is that, 

although the air is also indeterminate, it exists only through its own traces (as was made visible in the 

chapter about maps), and its toxicity is unstable and dependent on its relationships, the air has an added 

agency inherently linked to that of toxicity: its simultaneous counter‐toxicity or capacity to 'cure' (or as 

a primary need for humans and more‐than‐humans). In order to enhance this property, this thesis 

                                                                    
73 Barad, Meeting the universe halfway: quantum physics and the entanglement of matter and meaning, 170. 
74 Schrader, “Responding to Pfiesteria Piscicida (the Fish Killer): Phantomatic Ontologies, Indeterminacy, and 
Responsibility in Toxic Microbiology,” 283. 
75 Chen, Animacies. Biopolitics, Racial Mattering and Queer Affect. 
76  Schrader, “Responding to Pfiesteria Piscicida (the Fish Killer): Phantomatic Ontologies, Indeterminacy, and 
Responsibility in Toxic Microbiology,” 299 
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proposes a concept that, drawing on the notions of the ‘pharmakon’ developed by Derrida and Deleuze77, 

tentatively names pharmacological ontology. 

 

To recognize the properties of the air as indeterminate, unstable, interdependent and pharmacological is 

to accept that our knowledge of the air will never be complete, that the air offers resistance to being 

apprehended and controlled. And yet, we need the tools to be able to operate with and in it. This aligns 

conceptually with Luce Irigaray, who claimed the indeterminacy of the air as the reason for which it 

cannot be grasped, and why it tends to be forgotten78. Our imagination has to learn how to work with/in 

indeterminacy and pharmacological conditions. Instead of working with brick or stone, what is at stake 

in air is a materiality defined by its instability and effects, a challenge that we cannot avoid as citizens 

and that we should engage creatively as architects. 

 

                                                                    
77 Derrida, “Plato’s Pharmacy,” Dissemination and Deleuze, La Literatura Y La Vida. 
78 Irigaray, The Forgetting of Air. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS.  

 

As we already know, in Aeropolis the idea of pollution is constructed79 from a scientific perspective 

through a complex process of scientific and political exchanges that define the precise “safe limits” of air 

quality acceptable to the human body, framing the category of “un/clean air”, and therefore making it 

measurable and governable. In this context, communication between the air, governments, and citizens 

is produced through air quality indexes. 

 

In this chapter we have tested AQIs as information devices, as mediators between multiple and multi‐ 

scalar agents, as performative devices and active interfaces between humans and non‐human 

components of air. They are regulating citizen´s health, cities, and the environment, and, subliminally, 

our education, our actions to reduce pollution, and eventually the construction of body taxonomies. They 

have defined a healthy or standardised aerial body and its capacity to use the urban spaces in real time, 

like traffic lights that permit us to navigate the city. 

 

From this perspective, AQIs are a system of representation inscribed in organs like the heart, lungs, 

nose, hormones, etc. linking the air at a microscopic level with the most intimate parts of our vital 

processes80. Through breathing it connects with external fluids, like mucous membranes or saliva, 

which produce not only a physical change, but also a change in our senses, and cause the body to be 

affected81. 

 

Variations of the colour of these indexes indicate our risk of death, as bio‐ management techniques that,  

Negri and Hardt suggest, are political and simultaneously "symbols, language, information, and 

production of affects"82. The indexes have the ability  not only describe, but also to create: they construct 

'aerosensitive distributed organs' that in turn produce air pollution through their actions, which is then 

absorbed through every pore of their bodies, breathing the wastes that we collectively produce, 

breaking the boundaries between inside and outside, and eating pieces of city (and of ourselves).  

 

But, as the chapter has tried to demonstrate, depending on where the toxic is inscribed, AQIs political 

capacities to change socio‐environmental conditions varies.  From scientific and policy‐making 

perspectives, the effects of air quality are inscribed in the human body through the construction of 

¨sensitive bodies¨ as subjectivities, where the AQIs perform as bio(thanato) political tools that produce 

self‐governance. However, they do not seem to have any effects either in the ways citizens relate to the 

air or to the city. On the contrary, they help to perpetuate identities such as those of race or gender. This 
                                                                    
79 Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts of Pollution and Taboo. 
80 In Beatriz Preciado´s words that system of representation inscribed in organs is a living somatopolitical 
construction, a socially constructed assignment of certain diseases, myths, or fears to certain bodily organs. Preciado, 

Pornotopía. Arquitectura Y Sexualidad En “Playboy” Durante La Guerra Fría.  
81 Latour, “How to Talk About the Body? the Normative Dimension of Science Studies”. 
82 Hardt andNegri, Multitude: War and Democracy in the Age of Empire. 
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thesis has proposed that we relocate the effects of the air elsewhere, concretely, in time and exposures 

(and therefore in practices), to eventually produce other types of engagements with citizens (and other 

bodies and subjectivities) and, at the same time, to gain other tools to operate as architects by linking 

the air to urban space at very specific locations, which displaces the responsibility back again to the 

public. 

 

This move is produced by expanding the frame of epidemiological studies from a feminist perspective, 

which demonstrates how the air cannot be inscribed in a body as a unity. Its effects take place at a micro 

scale and they vary in time. This permits us to perform two crucial redistributions: first, that all bodies 

are sensitive to air, which varies along the body´s time. Second, it permits us to disarticulate identities, 

such as race or gender, as material relationships with air. 

 

So, in Aeropolis aerial bodies are a "multi connected technoliving entity that incorporates technology" 

as the rubber wheels of the cars or the ashes of the burning of factories inhaled,” and it works "as an 

extension of global communication technologies"83 with distributed capacities to be sensitive to the air. 

They are not sexed or aged, because the size of organs and quantity of hormones are so variable that 

they cannot be inscribed in those identities either. 

 

Their subjectivity is defined by the substances that dominate their metabolism (in this case the 

components of the air) unconsciously ingested (and thanks to indexes, consciously) and what we might 

call, according Preciado, toxicopornography84 . Thus, we could speak about cocaine subjects, NO2 

subjects, or pollen subjects.  

 

Therefore , in Aeropolis the subject´s identity is no longer linked to physical differences of the body (19th 

century), neither is built on the resistance of its body to endless external "threats" from which the 

subject has to be protected (1970´s)85 , nor through constructed diseases, 

such as with anorexia or bulimia (late 20th century)86. We could argue that 

it is defined by the body's sensitivity to (artificial) environmental 

conditions87. Also, in the atmospheric subject identity is not fixed, but 

rather a sequence of temporalities in which the intensities of the 

environment interact with those of our bodies, incrementing and reducing 

sensitivity levels88. This takes into account the ontological indeterminacy of 

air and the nomadic and practice‐ based properties of identities89, which, 

                                                                    
83 Preciado, Testo Yonki , 39 
84 Ibid.  
85 Martin, Flexible Bodies. The Role of Inmunity in American Culture from the Days of the Polio to the Age of AIDS. 
86  Preciado, Testo Yonki. 
87  As is becoming clear on the labels of convenience foods (which describe in detail all possible allergies), or the 
variety of special menus available at public events, from which each subject needs to define itself. 
88  For future research the question that could be asked in this context is whether, because of this variability and 
in‐definition, atmo‐subjetivity is a queer identity. 
89 We are following here Butler's notion of identity not predetermined in childhood (as in psichoanalisis), but as 
constructed through everyday practices, From Law we borrow its fragmented and distributed conditions. See: Butler, 
Bodies That Matter: On the Discursive Limits of “Sex” and Law, Aircraft stories. Decentering the object of technoscience. 

Jewellery catwalk in Beijing. December 2013 

Source:www.chinanews.com 
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as Judith Butler proposed, is one of many (aerial subjectivity) that defines us (humans and not humans). 

 

But the most important shift is that, by inscribing the effects of the air in exposures, what becomes 

important are our daily practices and their accumulation in time. In Aeropolis it is the accumulation of 

the everyday, of ordinary activities, that construct the air and our bodies. It is the space of the anti‐

event, away from visible pollution disasters (such as radiation spills), and requiring us to think about 

other temporalities of action and affect. 

 

The political and architectural implications of this move are substantial. By focusing on exposures, what 

become relevant are the physical and social relationships between the air, citizens, and their 

environment at a very local level. It is in the details of those relationships 

where action can be taken. At a practical level this has two implications: 

the first one is that taking air into account needs to be done from a long‐

term perspective. Instead of focusing (only) on abatement (which is 

necessary), it may be more efficient to think about the aerial implications 

of urban and architectural design within urban and infrastructural 

developments. For abatement what is relevant is to identify the differences 

where certain environments or citizens inhabit in permanently toxic 

conditions, and therefore design those abatement plans not only by 

changing the air, but also through the social and material conditions to which it is entangled.  

 

So, where, for communication purposes, could the effects of the air be inscribed in order to increase its 

political capacities to produce socio‐environmental change that this chapter has suggested?  Although 

the goal of this thesis is not to answer that question, but to provide a tool to think about it, some 

suggestions can be made: 

There are some indexes that locate the effects in the economic implications of health, such as the Hedley 

Environmental Index, which monitors and publishes in real‐time the economic costs of Hong Kong's air 

pollution in terms of public health impact and their monetary value90. 

There are methodological aspects that relate to scientific research, as 

Schrader mentions, which is that, by including the indeterminacy of  air as 

a variable in the analysis, we open a way of permitting the air to change 

(and respond=to give it a voice, but not to speak in our language, but to do 

its own thing). 

 

Eventually a more ecosystemic approach (although its engagement capacity should be tested) could be 

                                                                    
90 This experience can be seen as an attempt to find alternative ways of communicating the impact on health. 
Using money as the measuring unit is a strategy used by the medical and epidemiological community to communicate 
with both citizens and policy makers, in an attempt to render air quality visible and a matter of concern. Its engagement 
or success requires further research. 

 
New relationships with the air, humans and non 

humans. Source: bicicritica Burgos 

 

 
Aerial subject. 
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to de‐anthropomorphize it and inscribe it in the effects on other‐than ‐humans, such as the 

environment (as some risk analysis are starting to do, such as the SERCA), or in the built environment 

(the erosion of buildings and monuments, which is not being studied at the moment). Would these shifts 

have the political capacity of enhancing socio‐environmental changes? 

In any case, from now on to communicate in/with the air, its pharmacological ontology should not be 

forgotten in order to start thinking about how to live in uncertain worlds through the relationships 

between the air, humans, non‐humans and the city.  To achieve this, building controversies and hybrid 

forums, and introducing fuzziness and excess of images, references, and complexity, could be a point of 

departure. 
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Introduction 

 

As the air cannot be confined and spills all around us, Aeropolis cannot be concluded. It blows in 

different directions, with the aim of enhancing, suggesting, inviting, proposing, testing... leaking 

opportunities to think within urban air. Nevertheless, throughout a thick description of the sensing 

devices, the working hypotheses established in the introduction have been 

elaborated, enabling the outlining of some main conclusions. 

 

The first one relates to the exercise of implementing the tools created and 

thinking from Aeropolis. What has become clear is that the air is not only 

about particles and gases, but also about these other things such as 

governments, bodies, IT companies, crowd-funding, headaches or 

balconies, which expand the realms of engagement with the air and 

question our ways of inhabiting public space. 

 

The second conclusion is that, by following the traces of aero digital infrastructures it has become visible 

that they are not in fact ubiquitous and immaterial, as advocates of Smart Cities proclaim, but that their 

materiality has been redistributed to other places and that, in fact, this materiality matters in how the 

infrastructures perform and the airs that are constructed. 

 

Questioning the hegemony of science-technology-policy-making perspectives and expanding the 

sensing process to other areas of knowledge and practices reclaimed by feminist studies has revealed 

that there are other many practices and devices existing in Madrid which sense urban air (collective 

sensing technologies, corporate maps, daily walks or chemical sensitivities), each of them organising 

different material assemblages. 

 

The last main conclusion is that sensing devices do not only allow the 

measuring, visualisation and communication of the air, but also construct 

things: from ontological visions of the air, to urban landscapes, to 

understandings of the body; all traversed by strategies of 'air-design' and, 

as a consequence, of 'city-design'. And yet we have also seen how the air 

acts without mediation, resisting to be sensed and therefore to be studied, 

enacting the Greek myth of Tryphon, whose mortal remains formed 

unrestrained winds leading to thunderstorms and disorder in the world1.  

                                                                    
1 Since when the attempt to control nature has followed without success, revealing the need to work with 
uncertainty. Hesiodo. Obras y Fragmentos: Teogonia ; Trabajos y Días ; Escudo ; Fragmentos ; Certamen. Thank you Uriel 
Fogué for the reference. 

Wenceslas Hollar, The Greek gods. Tryphon 

(1607-77) 

US preventative medicine team for Camp 

Lemonnier’s expeditionary medical facility 

2013 
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7.1 CONTRIBUTIONS 

Beijing´s urban screen in front of the Forbidden City showing the sunraise that is not any more visible due to pollution. 2014 

 

This dissertation aims to contribute to our urban knowledge by engaging with urban air as one of the 

invisible agents of our cities, as a way of providing a space for the unseen and the non-event. By making 

urban air visible and 'sensable' it intends to provide a number of tools to work with it in material and 

technical terms, and begin to think of the implications of working with a material that is indefinite, 

mutable and inapprehensible. 

 

It also intends to contribute to architecture through the construction of a particular intellectual landscape, 

a space from which to think about urban air from within, by defining Aeropolis, in order to make visible 

its complexity and understand how it operates. In doing so, it enables to challenge and amplify notions of 

urban space, public infrastructures, sustainability, and the domestic, or non-human environments, 

among others. And if a material approach has been the entry point of analysis, it has been identified 

how listening to the air may require “less literal materialism”2, making possible to claim at this point 

that to study the air we need to study also its atmospheres3, its social and affective contexts which cannot 

be described with numbers and sometimes not even with words. 

 

                                                                    
2 Choy, Ecologies of comparison, 167. 
3 This engages with Wakeford’s proposal of 'social atmospheres', where materiality cannot be separated from its 
social and affective contexts. Wakeford, “Beyond the Individual. Replacing the  Network Society with Social Foam: a 
Revolution for Corporate Enthnography?”. 
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And yet, what contributions come from taking the air into account from 

an architectural perspective? We know it concerns research on porous 

facades, like the Breathing prototype of The Living; and taking care of 

dust from construction sites, like the new regulations being implemented 

in London or Beijing. It is also about creating green lungs, such as the 

central park being developed in the Heygate Masterplan for Elephant and 

Castle4. But the specific findings of this thesis are that taking the air into 

account in architecture is about how to inhabit toxic spaces, how to 

engage with blurriness, how to reframe urban representations or to work 

within uncertainty. 

 

The thesis also aims to provide a method to engage with invisible agents, by investigating their epistemic 

instruments. This is the reason why it has engaged with the devices that sense the air, because they 

allow its visualisation, measuring and communication. These devices are, in other words, the protocols 

which make it knowable. In addition, the project also provides the conceptual and analytical tools 

required to investigate them from an empirical perspective by means of a material and device analysis.  

 

This dissertation aims to contribute also to the incipient field of urban air research, not by providing 

certainties, truths or solutions, but by providing a speculative and project-based approach. By opening 

the epistemic frame of the knowledge of the air it provides more 

resources, technologies, spaces and devices to engage with it. There are 

two main reasons for this; the first one is epistemic: the more enactments 

are considered, the better we can know our object of research. 

Nevertheless, this epistemic move is also political as it legitimises and 

gives relevance to other ways of knowing. The second one is project-

based; it is not only to better know the air, but to increase the spaces in 

which to act in/with it. Moreover, along the journey, looking at the 

intertwining between devices and the practices of air sensing it has 

enabled to relocate where the sensing processes take place: from the map 

or inscription to its deployment, from data to its assemblage, from bodies 

to locations in the city. 

 

And finally, by spatialising the air it is connecting air quality studies, either from science or the 

humanities, with public space and not only to health and the environment which enables not only 

architects to participate in the conversations, but it does also opens it to fields such as geography, social 

studies and activism. 

 

                                                                    
4  It is one of 18 founding projects from across the world to be part of a new environmental initiative: The Clinton 
Climate Positive Development Program. 
http://www.elephantandcastle.org.uk/pages/regeneration_change/125/environmental_leadership.html 

Beijing. 2013. Source: China Foto Press 

 

Measuring station in the Basque Country 
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The politics of Aeropolis 

 

But as this is the story of air sensing, it is also necessarily a story of politics, as Sloterdijk extensively 

reminded us and we have seen in previous chapters. And the contribution this thesis aims towards is 

that, as politics relates to the polis, architects must engage with it. We have seen how aerial politics 

traverses, as the air, all scales of operation, from the institutional organization of public affairs (the air 

as a resource, monitoring infrastructures, definitions of standards) to the everyday politics (breathing, 

going for a walk, learning electronics). Aerial politics are thus inevitably traversed by politics of gender, 

class, or age. 

 

But not only is the air political; this thesis aims to be political too. Despite using ‘thick description’ as an 

inquiry method, due to of the amount of details involved and in the interest of the local conditions of 

each case study (necessary to understand their ontological condition), and despite the fact that it does 

not intend to be critical (in the sense of judging what is good or bad5), this is not a neutral thesis. 

Because to vindicate the invisible components of the air as an urban system and to expand and relocate 

the practices that make it sensable is not simply 'any' way of talking about the air, but a way of “talking 

inside it”6, as in speaking from within. From there it engages with politics of knowledge as politics of 

recognition, of multiplicity and interference.  

 

Within air quality studies, this thesis is one among others that resist the narrative in which the modes of 

knowing the air are exclusively scientific (focused on data). Instead, it proposes that knowing the air is 

also of interest for the social sciences, humanities, and architecture. From 

this perspective, reinforcing the multiplicity of practices and modes of 

making is a way of recognising them and giving them value by situating 

them on the same symbolic level. To destabilise the hierarchical 

relationship among disciplines is a way of reinforcing ones that are below, 

and even of identifying practices that are not even part of a discipline, 

such as Environmental Syndrome movements, as modes of sensing that 

are part of collective knowledge or of non-legitimised practices.  

 

This politics of knowing as recognition can be expanded to a politics of 

multiplicity. Whereas in scientific accounts the objective is to make the 

most objective and perfect map or measurement, in Aeropolis the 

proliferation of practices, inscriptions and devices is prioritised as the 

way to multiply the responses, of opening up possibilities, to test different 

modes of engagement. The consequence of this strategy is that instead of 

                                                                    
5 It would not have been difficult to argue that institutional sensors are "bad" and that the DIY ones are "good", 
as in many accounts of environmental sensing. 
6 Mol, The Body Multiple, 182. 

Anonymous street art. Aviair (2009) 
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trying to reduce the uncertainties of urban air it tries to increase them, as a means to stimulate 

responses and seduce the imagination (and action) of its readers.  

 

The attempt to expand and amplify the practices and agents involved in urban air embraces research as 

a means to 'make a difference' or ‘interfering’ as Haraway has proposed7. It is a way of not only altering 

reality, but also of making things (maps, sensors, clouds, regulations, complaints) and searching forms of 

inhabitation that are "worthwhile": good for the agents involved in them, both humans and non-

humans8. This positive attitude towards the world engages with Braidotti’s ‘powers of affirmation’, where 

an affirmative approach to reality “entails the creation of sustainable alternatives geared to the 

construction of social horizons of hope”, and at the same time, helps to resist the present (as in 

pollution, for example), in a productive manner9.  

                                                                    
7 This concept has been extensively developed by Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto: Science, Technology and 
Socialist Feminism in the Late Twentieth Century”; and also reformulated by Barad, Meeting the  universe halfway. 
8 Mol, The Body Multiple, 158. 
9 Braidotti, Nomadic Theory, 267. 
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7.2 OPPORTUNITIES 

 
The Center for Genomic Gastronomy, Smog Tasting: egg whites with Madrid´s pollution taste (2014) 

  

The project posits that the description of the environment through maps, the design of digital 

monitoring infrastructures and the definition and deployment of environmental communication devices 

are areas of research, design and collaboration in which the discipline of architecture has a lot to 

propose. Because through them we can design and construct in material and symbolic terms both the 

air and the public space of our cities.  

 

And yet the overall objective in constructing Aeropolis has been to open up spaces for action and future 

research. Because as William Mitchell mentions in regards to his City of Bits, “if we understand what is 

happening, and if we can conceive and explore alternative futures, we can find opportunities to 

intervene, sometimes to resist, to organize, to legislate, to plan and to design”10. So, to conclude, let us 

briefly summarise and unfold some of the opportunities that have been found along this research, and 

underline aspects which have been left out but which deserve further attention. 

 

_Maps. The airs of waste, the commons, or other possible imaginaries. 

By reading maps as socio-technical assemblages we have seen that they are less representations of the 

air (in fact there is very little of the air present in them), and more instruments that enhance aero social 

practices. They are already tools for activism or mobilisation, tools for negotiating the environment that 

enable the integration of different agents in discussion. They also allow the redistribution of knowledge 

production between policy makers, experts and citizens, and they have suggested different ways of 

                                                                    
10 Mitchell, City of Bits. 
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knowing, through accounting, seduction, play or 

embodied practices, which may enable to move 

from the data towards a non-representational 

way of knowing. Nevertheless, by engaging with 

visualisations themselves his thesis aims to 

think about other ways of rendering the air 

visible, through cosmopolitical experiments, to let 

nonhumans "speak". A starting point may be to 

follow and test Hinchliffe et al.’s proposal of 

knowing, not by showing the object, but by 

producing multiple inscriptions “to move around 

space and objects, to shift the WE”11, engaging 

with the politics of multiplicity mentioned 

earlier.  

 

Yet mapping the air does not only open up 

opportunities to think about the affordances of 

the tools and the redistribution of agencies by 

mapping process between humans and non-

humans. It promotes the idea that acting in the 

environment can affect the city by means of a 

politics of care, where taking care of the city is a 

way of air-design through material experimentation in urban space12. 

Experimentation also emerges from the capacity of the devices to test 

other futures, other worlds and realities, to generate imaginaries that 

propose other ways of relating with the air.  

 

Although the chapter on Aeropolis windows focused on maps, there 

are many other devices which enable rendering the air visible. There 

are already screens at different locations in Madrid, like the ones that 

belong to the DGT or the informational one in Plaza Colón, or the 

prototype produced by In the Air at Medialab Prado’s digital façade 

(2009). Also, mobile applications are growing fast in recent years to 

make information available to citizens in real time13. And yet one last 

opportunity may be raised concerning citizen empowerment through 

cartography out of the digital domain; such as Patrick Geddes´ Edinburgh Outlook Tower14. 

                                                                    
11 Hinchliffe et al., “Urban Wild Things: A Cosmopolitical Experiment,” 35. 
12 Such as by watering the streets to reduce PM10, developed in the SERCA project. 
13  An inquiry of the existing devices as well as their political, spatial and social implications would be an 
interesting path for future research. 
14  Patrick Geddes’ Edinburgh Outlook Tower was a camera obscura which he converted in to an observatory, a 

In the Air, Digital façade (2009) 

 

Patrick Geddes, Edimburgh Outlook Tower 

(1915) 
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_AQIs. Environmental justice and subjects PM10. 

Studying communication devices has made it possible to think about the relationship between the air 

and the body, but not only in terms of its effects on health. A move to democratise the relationship with 

our bodies by redistributing the effects of the air from sensitive bodies to all humans has meant 

rethinking our bodies and subjectivities, but also rethinking the space and time of Aeropolis. 

 

In Aeropolis, the body is not the space in which pollutants inscribe 

themselves. Instead it is a space of microscopic bodily interactions 

between our blood, hormones, mucosa or the environment, which means 

adding new aerial subjectivities to our collection of intersectionalities15. 

These subjectivities are 'nomadic'16: they are temporary and fragile, and 

are formed in a distributive, dispersed and multiple manner, which may 

conform us in different periods of our lives as subjects NO2, subjects 

pollen or subjects PM10. 

 

It has also enabled to start thinking about locating the communicational 

strategies from a victim body to exposures, bringing into relation the air 

and the body with other accounts of space and time. Exposures that affect 

human health are long exposures, which is a shift in how the air is made 

public (by reinforcing real time). This new time has a larger scale and is 

the time of accumulation, which means slowing down and evaluating 

longer periods, as well as expanding the scopes of Aeropolis by including 

the effects on other non-human agents such as ecosystems and the built 

environment, which are hardly taken into consideration17.  

 

Because exposures are also spatialised, they relate to daily practices in specific locations. From an 

environmental justice perspective it would be fundamental to research and take action in the locations 

that are always polluted, as these are the ones that need urgent and immediate attention. But within 

this spatialisation another opportunity emerges, which is to think about how to inhabit the spaces in-

between, the spaces that heal and harm depending on the weather and the activity of the city. How to 

inhabit pharmakon environments? 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                             
museum and a civic laboratory to discuss, while seeing, the future of the city’s geographical setting. Thank you Francisco 
Javier Girón for the suggestion and references. 
15 For the concept of intersectionality as a combination of identities see: Platero, Raquel (Lucas). “Introducción: 
La Interseccionalidad Como Herramienta de Estudio de La Sexualidad.”  
16 Braidotti, Nomadic subjects. 
17 October 2013 is the  first time the impact in ecosystems is included in an Air Quality in Europe report. 
European Environmental Agency, Accessed October 28, 2013, http://www.eea.europa.eu/publications/air-quality-in-
europe-2013#tab-news-about-this-publication.) 

Air quality protection masks. Source: 

achooallergy.com 

 Tim Lemke,  New gypsy-wagon for Multi 

Chemical Syndrome (2007) 
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_SENSORS. urban queer political ecologies 

As seen previously, institutional sensors are distributed, voluminous and wired digital infrastructures, 

which move away from the ubiquitous computing imaginary. It has been demonstrated that they are not 

immaterial, invisible and un-representable, but their materiality, visibility and representation have been 

redistributed and relocated in other realms. In this case, what is happening in the public space? 

 

As Rubio and Fogué remind us18, infrastructures were made invisible during the 19th century in order to 

divide the spheres of the social, the technical and the natural, and to leave the public space as the empty 

container for sociality, taking sewage, pipe lines and all other service infrastructures underground19. 

Even if this process has been shifting over the second half of the 20th century and some of them have 

returned over ground, they have remained black boxed as built structures that belong to science and 

management, unquestioned, accepted as necessary, and mostly evaluated in terms of efficiency and 

money (and now, risk).  

 

At least some parts of aerial aero sensing infrastructures have always been, necessarily, above ground 

and in the public space (to measure the air in specific locations). Yet the purposes of their invisibility 

belong to the same conception of urban space as the space for the human. Weiser envisions the 

integration of machines in their surroundings to “allow citizens to enjoy and do their things”20, 

separating the social and the technical as incompatible. In the case of the sensing monitoring stations, 

the strategies to deal with them have been to camouflage them in their surroundings, changing their 

"style", like a cosmetic strategy. 

 

This project proposes taking Galloway’s concerns about the normative implications of the invisibility of 

objects21 seriously; to posit that, in making them visible, we have an opportunity to reconfigure urban 

space from a post-human perspective, using infrastructures as the instruments that may allow to build a 

collective of humans, nature and technology, as the project of urban 

political ecologies pursues. Rubio and Fogue point out that this collective 

may also promote new forms of civic participation. In their analysis, the 

urban space acts as some sort of interface which enables the creation of a 

novel system of participation and collaboration. However, it could be 

argued that their proposal requires a participatory citizen which has the 

right but also the need to activate the infrastructure, posing problems in 

terms of efficacy (what happens if people do not engage, as occurs 

currently in the case of the air?), exclusion (who cannot use-participate?), 

and political implications (who decides how and what is debated?).  

 

                                                                    
18 Rubio and Fogué, “Technifying Public Space and Publicizing Infrastructures: Exploring New Urban Political 
Ecologies Through the Square of General Vara Del Rey.” 
19 And it could be argued that as well as for health and management reasons, as a disciplinary strategy. 
20 Weiser, “The Computer for the 21st Century.” 
21 Galloway, “Intimations of Everyday Life. Ubiquitous Computing and the City.” 

 Living Light. Air pollution visualisation 

pergola in Seoul (2009) 
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Thus, the way in which this dissertation relates to the visibilising program is by drawing attention to the 

concept of visibility itself. The objective of making infrastructures visible may not be about the visibility 

of the device but about moving away from questions about the representation and iconicity of the object 

towards the conditions of visibility it enables. So it may be about the construction of a hybrid bringing 

together different agents and producing a new assemblage in which roles of visibility and accountability 

may vary in different instances. This assemblage may include a spatial device, but should be, as architect 

Keller Easterling suggests, “made out of action as well as of concrete and CPUs”22. By virtue of this mode 

of analysis it may be enough to make things public or problematise the environment, as does for 

example the installation Living Light in Seoul23. 

 

However, making visible could be pushed 

forward by moving in two directions 

simultaneously: on the one hand, to increase the 

infraestructurality of the devices themselves, as 

mathematician Günther proposes24 by 

increasing the ‘poly-contexturality’ of the 

system, as a way to increase the amount of 

things that they enable, as in the prototype of In 

the Air’s “Diffused Façade”. By means of a water 

vapour data cloud, it not only displayed aerial 

concentrations, but also changed the physical 

environment by reducing the temperature and 

increasing humidity, altering not only what we know of the environment but also its physical conditions 

and how we sense (in) the public space. 

 

On the other hand, making visible could also engage with the air itself, by 

changing its composition, as Wendy PS1 by HWKN aimed to do25. 

 

But in order to engage with the constitution of new political ecologies, this 

thesis proposes to think not only about the role of infrastructures but of 

the public space too. As Noortje Marres suggests, it could be envisioned as 

an experimental space26 (instead of an interface), in which technologies 

(the technical devices of the sensing) are imagined as experimental devices make it possible to 

problematise the issues, frame the relationship with the environment differently, attribute agency to 

non-humans and the air, and enable new kinds of social relations. 

                                                                    
22 Easterling, “The Action Is Form,” 155. 
23  Designed by The Living, it measures and makes visible air quality in a permanent outdoor pavilion which 
protects from the sun. 
24 The concept ‘poly-contexturality’ was coined by Günther in “Life as Poly-Contexturality.” 
25  It aimed at reducing CO concentrations, although this is technically questionable for the time being because no 
relevant changes are obtained with current technologies to produce considerable reductions. 
26 Marres, Material Participation: Technology, the Environment and Everyday Publics. 

 HWKN, Wendy PS1 installation (2012)  

 

In the Air , Diffused Façade (2008) 
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The analysis of the institutional sensors offered the opportunity to think of aero infrastructures as active 

agents of an assemblage of machines, humans and the environment in order to produce a new political 

ecology from a post-human perspective, challenging the notions of participation and inclusion. In 

contrast, the properties of the Air Quality Egg assemblage instead provide insights to question, within 

this urban ecology, what is considered the environment, which is the role of technologies and which are 

the political implications of participation, as well as the different social arrangements they may 

articulate.  

 

To make this move, this dissertation relies on the notion of 'queer ecologies', drawing mainly from 

geographer Matthew Gandy27. For him, queer ecologies produce site-specific “heterotopic alliances 

which involve or at least imply a coalescence of interests –even if not explicitly acknowledged– between 

disparate groups or individuals concerned with the deference of marginal or interstitial spaces not 

because of themselves”. This queering28 process takes place on three levels: 

 

The first one is the capacity (and need) to hack the leftover spaces of public and private realms. These 

spaces, whose function is not clearly defined, neither their ownership or interest, are close to the notion 

of 'terrain vauges' of Sola Morales Rubio29: those ‘green areas’ in cities with no clear purpose or goal, 

whose function is to make pretty what nobody wants, as a kind of default in which everything that is 

green is good30. Hacking these spaces may produce on the one hand, the 

acceptance and legitimisation of the spaces, and on the other, their 

appropriation and use change to be able to sense and engage with the 

air31. These leftover spaces thus become experimental spaces which 

enhance indeterminacy and ambiguity, allowing many things to happen in 

a non-over-determined way. Can we think about queering the leftover 

spaces of invisibility of the city and using them for political action and 

resistance? Which would be the modes of action? Would it be possible to 

shift the modes of intimacy from the domestic to the collective? 

 

So queering can also be a mode of appropriation. Either the leftover spaces or as temporary processes of 

engagement with the public space, as Eric Paulos suggests. Throughout his Urban Atmospheres he 

proposes a sensing process with individual sensors as a way not only to gather data, but as an approach 

for authoring, engaging and provoking a wide range of public spaces32.  

 

And yet, through these devices it is also possible to queer against the morality of the public space as a 

                                                                    
27 Gandy, “Queer Ecologies.” 
28 The concept ´queer' is a body of feminist research whose foundations are the works of Sedgwick, Buttler, Rubin 
and Foucault. Here “queering” is used as a verb, and with the flexible understanding that authors such as Butler (2004) 
imply, not necessarily linked to identity, sexuality or normativity. 
29  1993 via Gandy 
30 Jaque, “Ecologizar No Es Verdear.” 
31 Ingram, “Fragments, Edges and Practices: Retheorizing the Formation of a So-called Gay Ghetto Through 
Queering Landscape Ecology.” 
32 Paulos, Honicky, and Goodman, “Sensing Atmosphere.” 

 AIR, Air measuring kit (2006) 
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clean, socialisable space, and accept its toxicity as a matter of concern which, without disclaiming the 

urge to change concentration levels, would be an opportunity to enact toxicity and work with it against 

the social constructs of hygiene33 and fear34 that surround it.  

 

There is another opportunity in scaling down the queering of the environment by queering the 

technology itself, by opening up the design and production of the device. Through the DIY culture this 

device has demonstrated that there are opportunities in the collective production and management of 

collective infrastructures, and specifically in sensing the air. However, the question of temporality 

(previously discussed) and the different modes of responsibility and capacity of participation would 

have to be analysed carefully in order to identify who is excluded and who 

does not have access to these infrastructures35. It is also relevant to 

question to what extent cities, by ceding infrastructural responsibilities, 

are not losing control of and accountability for the public: space, 

infrastructures, etc.36. 

 

There is also an opportunity in questioning how to open up digital 

infrastructures to a broader range of agents, involving citizens, for 

example in the framing of issues relating to the air, as Lidskog and 

Sundqvist reclaim37. However, in comparison with the smart meters that 

Marres researches38, which connect the citizen/user with public debates of the environment as well as 

with their own personal economy through everyday activities, in the case of the Air Quality Egg, the 

device is already collective: it requires a whole network to be activated in order to exist. How can we 

rethink the domestic when it involves parts of a collective? How do we deal with the limit between the 

interior and the exterior of the sensing process? 

 

* * * 

 

Queer ecologies are a useful concept to challenge the notion of urban political ecologies already 

established. They do so by problematising ecologies outside the traditional understandings of 'green 

areas' towards less visible and less legitimised urban spaces, by challenging the stability of common 

understandings of infrastructure into more mobile, ephemeral or hybrid properties while operating 

through hacking or appropriation, far from the consensus of institutional infrastructures. How can we 

start thinking in the context, devices and digital infrastructures embraced by urban political queer 

ecologies?  

                                                                    
33 Borasi and Zardini, Imperfect Health: The Medicalization of Architecture. 

34 Martin, Flexible Bodies. The Role of Immunity in American Culture from the Days of the Polio to the Age of AIDS. 
35 Crang, Crosbie, and Graham, “Variable Geometries of Connection: Urban Digital Divides and the Uses of 
Information Technology.” 
36 Mustafa and Reeder, “‘People Is All That Is Left to Privatize’.” 
37 Lidskog, and Sundqvist, Governing The Air. The Dynamics of Science, Policy, and Citizen Interaction. 

38 Marres, “The Cost of Public Involvement Everyday Devices of Carbon Accounting and the Materialization of 
Participation.” 

Usman Haque, Natural Fuse (2010) 
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7.3 LAST BREATH 

 

Thinking through the air has enabled thinking about how the air is made and enacted through the 

devices and practices that permit to sense it, about the agents and socio-material assemblages involved 

and the imaginaries they have opened up. We have also seen how a device analysis has generated 

opportunities to rethink the air, urban space, digital infrastructures and our bodies. And yet, there is one 

last proposal that this dissertation would like to suggest. If the whole research has been organised 

around two heuristic instruments, those of the city and the device, a last heuristic instrument could be 

challenged: that of the air itself. 

 

Air may “function as a heuristic with which to encompass many atmospheric experiences, among them 

dust, oxygen, dioxin, smell, particulate matter, visibility, humidity, heat, and various gases”, as Tim Choy 

proposes39. But also, as an instrument to help us imagine a collective condition that “orients us to the 

many means, practices, experiences, weather events, and economic relations that co-implicate us at 

different points as 'breathers'.” The air as a political and epistemological instantiation which may be 

more useful than the environment as a concept to think about relations, becoming, design... Where 'airy 

matters'40 invites to build a collective condition of movement of affect, matter, care, blackboxes, art 

institutions, hormones... which is so much more than air pollution. So, thinking through the air may be a 

good starting point to think of other urban political queer ecologies, but also other instantiations of 

ecological politics. 

 

* * * 

 

Breathe in. Breathe out. 

 

 

                                                                    
39  Choy, Ecologies of comparison: an ethnography of endangerment in Hong Kong, 145. 
40 The notion of ‘breathers’ and ‘airy matters’ was used by Michelle Murphy as a response to Tim Choy at the 
Annual Meeting of the Society for Social Studies of Science (4S) 2013. 
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